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PREFACE

The techniq ea used in flight testing undergo ;ontinual development to accommodate
the new cbncepts that have to be tested and to improve the accuracy and efficiency of flight
testing.

In recent years novel flight control systems have greatly increased the scope of handling
q ualities clearance work to include violent manoeuvring at high angle of attack, decoupled
manoeuvres, etc.

Determination of aircraft position has been developed for greater cdnoienience and
better accuracy and fatellite based systems arn now being introduced for navigation assessment.
Theie reflect the constant struggle for the flight test techniques and instrumentation to stay
at.ead of the systems they arc assessing in terms of accuracy.

The major advances made in pilot's displays have led to the development of new Zest
'kechniqiues for their assessment. Meanwhile the real time display of information to the flight
test engineer in the ground station and the rapid processing and interpretation of results on the
ground have continued to advance.

At the same time there are always novel and interesting applications of quite simple
techniques which are of real interest and value to the flight test community.

The Flight Mechanics Panel has held a symposium on flight testing every four years or so
since its early days and it was decided to follow up the symposia in 1976 and 1980 by a further
one on -Flight Test Techniques". This led to the symposium, held in Lisbon. Portugal. in April
1984, which is reported in these oroceedings.

The Symposium included many interesting papers and provided a valuable opportunity for
the AGARD flight test community to meet and discuss broader issues such s the cost effectiveness
of the complex techniques and sophisticated equipment nowý emerging.

It is important that such meetings should continue to be organised by the Flight Mechanics
Panel on a regular basis so that new techniques for flight testing, instrumentation and data analysis
can be diise;..inated to ensure that safe, efficient and timely testing is accomplished.

"A.D.PliILLIPS TAt SAUNDERS
"-. Member, FMP Member. FMP

rI
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DETERMINATION OF EXTERNAL STORE DRAG

by

K. Lutz, R. Matecki
DORNIER GMBH
Postfach 1420AU ,.If A fla

D-7990 Friedrichshafen A D -P 4 .098.

1. INTRODUCTION

"External store drag" is a title of a wide ficld of aerocynamical and flight mechanical problems. Our c'on'
sider3tions are based on ALPHA-Jet work and thus-are only valid for stores in the subsonic flight region.

,Until now no exact methods for preestimation of singl] or multiple store arrangements are commonly known.
The only successfully used methods are of seini-enpir'cal nature for which the most critical problem, i.e.
the estimation of the interterence drag, is to be taken from statistical material based on a greatest pos-
sible number of flight test results.

Before presenting typical results from the evaluation of ALPHA-Jet flight tests with external stores, the
philosophy of the flight test evaluation itself is desc, ;ed shortly. The external store drag values from
flight tests, evaluated since 1975, are not only registrated for performance purposes and documentation
in the pilots operating handbook, but they are also analysed in regard to the caLses of the differences
in-values, to the individual contribution of the inte-ference drag and to the possibilities to define poor
drag configurations. The latter ones are limitea due to several constraints which cannot be changed (e.g.
shape and aerodynamic cleanliness of the store itself). Here only the importance of better aerodynamic
design of future stores can be emphasized.

The evaluation of external stores which is presented here concerns single store configurations and double
store configurations. In the firal chaptet the necessary considered further work for completing external
store statistical basic data is listed up.

2. TECHNIQUE OF EXTERNAL STORE DRAG EVALUATION FROM FLIGHT TESTS

The external store drag is to be evaluated in a classical manner for all configurations and configura-
tion components beginning with the clean aircraft as first reference configuration and than evaluating
step by step additional components (e.g. gun-pod, pylons, tanks e.a.). Our main efforts were directed
on under-wing stores, as the ALPHA-Jet has only one undar-fuselage station for a gun-pod.

To come to reliable results for the drag values, the main condition is the availability of individually
calibrated engines for a certain test sequence. This calibrntion is done for all engines in a ground
test facility and for some cases in an altitude simulation facility. The results -Are adopted together
and' the brochure data set of the engine manufacturer (for a minimum engine) is fitted to the calibration
results by correction factorS. Every time the engines are replaced by others these correction factors " -

were also to be checked or changed. And as a result of this, new reference fligh's were necessary, which
were the starting point for the evaluation of further added store compOnents. The primary engine signals -

which could be use~d to calculate the actual thrust (beside mass and atmospheric data) were RPM, nozzle
pressure and fuel flow. 1. the first time we used nozzle pressure and fuel flow parallelly, but in later - --

time we only used the 'fuel-flow-method" because of the Wst reliable results. By using the equilibrium
of forces equations we ccme to polar curve points C , C (N, ( ) which were filtered in a last computation
step. The interesting drag ontribution of a certaill stere including the interference drag is found as
the difference between the dray with this store and the configuration without that (ia the sa•e test se-
quence). An angle of Attack dependency In the practically used Angle of attack range Vas never found. The
additional store drag'always resulted only In a corresponding parallel shift of the 4rag.polar cvrves of
the clea airftraft. ' 0

3. TEST ftE$V~t$ FAON SdNG"- NMUNEV SMES WIDC PYLONiS

Fig. I shows the evaluated additional dral curveS fro flight test fW Some singlte W•,M s$oe e r
pylons in t~erms of dragl a"e &CO-$ where the pyl-Ont cdetrl~bwt1A itself it ensciuee Out the 4*tWrleres

* ~~between stmr amd Wing is ifttlude* The carve for the trainin system IMLS-2 (rCparnier 8046 tight utoms)
was evaluated for ao aSy"mejrlc mooted case i.e. only one store at the a-cr-aft. This .'isvuimth The
very high drag coalributien of one store only was somewhat u0*eeted *0 this amout, cause first pre-
estimations and the following wind tkunel test phase let hope foe a c6PSiderably lower dditi'o"al& dag.
The tria drag contribution for this asymmetrical case was checked to he negligible. Not oaly t e#ah "th.eala-
tiom of several flight te$, sequences bst also additional ovaluation of later Gef*n Ai'rfaee flights co-
firmed this result.

The lower curvet of drag aereas Are valid fortwo st•ois in symielAc u ted cefigUratioS, W;eres tht
230 L-tatks' are mounted atways under the, outr wing pylofs, the h stot drags are Always evaluated
for the position under the Inner pylons. For some of the sMaIler Stores also the pe00tio* mt~ee the OW4.

*pylons whre Checked, but no ConsIderable dlfferekce was f&04d. It w8Va1waYs 1<1 the (farily small) scat-
toe rangef of the evaluation Points.'

A comprison of the" drag trv do"M t lead to further u*Ae Ctel 0oc m to the 0e-rf ee •-..
influence, the Curvms are goitg first do 4t low mach-nuwbef uWt'l the compressility ltfvefte. let
thi ft mft' co less steep up. The draV level cee..mip' In all Cases with ti'e a&0*4y0Au cleanl':-ess

4ad widtm the wetted stere surfacl. The impoortace of ,a ta cleawl loots ca bcst be sefn at th•e

it. d4*614 as hide &I for ow iet-se ilftti the ~nth reowl4a "Mn4L44 ftso.
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In fig. 2 the results of the drag evaluati6n for three types of single mourted launchers are shown. They
were mounted symmetrically under the inner pylons and in some cases also ý;;der tha outer pylons. Comparing
the results for the two positions, again the differences were within the ealuation points scatter.

The launchers were t.'sced for the cases "full" and "empty". The geometric-dimensions as well •s the surface
aerea were within the same order of magnitude, so that the differences in the results are caused only by
the individual aerodynamic cleanliness. A table in thr lower part of this figure gives a, frst impression
of the surface quality "full" and "empty" with r'-ui, in the logical differences of tte=drag level. But e
because of one unexpected result, some additional remarks must be ma.ce to this figure:.

For the case "full", due to the smooth plastic covered nose the LAU 500,/A has the lowest drag values, and
due to the uncovered rocket holes the LAU-51A shows the highest values. The values for tne LR-155 ND are
placed between those others.

For the case "empty" the sequence is otherwise ordered. The additional drag curve of the LAU-51/A eo.pty
is not only placed lower than those of the other two launchers, it is even a little bit lower than for
the LAU-51/A "full". Foy the preestimation it was commonly assumed that an empty launcher always must have
a higher drag tnan . full 'one because of the larger wetted aerea (rocket holes) ard inTake perturbations.
But as can be seen here the combined detail contributions are more complicated. For the LAU-51/A the open
uncovered rocket holes in the loaded configuration obviously generate disturbances which yield to a rela.:
tively high drag. In the unloaded case these disturbances vanish, the intake flow is relatively regular
and the base drag is decreased by ventilation. The additional friction drag 'is bower than the'sum of the
above mentioned contributions, so that the result.for the empty LAU-51A is lower than for the full case.

For the other two launchers the drag behaviour is of somewhat other nature. In the full case the flow
around the covered nose is relatively clean (better for the LAU 5003/A). But in the empty case, this
cover is perforated by the fired rockets, the inlets are irregular and ge.erating disturbances outside
the stores. The flow velocity through the holes is lower than in the case of LAU-51A, thus yielding to
lower additional friction drag, but also avoiding the full decreasing of the base dragT by ventilation.
As a sum of all detail contributions, the overall launcher drag for these two types is h-igher in the emp-
ty case than in the full case.

4. ANALYSIS OF DRAG TEST RESULTS FOR SINGLE STORE CONFIGURATIONS

it is not a satisfying work to evaluate the external s~tore drag, thinking at-ut why the drag of one store
is more or less different than that of an other and than to document it. For future preestimations it is
desirable to go into more details, to get also information of the very important interference drag be-
tween store and wing as statistical values which allow also to come to conclusions for special low drag
arrangements. Concerning the interference drag contribution it is desirable tW know the influencing para-
meters quantitatively. In combination with the external store drag evaluation from Alpha-Jet flight tests .
the folowing approach to analize the store drag was chosen:

- assuming the measured drag of a store under an a/c, interference drag incZuded, ia valid and

- asswming the semiempirically estimated free flight store drag without interference is; also valid

- in this case the difference between these two values must be the interference drag contribution.

The second of the above assumptions will accept a certain scatter in the results but seldom massive de-
viatio. will occur (in our cases estimation of the CBLS e.g.).

If now as much as possile values of external stores are evaluated in this way and documented with al;
possibly contr~buting characteristical informatlons, it can be attempted to answer to the question
"what parmneters are, influencing- theYnterference drag in which way?".

And if this is known all informaiions for future low store drag arrangement are available. -

The technique of evaluating the store drag from flight tests was already shortly described in chapter 2.
Fig. 3 shows the steps for estimating the external store drag beginning-with step 1 by determining the
friction and pressure drag, continuing by adding the differert contributins.of step 2 thru 4 and . .

summing all these steps up to the so-callrd "free flight store drag" without interference, which is to
be compared in one actual case with the fliaht test results.to analyze the interference. contribution.
For unknown store-arrangements the "tree flight store dnag" must be multiplied with the interference
factor for the interaction between wing and bd-y .and perhaps also for double body arrangements. But the
aim of our efforts was to come to these interTerence factors by the above described comparing method.

About 10 years ago. Mr. Berry [1] from the ARA in CB published a very useful extensive paper in the
AGARO Lecture Series Nr. 67, where he combined empirical methods with wind-tunnel'measurements. We~now
attempted a similar approach by combining flight test results on thl ALPHA-Jet with seuiempirical methods
to come to a diagram of interference factors equivalent .to that of Mr. Berry. lOar results are presented in
fig. 4 for axis-symmetrical stores. A similar one was evalulted for flat stores like pylons. The used sym-
bols are the same as defined by Mr. Berry: E = factor of aerodynamic cleanliness (ratio of free flight drag
and frictioa drag); AM = difference between actual Machnumber eAn drag rise YMer-numer of Wing; Ksý = in-
terference factor (ratio of store drag under wing pylon and free i ight dragY. Here the .often found re-
suits are demonstrated, that the "cleanier" the store is (low E), thr higher will be the interference fac-
tor.

Compared with the corres~ing diagram of Mr. Berry it i's to be stated t6at the whole carpet is shifted --.

to higher values. Values extremely belowK 5 = 1.0. due imaginable, were'net fou••d dur'ing the ALPHA-Jet
flight test evaluation."'

S.. . " . .. F '. .



Further it is to be stated that the diagram is of limited validity. Two examples may illustrate ,th~is:
The external 320-1-tank of the AIPHA-Jet is of exttemeaerodynamic cleanliness (E %, 1.6) but the result-
ing interference factor is about Ks = 1.0. The aerodynamically very dirty CBLS-200 (E -- 7).shows an in-
terference factor about Ks -- 2. Especially the first case,, where the quite long-tank (3,5m) is mounted
under the outer wing pylon with a lucal wing chord of only 1,8 m an influence 6i these geometrical rela-
tions is to be suspectec. Some attempts were made with the ALPHA-Jet external store flight test data to
construct diagrams including such geometric.l influences, but until now these efforts weri without success,
as not enough values were available.

Thus the interference drag diagram of fig. 4 is only be cor.sider(d as a first approacn for average exter-
nal store dimensions.

5. TEST 'RESULTS FROM DOUBLE MOUNTED STORES UNDER TWIN CARRIEPS

During the ALPHA-Jet ',light tests some double mounted str,-es configurations for different stores and dif- 0
ferent twin carriers were evaluated. F-ig. 5 gives a first selection of drag values of double mounted sto-
res, including all interferences (to th2 wing and between one another), but without the drag contribution
of pylons and twin carriers.

This figure gives a first impression of the importance of the choice of the' twin carrier type on the
double stores drag. It should however be noted that this is only one contribution to the sum of the drag
including the carrier's own drag, too. "

First the case of 2x2 BL755 in the upper part' of the figure shoula be considered'. The fiat twin carrier
W. in its origin configuration led to the highest double stores arrangement of the 4 BL755. A smwl modifi-
cation at the carrier MNLr (shortened = rognb) decreased the drag only a little bit. The body shaped carrier
Y-OC, which was better was only evaluated for comparison, but the special development of the A-formed
carrier Y-ES 1954 'with an extreme spacing of the stores decreased the drag of 4xBL755 by about 30 %. Com-

.paring this curve with tbht in fig. I for 2xBL755 under singl pylons shows that the..Interforence factor
for double stores is reduced by the spacing of the twin carrier to 1.0, i.e. the drag of one store under
the Y-ES 1954 corresponds to a single mounting. ,

Further interesting results are the lowest two curves, each for only one BLI55 under the twin carrier 14Lr.e
The second store, which is mounted at the side of a first already tested store has only half the amount
of drag. This would result into tile conclusion that for this configuration - the stores are in a very
tight, nearly touching position - a favourable double - stores effect exists. Summing~up the values of
the two lowest curves and multiplying with 2 leads to the result of 4xBL7S5 at MLr in the upper part of
the figure. It is to be noted that the latter curve is taken from the early time of flight test evaluation
whereas the lower ones are frcm a far later test period; but the results are fitting well together. (A
further evidence of existing favourable double store interference in this special case was found during a
wind tunnel test serie concerning a study for low drag arrangements L21. A fairing around the front and
side parts of the MLr with two BL755 led to an overall increased drag.) The other stcres under L.r
(SAMP 250 kg and MK82) show lower drag values, comrespo in-9-to their smaller dimensions.

But as already stated above, the drag oe the stores with ail interferences is only a part of the total
additiohil drag which includes also the contribution of pylons and twin carriers, And which is finally
of interest for the performance. An impression of such a comparison gives the diagram in fig. 6, which
shows the total drag of 4 x Matra SMW 250, kg st"s with two pyloc a&M two twin carriers' of different
types.

The best (lowest drag) with hearly nocompressibill'ty effect shows the eaafigur.tioA with tandem sto •
mounting, as a result of the well known favourable low drag interftreot AM the own low drag of the t•A-r
rier itself. The case with the fairly Small flat ALMAi 4020'with tight parallel' ositibfiA• of the SAMP-
stores has also good results in the low Maph-nfutiber reqion. b•t with a steep dr.9 c'reep als•ighr MaC1.
number values. The difference between conffigurations w`th the tody-shaped -AU-f1-standard and AV:.F1-medl
fied is caused by ah otthe solution for the store rack system with identtcal' sto$es and tts m sWI. e l.
Tihe Refaut twin carrier is Also body Shaped. The overall #Oditljofl drag with this carrier issisilar
with the modified AV-FI-cpafiguratio iAe h" lowo•rla.t t e 4g t w(t a stee4' draa cree&. TW e .--
highest overall 'additi4Al drag IS fO,* for the Cast With, MV.

With this analysis same kaouledgement abut • t m•tual Wafereice be twe" bo dule arraoqged sntm
should be found. Agail Mr. e" from the ARAin 115 pri.restl in th.e a" referefned' repOrt (11 a first
diagram~ for double stre mutual inhttrferenc, iýhM this fatter %is the qutleftt of the drag 41 WO~
St~vres in dobecniua ionlid that of twoc 4nsise s~t%*4A 499tufe &r.*xI9mst wh4ah is a twa.ti-ats
of the store Sqatflg and t"e flight Mach numbe.

The analysis of our flight test eMlts is a little b1t mere coap40 cAtd betaslw th ~'1l resvut$ fA
different sqaC$A are feWi for

*differert twin carier type with different stoire r*k systo" (a~Cfuth *rms e4. Ate~k CIA ha
not neglilqbi. influence and whIch :Oft% be s.=p'ýrated FrM ~the lntavferene or"g faCWo K0.II the
C4se Of Consldera4AM of It*e Sam store tyeS* . .

4 4ffereat C"64b4tt~ofs of stares with the sowe 4w"4W 460o t)y. 3 It s UiAW- ebi* thM an '04b4.
vi-dutl dl-ffert wit botliom Causied by diffftnnt str baiY shape octVrs.



It 'iuot be taken in 1ind that these two ,nfluences during our a~nalysis of ;4Z1eL;c.t~i?'9 i~ ~
cessar~iy be neqlected'. it is supposed Out not linmonstrable that these influences i .r c. csseG ' '1 "'c
negle.cted. But a certari scatter in the results of the analyses must be .exoeo,-te~d ta,,~~tnt

in "-ig. 7 tie evaluated double score interference .'actor as defined above is. ;rhown forL ':ay5 'he sam-,e
Stnre type (2 x SAIMP 250 kg) under different twin carriers (the relative spacing of eacr. i,:ý eo as
ft.riction of Macri number for the above assumptions. The lowest kD-factor is'found .elow. 1.2 -oe Sturd~s
u~idtr the tanlem carrier, wh-ere no spacing can be defined. A4 K.U-factor of 1.0 indepoonorit ';rmm ,acri %umber 09
s naracteristic for the stores under the speciailly constructed '-pylon with a vere !,rqei azn

(ylD 1,9). At low Macn-niui,.ý-ý for toE mounting und~er the flat ALKAN 4020 with 'iery.tnm oa'n
(y0 1,47) similar results for K0 are found ýremneroer the favourably appearing inte ft-dnc '.ez Or

the second BL755 under M'.r in fig. 5). The hignest values for K0  are .ýhowpt for the moutili undý,r MýLr
for medium spacing with the actual store at about y/u 1.37. Higner spacing witiv 1. iT .,A~ 1.6,i fur
the carriers AU-Fl and Rafaut lead to K[9-factors oet'veen maximum, and minimumi varfueT. 3.'e t Ts note worthy
tnat Lhe evaluation for the AU-Fl standard total configuration and for the RU-Fl mod.ifiec total c-onfigura-
tion lcaus to the result, that the higher total drag of the first one as sh~OWff in q- t' ois part 1-1 the
drag of the twin carrier only and not part of the interference drag, so that the same, '(n-val for the
douole mounting of the store is found 4n both cases. This result lets hope that thee aoove assumed neglec-
tion of such influences is not totally unacceptable. The same result that for very tignt spacing and very
wide spAcing of stores the lowest KD-factors are founa also in the c-irves of fig ' wntq-e rthree cases of
pos~tioning different --;tores under the same twin carrier (MLr) are drawn. The actual ipiacing values are
given numericAlly. The :ase of the two stores BL755 is evaluated from the already presenltzd results with
.he favourably appeariog interference effect in fig. 5.

For sunmmarizing the, foregoing results fig. 9 is drawn with K0 as a function of the re~a~tre spacing and
with curves of constant Mach-number. The case for stores unde~r the tandemu carrimer. is exc.'uA±~d here. The
evaluated value range of th.e interference factor K0 is marked for each carrier conficujnartrro at tthe
actual spa-cing pdsition as solid bars for the case of SAMP 250 kg and as dashed barsý-fur-ar-er'exterr.al
store types.

The characteristics of' the curves are to be considered with the fall'iwinq reservations~:

-At the h'igh soacing of about y/D -2.0 the curves must come together asymptoticqiil1y, because tne
mutual interferences vanish independently of the Mach number; but the restilts. -an only be a first
approximation.

-At very tight spacing with" y/OJ 1.0 the evaluation led also to relatively law K a-values but w-th
a relatively higher scatter. B'jt all discussc-d detail results seem ta support tfte conclusion that
tighten the spacing bclow a. certain value will lower the K -factor. Pyr 'his case- remember dcaifl
the test results for toe contriL~utio'i of eaý.h )f the two aguble moaunted BLT5v Linder Mir-. Never-
theless for assuring this result further test values for this region, in the diagrair are desirable.

-Regarding only the resulrs in comtination with flat plate similar twin store carriers (Mir,
ALKAN 4020 and Y-ES) t'ie total scat.ter of,the val~jes in this diagrem is iaraewtiat' lc-wer- BuL also
in these cases influences of differont body snapes and rack systems are to be accepted'.. Therefore
a much higher rumber of evailuated do~jole mounted stares is desirable; 3nd as long. as. t.hese are not
available, this diagram must be regarded as being preliminary.,

7. -SUMMt'ARY

Experience of several /ears in evait~atmng the additional drag of external stores, shows that enough confi-
dence exists in the stanidardized meLllocS in flight tests with the miost importait'conditiin of availability
of individually calibrated engines. . r . ' -

But more anal izing wr~k or, additional other external stores, carriers and airplanes is. necessary,4-especial-ly for more statistical values 'concerning the interference drag. Additionally further efforts Are nie-
cessary for incoirporating the surely existing geometrical dependencies bev~stre, pylonsodwn
in new interference diagr~ams. . q

Concerning the twin store carrier configurations.' alsd further additional evaidatiuns-~for other store
t,-pes in combination with thc already known carriers as well as for new carrier types are necessary-with -

the aim to get more inform,-tioný about t'ee doucle store ititerference factor. This is especiaily desirable
for configurations with fairly tight spic',no.

Not included in this report are evaluations of t'ui'iple carrier interfe=rences with more. than two stores
because they were not tested on the ALPHA-,16t. Systematical work withi analysis concerningr these confi-
gurqtions is unknown..

Surmidrizing the above statements: Further efforts ara necessary for completing thTe statistical values of
externa 1 store drag with allI influencing parameters wi th ths aim to )e 'sure in preestimimtoon of not'
tested new strn'es especially-in l1ow drag arramngement.0
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" The paper describes th- flirht testing of the Spin Prevention and Incidence Limiting System (SPILS)
now fitted to the Tornado ai:.creft. 7he trial wag carried out in parallel with the' conventional stalling.
end spinning trial and thý tpecial aircraft equipment and test procedures were common, to both trials for
much of the time. The use -if telemetry was of particular importance to the conduct of' the trial and ib
considered in some detail. The Paper -then describes the JPILS flight testing, with and' without stores,
and iescr.bes the 'reasons for ti~e control law modifications required to-'Yine tune"P1toe performance .of the
systez. In ccnclusion, consideration is given to the lessons learned from the flight trial. -

1. :N1•T!.Z3CTlCN

The potential of "fly-by-wire" flight control systems to modify aircraft handling characteristics is
by now well Known. This potential extends to the possibility of reducitg pilot workload by providing
automatic protection frc'm departures and spins. .However, the number of aircraft which. have been introduced
into '-ervice ?quipped w.th such systems is as yet small. This paper describes the flight development of
an Autcmatic spin prevention system for the Tornado which will be the firso, iarc-iaft in operational service
in t•• .. , SGersany and Italy to be so equipped.

-nen considering the design of the Tornado Spin Prevention and Incidence Limiti4 System (SPILS), the
follcwinr factors had to be taken into account:

a) The aircraft has variable geometry wings and' is designed to carry large varieties of external stores, -
resulting in a very lirge number of different configurations to be protected.

b) The basic flight control system (called thi Command and 4tability Augmentation SysteM or CSAS) had
been Jesigned io specific stability criteria without reference to the possibility of an extra control loop.

c/ The i CAS is a triplex analogue system and thus less flexible to control law changpw than digital
Systems.

d) The addit'ion of automatic spin prevention allows the pilot to demasnd mor from hia aircr•ft and t'hus
d.o gners have to protect theaircraft against-unusual combinations, of c4otrol inputs, applied at, very
ig••. rates.'

The SPILS eas therefore designed to be an addition to the already p:oved CSAS. It wars a design
conxtrint that the only CGAS modifications allowed would be in the interface eand that only existing sensors
could be used to provide inputs to the SPIL.. The deeivn wae primarily carried out. in the U.K. However,
since MBB in Germany held S.ystem @esign Responsibility (SDR) 1,r 'th* CSAS they were closely involved in
ensuring that the !ILS did not daetablise the CSAS.

T
he SPILS is a duplex anslogue cotputer ar-i functions in two ways (figure 1):

a) Angle of Attack (AoA) is limited by augmenting' pitcl stiffness. -his is achieved by feedback of A.A
and pitck rate signals into the pitch axia.of the CSAS.

b) Lateral control authority is reduced ao high AoA to levels which will not provoke doerture.

Noe that no. restriction of load factor is provided, and no account. takes of the aIrermit's
configuration, either in term of wing sweep or store load.

As far as the pilot is concerned, he notices, that' pitch stick force is incromead at high angle of
attack, compared with a non-ýkILS Tornado, and in most cases full back stick cam be resched without
departure. Also, numerical AoA limitations iJn the nme of lateral control ore removed and full lateral
stick and full pedal can be applied at ful uack stick without endangerit the aircraft. Should a nystem %
failuire "e detected. an alarm is sounded and the' SaIL is diecomaectqd free the CSA• . ' A reset can be
atteopte4•and, if successful, full WPIL.5 f..notions are restored.



2. FL.:GHT TRIAL OKýZTIV "

The objectives of the flight trial were:

a) To demonstrate that SPILýZ protected the aircraft against loss of conrol end define the wider clearance
envelope therefore available.

b) To demonstrate tte incremsed manoeuvrability available to a SPILS equipped aircraft, relative to a
non-SPILS aircraft obeying its limitations.

c, To demonstrate that the Si-ILS would not impair control of the aircraft within the .FILS cleared
envelope.

d) To demonstrate satisfactory engine, intake, CSAS, airdata and systems performance at the anglee of

attack achievable with FPILS.

3. TEST VEHICLE

The flight testing of the SI•Ii was carried out in parallel with the conventional stalling and
spinninr trial using tue second Tornado prototype, ?02. Both of these trials were designated as '4high risk"
programase and thus the aircraft was specially equipped for recovery from out-of-control situations. The
reason for this c-absification is obvious when considering the spinning trial but perhaps not so when
referring to SPILS. In the latter case, although the SPILS was designed to protect against lýea of control,
it was considered important, as a matter of philosophy, to anticipate departures from controlled flight -

even when not predicted or expected - ,ntil the system had been proved by vigorous testing. Only when
departure protection had been confirmed would the safety devi,.es be removed so that their aerodynamic effect
could be shown to be negligible.

Considering, now the particular safety devices fitted, the roat noteworthy items were (figure 2):

a) An anti-spin parachute fitted to an external gantry.

b) . A hydrazine powered emergency power unit (EPU) and a battery powered electro-hydraulic pump (awP),
providing two levels of back-up hydraulic power in the event of a double flmew out.

,c) A D.C. fuel pump powered in the event of a double flame out.

d) ipecial cockpit displays to help the pilot recognise the aircraft's motions and thus determine the
correct control inputs for recovery (figure 3).

t) The aircraft was converted to single crew operation ;or the duration of the trials. The rear cockpit
was occupied by parts of.the emergency hydraulic equipment.

f) A comprehensive flight test instrumentation fit was installed which could be ',rnadcamt via a telemetry
link to .arton Airfield for real! time monitoring. The most essential parameters were arranged to be powered
in the event of a double flame out.

g) The telemetry syatem also allowed continuous two-way voice contact betwPone the pilot and the ground
sonitering station. A "fiot-mike" system allowed tl'' pilot to talk without naving to operate switches. 7
This facility wc.a addi+J na•l to the normal radios, used for air traffic control purposes in the normal way.

.4. TL2X..ETRY

The use of the telemetry facility was extremely important to both the SPILS trial and, the spinning
trial and will therefore be considetrd in som edetail.. Although the risk of a lteveloped spin during the,

SPILW trial was codlaidered low, it could not "a ruled out. Hence all of the special facilities developed
for to.e spinring trial were a'so used when testing the SPII.

For all stag"es of SPILS development flying (and, of course, the opinning trial) full, real time

telemetry cover was mandatory. Any telemetry system fAilure required high angle of attsk testing to be
abandoned until it was repaired.

Tho telemetry monitoring team was mpeciall.y trained and comprised engineering spe'ialiats tit atrcraft
handling, aircraft system and nginesa, plus samfety pilot. The safety pilot was the 3nly member f tbe
telemetry teas in radio contaet with the aircraft pilot sad was ssually a qualifted Torriado spinning pilot
for familiarity with the pilot's ,workload during testing.

zsch monitoring teas member a ow trained according to his individual role using a simulation system
connected to the normal telemetry displays. Of particular note is the f'ct .that the itety pilot and
senior nandling engineer assisting him were trained to recognise spin modesmadditional to those predicted by
the theoretical analysis of the'aircraft. Thin gave maximum confiden-oe that they would not be "taken by
surprise" by any unusual aircraft behsaiour which might o'cur.

Parts of the 4oleretrf room were specially configured for the trials., with only the most o ieetao.
inforeation for aircraft recovery br ing presented to the safety pilot and handling engine•r. e.tood•ary
information was monitored by the other' toem mebers end instrutttoos wer* psed to tfie safety pilot by
intercom using pre-.defined phrases to avoid confusto•.



The philosophy of the telemetry team was to assist the aircraft pilot in. recoppiaing the motion of
the aircraft, aavise him of the correc recovery controls and also advise him wnka vital actions were
required, for example, when passing critical heights or when sn engine shutdown. wee necessary. The pilot,
of course, remained in command of the aircraft at all times.

The use of telemetry in this way was vitol to the safety of the. trial and &Ie allowed the mcat
efficient use of flight time within,the ssfity constraints.

- !U'3H.1H A.NGL OF ATTAXCK TEST PROCEDURE

In addition to the retention of the telemetry monitoring techniques develop~ed for theý spinning trial,
the special aircraft operating proceuures used in the spinning trial were retained until the departure
protection offered by SPILZ had been successfully demonstrated.

In all but the final phase of the SPILL trial, the testing was carried out at 350W(X, feet (M0667m) in
a designated spinning area near oarton. The spinning area was selected to be free of air traffic control
restrictions and over an unpopulated area. The aircraft was flown in a racetrack pattern allowing an
economical climo to reach operating altitude at the spinning point after the descent diring the previous
manoeuvre (see figure 4).

Critical heights were defined such that the anti-spin parachute woud be streamed if the aircraft was
out of control at 25000 feet (7620m) an, that the aircraft would be abandoned if there were r3 signs of
recovery at lr,5C0 feet (4572m). Thankfully the latter criterion was never approached,. but tescue helicopter
cover was provided durirZ all teat periods.

Strict weather minimum conditions were defined for high angle of attack testingr.

Once departure prntection hao been demonstrated, the anti-spin gantry was removed, and. the requirement
to use the spinning area dropped. As a result, this phase of testing was mostly carried out. over the sea.
Also testing at lower altitudes was now permitted in order to expand the IAS/load-factor envelope ýested.

6. EmGI-ERING ASSlSMYl'T

Before the initial flight clearance could be given, extensive simalation and rig testing were carried
out to ensure satisfactory system operation. Also ground resonance test& were med.s to ensure that the
closure of the extra control loop did not have unfortunate consequences for the stability of the aircraft's
structural modes!

The first, flights with the ZPILZ fitted were then dtvoted to an engineerin smsaessment of t he system.
For this -the SPILL was powered and operating, but not-connected to the CSA•, during, clean aircraft spin
testing. The instrumentation was used'to calculate the effect that the SPI, woul have had, had it been
connected, and hence evaluate whether actual deo'artures would have been prevented, (see figure 5). Thus
confidence was-gained that the £PILS was able to protect against departure of the aircraft and was operating
as designed.

Additionally, the engineeringi assessment conf~rmed that the in-line monitor thresholds had been set
correctly to avoid nuisancA disconnects. Particularly, it was shown that, should the SPILS not prevent,
departure during development testing it wou d disconnect itself automatically die to the- disparity between .
the two. angle of attack sensors. It will, b appreciated that the spin ine a very sigh angle of attack motion
and thus, if the 41tILS r',mained engaged, al. lateral control authority would be Lost, preventing application
of recovery controls. In order to positive y preveoat this, the pilot was provided with an.Inatinctive Cut
Out (ICO) facility to disconnect the CLA aSid SPILL if required, reverting the tailerone to mechanical control
but leaeving spoilers and rudder under elect ical codtrol. However, the rzsuts of the engineering assess-
ment showed that in a departure case the SP'.IU would disconnect automatically and no impedance of the recovery
controls would occur.

After satisfactor* results 'had been o tained from the in-flight eagineering asaseint and ground rig.
testing, elearance to conduct flight tests sith SPILL engaged was gives. However, it A.s worth noting that
even alter the .;PILC engaged testing had be un, the :PIl- was 6mnitored during intervening spinning flights,
as a continuation of the engineering asse8s t.

7. ?t.STj ITHai 52ILS L24GAGED, MARKS 1 D

The first flights with SPILL engaged were carrit•: out in the clem (no store.) configuration. Simple 4
wind-up-turns and slowdowns to full back •tick were made at low speed in each wing sweep to confirm that
angle of attack was limited to predicted values. Then, full lateral and directional control inputs vere
made at full back stick to prove the later authority scheduling functi""e.

Hovlng successfully demonstrated that the, SPILL held the aircraft within the departure boundary
previously identified, testing proceeded to more vigorous control inputs. These specifically included
inputs which had been shown to provoke ,d erture without ..PILS and included rapid, roll reversals at flill
back stick, rapid breaks with simultnsnous application of pitch sad roll stick, deliberate mishandling at
full back stickwith c;ossed rontrola, and rapid pitch inputs (roller cometers). These inpnts were
si nificantly more brutal than could be considered for a combat aircraft without departure protection.

The testing demonstrated that the besic philosorhy of theSPILS dooiW wa cound efficient AoA limiting :
and lateral authority scheduling being provided (see figure 5)," Howeverv- some weaknesses were exposed in
the course of testing which required the' cotrol laws to be modified in order to 'fine tune'" the performance

-of the oste, . These vere insufficient pitch axis stability in response to very rapid snatches, and
.insufficient departure protection in a few cases in reisponse to groes vishandling oaf the controls.

.. . ',
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As each successive standard of .LPILS was introduced, the same basic set of control inputs was repeated,
together with particular tests designed to exercise the modifications made and thus demonstrate their
efficacy.

Testing of the marks 1 and 2 was confined to-the clean (no stores) configuration anW was preceded iný
each case by an engineering assessment as dercribed above. In the case of the mark 3 huwzever, _,fficient
confidence had been gained to proceed directly to testing with SPILS engaged and gross mishas' ling of the -

controls. Also the mark 3 testing saw the first assessment with external stores fitted.

The non-SPILS high angle of attack evaluatio n of Tornado with stores was based on two "key" config-
urations from which other configurations could be cleared by analogy. The same philosophy was followed -

for SPIL'ý but the* non-SPILS testing was required to be underway before the SPILS trial commenced. -

"The configurations evaluated were (see figure 6).

a) A heavy wing configuration with no storea uneitrfuselage
(minsimuns longitudinal stability, aft 0G, high roll inertia).

b) A heavy fuselage configuration with no stores underwing
(minimum directiona.1 stability).

The test manoeu',.ree followed the .pattern established in clean aircraft testing.'

The results with the mar:t 3 standard were extremely. encouraging, departure protection being demonstrated
in all cases except when rapid inertially coupled inputs were made in the heavy fuselage configuration.
However, on the 18th flight with this standard, a large amplitude, undampedi pitch oscillation was encountered
during the recc'very from a test manoeuvre. This resulted in the susp~nsion of testing of the mark 3.
Sufficiently good results had been demonstrated, however, for an investigation and redesign to be initiated
aimed at ovcrcoming the problem.

8. 1W!VFSTIGATI0N AND REDESIGN

Prior to the flight oscillation which caused the suspension of the trials the vast majority of the
rig an.1 simulation results had been satisfactory from the stability point of 7iow. Hou.-ver, some damped.
oscillatory b'!haviour had occurred on the rig in the rate limited regime which had not been fully explaifiec
using the avaiilable comnuter 0.odels. In the light of this a critical review of the system models was under-
taken aimet' at identify'ing the nature- of the model behaviour as wiell as the root of the flight problems and
hence identifying the necespary cure. 'This wamsun'tartaken both at ','BB and BAe since the combination of CSAS
and 6PILL had to be izx~erstood as well as the SPILS its,.Af

It was quickly shown that the aerodynamic modal wa-i Satisfactory by calculating the response to the
flight measured cont.-ol angles. An almost exact match was obtained so attention turned to the modelling of
the system itsolf. Forl~unathly the comprehensive instrumentation of the test aircraft allowed comparison
of computed responsei and flight data at various, points in the flight control system. This comparison
showed that the problem lay in the modelling of the taileron actuator characteristics. Rig teats were theu
put in hand to sedas~rs accurately the actuator'sa response over a range of frequencies and aplitudes,
incluaing those cf the flight oscillation.' This showed that the gain and p~hase of the actuator were worse
than predicted theoretically, even allowing for rate limiting. Hence with SPILS engaged the system- 4
exhibited an unstable moae resualting in a limit cycle.

Increasingly sophisticated computer models, and much original thought, were required by the flight
control system designurs before satisfactory modelling of the inner and outer loop characteristics of the
actuator was finally accoupliahsd. The essential features added to '.he model were the current limite
which give r'ne not only to rate limiting of the actustor, but also to acceleration limits which reduce the
actuator's capability to reverse direction,

One* the cause of the instabilities had been established, a cure was designed. This required the
introduction oi tailplane position feedback into the pitch- rate'chanfll of the .4'IL.S. This effectively
provides extra phase advance to the angle of attack signal, warning the system of large aircraft ;response4'
before it occurs. hence reducing the system input. The new ý;PLS stundard wias designatedý the mark
(See figure 7).

Followtog :awaemodification, further intonsive rig toots were undertake s tocludieg attempts t#
Provowe instability by large amplitude stick pume'ing* abrupt ehecks and teversals. lhoea tests hmving been
cOkpl.etp satisfattor' ,ly. aircs-aft resonance zfiecka were carried wat. re~sulting in the introduction of mottst
filters in the pitch rate loop~. After a retest, the clearance to flight test the system was resltoed.

19. HIGH =LITt1DZ T~ý.IG PARK '-LI-

Clearly, -the first object of the mark 5 JPL~flight trial was to verify that the pitch axis $14iricatioe
had been successful. After progressive pitch stick snatching to part and4 full back Stick, an attest was
made to reproduce exactly the manoeuvring which had'led tc, the work 3 oscillation. Once theme tes,.s had4
been carried out dithout exciting any instability. further testing iaucluded vigorouas stick pumping, maswl
an ainele direct ior "snatch" inputs where stick tsteaover8Odeltsem r'r Second were achieved ~A' each
direction without inducing any kind of oacillaticm (see figure 8).' Close tracking tasks tvre alao estsWined$
both air-*o-air (against a targ~et aircraft) and mir-to..pasd.W it was demonstrated thot sir-to-air tracking
was particularly smooth said easy. Aus to the more precise coontro. of AcA available eaW the, ai 2a~t ~reqVuiuMft%
to mofitot AOA.
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The Ditch axis having been proved, testing progessed to demonstration of depaztuý.-e re•istance in the

same "key" stores ccnfigurations as desdribed above. In addition to the manoeuw:-s "-aead- described, a

further inertially coupled manneuvre was introduced. This involved a full stick ri..ia :o•. at ig, followed

by a maximum rate pitch stick snatch to full back stick as the bank angle passed thregh c94 degrees, the

roll control being held on (see figure 9). By inducing a rapid AoA increasa at maxz-a sideslip, this
provided the most severe test oZ the SPII' yet devised, but in all cases the aircraft remained fully under

contTol. 0

Additional testing comprised combat manoeuvring sequences to demonstrate that ther more clinical test
manoeuvres were adequate to allow clearance of operational manoevring of the aircraft..

The sucr.ess of the SPILS in protecting the aircraft against departurewhile allowing improve-
manoeuvrability over the .non-.SPIL.S aircraft is seen by comparing the achieved SPILS envelope in all test
aanoeuvres with the departure points established in the non-SPILS testing, and the nmmerical AoA limits
required without SPILS (see figure 10). It is also worth noting that some manoeuvres which are quite safe
to fly with the SPILS could not even be considered in an unprotected aircraft - allowing the Tornado pilot. 0
extra combat flexibility.

10. L0W ALTITUDE TLSTING - MARK 5 SPILS

The final stage of the flight trial required removal of t he anti-spin devicers and thus could not be
attempted until departure protectioz, had been proved. This testing progressed to lower altitudes and
higher airspeeds than had been possible hitherto.

This phase posed special clearance problems since it required rapid rolling at angles of attack above
those normally cleared, and at airspeeds higher than had been achieved previously at high Aak& Effectively,
the flight envelope was to be extended in several directions at once (see figure 11).

The solution to the problem of clearance to test wase the production of acceDtable loads, boundar-ies in
terms of handling parameters which could be measured - for example, AoA, sideslip, control surface 3ngless
IAS .figure 12). Provided the parameters remained within the defined boundaries, the loads must have been
satisfactory.

Prediction of aircraft responses to representative control inputs was then carried out using at 6 degree-
of-freedom co~eputer model. The responses were monitored against the loads boundaries, giving confiden-.e
that the manoeuvres could be attempted in flight without endangering the aircraft.

It was then arranged to monitor the most critical boundaries in real time in telemetry using specially
installed displays. Hence if it was surpected that the aircraft had been overstressed, testing could be
aborted immediately and the aircraft returned to' base for inspection. In the event, no inspections were ... S
ever required.

In flight, some check manoeuvres were first carried out at high altitude to verify that the anti-spin
gantry had not materially affected previous results. Then a progressive work down to low altitude was
carried out. This followed the pattern established during previous yhe'•s although the pilot's wwrkload
was now increased by the requirement to monitor load factor.

Since departure protection had now been established, additional stores corfigurations -were introduced .
in this phase. These were more representative of %hose seeu oporationally-and ranged frc,% a light air-to-
air combat configuration to a heavy ground attack configuration, including eight 1OO01b (45. kg) bombs.
Departure free handling was demonstrated in all cases.

11. CONCLUSIONS

The major lesson of the SPILS development trial is that, whi.s flight testing is essential, its"'
risks a~d expense can be minimised by demanding complete understanding of the design and rig test results ,
beforehand. This requires a. clear understanding of the total flight control system design and the
implications of hardware characteristics.

Designers must also be aware that pilots will, quite rightly, take full advantage of aW capability"
increase offered. Thus, systems such as SPILS must oe designed with extreme inputs in mind and must be
tested to the limits of their capability before being released to Service.

The. final lesson is that when a high risk trial is undertaken, the targets of testing aircraft and .
systems to their limits, while minimising the risks to aircrew and aircraft,can only be achieved by taking
special care with test procedures and monitoring. Proper consideration must be given to the best use of
tne telemetry facilities available i-ad extensive training must be given to aircrew and groundcrew. It is
worth noting that the Tornado SPILSI and spinning trials were carried owt over a period of 3 years, requiring.
75 SPILS and 100 non-SPILS flights. During that time the required data was gathered without any damage to
the aircraft.

The successful conclusion of this difficult flight trial means that the Royal Air Force is now 0
receiving its first aircraft type with automatic spin protection, and aircraft for the German and Italian
Air Forces will soon follow.

a o.

. ,, , ,'
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ABS7RACT

The *#4zplementation of 1ýAF' Stall/Post-stzill/Spin Flight Test- Demonstration
Specificati ,on, MIL-S-93691, in the early 1970 s, introduced major changes to the
techniques used at the AFF7`C in L.est and evaluation of manetýver ing- type military aircraft

nearstal/deartue aglesof ttac. ie basic objectives of each high A3A flight
test program since that tia.- ihave been the Jetermination. of departure characteristics
and the development of methods for departure prevention and spin avoidance. Along with
the emphasis on departure prevention came "~- increased attention to flight dynamic
prediction methods anid am increased "atilizatioitý, of open-loop and pi lot- in- the- loop
simulations which are continually updated to stay abreast of the fligc- ht test program
and to assist in flight planning. "he highly nonlinear and complex nature of aircraft.,,,,
dynamic behavior at high .enqles of, attackfcoupled with poorly understood aerodynamics
has made this task d~fficult.at best-., One additional factor that' aggravates the problem
of correlating flight rest,_;esults, with wind tunnel and simulator predictions is that
airspeed, angle of attack. and angle of sideslip, measured onboard the flight test
aircraft by means *of noseboom pitot-static and vane sensors, yield erroneous .and
misleading information at high angle-of-attaetiý- State-of-the-art inertial navigation
systems, however, have recently provided a tool to accurately determine these parameter
values and to do a considerably better 3ob of correlating flight test results with
predictions. and thus! allow- improved estimates of aircraft dynamic characteristics at
more adverse flight conditions. ý Even though more sophisticated prediction and analysis
methods are being continually sought, the development flight test "rogram. and especially
the test pilot continue to be the key elements in synthesizing the final aircraft/flight
control 'system configuration with optimized operating procedures to 'get the best
performance from the man-machine system under combat conditions. Today's .prop,!rly
structured development flight test program follows a safe and efficient 'buildup approach
with concurrent simulation efforts to Assist in flight planning. It has built-in
flexibility to allow pursuit of an alternate course of action fromu that which was
originally planned if flight test and simulatxon results indicate the need. It also -

includes operational-type' mtaneuvers to provide the test pilot with an insight as to how
the aircraft will perform the operational task. This paper will take a brief look at
the principles that guided the development of MIL-S-83691 and at how recent flight test
experi ences at the AFFT'C have modified and expanded upon those ideas over the past
decade.

14rrR~OUC1*ION

In the thirteen-year period since -hp publication of MIL-S-43691 on 31 March 1971,
the United State* Air Force has cor.tlucte-t approximately sixteen high anqle-of-attack
(AOAJ flight toot programs on four Aifferent series of fighter-attack aircraft at the.
Air Force Flight 'Tost Center (AFFTC), Edwarts Air Force Tiase, California. The basic
oblectives 'of each one of those programs have emphapized the determination of depa~rture
characteristics and the6 development of methods for departure prevention and .spin
avoidance. The phyiical nature of these methods took many forms a

A. 'LIimiters designed into the aircraft flight control system to automatically
Drevent the pilot from naneuve~rinq the aircraft into a departure/spin suscep-
tible reqion of the flight envelope.

R. modifications to the fl~ight control system to automatically apply to the proper
controls to recover the aircraft from an out-of-control condition.

C. Aerodynamic modifications to the aireraft to prevent departure i~n ain otherwise.
usteable portion if the fliqlht envelope.

D. Aerodynamic wodi fiast ions to the arrf to improve its nit-oif-oontrol.
characteri~stics and -o facilitate a more rapid return to vontroll'td flight.

E.. De-elopmont of f1light manual- Ikmitat ions and out-of-control recovery procedures

that reduce th.i probability that an unrecovernble toeparturo And spin- will he

ancountesred.

At. Itxott the same Twiliod of tine t'hat PMlL-S-R3691 was beinq written and puiblished,
*t~e~n~ed StaesAir Force was ,ente*rinq into A now era of weapon system devalopment

,tn' test policy. This policy, 1Iiroctstl oy Air' Fnrce IleguLation tl0-14. *specified that

ill military deVelopment, teot prooram* would be jointly ,ondlucted. . tie Joint toot
Approach was not. tnique to higlh A')A testing. but. it didt provide #-he necessary impetus
for the impl.ementation asnd Application of the )rjL1wtploaof MIL-S-0369l.. With the AFFTC
A% the responsible test or-lanizat ion andt wit'f 

t
he usning vommand and the airframe and

engine cont'rsctore as pattiripents. Ate Vrorcw 'personnel became deeply *Invlvedi 'in the
initial. test pl:Anninq efforts of. 41) 46fintnq the *nlineerinel parnmetors-to he measured



an 'e .-strimentat ion hardware ton n.seri, (2 writinq the deta~ited ýet. plan that
;ef-el --e test n.ane '-. ers a:Ji' 3, - e .elop-lng the data r, acessing -An -i k alsis netnols

'a-were lo be used tr rý rt' test rs ts andi convey the prcpr -essage to the
Pe~atlnai pilots. "-ýe *'nt -es- tean .zon-cept served to -iri- -zeo'lication of

ea3r a. sa s 1r i n1 t a h~ e co ntr .- c t _1r collected sufficient iar-a demonstrate
5peý- .fzotn corml.ilance anki thIe Air For,.e retained 'ar. operational persp-.Irtive on the
ýesr reý;UýS. ~i rFr o-e n.nement also, aassred1 that corporate a. ewas being

pasfeom onn:ie !eit7rc,-ram to the nzext to avoij rediscover i-~ i. mistakes.

7"Ie ýSAF ;.nonstr3' ýIn specit 1:i-At o YII,-S-83691. is de-manding In -_5i objectives;
--ere is a uleszre to *Iezer-in~e -ill warniqq rec04qnition, and recovery characteristics
-rreal and apparent o7ut-cf-control ~a sand make recommerndatjions -,ost beneficial
!-thie uiser. -he speci ficat ion is !esl.-ne. to be a guide for plaorinoý- a stall/post-
stl sprr test proqram- :ýn. there is s ,;fiiet flexibility in the fouir t~est phases to

iche -tese cyoals thr-.;:-iih t;i~ est ipr, vession. In test phase A, recovery is
i-týiatedl as soon as the oillot hAa c'-ý indication of a. staLl ýner the MiL-F-

3-_i; lefinition o>f stali) In test phiaaP ', aii .attempt is mde to aggravate the stall.
nv onisapplying. control inputs irnmedJiatel recognition of the stall. In test phase

2, thfet f*e~'' napynq prnpwr recovery controls as well' as improper
c-7ntrol inputs are test6d. If no out-f1 -,rol motions have occurred by. this time,
týea phase D is incluled to provide for asttempts to force the aircraft into an out-of-
control condition.

It is neither feasible nor iesireable t.,, plan a flight test programi to demonstrate
every possible airplaneiflzght c:ontrol syst~m 7onliguration (icuigfailare cases) at'
every set of entry conditions with all possible combinations and permutations of control
in ),ts, etc. It is rather the task of the flight test engineer ta define and test
those conditions that are nost likely to exhibit the entire spectrum of m~odes and
notions that the aircraft -nay encounter during its operational use. The. intelligence
with whiich to -hake these initial decisions must, by necessity, come from-predictive
studies performed usinj t!he results of static wind tunnel tests, rotary balance tests,
free-flight model tests, spin tunnel tests, and finally siimul~tions. It cannot be
overemphasized, however, that extreme caution must be exercised in interpreting the
resulti; of these studies. Predictive studies of one particular kind. cannot be analyzed
independently from the results of the others and must be cross-checked repeatedly.
Conversely, the results of one study should never be completely discounted because it
di,1 not agree with the results of thý. other studies. Each predictive study is of value
only in proportion to its contrýibution to meeting a development or test objective and
must be weighted according to the assumptions and limitations of the study in order to
size and direct the fliqht test plan. There have been instances where flight test
results were precisely opposite to the prediction, not because the predictive method
was invalid, but, because it did not follow ground rules used in performiing the flight
tests or in analysing thei~r results.

When writing the high ACA test plan. delibeiratiors as to the order of test points,
the types of recovery techniques to be evaluated, and the hazard factors believed -to he
chiracteristic to the particular airpl'ane probably receives the most attent~ion. Flight
test personnel do not necessarily have an easy time projecting dynamic: behavior and
recovery capability of the full-scale airplane from the predictive studies, however.
This can be an uncomfortable situation since a degree. of precisiorr xs needed when
allocatin -q time, manpower, physic'al resources, and funds to a flight test program.
Consequently, the test plar. should be as flex ibie as possible, incorporating. dlecision
points where the pr 4ran could chance in scope and direction pending initial results.

Thea first three test phases of M!L -S-83691 do not require any g'ivern node of aircraft
motion after the entry conditions are achieved, rather these are'phasses. of discovering
wha~t 'the airplane does under increasingly' adverse flight conditions.. A- number of flight
test experiences have verified that post-stall motions do not aLways conform to preflight
desire, or expectations, resulting~ in delayedl or improperly applied recovery controls
being applied by the Pilot. T1he hKazatds of these pcssiblities cans he minimized by
adequate pre-teit 'planning with the ald of piilot-in-the-loop simulation., Here again,
it is essential that, the limitations and assumptions of the simulatipn are clearly
underato-od before -i leve~l of oonfidence can be established for the results. It is at
this poin~t where ':he teot pil~t , who are acutally going to fly the test aircraft come
into th~e picture. Their opera~tional experience is invitluable in'determiningl which test
maneuvers, and which subsequjent rocovery procedures should be carried into the flight test
prog;rim. Out of these, tests will .,%so come the initial trend charts summarizing the
simulator results of the recommended flight test rnanetiv~re and whilch will, eventually be
used in followin~q the progress of and directing t'he flight teasts.

'Th. high AO.A flight test v~hiclo is ain expensi-re, t~ne-of-a-kin~d item for a once-
only (hopefolly) test program. With special cockpit display, and fuill flying qualities
And propulsion system d1ata recording and telemetry, and conboard fiLm or video'cameras,

* it is avtidert that. these test rhod ificat ions mitst be Sone caretuily so that their effect
on axroraft flight char-acteriticls are minimal, With some aircraft test installations',
these offer-to may hed,,ifficult to predict (e.gp, test no*ebooM and spin recovery chute
instAllations), at), provisions for doing wind tunnel. tests -.ind/or flight. tests with and
without the!, item. installed may he necessary. Plhotoqraphjc documentation oif the higih
AOA fl~ight twsts is oxtremoly impo~rtant. The onboard and- Iround-based cameras that
*serve to 'locument Aircraft motion' are operaited at a true-time frame 'rate allowing
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production of briefing and training films from the test documentary collection with
minimal effort and loss of quality. A cockpit camera with An over-the-shoulder field
of view provides a pilots-eye view of the aircraft motions.

.Ihe flight test plan is a key document which describes in detail the testing' that
is to be done and directly impacts mission accomplishment, program objectives, safety
and expenditure of resources. Any alencV conducting tests at the AFFTC utilizing AFFTC
resources must have a test plan approved by the AFFTC Commander before testing can
begin.

A thorough technical review of each test plan or major revision to an existing
test plan is required by AFFTC Regulation .80-I to insure adequate planning and prepara-
tion. If appropriate, a technical review board, set up by the office, of primary respons-
ibility for the test, will conduct the technical review. The project manager,
engineering, and test operations personnel responsible for conducting and supporting
the test program participate in the review. The test force director or project manager
is responsible for ensuring that the test plan is prepared and submitted for review in
time to 'meet program requirements. The technical review board, through discussions
with the individuals who prepared the plan, evaluates the requirement for the test,
addresses the test objectives, ensures that the overall approach relates to the
objectives, evaluates the technical adequacy of the plan and verifies that the objectives
can be met effectively with acceptable risks and minimum expenditure of resources.
Individuals assigned to the technical review board are chosen on the basis of their
expertise. This expertise should be broad enough to critically review all aspects of
the planned tests.

A safety review of all tests requiring the use of AFFTC resources is also required,
and is covered by AFFTC Regulation 127-3. The purpose of the safety review is to: (1)
identify hazards generated by each test' and ensure adequate action is taken to eliminate
or'zontrol these hazards to an acceptable level of risk: (2) ensure a thorough and
impartial review of the safety aspects of test activities which involve AFFTC personnel,
aircraft, ranges, or airspace, and (3) advise the AFFTC Commander and other responsible
supervisors and agencies of the degree of risk that the planned testing will present.
Safety review board members are normally selected from supervisory positions within
test operations and engineering agencies having project responsibilities. They should
have project familiarity, but, without sufficient project involvement to present a
personal conflict of interest. During the safety review meeting, the designated project
personnel present the test plan objectives, proposed tests, and test methods to the
safety review board. The safety review board establishes any open items that must be
resolved before testing can begin, identifies additional proce' -es to enhance test
safety, and assigns risk levels to the tests. Following the sa.ýty review, the test
plan, minutes of the technical review meeting, minutes of the safety review meeting,
and 'a final operational hazard analysis are prepared and briefed to the AFFTC Commander
for his approval.

TEST CONDUCT

Stall/spin training for the test pilots involved is the test agencies first active
flying step in the conduct of the actual high AOA flight test program itself. While
it is desirable to select a training aircraft for its similarity in control applications
and sequence to those predicted for the st aircraft, the primary purpose of the
training is to subject the pilots to the out-of-control or spinning environment in aa
many types of aircraft as possible. This variety of experience enhances the pilots
.-ibi'lity to cope with any situation which could arise while testing an aircraft with
undefined 6ut-of-control characteristics. When possible, however, the training is
concluded with the aircraft which has recovery techniques most similar to those predicted

'for the 'test aircraft. Obviously, each 'pilot uses this valuable training time to
increase his proficiency in otbserving departure and spin motions as well as Ln manipu-
lating the aircraft controls in the correct sequence. Also, he reevaluates his
procedures and preferences for tightness of pilot, restraints, for seat and-rudder pedal
adjusttient, and relates each one of these to what will be required in the Ce!t aircraft.
While performing this train' g, the test pilot also considers' his requirement for a
command-and-response checklist to be used in the test aircraft. The items to be listed
Are considered very, carefully and limited to those which are essential steps to be
accomplished before anA| after each maneuver. Items that go 'on *this checklist include

'such things as emerqency systems checks and test data management actions.

Several test aircraft fliqhts are initially required to qualify systems unique to
the high AOA flight testing. Antispin chute system qualification is always done on the
test a.rcraft after installAtion. Static deployment's are done on the ramp initially to
check the functional operation of the sytem followed usually by a low rpeed deplcyment
during a taxi test at approximately 100 knots on the runway. Finally, at least one' in-
fliglht oeployment is accompli ihed near the maxinutim dynamic pressure condition for the
chute to Ccheck the system d.p|oymenit .4nd release -haracteristics tinder actu&l flight
rondiltions, Recovery of the .est aircraft usingy emergency backup systems are also done
when praettc~l to 'ltermine iriy in-f light operating restrictions and allow development
of nmer.;ency rocover'y pattorns and proceduros. Training for enqine-flameout landingsis A~so iccomplishoei i.a tho test aircraft! it this time. This flameout landing practice
is initiated from locations, .altitudes, and a4rsmmeeds which are zepresentative of the
worst condtitions which cotuld be encountered dturinq the actual high, AOA tests.



These flights also present an opportunity to link together alL of the sopport
reauired tc conduct the hich AQA test flights and to provide famUiliarization for the
test Pilots, ground support personnel, and chase crews if applicable, on what will bE?
expected of them. The test pilot is abl- to work out procedures to be followed in
setting *p ir, performing the test maneuvers. Actual data cards are checked for
Completeness, simplicity and accuracy. Flying actual mission profiles'determine pilot
workload. 'The tontrollers in the ground tracking stations are acle to practice
positioning the test aircra', in the proper airspace. Different headinvgs into the spin
area are tried to deter-tin the n)est telemetry reception and sun angle, for ground and
airborne chase photographei as upplicabie. The duties and responisbilities of mission
control room personnel in onitoring the *est proceedings are also worked out luring
these flights. Key personrel ,develop procedures and select their ooerating locations
so that they will have the proper real time data available-to assist the test pilot in
the conduct of the tests and provide aid in making stop-or-continue decisions.

During the conduct of •ach of the sixteen high AOA test proqra;.Is at the AFFTC, the
test maneuvers performed on those aircraft that employed the conventional stick and
'rudder pedal controls, were very similar. They were performed in order of severity
beginning with very benign maneuvers designed to gather quantitative stability and
control data and progressed to more aggressive maneuvers which ewployed large and
sustained control inputs, both &oordinated and aggravated. Finally, ronerational-type
maneuvers were performed that incorporated one or more of the previous manuevers into
a tactical scenario to evaluate the operational s~ignificance of rhe demonstrated
characteristics. These maneuvers aided in the establishment. of anl flight manual
restrictions that might be necessary and in developing unustial attitude recovery
procedures. A list of representative tust maneuvers are, in order:

A. One-g deceleration to maximum AOA.' Maximum AOA is defined). aw the maximum for
controlled flight or the maximum permitted by the flight. control system.

B. Pitch, yaw, and roll doublets performed at one-q in even increments 'of AOA up
to maximum.

C. Wings level sideslips performed slowly to full rudder deflection or'loss of
-4 control at one-g in even increments of AOA up to maximum.

D. Windup turn perforr,;ed by slowly increasing g, to maximum ACA at constant Mach.

'E: Pitch, yaw, and' roll doublets performed at even increments of AOA ur to maximum
at constant Mach and elevated-g.

F. Constant-bank sideslip performed slowly to full rudder deflection out of the
turn or to loss of control at even increments of AOA up to maximum at constant
Mach and elevated-g.

G. Constant-g decelerating turn to maximum AOA in a level turn at- 2 or 3 g-levels to
maximum g.

4. Roll briskly to 90 degrees- bank followed by abrupt full aft stick. application

to achieve maximum AOA.

I. 360-degree rolls at one-g in even increments of AOA up to maximum.

J. 360-degree or 180-deqree rolls at elevated-g in even increments of AOA up to
maximum at constant Mach.

K. Elevated pitch-attitude decelerations to maximum attainable AOA at, 2 or 3 pitch
attitudes up to 90 degrees.

L. Negat'ive-g (180 degrees bank) deceleration to maxi nm negative AOA. . -

M. Aggravated single- and multiple-control inputs at maximum AGA for up to 15
seconds duration (Phase D, MIL-S-83691).

4. Thci'cal maneuvers/unusual attitude recoveries.

TYPICAL. TEST RESULTS

As previously stated, trend charts, summarizinqg the resuLts of simulator predic-
tions ,ond supplemented with the results of flight tests as each manuever is flown, play
a critically important -role in guLding the progress of today's high .OA flight test
program. MIL-S-83691 defines departure as "the event in the post-staLl f ght regime
whicai precipitates entry into a post-stall gyration, spin, or deep-stall condition.
The departure may he characterized by divergent, large-amplitude., uncommanded aircraft
motions such as a nose-slice or pitch-up. Departure is synonomous with complete loss
of control." The degree of susceptibility of a modern, highly-maneuverable, fighter
aircraft to departure and spins depends on Jts' roll-couplinq characteristics more than
any other single factor. The following equation* are uoefuL for explanationT of high
AOA roll coupling characteristics,

' q p pr(I.-[, /I" t*'(r 2 -P 2 )Ixz/Iy + (Ot+qr)I xy Iy 4- (r-t ypq) 1 yi. "- "
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r =z + (-qr)Ixz/=z + (p 2 -q 2 )IxylIz + (4-pr)ry/I (2)

+qIl/Y~ + WaroI+qeiz + aeroilz' .

q= - (O/V)tanct -, (p-isina)tanB/cosa + (cos@cos0 (3)

- Naero/W)g/VcO8u COOS

= p sine - r cosa - ('V/V)tane + (cos~sin0 + Yaero/W)g/VcosB (4)

Of primary impo: -ince during high AOA rolling maneuvers, from a departure
susceptibility standpoint, is inertial coupling and kinematic coupling into the pitch
or yaw axis. The primary inertial coupling term in the pitch axis is pr(Iz-I,;)/Iy of
equation (1) referred to here as the inertial pitch acceleration. All other inertial
tc.-,n of equation (1) are insignificant for a symmetrically loaded aircraft because of
extremely qmall products of inertia and engine rotating inertia. A coordinated roll in
either dirtetion causes a nose-up contribution to pitch acceleration with a body-loaded
mats distribution', and must be counteracted with an aerodynamic moment. Similarly, the
pri~nazy inertial coupling term in the yaw axis is pq(I-I )I/Iz of equation (2) referred
to here as the inertial yaw acceleration. Again, all ot~er inertial terms of equation
(,.) are insignificant for a symmetrically loaded aircraft. The inertial yaw acceleration
term causes a moment opposite to the direction of roll and results in an adverse sideslip
contribution. In k:nematic coupling, the -(p-isina)tans/cosa term of equation (3)
results in a positivet & contribution when rolling with proverse sideslip and a degative
contribution when rclling with adverse sideslip. Therefore, sideslip angle directly
affects longitudina' characteristics during rolling maneuvers. Equation (4) shows that
the primary kinemat-ic coupling term is p sina -r coss. The a kinematic coupling
characteristics result primarily from a balance between roll rate and yaw rate.

Figures 1 and 2 show typical trend charts that have been developed to summarize
the characteriltics of an aircraft that had a tendency to depart lcngitudinally during
rolling maneuvers both ht one-g and-at 6levated-g. Roll-coupled departure trends could
be plotted from simulator tests and compared with flight test results as the maneuvers
were being flown to predict, with reasonable certainty, when a departure was likely to
occur. ' As. the flight tests progressed from rolls at benign condition* to the more
adverse conditions in a buildup fashion, trends were usually very' evident. The plotted
fiight test data in figure 1 show that rolls initiated at increasing trim angles of
attack prodoced, in this case, a relatively constant nose-down stabilator increment and
angle of attack overshoot from trim 'conditions up until control surface saturation -

occurred. Beyond that point, angle of attack overshoots began to increase because of the
unbalan:ed inertial pitching moment. The simulator results, though not plotted, showed
the same trends. In figure 1, it should also be pointed out, three maneuvers were
flown where full rudder deflection was applied in the direction of the roll. This w.s 9,
not an advisable thing to do, as it turned out, because the incrPased proverse sideslip
and i.ncreased yaw rate produced by the rudder inputs aggravate: the roll coupling and
resulted in stabilator saturation at'a lower angle of attack and increased angle of
attack overshoots. It is also interesting to point out that no improvement in roll' -

rate was -chieved by the application of rudder. Figure 2 shows trends with rolls
initiated at full aft stick and increasing trim airspeed conditions. The worst condition
in this case was at approximately 250 knots indicated airspeed and was less severe
above and below that. The same adverse trends are evident with the application of
rvdder during a roll at the worst case conditions. The fact that. the worst case
conditioua would be at the 250-knot point was predicted by the simulator and was due to
the flight control system design.

The inertial effect of wing-mouhted stores resulted in a degradation of roll-coupled
departure resistancu for the aircraft mentioned 'above. Inertial pitch' acceleration
was not increased since the inertia ratio (Iy-Z,}//y of equation (11 was essentially
unchanged with the addition of wing-mounted stores and the maximum roll rates were
decreased over those with no wing-moutited stores. Kinematic coupling, however, was
significantly atfected. Wing-mounted stores increased the roll inertia more- than the J
yaw inertia: therefore, roll acceleration was reduced prcportionally more than the yaw
acceleration. The resulting change in the balance ' between roll rate and yjxw rate
resulted in less adverse (or even proversee) sideslip buildup per the.p sins- r cosa
term of equation (4). Also contributing to the tendency toward less adverse sideslip
was a decrease in the inertial, yaw acceleration due' to a significant decrease in the
inertia ratio (1 -Iy)/[z of equation (2). This 'reduced adverse (or more proverse)
sideslip characteristic of loadings with wing-mounted stores resulted in the kinematic
coupling term -(p-4sina)tana/cose being less negative (or even positive). Therefore,
the effect of wing-mounted stores' was an increased tendency for angle ot attack to
overshoot during rolliog maneuvers and thus a requirement for more none-down aerodynamic
moment to maintain angle of attack within satisfactory bounds.

Asymmetric store loadings also reduced the aircraft's tesistance' to roll-coupled
departure, especially for rolls performed .in the direction. away from the heavy wing..
1he decrease in roll-coupled departure resistance was due primarily to kinematic coupling
effects. Trim requirements to balance asymmetries in roll and yaw resulted' in-a Aideslip

. angle with the heavy wing into,.the wind. Rolls performed away fcom the-heavy wing,
therefore, were initiated with a preestablished proverse sideslip angle, while rolls
into'the heavy wing had a preestablishod adverse sideslip angle. lbe i kinematic



coupling term was less negative (or more positive) foz rolls away from the neavy wing
and more negative for rolls into the heavy wing .&' .;ompared with symmetric loadings.
Therefore, rolls away from the he vy wing 'were more critical due to kinematic coupling.
Even without the aircraft being trirmmed ,i-h tea preestablished sideslip mentioned
above, the tendancy toward less adverse (or mcor'e proverse) sideslip during rolls away
from the heavy, wino would still occur. The inertial yawing moment due to the product
of inertia terms (p--q 2 IX /I and (q-pr)I /I become significant and produce increased
yaw acceleration in 'the diTecion away froW the heavy wing.

Additional roll coupling effects were evident when abrupt longitudinal inputs were
applied during rolling maneuvers. Abrupt aft stick inputs increased positive pitch
rate which then coupled with roll rate to produce an increase in Inertidl yaw accelera-
tion opposite to the direction of roll. Yaw rate, therefore, wva - -creased and sideslip
increased adversely per equations (2) and (4). Likewise, abrupt forward stick inputs
decreased rhe amdunt of positive pitch rate during a roll and thus resulted in a
decrease in adverse (or increased prover~e) sideslip. A small to moderate ihadvertent
longitudinal input luring maximum comnna.d rolling maneuvers did not normally produce
any significant adverse effects on rolling characteristics. There was, however, some
increase in adverse sideslip and reduced roll response for aft stick inputs and some
decrease in adverse sideslip and increased roll response for forward stick inputs.'
Abrupt full aft stick inputs during rolls, however, often resulted in divergences
both in sideslip and in angle of attack. The sideslip divergence was due to inertial
yaw coupling from the pq(Ix-Iy)/Iz term of equation (2). while the angle of attack
divergence was due t3 the aircraft nose-up command (full aft stick) in combination with 0
the inertial pitch acceleration generated by the roll. Abrupt full aft stick inputs
produced the most adrerse characteristics when they were applied after 180 degrees of
roll during maximum command, one-g, 360-degree rolls. During roll/pull maneuvers at,
low to medium angles of attack, sideslip and angle of attack overshoots were often
excessive. Roil/pull maneuvers initiated at higher angle of attack qegrarally did not
result in departures because very largL pitch and roll rates could not- be developed.

The autoroll, named for its autorotative rolling characteristics, was an out-of- 0
control 'mode exhibited by one aircraft at moderate angles of attack. The autoroll
could not be terminated by neutral controls. The roll was sustained through dihs :ral
effect by a proverse sideslip angle and angle of attack was sustained by the zoli and-
yaw rates thruugh inertial pttcn coupling. The roll continued with neutral controls
because the sideslip was sustained by inertial coupling, and by mechanical hysteresis
and roll rate feedback in the aircraft flight control system. The negative pitch rate,
associated with rotating about the stability axis with proverse sideslip, inertially
coupled with roll rate to produce an inertial yaw acceleration through the pq(Ix-Ir)/Iz .
term of equation (2). These effects sustained the sideslip because the aircraft static
directional itabtlity was low. The autoroll was usually encountered during rudder
rolls at moderate angles of attack. Lateral stick applied opposite to the roll, in an
attempt to recover, accelerated the yaw rate, increased the angle of attack, and
eventually resultvd in a departure. As little as thre'e.seconds of full lateral control
opposite the roll was all that was required to depart the aircraft. Tho best recovery
technique was to apply rudder pedal Opposite to the roll. This redoced sideslip,
inertial yaw acceleration and angle of attack and thus resulted in immediate recovery. 0

Initial tests on- one recent high AOA flight test progras indicated severely degraded
high angle of attack characteristics for a modified version of an aircraft that had
previously demonstrated excellent high AOA characteristics. The test aircraft encoun-
tered several departures and one spin during relatively benign maneuvers. This differed
sigrificantly from the characterisitics of the unm6dified aircraft. Data analysis
indicated that a reduction' in departure and spi.n resistance occurred only above 40
degrees angle of attack. Test data indicated that large asymmetric yawing moments
above 40 degrees angle of attack were 'the cause of 'the degraded characteristics but the
source could not be conclusively determined. ýubsequent testing of another similarly
mod.fied aircraft, a two-seat model without flight test instrumentation, exhibited
characteristics inconsistent with those of the test aircraft. Since 'the external
differences between the two aricraft was the larger canopy of the two-.eat'aircraft and
the presence of the flight test' noseboom on the single-meat test %ircraft, further
tests were conducted with the test aircraft with 'the, noseboom reinoved in an attempt to
isolate the cause. Test, results indicated that the fliint test - .-.wom had an adverse.
influence on the high AOA dynamics o f the aircraft. It was theori.-" i that the noseboom
(a circu.lar cross-section) altered the forebody configuration suffi *ý,ently to produce
large vortex systems at the apex of the aircraft nose. This vortex !,•stem separated
asymmetrically at approximately 40 degkees.angl6 of attack generating large side forces
that produced severe yawing moments due to the distance from the aircraft center of
gravity. Figures 3 and 4 show time histories of two similar maneuvers flown in the
test aricraft. with and without the fligjht test noseboom installed. The msneuver shown
in figure 3 is the same maneuver that produced the one spin encountered during the test
proqram. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the aerodynamic yawing acceleratigns produced
during the two maneuvers versus angle' of attack tip to the point of.departure. At
approximately 40 degrees. angle of attaok, a large yawing moment occurs with the noseboom-
configured aircraft which produced the resultant spin. Evid~etly. the only reason diy
the unmodified test aircraft (also configured with a noseboom) did not exhibit these
adverse effects was because. '0). angles of attack of 40 degrees or more were only
achievabl- under very dynamic conditicns with the unmodified aircraft and (2) slightly•

'reduced longitudinal stability character.stics of the modified aircraft allowed stabi-
lized angles of attack oa 40 deqrees~or more to be achieved-wl.h full aft stick commands.

'These results demonstrated' a .case where the flight test configuration 'severely affected.

e '• , '', . .)-
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the aircraft flight characteristics at high AOA. Future test of production-configured
aircraft should and will be tested -in the high AOA regime to insure that test results
from instrumented aircraft were not influenced by the tez., configuration (e.g., noseboom,
spin chute, mass characteristics, etc.).

DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

Meaningful, accurate and timely data analysis is an absolute necessity in conducting
a safe and efficient high AOA flight test program. As stated -arlier, much of this
data analysis is performed prior to and during the conduct of the test maneuvers
.themselves. Virtually all test maneuvers that are planned for the flight test program
are first performed on the simulator to establish predictive treids. Trend charts such
as the ones previously discussed are used in the control room between, maneuvers to
compare the test results with predictions. The closeness with which the predicted data
matches the flight test results and the amount of control margin remaining then dictates
"if the next test maneuver can be flown as planned or if additional buildup points are
to be flown first. If the cotm•parison of test results with predictions yields poor
agreement, the flight is usually terminated so that the contractor and Air Force
engineers can have a closer look at the data, come up with explanations for the mismatch
and make recommendations on how to proceed with the remaining tests. The emphasis in
the early stages of the flight test program, is to prevent a departure and avoid a spin
whenever possible. Only after accomplishing everything in phases A through C of MIL-S-
83C91 that can pcssibly be done without departing the aircraft, are the departure and
post-departure characteristics of an aircraft intentionally evaluated during phase D.

A significant factor 'n early attempts at correlating simulation predictions with
flight test results was an inability to calculate accurate aircraft flightpath angles
and velocities at very low speeds with the standard flight tes. noseboom pitot-static
pressures and angle of attack and sideslip vanes. The spin maneuver depicted in figure
3 graphically shows what happens to pitot-static airspeed measurements at high angles
of attack. For this piarticular pitot-static head, it appears that the total pressure
source stalls out and becomes virtually useless above approximately 45 degrees angle of
attack. Since angie of attack and sideslip measurements are subject to large errors
'due, to. angular rates of the vanes about the aircraft center of gravity and : ince the
only way to correct for these errors is with an algorithm that includes true airspeed
in its formulation, these parameter values become useless as well. Because the pitot-
static and vane measurements become unreliable at high angles of attack and because of
the possibility that asymmetric vortex shedding from the noseboom will make thle test
results suspect, serious questions are now being raised within the flight test community
about the liabilities imposed by its use. Fortunately, technology has provided an
answer to the dilemma. The quality of modern inertial navigation systems (INS) have
reached the level which qualifies them as viable candidates to be used as flight test

Sinstru-nentation sensors. There have.been many symposium papers written to date or the
successes of using INS systems for other types of testing such as aircraft performance
determination. High AOA testing, as well, has benefitted from the up- of INS systems
recently. Figure .6 shows airspeed, angle of attack and angle of sideslip as calculated
from INS attitudes and velocities. No rigorous proo= will be given in this paper to
s'OW ',hat the INS values shown represent trie ,alues of these parameters: however,
coNdoter-generated visual displays of tlie spin marueuver and others show a considerably
more *-teady velocity vector that transitions very smoothly from'level flight to near
vertical with very little oscillation. We have also had a great deal' more success
lately in correlating simulator predictions with the results of flight tests.

The tnaie task of any high AOA test' Jrogram is getting the information to the
user. Methods of reporting this information -have taken the io-'m of technical reports,
briefings, training films, flight demonstrations, and flight. characteristics sections
of #light qa,'iuals rewritten to reflect flight test results. Along with words on paper,
which dictate him actions while operating thii aircraft, the operational pilot needs
face-to-face verbal exchaneas, pictures, and hands-on demenstrat *te to eaptai1a the .
behind those words,

A major step in the reporting process is to prepare the final technical repo,.t."
The more complete this report can be, th inure oeaninqful, it will be iater when those
involved have forgotten the more subtle aspects of the test program, while it is
important to condense the "meat* of the program into a concise package which is useful
to higher management for decision-making without subjecting them to a y.riad of detail.,
it is also important to recora those details so that the next program can benefit from
the' information. The AFFTC has wrestled for years with the dict':,tomy created by the -
need to get bottoq-line results to the management decision-maker,' in a timely mannot
versus th. need to document thi technical details for the *millicne of queations that
are. always asked about the tests, throughout the operational life o-f the aircraft.
Within the last year, it vwas decided to split the teporting function into two parts tO 6
better sateLfy the needs of both groups. The bottom-line results are first assembled
into a quick-response briefing to be presented up the Air Force chain of command as fat
as necessary to satisfy the n6ed of the decision-makers, 7h4 final technical report is
then prepared to document the technical details. 'A briefing tour. flight defteostrati.-
program, and/or a training film are oleo prepared as necessary at this time to meet the
needs and desires of the user. These items provide the necessary measure of visible
competence and aseurae. to the operational pilot uo hat Just been handed s Flight
Manual or safety supplement with descriptions of out-of-coqtr*l cracteriettCs and ''

recovery procedures that are totally .ofamilliar &A • n -wkch h% is expected to 'rely.
'Iho brWieio.l toot hat i.nifieanit two-,way benefits.. Test projects poernteel tom rovei6e



valuable insight to the operatcrs special problems, and then in future test _.fforts,
address test techniques more properly to these areas. Also, the briefinrt forces the
tour team to "talk in uiseable language" to an audience possessing less expertise in the
high A0A area. The effectiveness of disseminating complex test results in a simple,
useable format is then assessed and reapplied to the training film or flight demonstration
program as applicable.

SUMMARY

High AOA flight te'sting is still very exploratory in nature. Altho~qh wind tunnel
test techniques and analytical methods are becoming more sophisticated. they still do
not serve with the same accuracy as similar studies applied in the low AOA range because
of mcre acute Reynolds number and flow separation problems. With stall/spin predictive
studies tempered by such uncertainty, it is increasingly vital that suitable flight
test techniqu-s be employed and continually refined to obtain results useful to the
operational ,-ilots. As a representative for all present- and future service pilots, the •
test pilot mast preprre himself to be an accurate witness to rapidly transpiring events,
many of which Are likely to be unscheduled. When the results are determined and
conclusions mide, they must be promptly and properly reported.. Tb the designers,
quantative data is needed to back up the qualitative conclusions if aircraft modifications
are warra,%ted. 'b the operators in the field whose lives or mission success depend
upon an incisive Flight Manual writeup, a ftce-to-face briefing, a flight demonstration,
and/or a training film is appropriate.

Using the guidance provided by MIL-S-83C91, emphasis in high AOA flight testing is
no~i directed toward departure prevention and spin avoidance as well as spin recovery.
Today's high AOA test program is systematic, flexible and user-oriented, following a
gradual buildup approach supplemented with concurrent simulation efforts. The AFi XC
has now completed approximately sixteen high AOA flight test programs in' the last decade
totaling more tnan 600 test 'flights without the loss of a single test aircraft and
with only three unplanned spin chute deployments. It is a record we are proud of and
we hope will continue for some time to come. •
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-f*hs research are pre-sented :rn section

-n'e s;.rr.g of -Y'skker !ecizled to execute a ,- -rt r li.t -est program in order *ýo validate its
-3ode, f-or the F'2 wk.X7) for Fltase 3 use. :t was ec, Ael to 7c-rfo-rm some of the plaAnned manoeuvres

'ýe3m.Way as inthe simulatoýr program deszritbe! in s-c-' io -1.2. T:his provided an iiri~tliglit verifies-
tin- !eset theor-t iý' rosults. Sinc,ý t"' sta~ndard 'Zi . :gt est instyrumentation system. th~.i. has been

a in nthe aircraft for a long t:mp, was nnt !esiized "e, h specifications for lynamic flight test-
g.aýne~rvell l.aser strar~dcn :n-erts&I 3ystem_ was adne 'orltr to obtain the needed accurate Lnertial

m-easurements. Lowe results of hsefliFntet are presente-1 it '-ction 4.3.

The T'v-'-Zt ep method as used !-y N¶LP was Aevolnped bythe Dovart*Yent of Aerospace Rngineering of the
De~f* *nivorsity of 7echnoloiV ý?ef. -_ As "se namse implies tbe nethodl 'Ases twVo distinct sterq.

.. nre 2agives an overview of the first -ater of the Imtas processing. The first phase is called "pre--
pýr-ce~ssing' %.d involv-s ft.,. the alitin-of the 3ensor oairtoaand position error corrertions,-

-7F ,rr-otior. of van- angles for lynamicc errors. the 'orrect:ion o-f preqsure- measurements for tvse- lags and
~terk~cton f the acceleration measuremepnts to th".-tnt-r )f gr~avity. Arte- !.h' pre-processing the state
trao~o7 r hte aircraft wi~h rer,-ct to the surrounding air nmasis j reconstructel. this crucial procedure

,.3eort~ in more eta--il ýnscon.. The i.ýS5 %,hae is the catlculati-in cf the enizine thrust comtma-
oet.Trrocting the irrta mesre*sft hrint o~noelaviell the nerodynamic forces and

s's~wnta. The enA r-:;ult of the ftrst steot ýs 'be izmoothedLtime_ histories of the 'limensionlesý aerodynamic
froeýs Lni m5saents ar.1 ýf the aircraft %skta- vatriables.

:n t~ie second nt-p (Fik., .b) tr are Iwo '-pt i on:
1*A pr-gran which reduces the measuresents in tynammic flight I,, -1,uivalc-'.t steady-state conditions. This

-,.va the 1etermainat ion o)f performance -haraecteritics nd -.rim curves (see nect ion.. .
2.An :nt-tacltjvo parnmeter il-ntificatix~ rwrmbae on linear restression tr,-hniqups. This, allows the
!-termination of -t*e coeifficients of'mn a. r-lynsmic nsod-i (see section %4).

F'2 i~ight na~h "econstruction

The flight path reor-nstruct:on pr-c.lure is an assent:ial art of 'the Two-Ster. method. ahspocdr
,esuse -3f the redundancy present in th- rec-r41e in~etial and mir data variatbles in order to obtain the

!-.it -st ;mat. of the %tpktr variatbles -f the %ircraft Nrtring the iynsamic manoeuvre. The most important renult
h -ntimnate o)f 'h- angle o)f ttacK. *Whidh t,% very liff;cualt Io meatsure accurately with vanes. ospecially

Tirtnx a lynamic safioeuvre.

't a7r fiat and non-rotating &art~h an4 o ~onstanit wind,2 -he .juations of mowtion expressed in bodly
axes are (see figure 1):

w A A-gun -'1

S A g -$i sn, - ru ~pv
, AY 'K 'q '4Os *- pv * U 2i

-~ sin ~tanA 6'r-on '*sn

* IiiO$O94 i~inr

Jth v ni 4u S Vsll* x 4). -. v 'cog '05 ro
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The c rtant variacles Vaa and ý&cn be :!alculated ~'t

V V + w 22

a arct an W~ 23

We degine týhe state vector as

',= u, v, w, 0_3, , Ah) (2.5)

and the ir-.ertial measurements as the input vector

UJ =A AZ, A;p. 4, r), (2.6)

-his allows us to w-rite (2. :). as

x f~X ~)(2.7)
This different'ia equati1or. cannot be integrated to yield the state vector trajectory of t-ne aircraft during
a manoeuvre, because the 4'nIt.a&I state- is not known accurately and because the input vector is corrupted
with measuirement errors. T"his problem *is solved by using the air data measurement vector

Y = (VAh. S) (2.8)

and applying the well-known Ka~lman filter methodology. Thre exact algorithm is described in more detail
in reference 4~ and 6, while r~efeences 7, and 3l give additional theoretical backgrcun4.

nthe originalI implementation the errors on the inertial quantities were modelled as a constant bias
Tlus a n~oise process. lnopratc the bias estimates were very close to zero, althousgh the estimation of
'he bi,ýas '-rroc's in the first tests lid uncover an error in the calibration coefficients of one of the gyro-
sc~opes. 7he refcfr. it was decided to remove the bias terms from the model.

The qjuality of the flight path re~construction can be judged by, examining the so-called> residuals, i.e.
t.ne differeýnie between the Kalman f4,'ser eqtimate of Y and the measured Y. The diffterence between the esti-
mated %:,d the measured Angle of attack a a-so yields important independent information because it is not
used in t-ce KaIizan filter procedure. 'While there is a significant bias on the measured am, this bias should
b- -x-oected to reproduce under sidlilar conditions. The residuals are invaluable for trac-_nK any uncorrscted,

erosnthe Air data system, sulcn as time delays or dynaic effects.
Nevertheless, the final criterion for the quali`ty of the reconstruction is the lift-drag polar cur e, be-
cause any deviation in 'the estimated angle of attachý has a very large effect ch this curve.

2los 'r x saiofLSygteMatiC leviations bety en lift-drag 'polars from one ihtrvaetei-

portar-. -,f -anges in wind velocity f,.r tihe rerformance results. Although it is iii theory, possible to
'-stima-e 'ne !hange in win~d vellocity t:y incorporating it' in the error model, in peactice this can only be

Sl~c~es~alil he inertial measurements are of so-called navigation accuracy- Therefnre-, it was decided in
-ýIto r-" ace the NLNR developTed inertial sensor package. by a strap~down navigatioacr system. As mentioned

abocve, ts iyqtem was used in the ;iOi3 flight tests. The advantages of such a systex for flight teats are:
ýeun-peed -rr')r is small and, moice important, changes very slowly,

:I ýrov, ,e3 !.he attitude angles with high accuracy (0.0? degree),
t prfv;,!s the accelIeratlionS and angular rates in body ax~es,

-t lo-s the integratiýons of 'he inertial sensor! internally at very high s peed, which s~implifies the data
pr-cessing on the ground,

-it i,; ;:.mmercially %vailable.

With this equipment,ýhe wind velocity vector can boe determined bj. subtracting the airspeed vector
from the inertial s;peed. vector:

'iVw V Va (2.9)

This measureme~nt is very noisy, so smoothed estimates of the two horizontal wind c-amponents V,, and
% re robtained lb# addi'ng them to-the state vector and by adding (;l?9) to tjue ctoasur-ment. vector Y. Based

th 'i4ttetrnut hewn ve -,-ity i s modelIled As varyi ng with t ime, dista~z- and altitude.
Especially th# variation -with Altitude vcs very nignifirant ait times. which coisid be noticed by systematic
deviations in the * 't-Irng polar-curves dL~rivod from -measurements in opposite flight directions. The
variation with Iiitance maLr be even imore import-ant, however, because it has the samd .-ffect on the lift-
drag polar curves in bot h flight directions, which means that the deviations will not a~verage out. --

-. 3 Reduction to s'teady-state conditiouns

Th- p-rformafnce oharacterisitics as liell as the trim curves can be 'derived frera the rorce-ss and moments
ac~ting -on theý aircraft in steady, triaae~d flight conditionx. lloweve-r. during an %cceeternt~d run the measured

rcsand -WffentR aPPly to the actuial flight condition, whi~h is nonstendy and untri-ed. In addition the
aItilip *d, hf. 'enter of grravity lorat ion and the mrans of the Aircraft vary continuously 'luring the flight.

The rct ionr procedure igse ft model of the aircraft to calcI(ulate the T rees and mom.'nts corresponding to
a pr-icr~lt-d nteady-ntate condition wit-h -standard values of altitude, c..g. location, and mass. This is
ponsible, !becausei the cf~mplete state of the aircraft is available after the flight path' reconstruct ion.

The !iawnsionle~s forres and momenta acting (in the aircraft in symmastric flight ar" defined as:.

mA5

C
;O-4--

MAI
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if the aerodynamic model of the aircraft and the engine thrust ', are known, it is possible to writeC

C.C as:

C_ c(kg V, 6,i 5 ,h, T (211
e S' e

C. m C m(a, '1, S, e 6 s , ,h, T (2.11) X9,zc

We will now denote the actually measured variables with the subscriot I and the reduced variables with
th: suibscript 2-. The standard condition is completely prescribed by the altitude in the standard atmosphere
h, (which fixes P2 and T 2), the mass m, and the center of gravity location xcg2 and z,-In addition we
saisue 'e2  T 'e1 which is reasonable t3r a jet engine, and we choose a 2= nodrtsaycseoth

measured condition. Steady trimed flight is described by:

(2.12)

v..2 2  2

In principle the set of equations (2.11) and (2.12) can be solved for the unknowns CX C'. V and
This would yield the required results without any use of the measurements! Hoevrt i mjl J2.11)

is not aocurate enough for the calculation of performance characteristics, although it car describe the
changes -In the forces and moments over small changes in the variables very well. Therefore, the model
(2.11i) is replaced by a model based on the actual 'light .measurements:

C X XC a 2 (J)
2 1

C C z *(Cz(5) -C,.(s 1)J (2.13)
Z2 1

C C + (C (a )-C (a AJ
=22m 1 22 m I

where the vector a consists of the 12 independent variebles in equation (2.11). The set of equations (2.12)
and (2.13) is solved with Newton-Raphson iteration.

An important aspect of the reduction procedure is that it is an extrapolation based on the aerodynamic
model. This means that the more the standard condition differs from the actual flight condition, the more
the reductic-n relies on the accuracy of the acrodynamic model. In the case of the accelerated runs the
flight condition is in fact wery near steady. trimmed flight-. This means that in this case the accuracy
of the aerodynamic =~del is not critical. An important advantage of reduction to standard conditions is that
all results from different recordin-gs can be compared directly, such as CL -a curves, et ,c. The effect of the
reduction can be seen in the trim curve (Fig. 5) discussed in section 3.2.

Fialit should be noted that there are many possible choices for the standard condition. An example
is steady manoeuvring flight which would be useful for the determination of stickforce per g. The reduction
procedure is described in more detail in references .4, T and 10.

2.4. Aerodynamic model identification

The aerodynamic model identification was performed with the aid of a computer program called "Param-
eter estimation using an Interactive Adaptive System" (PIAS). This program is based on the linear regres-
3ion technique, which is iizzplemented using Householder transformations and Givens rotations (Rer. 4.). This
results in a system whibh yields -accurate parameter estimates wit~iin a negligible timd delay and, therefore,
can be used interactively. 'The program contains extensive graphical facilities,. which allows the analyst to
evaluate Che results for a particular aerodynamic model Very quickly.

A significant feature of the program is that the form of the aerodynamic model can be changed inter-
actively by the analyst. Since the calculation of the coefficients of a new model is virtually instanta-
neous, the analyst is capable of evaluating a.large number of alternative models until ho is satisfied
with the result, *. The program alwatys starts with a model with a chosen maxinum set of parameters' and then
all.uws tre re!;oval or parameters. from the model or the sp!rcification of~ linear dependencie-s between the
,,arab-ters.

After choosing ome Darticular form of the aerodynamic model the program can 'te run in batch mode on all
available flight data. and the results presented in the form of graphs (see section 4). This last step is
"vry important, because the analysis is on.y completed if the results. from the batch~ run show that the param-
..ter e'stimates are consistent for all available data. If this is not the case further analysis in the inter-'
active mode is necessary.

An advantage of the linear r-grp-nsion method in comparison with e.g. Maximum Liki-lihood methoas for
parameter identification is the fact that the method does not, rely on the temporal relation between the
processed late points. This. allows the analyst to concatenate spveral :ieparate recordings and thtis obtain
a late net which allows the identification of all model paramoters, whereas the individual recordings will'

not allow this identification. Another )~ption t;!'ich was used oxtenoivnly in the analynis presented in
section 4, is the , letion of those parts of ft recording which the analyst does not want t~o take into ac-

.. cunt bcaue ýtýP'* thn*parts are corrupted by "rrors or the incorporation of these parta would force
him to use a. more 'oomplex aerodynamic mode-L, ?.g. in order to describe non-line~ar behaviour or Ma1ch number
coefficients. lPeference 8 contains srsae -simple .-xamples or the use or the PTAiB program features;.

Thte-analysis was based'on di'menuionless coe-ffic~ents nror..ctto for ttie known~ (geometric) effects of
* the engine- thruist defined av.
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Cy =
D 0~ - pv2s,

C ov= c --• (2.14)S),;2S I p,,2Sb

M NC = -- -- C m -

s 0 •1 n PV2Sb

"'he force coefficients (C.., CL, C,) were chosen in the air-trajectory reference fram_, because in this
frame the large lift force ýs separated from the smaller drag and side forces. The mncit coefficients
•(C, , C_) were chosen in the body axes frame, because the contributions of the horizontal and vertical
tail sirfaces act in this frame. This eliminates one source of a dependency in the =ment coefficients. The
general form of the aerodynamic model was based on the existing Fokker simulator model, since it appeared
to describe the aircraft dynamics well. The model equations, divided into sepaxate seti for the longitudinal
'(2. 15) and lateial-directional (2.16) motion are:

CD D + D + CD c
2 + CD DS + CD" &6

-C C q a 8e CD2Ss s+CD. I

C L -0 + CL 2 + CLq I L + .9 + CLe 6e + *L6, + (2.15)

C = + C + , Cm Cm ma C 92 +-c + C 6 C 6 +C 14m, C M. V -6 s~s3 M

C +b C CCrb .c.C CC S+C 6 + C b

Y0 Y 2V Yr 2 V YSaa Y6 rr Y 2%
+ P + a p Cr + LyCv CYL0 CYB tp 2V Cir T* -I'Sa 6a + CY6 3r + 2V (.6

Ct + Ct 8 pb + rb 6+ (2.16)
= C 8 + Cp r 2 21.1 a rn C

0 nrb n a Sr r + 2VB a

Depending on the type of analysis seve- -1 of these coefficients were deleted from the model. In particular
in most analysis work the model was limi. ed to one single Mach number and the ,.-terms were deleted.

2.5 Comparison with other methods

. Tcday the Maximum Likelihood or Modified Newton-Raph3on methods are widely used for parameter identifi-
cation 'Ref. 2). It seems appropriate to make an attempt to compare the '"Po-SteM method with its main rival.

In the ML method the combined state-estimation/parameter identification problem is solved in one step.
This means that the estimates of the aerodynamic model coefficients directly influence the estimated trajec-
tory. in the cese that the aerodynamics are relatively well-known and the measurements: of the state are
relatively inaccurate this seems plausible and even convenient. But in the case ot high; accuracy state
measurements the assumption tNat these measurements alone should be sufficient to obtain an accurate trajec-
tory estimete seems to be more appropriate.

*More important are the p ctical differences. The combined 'problem is highly nonlinear and requires an
iterative solutidn and some care to assure convergence. Therefore it is ait expensive program to run, which
would not be so bad if you used it only once. But in a realistic aerodynamic model development a number of
alternative model structures hve to bi investigated, each requiring the solution of the full pioblem (al-
though starting from previous estimates should help).

In the case of the Tvo-St.p method the trajectory reconstruction is also a nonlinear problem, although
the accurate measurements will prevent large deviations from the true tritje:tory, which assures convergence.
It is also' an expensive program to run, comparable to the Ml-method, withi one important difference: you
only have to run it oi'ce; The aerodynamic model investigation ia based on linear r'egression techniques which
are very inexpensive and can handle very complicated models quite ee-sily. This allows the investigation of
a large number of models in a short time on an interactive basis.

3 PEFFOPMAOWCE

3.1 Flight test technique

For the determination of the aircraft performance characteristics a flight test manneuvre has been
developed whereby the aircraft is slowly accelerated from nearly steady flight Pot low speed, approximately
10 % above the stalling speed, to the maximum allowable or practicable airspeed. Durin-K an accelerated
run tt.e complete npeed range of the aircraf't for a single configuration is cevered. Measurements in decel-
erating flight were not contemplated, becauseof the inaccurate determination of the (low) engine thrust
in these conditions. _

In figure 3 time histories of six motion and control variables for a typical accelerated run a-e shown.
The manoeuvre is car-ied out b, applying stepvise changes in the itabilizer setting, while the elevator is
used for fine control of the moeuvre. The following phases can be disitinguished:

1. Steady level flight at the required altitude and at an airspeed- of approxi•• tely 10, Vs. Stabilization
at a lower speed proved to )e impraeticable due.-to the proximity of the stall. %

2. Engine stabilization at the required powtr setting for at leant 30 secondrs. 'i.m .-irsj•eed is decreased
slightly to 'oUnd 1. I Vs, while the increased engine power is* taken up by going into a climb.

3. Measurement interval during which the aircraft is 'accelerated at a& iate of between 0.5 and 1 m/s 2
.

4 '. Return to' inilial altitude Ln'preparation for the next run.
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5. Steady level flight to allow the calibration of the air data system.

The flight test manoeuvre was practised by Fokker pilots on the NLR moving base simulator, ",hich had
been programmed with the Fokker T-23 simulation model. The evaluation of the test manoeuvres on the simula-
tor. resulted in the ultimate shape of the manoeuvre. At the same time the sinusoidal elevator input signals
for the determination of longitudinal stability and control characteristics were practised. These manoeuvres
will be discussed in section 4.1. More de-ails on the preparation for the 1977 flight test program can be --.
found in reference 9.

3.2 Results

In the 1977 flight test program a total of 45 accelerated runs were executed for 11 different aircraft
configurations (flap setting, undercarriage selection, altitude, power setting, etc.). In addition 27 par-
tial climbs were executed for 4 different configurations in order to-investigate whether the results of the
dynhaic flight tests accurately represent the static performance characteristics (Ref. 10).

T-he primary aim of the research was to establish the repeatability of the performance results. There-
fore, each configuration was measured at least three times while the more important configurations were
measured up to six times, divided over two different flights. In the analysis each individual measurement
was fitted to the s-cond degree polynomial:

CD = CDo + BC2  (3.1)D o L
From the individual estimates of Cf_ and 8 overall e'st.mates fo- CD and B were calculated, together with
the corresponding sample standard dNviations 'aCD0 and a,. and the saQ6le correlation coefficient CDO .

Figures 4 a, 4c and 4 e present the results for the 3 most important configurations. These configurations
are respectively:
- clean aircraft, two engines (6 runs from two flights),
- slats extended, one operating engine (5 runs from two flights),
- slats extended, 23 degrees flap, one operati,ýg engine (4 runs from two flights).

In each figure all datapoints from all accelerated runs for a particular configuration are plotted. In
addition the overall estimates for CD and B were used to d(aw th,. lift-drag polar curve (heavy line). The
estimates for aCD , a andPCD , B veae used to calculate 3 sigma coafidefice boundaries for the lift-drag

polar as indicate2 by the broken lines. Approximately 99 % of all polar curves derived from one single
accelerated run would be expected to fall between these boundaries. The figures show that even the large
majority of the datapoints stay within these boundaries, although there is some evidence that% the strictly
quadratic model does not apply.

In figures 4b, 4d and 4f the corresponding results for the partial climbs are compared to the lift-
drag polar curve as derived from the accelerated runs. It is evident that the results are mutually consis-
tent although 6 or-7 partial climbs are hardly enough to verify the dyrvmic results to'their full accuracy.-
't does show, however, that the two-step method does not introduce a biw iii the estimated lift-drag polar
curves.

Table I presents an overview of the sample standard deviation of these estimates tor r., and 8 for all
configurations, expressed as a percentage of the full value of those coefficients. From this table it can
be concluded that over all =onfigurstions the average- standard deviation of the CD0 estimates was 1.4 %
and the average standard deviation for the B estimates was 2.0 %. The results for configurations .2 and 4
show the largest deviations. Closer investigation of those measurements revealed that the wind velocity 0
changed appreciably during those manoeuvres, an effect which can also be seen in the results for the partial
cýlimbs.

Figure 5 presents a typical result for a trim currve derived from an accelerated run. The stabilizer
angle 5 is shown as a function of angle of attack a over the speed ranee of the aircraft. The ,dots corr'e-
spond to the actual measurements, while, the solid curve represents the resultb of the reduction to steady-
state flight with 8 e 0 and standard c.g. location, mass and altitude.

4. STABILITY AND CONTROL

4.1 Initial results
As mentioned before,.a small part of the 1977 flight test progruam was devoted to the determination eo

longitudinal stability and control characteristics (Ref. 10).
Th- elevator control input signal was computed with an optimization program developed by Delft Univer-

sity of Technology (see reference 11). The optimization •piocedure was constrained to pr9duce *a input signal
which would be as bimple as possible to allow the pilot to fly it manizally and which wo.1ld be very soooth is
order to prev*nt tte excitation of bending modes in the airframe. In addition some time was spent in p'ae-
tising the input signal on the flight simulator. The -inal input ,ignal consisted of a two-period control
movement with a .irtusoidal shape (see figure 6). The signal was adapted for the various flight conditions
by adapting its frequency to thL short period frequency.

In order to investigate the repeatability of the. results a number of simila" elevator inputs were e.e" "
cuted Auring each measurements. '7he otime intrval h*t•e4-n the innuts was keout ma small as wossible in rder

-to maximize the number of usable responses. ,
From this flight test program longitudinal stability and control derivatives were determined ovet a large
area of the flight envelope. In figure 7 the estimated coefficients of the pitching moment control for a
measurement 4t M 0 O.51 and h a 8830 m consistine of" a series of four individual elevator inputs are m reen-
ted. In addition the results of combining the rour elevator inputs is shown. As can be noted from this -
figure the repeatability of the eitimated coeffi'cients is quite good, with the 'exoention of them. an. .
coefficients of the 9-ond manoeuvre. In addition the calculated standard" deviations appear to be consistent
with the actual spread in the results.

.Since there if., a strong coupling between the a, A and q motion iuri1 the oscillations the coresponding
coefficients cannot be' estimated independently of each other. Thereforei it was ncessaary to use a priori
infotmation' in the, estimation. procedure. Baseg on the'oreticil assumptions a ratio of 3 between the q and "
4etivatives •ay used ih the analysis, . . .... ,
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4,.2 Manoeuvre design

4.2.1 Introduction
In continuation to this program a f-rther investigation nn the flight simulator of MER was carried out

with the ob'ective of establishina flight test manoeuvres from which the complete set Cf either the longi-
tudinal or the lateral-directional stabl ity and cootro.. derivatives can be determined without the use of
any prior knowledge of ccefficient values or of ratios of coefficients.

The objectives in the design of the flight: te.rz manoeuvres have beer.: .
-the manceuvres should be simrle to perform man.ally, witnout requiring exceptional piloting skill,

- the data measured during tho different ma6noeuvres should contain sufficient informaticr to allow an accu-
rate estimation of the stability and control derivatives.,

In reference 12 five different types of input signals have been tested with re.apect t3 their useflulness
for the determination of longitudinal and lateral-directional stability and control derivatives from dynamic
manoeuvres. It turned out that two oi" these input signals provide accurate results and msreover are very
easy to perform manually. These input signals are the classical doublet and the 321T -ultistep, which is 0
described in section 4.2.2.

The aircraft response to a single control input does not contain all the information required for an
accurate determination of the comp;lete set of derivativ-.es. However, by considering a combination of differ-
ent manoeuvres a series of measurements can be arranged, which provide sufficient inforactior. for an accu-
rate identification of the derivatives. An important advantage of the applied rerression ttýhnique is that
the time sequence 'of the datapoints is not important, which a±Lows the use of am arbitrary. combination of
manoeuvres in the analys s.

In order to select an optimal combination of flight test manoeuvres from which the desired derivatives,
both longitudinal and lateral-directional, can be determined with a satisfactory degree of accuracy, an in-
vestigation was carried out on the VNU moving base simulator. The simulator had been programmed with the
Fokker v28 simulation model'. The data was analyzed with the PIAS program.

Various types of manoeuvres and combinati.ons of msnoeuvreshave been Pvaluated. As a result of this study
two sets of manoeuvres were established which appeared to be very promising with a view to provide data
from which accurate estimation of the aerodynamic coefficients could be obtained. These sets, contained both
doublet and multistep input signals, but also other types of manoeuvres were included to attain the proposed
objective.

A distinction has been made betw.en manoeuvres for the identification of the longitudinal and of the lateral-
directional stability and control derivatives.

4.2.2 Longitudinal derivatives
The nanoeuvres investigated for the determinatioi of the longitudinal derivatives were:

- 3211 manoeuvre (multistep elevator input) .
- Level turn manoeuvre
- Pull-upiPush-over manoeuvre
- 'Untrimmed flight
In the following a brief description is given of each manoeuvre individually:

3211 manoeuvre (multistep elevator input)

The 3211-signal consists -of a series of alternating step inputs of which the duration satisfies the' ratio
3:2:1:1 (i.e. 3 time units positive, 2 negative, I positive and I negative). Because of its simplicity the .
manoeuvre is vet., easy to perform manually. The multistep signal has a rather wide bandwidth compared to
the other input signals. This allows ao effective excitation of the aircraft ,over a large frequency range.
By proper selection of' the time unit the naximum of the energy spectrum can be concentrated around the short
period fn quency of the aircraft.

Figu-.- 8 a presents time histories of this input signal and of the resulting,aircraft response. Since
"here is .: strong resemblance between the & and q motion variables, it is unlikely that a good estimate of
the & and 1, derivatives can be obtained from this' type of manoeuvre. '

Level turn manoeuvre

During thi manoeuvre the aircraft is banked into a'45 degree roll att{ttde, which is kept steady for several .. ,
seconda, alter which the aircraft *is rolled to a 45 degree' bank 'into the opposite direction. After some
seconds this steady turn is completed with a roll .to the initial wings level conditiom.. A constant altitude . -

is maintained during the manoeuvre by the application of additional power. The result is an S-tyjSe flight
path in the hori zontal plane whereby the headings at'beginnirg and end of the panoeuvre are approximately
equal.

The objec' ve of this manoeuvre is to obtain a decoupling of the 6 and q motion.-During the steady part of
the turns te angle of attack is conStant, while the pitch rate follows from:

q - tan, sin (4.1).
V

Note that thic manoeuvre always yields positive pitch rates q for both positive and negative bank angles *.
Time histories of this manoeuvre are presented in figure 8b.

It should be emphasized that the measurements do not only includethe quaai-steady parts of the manoeu-.

vre, but also the non-steady initiation and roll-out of the turn.

Pull-up/push-over, manoeuvre (pupo) -

During this manoeuvre, also called a "rolier-coajter" manoeuvre, the aircraft is pulled up with a cer-
"ain normal acceleration e.g. 1.5 g and after that pushed over with about 0.5 g. For confi'gurations in the
.ow speed regime the speed will vary considerably, whereas for high speed4the speed remains almost constant.

For low speeds it is recommended to carry out this man'oeuvre in .the reversed sequence in order to pre-
vent the aircraft from stalling. Time histories of a pupo, are shown in figusre 8 c. This figure sh(ws that 4
and q are .very different in a pupo, but that there is a strong correlation between m and'q.
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In Appendix A it is shown that the same relaticn exists between a, & and'q in a 3211 as in a
pupo. In a level turn this relation is different (see figure 9a), so it z.n be expected to yield the addi-
tional information. In addition the ratio between the pitch rate and the normal acceleration is also more
favourable in the level turn (see figure 9b). Therefore, the pupo can only be recommended in the case that
a strong interference between the lateral and the longitudinal motion is expected in the level turn.

Untrimmed flight

In all the previous manoeuvres the stabilizer setting was kept constant, consequently these manoeuvres do
not provide the necessary information for the determination of the stabilizer derivatives. In orderto ob-
tain this information, an untrimmed flighc manoeuvre was introduced. During this manoeuvre the stabilizer
angle is changed by'means of the trim switch, while at the same time the pitching moment balance is main-
tained by an equivalent amount of elevator deflection. This exchange between elevator and stabilizer control
is performed over a large range of stabilizer angles to both sides of the initial trim condition. The
aircraft state variables such as airspeed, attitude and altitude are kept as close as possible to the initial
reference condition. Hence this is more or less a steady flight condition and only information about the
(ratio of) the, control derivatives can be derived.
Summa:.izing it can be stated that the complete set of longitudinal stability and control derivatives can be
obtained from a 3211, a level turn and an untrimmed-flight manoeuvre.

4.2.3 Lateral-directional derivatives
The manoeuvres investigated for the determination -of the lateral-directional stability and control

derivatives were:
- roll manoeuvres
- rudder double-s
A brief description of these manoeuvres is given below.

Roll manoeuvres

Roll manoeuvres have been included for the determination of the aileron and roll rate derivatives. The
manoeuvre starts with an aileron step input to the left, whereby the rolling motion is continued until a
bank angle of about 45 degrees is reached. Then the ailerons are neutralized for a short time, after which
an aileron step input to the right is applied. until a wings-level attitude is reached. Finally the same
procedure is repeated rolling to the right. Thus eech roll manoeuvre includes four step aileron inputs and
covers a bank angle range from 45 to -45 degrees.

"Zs histories of the motion variables for a typical roll manoeuvre are presented in figure 1Oa.

Rudder doublets

For the determination of the rudder and yaw rate derivatives a rudder doublet has been included in the set
of lateral-direciional flight test manoeuvres. The duration of the doublet signal is adapted to the frequen- _
cy of the dutch roll mode of the aircraft. Figure 1Ob shows a typical aircraft response to a rudder doublet.

During a rudder doublet the 6 are r signals are very similar (although in opposite phase). Hence it is
not possible to identify the individual stability derivatives for both the b and r derivatives from only a
rudder doublet. This correlation between i and r is much less during a roll manoeuvre, consequently the
h:orresponding derivatives can b4 identified better in this manoeuvre. This is true notwithstanding the fact
that magnitude of i and r is much less during a roll manoeuvre.

The results of the simulator investigation confirm that the use of a combination of a roll manoeuvre .
and a rudder doublet yields good estimates not only for the rudder and aileron derivatives, but also for the
rate and sideslip derivatives.' Another interesting result was that the addition of measurements from steady
sideslips did not improve the results at alL, consequently the recoended set .of lateral-direetional sta-
bility and control mwioeuvres consists of roll manoeuvres and rudder doublets.

4.3 Test resultt

4.3 .1 Introduction
The various manoeiuvres have beeti evaluated for different flight conditions and airersn configurations

during the flight simulator investigat._'q. The 23 recorded motion and control variables were ansaiyzed with
the PIAS rrogran. A limited flight test program was carried out subsequently, with the Fokter 728-Al proto-
type aircraft, in order to eheck the i .- ulation results with results obtaifje in the real flight envirm.
ment.

Flight test eeperiente regarding the 4etermination of the longitudinal stability *ad eotrol 4etei"ative
wa* already obtaii.ed during tbe' previoas flight test program *%ereby results ebttined free the sieausoldal
elevator input signals were evaluated. Therefore, during the pectntly executed flight tests einhauis we,
given to the manoeuvres concerning the determination of the laterijlIdireetional stability mad control dert.
vatives.

I.: the present seetion the results of both simtlatot tests and flight tests will be dispussed.

4.3.2 Longitudinal
The simulator tests, concerning the determination of the lonitudinal stability snd eontrol resta"ts

included the three considered manoeuvres. •
- 3211 elevator mfnoe*vre.
- level turn manoeuvre
- pull-up/push-over. manoeuvre ". ,

Furthermore the ratios betwee" the stabilizer and elewator defivativie we" determined ffoma i simw*le4 '...
trimmed flight manoeuvre,

7%e Measurefient data weft %nalyted f"t the three netodyonwi~c models' vit, the dra~g. lift Wtd pitching
moment nodel. In order to improse the realism of the simulatoC, measuretwats, meose vas added to the synthetit
data, Both individual manoeuvres and combinations of mapoeuvre, vere pr-oeese4. I8 total 7 different ea"
(3 individual ama',4 combimatiofet dfaneiwre,) were onnsideAed hereby,



By wsy of illustration in figure 11 tne pitching moment results are shown for a hign speed oruise con-
dition and forward center of gravity. The plots in this figure show c.early that, in jrdear to obtain the
most accurate coefficients, combinatiors or manoeuvres have to be processed, instead on' making sezarate
analyses for individual manoeuvres. Moreover it appears that a combination has to iacluie a level turn
manoeuvre (see nr. 5, 6 and 7), since the combination of 3211 and pupo manoeuvre (nr- 41) does not yield
satisfactory results. An explanation for this has been given in appendix A. Similar resrults -were obtained
for the coefficients of the lift and drag models.

4.3.3 Lateral-directional
Simulator tests were also carried out for the roll nanoeuvres and t.he rudder doublets, which ar- nten!-

ed to provide the lateral-directional stability and control derivatives. Measurements were executed for
flight conditions and aircraft configurations that covered the greater part of the flight envelope. Noise
was added to the recorded (noise-free) simulation data, before the coefficients in the side force, rolling
moment and yawing moment models were determined by the regression program.

As an example the estimated coefficients of the yawing moment model are presented in figure 12, which 0
belong to a high speed cruise condition with forward center of gravity.
The plots show the various coefficients as derived from processing the data of an individual manoeuvre (nr.
1 and 2). ard of an analysis of a combination of both manoeuvres (nr. 3). These results show that processing
of the data of two different manoeuvres together yield a better result than the processing of each manoeuvre
individually. Although it is not shown by these plot3, it turned out that the addition of data from steady
sideslips has no effect on the final result.

In a following flight test program with the Fokker F28 Al prototype aircraft the results of this simu-
lator investigation have been validated. As an example of these flight test'rtsults the estimated coefficients
of the' lateral-directional model have been presented in figure 13 for a flight condition which is almost
the same' as that of the simulator results discussed previously. The main difference bet,4een the simulated
and the flight test conditiLon is a difference in centre of gravity position (simulated: forward c.g. flight
test: aft c.g). The reference values depicted in the plots have been derived from the Fokker F28 flight
simulator data.

Results have been presented for two rudder doublets and two roll manoeuvres. Both results of individual
monoeuvres (nrs. 1 and 2 in the plots) and results of combinations of different manoeuvres (nr. 3) have been 0
depicted. The resultof the combination of two rudder doublets and two roll manoeuvres is indicated by nr. 4.

Also for this case applied that *•.! best results are obtained by process;ng combinations of different . -
types of manoeuvres. Taking into account the magnitudes of the standard deviations, a comparison with the
reference v'alues learns that all identified coefficients except the yaw rate derivatives, are in good agree-
meAt with the referince values. Moreover the consistency of the results is ._aso satisfactory.

SSo far as the discrepancies' "n the yaw rate derivatives -re concerned, it has to be remarked that the
considered model diO not include A-terms. The differences between the reference values and the quantities
derived from the flight test measurements may partially be attributed to 0 effects. Since the flight simula-
tor model does not incorporate 6 effects, these differences did not appear in the simulator results of
figure 12. It has to be remarked, however, that t'he reference values for the yaw rate derivatives, such as
Cy and Cr, have been derived from theoretical methods of which the accuracy is uncertain.

Finally the, flight test results confirm the results of the flight simulator investigation, concerning
the importance Pf processing combinations of different types of manoeuvres.

'5. CONCLUSIONS

The research described in this paper applied the Two-Step method to extract performance and stability
and control characteristics from dynamic manoeuvres for a jet transport aircraft. The following conclusions
can be drawn based on the results reported in this paper:

Successful application of dynamic flight test techniques requires an accurate instrumentation system, .
proven flight test manoeuvres and sophisticated data proscessing and analysis software.

-Performance characteristics can be determined accurately from dynamic flight tests. The accuracy is only 0
limited by the uncertainty in the calculation of the engine thrust and by changes in 'the wind velocity.
The application of inertial navigation equipment allows a further improvement in the latter factor.

- The determination of stability and control characteristics from a suitable selection of simple, manually
flown manoeavres is possible by combining the manoeuvres'in the analysis.

- The Two-Step method makes the rapid evaluation of a large number of alternative aerodynamic models possible.
Due to the interactive nature .of the analysis. program full use can be madi of the engineering judgement
of the analyst.

- The use of a moving-base simulator is of great value in the preparation of dynamic flight tests. It allows
the evaluation of the manoeuvres as well as the familiarization of the pilot in a controlled environment. '-.

.6. POST-cRi1-r

Currently work is going on at NLR in two major areas. The first is the'evaluation of the method for
turboprop powered aircraft. A first flight test in a Fokker F27 is not being analyze_.. The second is the
improvement of the processing and analysis software which will allow the operational use of this method. _

The main emphasis in the improved software will be on the traceability of the results. The results do
not only depend on the flight test data; but also' on a large body of additional information, such as cali"
bration data, position error corrections, sensor positions, data selectioms, processing options, a priori
aerodynamic models used in the reduction program, c.g. location, etc. This problem will' be solved by
archiving the final results together with the original flight test data and all additional information
necessary to reproduce these results. In the process an attempt will be made to reduce the manual labor
in the operation of the programs.and improve the user interface.
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APPENDIX A

Relation between a, i and q in the longitudinal manoeuvres

In symmetric manoeuvres, such as the 3211 and the pupo, the elevator input causes an increase in lift

AL m a

in which 0AL = pV 2
S CL Aa

and a

an V V (q-i)

Hence
Ct~c CV V S..a

= pS CL (A.1)

Since this relation holds -'or both the 3211 and the pupo manoeuvre, it is clear that for CL = constant
and for p. = constant the identifiability. of the stability derivatives like C..,-C3 , and C- from a 3211
or a pupo or from a combination of both manoeuvres will be poor. " "

The lift increase during the steady part of a level turn with bank angle * satisfies the equation:

AL mg = m. 9 1

and also
AL = JpV2 S CL A

.Hence
HeceAct = 2m I -i.(A.2)

PVZS CL 
/

For the pitch rate during the turn applies

q =-9 tan # sin -= v (1-cos 2 
#)/cos * (A.3)V V

Dii-iding (A.3) "y (A.2) yields

q/Aa P-v C (1+cos *)S2m CLa -. ,

or pcý/V CL"A4
A* 2 V (1+cos (A.4

A comparison of expression (A.4) with the corresponding expression for that part of the pupo (A.1) where
the c = 0, shows "that the qE/V/Am ratios for the two manoeuvres differ by a factor-1+cos *. This relation is
s own in figure 9a. The ratio is about 2 for, small bank angles and' reduces to I for large bank angles, which -. '- -
means that in the latter case the identification of Cm,, C,, and Cm. will again be poor. Althoughthe 1+cos "
relation suggests that bank angles close to zero would yield the largest separation between the derivatives, -. -
it is clear that this also means very small pitch rates. The simulator tests showed that a bank angle of
45 degrees yields a reasonable compromise.

The pitch rate during the section of the pupo were (i = 0 equals .
q = V (n-1) (A.5) " "..-'

whereas for the level turn the pitch rate amounts to

q = (n-i/n) (A.6)

Figure 9b presents qV/g as a function of n for both 'tpes of manoeuvres, which shohs that the level turn
is also more efficient in producing pitch rates than the pupo. "
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APPLICATION OF ADVANCED PARAMETER IDENTIF!CATION
METHODS FOR FLIGHT FLUTTER DATA ANALYSIS WITH

(NCOMPARISONS TO CURRENT TECHNIQUES
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Assistant Director, Test Systems
Grumman Data Systems Corporation

o• Calverton, New York

Paul R. Waisanen b
IManager, Flight Dynamics & Loads, Flight Test Department
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Calverton, New York

SUMMARY

Grumman has been pursuing the implementation and evaluation of advanced parameter identification
software for use in flutter test dat- processing operations at its Automated Telemetry Station. They
have been motivated by aircraft de,;ign tending toward thin, lightweight aircraft structures, which make •
it difficult to use authoritative shaker systems, and the continuing development of high-speed digital com-
puter technology. Started in 1981; -this development activity iý aimed at establishing an on-line process-
ing capability, in the 1985 time frame, that will initially use the maximum likelihood parameter identifi-
cation algorithm in conjunction with a detailed physical aeroelastic aircraft model to perform optimal
flutter test data analysis. Extended Kalman'filtering is being considered for eventual use as a second
advanced parameter identification method. A mathematical description of the advanced parameter iden- .
tification approach and Grumman's current least-squares flutter analysis procedures are presented. -In

addition, a comparison between thi.; current analysis capability and prototype code for the maxinium
likelihood parameter identification algorithm on response data excited randomly (via atmospheric tur- ..-

bulence) and by swept frequency shaker inputs indicates a significant improvement in analysis results
with the advanced method. -

1. INTRODUCTION

Grumman Aerospace Corporation has been using parameter identification methods to analyze flight
test flutter response data from the early 1970s when its Automated Telametry Station in Calverton, New
York, first became operational. This facility was built to reduce the time required to complete the
F-14A and subsequent aiir.raft flight test programs. In addition to telemetry data acquisition, mass
data storage, and visual display equipment, the station contains a high speed'digital mainframe com-
puter to allow ground personnel to analyze aircraft flight test data as it is being generated. This on-line
processing system was designed to enable test engineers to use relatively complex analytical algorithms
on telemetered test data to maximize the answers obtained during a flight and provide a means for
achieving rapid envelope expansion., -

* Before the availability of 0n-line digital-computer,-aided data analysis, flutter testing methods relied
primarily on manual and analog techniques such as log decrement signatures from multiple abrupt con-
trol surface inputs or numerous shake and stops, reciprocal amplitude trends and extrapolations using
mass shakers, vector plotting techniques, etc. These methods for determining aeroelastic stablity
were adequate for handling the classical analysts of clean signals which contained modes that were not 40
strongly coupled. But, they degraded significantly in the presence of turbulence, or on multimodal or
highly dam ped response signals. It was obvious to Grumman that computer compatible versions of these
older methods could not satisfy the. F-14A test program requirements for a fast and accurate ilutter data
analysis capability.

In 1969, a parameiter identification method whis proposed for the eventual inalysis of F-14A flutter re-
* sponse data in the.Automated Telemetry Station. The proposed technique used a linear- system dif-
"" ference-equatlon m, del of flutter dynamics and a least-squares equatlort-error identification algorithni
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to extract modal resonant frequancy and damping coefficient information from digitally Ziltered excitation
and response data. This approach was readily accepted because of its clear superiority over the older
methods. The 'technique was computationally efficient and could handle fast shaker sweeps (2 to 70 Hz
in 15 sec) enabling it to rapidly analyze data in a near-real-time environment. Variable sized difference
equation mddels could be used to process multimodal (highly coupled) response data. Highly damped
responv,.t signals could also be analytically handled. Starting in 19711 this technique was successfully
used on the F-14A flutter program where the bulk of the data consisted of swept frequency shaker ex-
cited signals having a relatively high signal to noise ratio. As initially installed on a Control Data Cor-
poration 6400 computer, analysis time per 15 sec sweep typically averaged less than 1 min with less
than one-half of the computer's resources devoted to the on-line processing task.

Development and refinement of the least-squares difference-equation identification software continued
at Grumman through 1976. Most of the development activity was centered on reducing algorithm sus-
ceptibility to noiue effects and providing options to analyze caala excited via random sources such as
atmospheric turbulence. This processing capability was necessary in order to handle test situations
where authoritative shaker systems were not available or economically feasible. The ability of the
technique to handle noisy data was significantly imprcved by optionally replacing filtered response and
excitation data with specially computed cross and autocorrelation functions of these signals. However,
the proper use of correlation methods generally required longer data records and a significant increase
in computational time. Reference 1 gives a, detailed description of how cross -correlation, autocorrela-
Lion, random decrement signature, and frequency domain windowing techniques were used in conjunction
xý,ith the least-squares difference -equation identification approach to determine the frequency and damp-
ing of flutter modes from data excited either by deterministic or random means. With the exception of
some software repackagin~g and minor operational modifications aimed at simplifying software use (com-
pleted by 1976) the analytical capabilities defined in Reference 1 essentially reflect Grumman's current,
techniques for on-line flutter test data processing. A mathematical description of this processing capa-
ýbility is contained in subsection 3.3.

The long-standing goals for on-Line flight test data analysis arre to improve safety of flight and reduce
overall program cost. In aircraft flutter testing, improved safety of flight can be realized by imple-
menting more comprehensive analysis methods for accurately determining aeroeL'astic stability at a
given test point and for predicting the stabil-ty margin aL the next flight condition. Cost reduction can
usually be tied to shortening the flight test program and miinimizing the requirement for high quality
shaker systems. In 1981, Grumman initiated an advanced development project aimed at providing a
state-of-the-art f lutter test data analysis capability for b~othi on-line and off-line support of aircraft test
programs for the mid- 1980s and beyond. A major improvement in flight flutter data analysis capability
was needed with new aircraft designs tending toward thin, lightweight aerodynamic structuires that inhibited
installation of traditional forced excitation devices. Grumman's specific requirement is for analysis
procedures that will handle randomly excited (shakerless) or poor quality shaker excited data in an opti- -

ma1 fashion, in a near-real-time operating environment. An overview of the approach Grumman is
pursuing is contained in Section 2. 'This is followed in Section 3 by a mathematical description of the
new and~existing techniques. Preliminary analysit; results obtained -n evaluating the relative accuracy
of the new and existing methods are demonstrated in Section 4.

2. ADVANCED FLUTTER DATA 'ANALYSIS CAPABILITY

Continued advances in high-speed computer technology have made it feasible to consider csing ad-
vanced parameter identification methods in the on-line analysis of aircraft flutter response data. These
advanced methods can be interfac, 4 with detailed physical (engineering) models for aircraft flutter dy-
namics to produce software capable of performing analysis on shakerless or shaker excited data in an
optimal fashion. As long as processed software test results coincide with dynamic model extrapolations
large incremental steps can be takren during aircraft envelope expansion testing. This mode of operation
reflects a significant departure from extrapolating measured modal frequency and damping results to ob-
*tainm estimates for flutter stability margin. Scatter in results extracted from measured data with existing
analysis. methods (particularly damping values) often mikes such predictions risky (see Reference 2). The
goal this new approach is to use measured test data to confirm the validity of rigorously derived engi-
neering flutter models.' These mhodels would be used as the basic means of making accurate flutter mar-
gin projections. Significant 'dis4'repancie~s between projected and measured results would signal an evala..
atlon and~possible adjustments to the models to reflect unexpected effects existing in the measured test data.

Figure 1 represents a conceptual overview of the advanced flutter test. data analysis capability as it
would eventually be, used in on-line test. support. Most significantly. when engineering flutter dynamic
models were available (which would generally be true for Grumman flutter test programa), they would
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be used to initialize parameter identification software models for analyzing data at specific test points,
and to extrapolate anticipated test results at upcoming test points.. Agreement between calculated and
extrapolated results would allow larger speed increments to be taken during envelope expansion. Thus,
the successful tie-in of advanced parameter identification test uata analysis with detailed engineering
flutter models can result in a large pay -off in reduced test duration, increased safety of flight, and con-
firmation of flutter dynamic modeling techniques. When engineering flutter models were not available
or when minor discrepancies between modeled and parameter identification results existed, smaller
steps would be taken during expansion testing. In either event, the improved accuracy of the advanc'ed ""
parameter identification methods would minimize the risk associated with making flutter margin ex- S
trapolations from measured modal frequency and damping results.

For flutter test data analysis, the parameter identification process consists of determining estimates
for the lumped parameter coe'ficients in the linear equations of' motion for aircraft flutter dynamics at
a given test condition. In turn, these coefficients are used to define the margin of stability at the test
conditioni (normally quoted in'terms of associated modal damping coefficients). The advanced parameter
identification methods being considered by Grumman are the maximum likelihood and extended Kalman
filter procedures. To minimize the time required for a prototype capabil-.ty, Grumman decided, in late *- -,

1982,'to implement and evaluate the maximum likelihood method (considered to bte more computationally
,efficient and rigorously derived) before proceeding with the extended Kalman filter method. Both of
these methods require an initial estimate for the flutter equations of rdotion which are being implemented
to permit the analyst to select variable sized dynamic models. -.When available, these models would
coincide with engineering flutter models for the test conditio', ý ýo be flown, otherwise, they would be
determined from frequency domain analysis of. the actual te',t data or from models supplied by cognizant
test personnel.

Maximum likelihood and extended Kalman filter methods have rw,":c'f,' ! ,t-squares equation-error
parameLer identification techniques as state-of-the-art procedur. : :rence 3), and are likely to
remain at the forefront of parameter identification activity for , 'eable future. Both approaches 0
use a Kalman filter as an iWherent part of their identification J'his makes them particularly well
suited to identifying system parameters in ts ppresence of bnt. isurement and process noise (in
flutter test data analysis gust or atmospheric turbulence Is , vroeess oiseeffectthat is often domir~nt

in the response data). Both techniques are capable of a=,,l .'Lng randomly excited (shakerless) flutter
response data as Well as shaker-excited data in a near-optimal fashion. Optimal implies parameter es-

-- timates that are statistically consistent, asymptotically unbiased, and asymptotically efficient in the'ab-
..sence of significant modeling'errors.



When compared to least-squares equation-error techniques these advanced parameter identification
methods require a significant increase in computational capability. However,. Grumman estimales that
tney can be effectively implemented in support of on-line test data analysis activities on modern high-

speed peripheral array processors. When one considers the near-term availability of supercomputers

and the relatively long development time required to perfect effective operational software, it is wise to
initiate new development aciLlvities several years in advance of actual hardware availability. Grumman 0
is presently modernizing its on-line processing capability at the Automated Telemetry Station. The sta-
tion will be reconfigured to reflect a distributed data processing architecture (see Reference 4) with both
minicomputers and mainframes communicating via a high speed data network to/mutually participate in
on-line test data analysis operations. One of the minicomputers will have a. dedicated'attached Floating

Point Systems 164 array processor to support computationally intensive processing tasks such as the
subject advanced flutter data analysis' capability. An operational interactive version of this capability on 0
the 164 array processor is presently targeted for late 1984 with on-line capability ready in niid-1985.
Network communications with the existing mainframe at the Automated TeLemetry Station (presently a
Cyber 140) or a remote Cray 1 supercomputer (to be network connected via a-microwave link) will be
available to supplement data processing capacity.

3. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION

3.1 Physical System Modeling

Thie aircraft a,3roelastic equations of motion and corresponding measurement relationship, comprising
the engineering ilutter dynamic model, can be defined in the following physical first order form

Ay'+By'=G'u*W'2E ,
(1)

z =H'y' + A.

Actual system measurements are elements of the vector z. H'. is the constant element measuremena_
matrix and A represents measurement noise. The physical state vector y' has elements corresponding
to the generalized modal and unsteady aerodynamic coordinates the aeroelastic system. A, B, G', and
W' are all treated as constant element matrices. Actually, many elements vary with aircraft altitude
and velocity, but these latter quantities are generally. held constant over the interval of interest (test -

condition). The term u represents an intentionally introduced excitation vector (elements corresponding
to shaker inputs, etc. )-while w0 represents the process noise excitation vector corresponding to gust . -
effects (atmospheric turbulence) as defined by the equation

= T [-1a'et 't""Iw,(r)dr. (2) "

lhtthe derivation of Eqs. (1) and (2), (see Reference 5) it is assumed that the pressure distribution on
the aircraft can be approximated by constant pressures on a set of aerodynamic boxes into which the
surface of the aircraft has been subdivided. As defined ih Eq. (2), the elements of the vector w Trepre-
sent the time varying gust intensity on each box. The constants a' and a' are cosen to reflect the in-
dicial response characteristics of the aircraft. The pressure distribution on the boxes is directly pro-
portional to yo with tle elements of W', see Eq. (1)., providing generalized force scaling. 5

An alternate form for. definition of the engineering flutter dynamic model is

=Hr _X+ u_ (3) ....- '-

This classical first order form is convenient for numerically calculating system response to known ex-
citation and noise signals. However, in tie analysis of flutter flight test data, process and rmeasure-
ment noise effects are unknown. The advanced parameter identification algorithms require integration

of -the assur.ned system equations of motion which they accomplish via a Kalman filter state estimator
(see Reference 6). This estimator statistically accounts for process and measurement noise effects'by
considering them to originate from uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian white sources. In particular, the
identification procedures require that the dynamic, model of the system be put in the form

.=Fx+Gu.WI . ..

z=Hx+. 4)

0 o . . -
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Here 77 is a two-element noise ve-tor representing vertical and lateral gust inputs (the effect of longitu-
dinal gusts are generally assumed to be negligible). The important aspect is that both A. and qi be zero-
mean uncorrelate& Gaussian white noise processes, with

E[I_(t)]= 0 ,

E[n7(tQiT (t )f =Q6,1

E[L(t)] =0, '(5)

E[L(t,)A T(t1 )] 0R
E [k(t,)7Tr(tj)] =0 .:." .

for all i, j. Q and R are the process and measurement noise covariance matrices, respectively. 6, =0
for is j, = 1 otherwise. Here, El. ] denotes the expectation of the quantity in brackets.

With today's modern instrumentation systems it is reasonable to assume measurement noise with
nearly zero-mean Gaussiar. ,white characteristics. 'Certainly the measurement noise is uncorrelated
with the process noise and it is possible to make a reasonable estimate for the R matrix. The process
noise represents low frequency gust effects which are correlated. However, this noise effect.can be
modeled as the output of shaping filters (one for vertical and one for lateral .effects) which, when driven'
by zero-mean Gaussian white noise, alproximate3 the gust spectrum. Conceptually this! filtered output
represents the gust intensity at a reference spatial location at some instant of. time. The gust intensity
acting on each aerodynamic box (i. e., the intensity represented by each element of the vector w T in Eq.
(2)) is a time delayed version of the filter's output. This delay is a function of aircraft speed and box
location on the airframe. The method currently being implemented, is to model the gust shaping filter
with a third order transfer function defined by •

w K (6)ý(_s-" j.,'i s - a, "? :

Here s is the Laplace operator and w. the shaping filter output at the reference spatial location due to
input 17.

A number of different gust modeling approaches, of varying complexity, could be used to reflect the
lag effects between w. and the elements of WTp andaugmentEq. (3) into the form of Eq. (4). At present,
only the simplest approach has been utilized, since it is anticipated that detailed modeling of this effect
will not sigi.ificantly improve the performance co the advanced parameter identification algorithrms. In
this simplified approach, the lag effects betw -.n the gust intensity on each aerodynamic box are ne-
glected. Thus all elements of the vector wT re equal to their respective vertical or lateral gust shaping
filter output. From Eqs. (2) and (6), it ft'. iws that the transfer function between a given element of.wa
(denoted by the scalar quantity wo) and A .her the vertical or lateral white gust source (denoted by'the
scalar quantity q) is of the form

wn(s) ( s-a' b-a. (7)
(S) = s-- s -a,

The simplified gust modeling approach replaces Eq. (7) with a first order filter that matches the roll-off 7

and white noise energy transfer characteristics of the fourth order transfer function defined by lq. (7).
Using this approach allows Eq. (3) to be augmented into the form,. Eq. (4) by adding' a single state for. -.-

vertical and a single state for lateral gust effects. If only one of these gust effects is modeled then only
a single state need be added.

The advanced parameter identification procedures can be implemented using the model defined by Eq.
(4) or some linearly transformed version of this model. One can define a non-singular transformation
matrix T such that.

x= Ty., (8)

By applying this cir:asformation on Eq.. (4) it follows that

-=TFT Fy+ T"'Gu+ TW7 .

=Foy+G 0 u+W0og, S(9) ------ ,
,,z=HTy÷ '.','M,.,

=.Ho,+. *'-
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The dynamic behavior of the systems defined by Eqs. (4) and (9) are identical. The matrix T is selected
so that the non-zero elements cf the Fd matrix correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the systemh
eigenvalues in a tridiagonal pattern. The sanre transformation can also be set to normalize a given
column of the G. or W0 matrix to contain 0, ! pairs corresponding to complex eigenvalues and to contain
ones for real eigenvalues (at least for those elements that were not correspondingly 7 ro to begir, with).
The resulting sparse nature of these transformed matrices and'the explicit representacion of system
eigenvalues allows the identification algorithm to be imnlemented in a computationally efficient manner.

To obtain the system model defined by Eq. (9) from a supplied engineering dynamic model a number
of steps must be taken depending on the starting point. First, if the model is initially defined by Eq. (1),
it must be transformed to the classical form denoted by Eq. (3). Since the A matrix in Eq. (1) is not
generally invertible, the transformed system could be reduced in dimension. Of course, th-! engineering 0
model could have been defined in the form of Eq. (3) to begin with. The next step involves augmenting
this model for zero-mean Gaussian while gust effects as previously outlined. The final step entails
transforming the model to the form implied by Eq. (9W, as required for initiation of the parameter iden-
tification process in the current implementation. The analyst always has the ability to directly, define
the system model in this final form, if desired, or when necessary to hand.e those situations where an
engineer'ig flutter dynamic model is not available to begin with.

3. 2 Advanced Parameter Identification Methods

3.2.1 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD APPROACH

A high level mathematical description of the maximum likelihood identification algorithm is covered
below. A somewhat more complete explanation, paralleling that given here, is contained in Reference
7 The maximum likelihood parameter identification procedure is based on the premise that the out-
come of an experiment depends on unknown parameters (denoted as elements of the vector 0). The
method effectively estimates the set of parameter elements (denoted as 9) that maximize the likelihood
function, which is taken to be the conditional probability density function of the observations ZN=[z(tt),
z_(t2) .... z(tN)], given the assumed value of the system parameters. Mathematically, the likelihood func-
tion is .defined by .

L(8)=p[Z 5 /9J (10)

where p[. ] denotes the probability density function of the quantity in brackets.

In order to define the actual probability distribution associated with'p z_()/Z. 1 , 9], it is necessary to
first define the expected value of z(t,) given all measurements up to and including the previous data point
by

and its covariance by •

where . - .

v(n)=z(t,)-z(n/n-.I) . (13)

The assumption that the innovations v(n) are Gaussian distributed ,aads to the following relationship 0

p[z(t3 )/Z.., ýJ = exp {- [v[r(n)B'(n)1( n)]}/(27T)'I 2 B(n)I U' , (14)

where m is equal to the number of measurements. For parameter ide ification manipulations, it is
generally more convenient to deal with the natural log of the likelihood Junction which is valid since both
L(W) and the lnUO) have the same extrema. From Eqs. (10) and (14) it follows that the natural log of the
likelihood function is defined by 0

J(9) "lnL(&)= _17 [VT (nB (n)v(n) + ,l B(n) + constant.. .(15)

Thus, the problem becomes one of -maximizing Eq. (15) with respect to the uaknown parameter'set 0..

Maximizing the likelihood -function is an optimization problem. We a e using the modified Newton-
Raphson technique which is ani iterative procedure requiring multiple &ta passes to establish the param-
eter set 9 that maximizes J(4). This is a second order gradient methot requiring the computation of the



first and cecond order. partials of J(6). The cechnique is established ry taking the first order Taylor

series expansion lor the gradient of J(9) about the operating poi. j_ (the value of 0 determined on the k th

data pass) as defined by

-g= g~- Mr(G - OX) ,(16)

where 0

_9X and M
By setting the left hand side of Eq. (16) to zero, the following recurs~ive relationship for parameter up-

dates is obtained

-0-1h + M k ._ . (17) •

It follows from Eq. (15) that the first order partial of J(8) with respect to the i th element of vector 8 is

__ _ -18r -1._ 8-2 trace/ (B J'
-e8B -2B B + (18)Bet80)

where the argument n on variables v and B have been dropped to simplify notation. For the.modified

Newton-Raphson technique the second order partials of the innovations u and its covariance B are

dropped. Therefore, the ij th element of the second order partials of J-(_) is defined by

aso B [88, [ 80 Be/ 8_ 88 Be

=- B-. 8B W'v - trace- 1B--B (19)
8) *,B -et 6. 8 .,/8MI

where 0, and 0, correspond to the i thWand j th elements of the parameter vector _. Note that all summa-
tions in Eqs. (18) and (19) are with respect to time.

The innovations and innovations covariance are obtainad as outputs.of a Kalman filter state estimator -

(see References 6 and 8) corresponding to the linear aeroelastic system defined in Eq. (9). These Kal-

man filter equations are. defined in terms of propagation (or prediction) and measurement update equa-

tions as represented by:

*,The state propagation equation
Sy (n/n - 1) = ,b y_(n - 1/n - 1) + r G O !2(n - 1) ,.,(2 0) . " - : .-;

where y(n/n - 1) is the expected value of y(t,) using all.measurements up to time t,., giverr that y(t._) _ _

y(n - 1/n - 1). 4* and r represent the modeled system transition and superposition matrices,. .

respectivwly.

0 The state covariance propagation equation

P(nln-. 1) =,P Pin - 1/n - 1)ýbT + r w0 Q wT VT , (21)

where P(n/n - 1) is the state covariance matrix it time t, using all measurement information up to

time t%.. Q represents the process noise covariance matrix identified in Eq. (5).

0 The Kalman gain equation

T0(.) = P(n/n - 1)Hj B't(n) , (22)

where the innovations covariance is defined by

B(n) = Ito P(n/n - )H+R (23)'

with R being the measurement covariance matrix identified in Eq. (5).

* The state raeadurement update equation

y(n/n) = y(n/n - 1) + K(n) v(n) , " . (24)

where the innovations at time t• are given by.

!z(n) = z(n),- Hy(n/n - 1) " (25) .-

* The state covariance measurement update equation

P(n/n)Y= [I - K(n)Ho] P(V'n - 1)[[ - K(n)1 0]T + K(n)R KT (n) . - (26)
. .,, . ,, . , . . . ,: : -. : . - - -



Equations (20) through (26) represent the Kalman filter equations nieeded to define v(n) and B(n) for use

in establishing unknown system parameter estimates via equations (17) through (19). These equations

also need the partial derivatives of the innovations and its covariance with respect to each unknown

parameter. The required derivatives are derived from sensitivity filters obtained by taking the partials

cf Eqs. (20) through (26). To simplify notation, all variable arguments will be dropped and plus (+)

and minus (-) superscripts will be used to reflect propagated and updated variables, respectively. With 0

this in mind, the typical sensitivity filter with respect to the j th unknown parameter is expressed ly:

0 The state propagation sensitivity equation

By-= 8Y- + -+ taG +r Go u+ (27)

0 The state covariance propagation sensitivity equationa v " + P T + r ( . + r T
=,b LP. (pT+4'pB e P

S' TT T Tr N
~~/(WO Q &W arL f r~\

+ r 0W T+ Q •a0 . w .Q r+w0QwT, +W. (28)

• The Kalman gain sensitivity equation

_K =8p aHB B B .+. + J B(29)

where
=B _ -- 1 -B-1~

88l a8i
aB , T 8R (30)

Hol- 1a H H OP.-H 81a +iHNP /--e --- '" a8'-- ), + -.

* The state measurement update sensitivity 6quation

-+K + (31)

where

;01 HO io 
(32).

.O The state ccvariance measurement update sensitivity equation

SP P ,' •m ' , ++,, IR.. 0""[I•- .i- K Ho]l-- [I - K [K+ el O 0- 1]P, -Iq K ,+[K H,,- 11 P'88 Kr + K•.0 (33) .

Equations (17) through (33) define all the information necessary to implement the modified Newton-

Raphson parameter optimization procedure. The Kalman and sensitivity filter equations ire executed

for each measurement vector in the data record establishing the information required by Eq. (17) to re-

cursively compute refined parameter estimates. A block diagram showing the computational flow of the

:maximum likelihood parameter identification algorithm is contained in Fig. 2. The algorithm is capable
of identifying elements of the statistical covariance matrices Q and R, as well as, elements of FO, Go,

WV0, and HO.. The complex conjugate eigenvalues of F0 , estimated as elements of this tridiagonal matrix,

are used to establish modal frequency. and damping values.

3.2.2 STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The maximum likelihood estimation process hý.s a number of highly desirable statistical properties.

As noted in Reference 3, the most significant are.

Parameter estimates are 'asymptotically unbiase.',' as expressed by
limn[b8

which indicates that the expected value of an estimuate 0 approaches the true value 8 as more data is
used.(i. e., as N increases)..
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Parameter estimates are consistent which implies that
lim Prob[ :5 IEJ =1
N--

where Prob F]indicates the probability of tne quantity in brackets, with ebeing an arbitrarily small
positive number.

Parameter estimates are asymptotically efficient with..

where M is the Fisher information matrix. The inverse of. this matrix provides a lower bound'on
parameter estimate covariances known as the Cramei-Rao bo~und whi~ch is considered the maximum
achiavable estimation accuracy. 40

Parameter -estimates are asymptotically normal in that they auproach the Gaiassika distribution with



3.2.3 S:.xLIFTED CQA1?UTA~OA CIRICLU.S.i'ANC

In our aj~cunWe ire 'ein Vith a t~ime invar~artt llne*.r 3s-ste~n with unifc3rtiv sar;oled ica -
surernenti. Far cuir systemn, !ie process atict ceasu"rement zovase vance mnatrices. Zieiined byQ
and R, are assmined c3 be conzt unt. Unier the an~ove stated onditiorus the Kalmnan gain anrd the inmiova-
.ions and state covariances ipfo'oacn ccai!.zant steady state values defined by;

Pln - Lha - 2) =P(n,`n - 1) P*

K (n - 1) ,,r) K

S'imiliar seaýv state ý,-on,:itions will also prevail in the sensitivity filters. In practice. "he Kalman anm
sen~sitivity fijt~rS are in statistical :3teady state for aimnc.st th-e entire duration of the analysis interval.
Under steady state cond~tions tie. comrn atatQn oft Eqs. fi)TO througn !33) can be reduced 'to o~nly the comn-
2Yutatior. ,f jrs. (^0',, (24), (2) 27j), (311', and 112). This is a Substantial reduction it, :comnputations
and a key factor mn enabiina the ina-xuimurn likeii~hood parameter idenmification technique to be used in on-
line procvsskng iituations lzt 'he present time.

Another sum, plification in c-ont,.tat-.onai requiremrents car he realized when process noise levels are
negI; ,gible. Ia the absence of process noise' the Kalmnan gain matrix Kfn) Willi go to zero as time in-
creases. a-'its 'act is obvious when the initial state of the system is known, since the covariance of the
error in prýacicted state would theti be zero and it fcll-ows from Eq. (22) that the Kalmnan gain matrix
would be zero. Here the innovations are the output error

whmere *ovstem state y;'n) is propagated (integrated) via the equIationl

The in~novations covariance matrix ;s defitied by

wh'ich is the consta.it measurement covariance matrix. The log of the likelihood function becomes

JVto) lnL(d) - Ev t fn) Rit A'n) *constant,

2W- 2- -

where R can be estimated by

R v(n) vT (n) (5

The equality in Eq. (35) hold-; only for those elements of R which are not 'Coniwdered known. If R is
known to be diagonal the of,' ::Agonal toorrs in the matrix computed v-4 Eq. (35) should be set to. zero.

Ilere, the s~ame modified 11 ewton-RAphson. opt imization procedure is used to calCUIAte parameter up-
dAtes via Eq. (17). The corresponding first and second pi~rttalx of Ad~) are,d4f ned by

and

n) n)(37)

where O~n) ;x defir~d by Eq. (34) and

-A- ~ G,- 1~ 1(9ato ita 4 t, ;



T`ýe b,;i :h e omttr. actlv ty is irOv~ n ti,.e propagation of system sitaI:- aw 4ta~sitirity rela-,
:fSipvi~a Eq. (34), 038 ar4 at ~oa te acum.iot on of the first and second pa:'ai of J, via Eq,

4rc '3T7

3. 2.4 LZXTENDFEi K-ALM1A FIFL.rER APPROACH

1he ex endec KA'Irnai filtcter wa, deve~oped foýr har.1tiog systrn sta te estimates of~ iw1ne.Ar* !yste~ms
~see Reterence 6; Tln7 %iter .s nA o, ma in any pro*'.en sense but has woriced w~ell rn a wide Vaiety
oa' pr-on~ed',. Parameter ~ idn: a Or o'oIerns' for !;'oear systems canbe apprvacht!e b-,, declaring

p~ow ara-ne~ers, oi the systc--n as state var~arles Reference 3). This creales a set of nionlinear
syXze equatxnsi with paraimeter state var~abies that -,In L-s estimated as the output f ',he correspondiing
exteriied Kailman filter. Our iinear Aeroeiast~c.5ýsrern r'as b)een defined by Eq. (9)_ Here, specific ele-
menits cof F.,. C,, W.,, i d or HU cculd !e ý;ilected as ei,-r'ents of the parameter vec:Wr '4 Arid added to the
originali inear ýsfsern state vector v to czte'ite an auenmented state vector 6. The. resuiilutg, system would

thnbe defined in the generalized rr&rklinear form

& f5 ) .W()

where functional. arguments have be~en noted within br ackets. Specifically,

-F Fv - GO u
'5U) 0

wnretnould be noted that since selected elements of 9 can correspond to elemenft 1Mi F,, G1, W,, and
H... 1-ese atema~rLCeS can be fi~nctvcns of 6. The noise sources t and gi areassuwmed to be independent
wat zr. -men ussian white characteris'tics.

The P!~ato the extended Kalman filter is patterned osi concepts established for the Linear Kalman
fkiter, as~ tefined toy qs (23) through ý26), reswiting in corresponding propa~ation and measurement up-
da.te reidi or. ups whicti are identified hy:

'3"' stem state propagation via the integration of the nonlinear differential equation

to 'cbtain prewpagated Mtate ý'i'n n - Ii Iat the requi red iteration times t.. using all m'easuremients up to
timne tl.1 . subject to the Assumption that 'i,.) (n ý- lin - 1).-

* System state cbvAriance propaation. via the equation

The above :-elititonship is A linearized equation And is, therefore, similar in frmr :a F~t. (21).
However. bo~th * And r vary, with time And so will W,1 if Any o4 its elemetntfl Are conmudered unknown

.parm~tr~.Here, the tr~flsition MAtriX is tneslto otediirnuiq~o

where t t'J, * t*.-,t1 ) -the identity mAtrix 1. And

It follows that

r'(t ,. t .,) Q,(t r)dr

E lementm 4)f W . that Are considered ur kmown pArameters would be -tot equal to ttfpmr rirrespnndinit

vailues in vector 8(n./n - 1).

* Kalman Rain comnputation using the linearized equation

Kfn) - 1(n.. n - lWfT{n 1ft(n),Plfnýn 1) IfT(n) P I"

where

fl~n h, * .
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* 0 se state measurement -update using the nonlinear relationship

~(n~ n., n - 1) K Kn)Lzn) Inn

where

* System state covariance measurement update via the linearized equation

P(n/n) =(I - KWn)HOWn! P(n/n - 1)"L -K'nl H(n) jT K(n) R K(n)

*with H,(n) as defined in the Kalman gain computation.

The relationships identified in the oulleted items define. the~extended Kalmnan filter parameter identifi-
cation procedure required to recursively process each measurement vector in a data record. A block
diagram depicting the compuitational flow of the 11gorithm is shown in Fig. 3. -The extended Kalman filter
essenitially makes maxin~um likelihood estimates and therefore, has statistical properties similar Zo
those prev~ously mentioned for the maximum likelihood algorithm. However, the maximum likelihood
algorithm has the advantage of being able to determt,!-e process'and measurement noise covariance sta-
tistics as parameter estimates. This is not possible with the extended Kalman filter approach. These
noise statistics could be difficult to assess-quickly in an on-line test environment.
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windowing rnet-iods employ.ed in the processing software have enabled the identification algorithm to pro-
diuce consistent resuIrs (even when compared tca more txdvanced methods) on Ehaker excited response data.
Upi inmil the ea-rly 1980s this had been the dominant means used at Grumman for gene*rating flutter test
Jata.

The fundamental assumption underlying software analytics is that aeloelastic syste.-i dynamics are
linear. Taking that into effect, system dynamnics can be represented by an ordinary differential equation
the form

dd m  (40)ýi dtz 1

where y =y(t) is the system respor.se and u uWOt the input excitation signal. Here, c. and d. -are con-
stant coefficients (d4 10) and it is generally assumed that N:- M. The assumed form of Eq. (,40)
ciassifies the system as Linear, time-invarient. and causal. -The-properties of such systems have been
ex~tensively covered in literature and imply the following convolution integral relationship between system
input and output, when it i.3 assumed IhAt u(t) = 0 for t < 0

y(t).j u(a) g(t - a)da = JU(t - a) g~oda (41)0

where g(t) represent the system's impulse respo~nse.

Using lower case nomenclature to denote variables in the time domain and upper case for frequency.
domain variables it follows by taking the Laplace transform of Eq. (41) that

Yf(s) = G(s) U(s) (42)

where s is the Laplace operator and G(s) is the system transfer function. The actual, form of G(s) is
established by taking the Laplace transform of Eq. (40), assuming the system to hP initially at rest, re-
.sulting in

G c~ s)s-~ (43)

where q. are the zeros of G(s) and p. the poles which correspond to the eigenvalu-ýs of the system.
Modal frequency and damping coefficients are determined from the complex coyiugate pole pairs. If a
typical pair had a real part equal to - a and an imaginary part equal to 0, then the damped natural fre- -

quency of the modq would be defined by

a nd the corresi.-)n ing damping coefficient by

The least-squar s dif ference -equation identifi..t on algoritthm is predicatedon single-input single-
output system transfer function relationships like Eq. (43). As explained in Appendix A of Reference 1,
G(s) can be approximated with a Z-transfer function relationship which leads directly to a time domain
difference equation in the form

Y(kT) =-al (kT - nT) *Lbau(kT - nT) *(44)

where T is the datt sampling period.., The identification algorithm uses Eq. (44) as its dynamic model
of the system and Jetermines the a, and b, coeff icitents that best match the test data in a least-squares
equation-error seiise. Basically the technique determines the. difference equation coefficients which min-..
tinize the cost furwtion J defined by

Ej =~e ~j .bf. ~.r,,., r,. (45)
k-2 V11  p0O

where the. s .ubticrilo k implies the valiae of the variable, at time kT. Here. e, is the difference e~uation
error a nd rk and f, represent preconditioned response' and excitation signals, respectively. The parami-
eter MA has been added to the difference equation-mod.'I to account for WASa errors in the measurement
data.



The procedure for minimizing J is defined by setting the partial derivatives of J with respect to 'the
difference equation coefficients to zero, resulting in a set of, 2(N+ 1) linear equations in 2(N+ 1) unknowns
which can be soived for the estimated coefficient information (i. e., and 6.) using the matrix equation

where 0
_ rb-• , bo,,a -all,,.. .

v 7 [r, k r,,,, r,,]

f,,- " f4  r,,-, "' .- 'L

The poles of G(s) and the a. difference equation coefficients aire related by the following polynomial
equation

az- - = [ i - exp(pT)z"], ' (47) 0

where z correspords to the Z-trc.nsfer function operator. Using the estimated parameters i in Eq. (47)

it follows that
- 1

pa T ln(,a) I

where ;, is the n th root of the polynomial defined in Eq. (47). Modal frequency and damping coefficients
can then be determined from the estimated complex conjugate pole pairs in a m.nner similar to that pre-
viously defined for the Complex conjugate pole pairs of G(s).

In Eq. (45) r• and f• were defined as preconditioned response and excitation signals. As noted in Ap-
pendix A of Ref,'rence 1, these preconditioned signals can be digitally filtered or specially computed -
correlation functions of these signals. Since correlation signal processing involves the handling of func-
tions that are not zero for negative time delays it proves expedient to express frequency domain rela-
tionships using the Fourier rather than the unilateral Laplace transform. ' In terms of the Fourier trans-

form the system transfer function relationship defined in Eq. (42) becomes

Y(iw) =G(iw) U(iw) (48)

where Y(iw). U(iw) and G(iw) are the Fourier transforms of y(t), u(t) and g(t), respectively. If one
filters the measured system response signal y(t) with a linear filter havinga transfer function F(iw) it
follows that the filtered response signal is defined by

and it follows from Eq. (48) that

Y6(iw) G(i•) U(iw) F(iw) =G(iw) U,(iw) . (49)

Equation (49) states that the filtered response and excitation signals are dynamically re'ated to each
other through the same transfer function as the unfiltered signals. This implies that the filtered signals
satisfy difference Eq. (44) in the same qranne.r as the unfiltered signals.

In contrast to direct digital filtering of measurement signals, a somewhat higher level of noise rejec- 0
tion can be obtained if correlation methods are used. Since noise effects are generally uncorrelated with
the appli ed system excitation sign.l, the cross-correlation method provides a particularly good means

for suppressing noise effects (provided sufficient test signal is available for data averaging). Consider
the cross-correlation of :,ome arbitrary signal w(t) with y(t) and u(t) over the finite interval of time rang-
ing from t, to tt sec as denoted bty

t"i 1 1 "
I=t t, w(t) y(t +r)dt , ....

~*t tt .t

a nd

OJ T) w(t) u(t r)dt ." '*,,r t*t 'A .. 0S
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The cross-correlation functions shown above satisfy the following ,ross-spectral relationship

where €,(iw) and ( are the Fourier transforms of 6.,(,r) and 0.,(T), respectively. In particular

;%J(i4) =w(- iW) v(iW)- ..

Equation shows that the cross-correlation functions q_(r) and .(r) are mathematically related to
each oth. 'he sa•me manner as the actual system response and excitation signals. Thus, these cross-
correlat nections satisfy difference Eq. (44) and provide a low noise level signal input into the least-
squares i.ientificacion algorithm. For cross-correlation signal processing w(t) is generally set equal to
the excitation Sigrud u(t) digitally filtered tr. hasize the modal frequency range of interest. In addi-

tion, data is only analyzed over that inter', time when the excitation signal is. supplying energy in the
frequency range of interest, which is also "ise when direct digital filtering is used-

Response signal correlation analysis corresponds to the case where w(t) is set equal to a digitally
filtered version of the system response signal. For this form of preconditioning Eq. (50) becomes

=G(iw) G(- iw) F(- iw) (51)

The cross-correlation of filtered and unfiltered response signals does not effectively reject: noise within
the filter pass-band. Thus, excitation signal cross-correlation analysis is generally preferred. How-
ever, it should be noted that if 4,,(iw) is broadband-flat then Eq. (51) reduces to

*Yy(iw) = G(iw)G(- iw) F(- iw)". (52)

The above relationship indccates that the time. domain function 0,,,(t) is equivalent to: the system output
response resulting from an excitation signal equal to the filtered system impulse response function
folded about the t =0 axis. For values of t>O it follows that 6,,,(t) is actually the free decay of the sys-
tem to the aforementioned input. Equation (52) Lnvolves only response signal measurements and has
proved of value in analyzing flutter response data obtained from an aircraft egcitedby a driving function
possessing an impulsive autocorrelation function. Random excitation having either a spectrum which is
bruadband-flat or one which can be considered as the output of a linear system which is driven by a
broadband-flat random input satisfy this requirement. This random excitation cam be obtained either
naturally from a source such as atmospheric turbulence or artificially via random shakers.

The above mentioned preconditioning methods are all time domain processing technique-•. Grumman's '
current flutter analysis software also provides the capability to prdcondition test data by, first computing
frequency response functidns by three different methods. When'an excitation signals. is available, the
cross-spectral density between system excitation and response, and the power spectral density of the
excitation signal are computed. In this case, the frequency response function is computed by dividing
the cross-spectral derisity by the power spectral density over the freqdency range of. interest. For the
,analysis of random data, particularly when no excitation signal is available, the fr-quency response
function is computed by taking the discrete Fourier transform of the positive lagKs of the response sig-

nal's autocorrelation function or its random decrement signature. Although the three indicated frequency
response functions are somewhat different in form,' they all can Le considered representative of a trans-
fer fuhction charatteristic possessing. poles identical to the actual system under test.

For modal identification purposes, rectangular windows are applied to the calculated frequency re-
sponsu function and the windowed frequency response information inverted into the time domain for anal-
ysis. The windowed frequency respouse information reflects the response of a system having the calcu-
lated frequency response characteristic to an excitation sigftal having a rectangular frequency domain-
amplitude function with zero phase angle. The time domain form of the artificially created excitation
signal is analytically computed and used along with the inverted response signal to determine system
frequency and-damping coefficient information for those modes within the windowed frequency range
using the least-squares difference-equation identification algorithm. Digital bandpass filtering of the _
raw time domain signals is employed to minimize the effects of neighboring modes whose resonant ire-
quencies are close to the windowed frequency range. 'This frequency domainwindowing method has
proved to be a most effective means for minimizing noise effedts. When-this method of analysis ic em-
ployed, frequency respnse functions computed from the Z-transforms-correspo6udng to each identified
difference equation model are available to the analyst for comparison with the actual function compiuted
from the test-data. This information is often helpful in estatishing the validityef calculated resnlts.

The analysis results contained in subsection 4. 2 were all obtained using this frequency domair'window-
ing method of analYsiS.



4. ANALYSIS RESULTS

4.1 Maximum Likelihood Analysts

At the present time, prototype software has been developed for the maximum likelihood identification

method that enables analysis to be carried out in either an interactive or batch data processing environ-

ment. Figure 4 contains' a block diagram defining the maximum likelihood identification algorithm as

implemented in the prototype software. The processing activities shown in Fig. 4 correspond to the

mathematical description explained in subsection 3. 2. The software was developed on the Cyber 740 at

the Automated Telemetry Station and then converted to run on a Cray 1 supercomputer. All the lengthy

evaluation runs on simulated randomly excited data were conducted on this computer. The analysis of
short duration data records such as the simulated swept frequency data (of 10 sec duration) and the anal-

ysis of F-14A randomly excited fin response data (of 24 sec duration) were carried out on the Cyber 740.

To minimize execution time on all runs, the Kalman filter gain propagation and update calculations were 0

terminated 1 to 2 sec into each data pass with the remaining data in each record analyzed with the last

calculated value for the gain matrices.
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In all simulated runs, data was generated at a sample rate of 250 Hz by an 11-state aeroelastic model -
driven by zero-mean Gaussian white noise to approximate atmospheric gust effects plus a shaker excita-
tion signal-in the cases pertaining to swept frequency data. Gaussian white zero-mean noise was added

to each of two generated response measurements. The characteristic roots (eigenvalues)'Of the simula-

tion model were defined by

A1 .2- 147.9642 64.3410i , X3,4 - 11.a 078 t 061. 7156i ,

. , .- 1. 45901 t 19. 7414i, A7.,e 106,626, !;..86111 •...

,'A,.,.=-145.492 .. X,. = 55. 9049 . and X.,,=,-,3. 1400 ., . " '"-''.':"
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This model contained two flexible modes. The first corresponds to roots 3 and 4 with a damped nat-
ural frequency (fd) of 9. 83223 Hz and a damping coefficient (g) of 0. 3758. The second corresponds to
roots 5 and 6 with f =3.1419 Hz and g=0. 1474. Roots 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, and 10 pertained to the modeling of
unsteady aerodynamic effects with root 11 correzponding to the simplified gust shaping-filter defined in
subsection 3. 1.

0
Simulated data analysis was accompiished using both an accurately defiPed eleventh order model and

an approximate fifth order model. In the uncoupled form used by the maximum likelihowa algorithm, the
eleventh order state equations were defined by

0i W'

Y2 -a 1  Y2  iJ w2

a303 y 0 wS

,03'23 3 u 0 we 1,

*Y7 Y 0 w?
t Y 8 -0 4 C 4 Y a'

-y 4 a yo 1 o
A 10 Y 1 WGW9

01~ J-i 2v w.
•'ro Goo we

with corresponding measurements (z, and z2) defined oy

LziLha.,I h2, a h2,, h2.11 Iyz LuzJH. Y3 .. .

Accordingly thefifth order analysis model was described by
-y l - a l , 0 1 Y i w l - -

Yz 01 a, y3  1 w

Y3- = 10 A] Y3 + 0 WT ,__

Y4t -0202 Y4I 1I w4 . . .. •

and

[ l. h 2  hl. h, hi[-ul,[zi [ Fl 5 l °'y' "
z = Lhz.. h2. h2,, h2, hJ Ya ULz [h. °°' 2, .-+

Y3

*In analysis runs with the eleventh order model the eigenvalues corresponding to the flexible modes
were initially offset 10 to 20% from their true values with corresponding elements iii the measurement
matrix (HO) offset by approximately 10%. All other parameter values were left at their true values with
*the maximum likelihood algorithm diroected to establ ish estimates for all offset~ parameters. The pur-
pose of these runs was to determine the best possible results obtainable with an accurate model and per.
fect knowledge of gust and urv~teady aerodynamic effects. On the other hand, the purpose of the analy'sis

* . runs made with the fifth order model was tc determine what results could be expect~ii with'little knowl-
edge- of -a good physical model. Here, the model completely ignored unsteady aerodynamic effects, the

%



fcur eigenvalues corresponding to the flexible modes were offset by the same 10 to 20% (reflecting what
might be expected in actual practice), the elements of the H0 and W0 matrices were offset by orders of
rmagnitude, and the eigenvalue corresponding to the fifth gust modeling state offset and maintained at a
value 20% in error, in the fifth order model runs, the maximum likelihood algorithm was directed to
establish parameter estimates for the eigenvalues of the flexible modes, all elements of the H0 matrix,
a.nd the first four elements of the column matrix WO for the swept freqdency data (the W0 elements were
set and fixed at the same 0 and 1 normalized values as the G0 matrix when analyzing randomly excited
response data since these values can be arbitrarily set with no los3 in generality when u=0).

Results obtained in analyzing 16 independent randomly excited simulated data records of 10, 20, 30,
6C and 90 sec duration are shown in Table 1 for the eleventh order analysis model and Table 2 for the
fifth order analysis model. Typical powbr spectral der.sity plots for the simulated measurement signa"-

Table 2 - Statistical Results for 16 Simulated Randomly Excited Data Runs (at Each of Five Different
Durations) UWing the Maximum Ukelihood Mwthod & a 5th Order Analysis Model

Mode 1 Mode 2 Run

true fd- 3.1419 Hz trJe id- 9.8223 Hz Dueation

true 9 - 0.'474 true g - 0.3758 .

Fres Rd) Demp. (9) Freq (fd) Damp. (g)

Meen 3.1706 0.1433 9.7007 0.3770 0 sac
Std dew 0.0859 0.0454 0.2208 Q.0572 2500 points

mom 3.1496 0.1421 9.7436 0.3841 20 se"

Stddew 0.0610 0.0295 0.1126, 0.0327 000 ooints

Mean 3.1375 0.1435 9.7236 0.3S41 30 sac
Std dew 0.0496 0.0277 0,0899 P,0261 7S00 poi-mts

Mean. 3.1378 0.1376 9.7216 - 0.3760 60 sac
Sltd dew 0.0271 0.0146 0.0693 0.0224 15,000 points

Mean 3.135 0.1368 9.7138 0.3777 90seuc
Std dew 0.0188 '0.0085 0.0494 0.0161 22,500 points

R64,0292-00201

Tabl" 1 - Statistical Results for 16 Simulated Randomly Excited Dat Runs (at Each of Five Differen
Dusations) Using the Maximum Likelihood Method & a 11th Order Analysis Model

Model Mod'2 Run

true fd - 3.1419 Hz true fd - 9.8223HZ Hr "
.0.1474 tnre g - 0.3758- "

Frep (fdl Doom. (l) Freq (fd) Damp. (i)

MIND 3.1689 9.i587 9.8544 0.3664 10 sec
Stdode 0.0907 0.0411 0.1902 0.0492 2500points'

Mean 3.1534 0.1517 9.8837 0.3535 20 sec
Std dew 0.0584 0.0293 0.1422 .0.0341 5000 points 6
Meant 3.141'0 , 0.1518 9.8472 0.3552 .30sem
St" dew 0:0449 0.0274 0.0977 0.0245 7500 points

Usea 3.1407 0.1492 9.8397 0.3680 .80 $a-
Sid dew 0.0279 0.0134 0.0762 0.0231 15.000 points

Mea 3.1386 0.1473 9.8294 0.3701 90s we

St de 0.0196 0.0090 0.0567 0.0149 22.500 points -
R4.4292401I

are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 revealing that the response level of the 9.8223 Hz mode relative to the 3.1419
Hz mode was almost negligible on the first measurement and very low on the second. Despite this fact, .
the results shown in Tables 1 and 2 indicate thatfthe maximum likelihood technique was nble to obtain -.
good results for the frequency and damping of both modes using either an eleventh or fifth order analysis
model. Scatter plots for data record lengths of 10, 30, and 90 sec are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The
results of these figures emphasize that the maximum likelihoo~d results were statistically consistent with
either analysis model, asymptotically unbiased when the oroper eleventh order analysis model was used,
and contained an lnSlgniftcant bias error when the inexact fifth order analysis model was used.

Typical time histories for. simulated swept frequeniy measurements are shown in Figs. 9 aiul 10. The
exponential shaker sweep covered the 1 to 20 Hz frequency range in 10 sec. Figures II and 12 contain 0
scatter plots obtained in analyzing 16 noisy 10 sec simulated swept frequency data records with eleventh
and fifth order models, .respectively. Here again the difference between results obtained with the
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eleventh and fifth crder analysis models did not appear to be significant. The accuracy of the results for
the 10 sec sweep were better than the results obtained in analyzing the 10 sec randomly excited data
records. This is undoubtedly due to the more pronounced response level of the 9. 8Z23 Hz mode in the
measurement data. It should be noted that in the swept frequency analysis runs, parameter values for
modal damped natur4l frequency and for elements 'of the H() matrix could be quickly brought close to their
true values by ignoring process noise and using 'the'simplif ied maximum likelihood algorithm (discussed
.n subsection 32)on the first few data passes and then completing the analysis with the generalized
algorithm.

Our prime interest in the ar. lysis of real flight test data hag centered on evaluating tf e ability of the
maximum likelihood algorithm to analyze response: data excited by atmospheric turbulence. Since the
analysis of this type of data was not extensively pursued by Grumman on past flight test programs, the
availability of actual data is somewhat limited. However, 'som~e preliminary impressions have been
obtained from F-14A fin and wing response data excited' by atmospheric effects. Here, dynamnic models
in the 10 to 20-state range hive been used to evaluate flexible modes in the 5 to 65 Hz frequ~ency band.
In these preliminary runs, model structure has been determined from power spectral density analysis of
the actual test data. In effect, the' number of states in the model reflect the number of modes (flexible
and rigid) observed in the data, plus an added state to roughly account for low-frequency turbulence in-
puts. 'Thus far, the maximum likelihood algorithm has demonstrated the ability to take crudely defined
initialization models and converge on final system models that yield good modal frequency and damping
estimates.

When anajy zing 'real diata, there are no absolute referen,!es foed establishing accuracy. One mnust rely
on trusted results obtained under similar test conditions. via other methods or on engineering judgement.
In this latter category, we have been encouraged to see that the spectral characteristics of identified
system models agree with those of the actual test -data. As indicated in Reference 2, this does'no't neces-
sarily ensure the accuracy of modal frequency and damping estimates. However, our experience Las
indicated that the accuracy of identified results is normally poor when a good spectral match is rt'.
achieved. Further confidence can be gained by inspecting the identified system Kalman filter residuals, -0

P, which tend to be low level and noi~se-like when parameters are correctly identified-. Obtaining con-
vergence of the algorithm is by no means trivial, but our experience has indicated that strategies can be'
deviseql for varying parameters on 1 pa'ss-by-pass basis that will work mtost of the time for aL given set 2
of measurements.

Figure 1.3 shows, a 24 sec segment of randomnly exeited' F-14A fin velocity respinse data and a corre-
sponding power sp .ectral density 'estimate computed from the signal. In addition to. fir. first bending.,
rudder rotation, and rudder torsion (which were the modes of inter'est for: this measuremept, accounting
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for the resonant peaks at approximately 12.5, 44, and 63-Hz, respectively) the spectral information in-
dicated a low frequency mode (perhaps short period rigid body motion) and resonances whidh happened to
coincide with first and second wing bending modes (at approximately 5.5 and 16 Hz, respectively'.
Therefore a thirteenth order model was used to analyze the data, 12 states to model tHe apparent modal;
content of the response signal and a thirteenth state to account for gust modeling. Figure 14 shows the
power spectral 4.c"nsity estimate calculated from a 24 sec randomly excited data segment generated with
the'thirteenth order model obtained via maximum likelihood analysis of the fin data. The modeled spec-
tral informtktion compares favorab~ly with that obtained from the actual test data,'as set forth in Fig. 13.
'In addition, Fig. 15 shows a high resolution (1 sec snapshot) &ine history of the actusa measurement
data and the cor~responding low-level noise-like Kalman filter innovation -signal achieved with the esti-
mated system model. Finally, the damped -natutral frequencies and damhping coefficients determined for
fln first bending,, rudder rotation, and rudder torsion aire~br closely with' results obtained with' current
least-squarets identification software from a fin shaker sweep at the samne Atst condition (frequencies
agreed withint f. 6%.and, daminig value withinl 7. 5%).
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4. 2 Comparison to Least-Squares Analysis

To -obtain a comparison between the maximumn ikel ihooci method and our. current analysis techniques,
the simulated randomly excited and swept frequency d~ita. werei analyzed using the frequency domain0
windowing method described in subsection 3.3. Both types of data were analyzed using normal process-
ing procedures. This consists of first revriewing the frequency response data and seilqcting at least two
sets of rectangular windows that best bracket the resonances in the data. Second, difference equ-cion

.model sizes are chosen for use on the windowed signals (ihiverted from the frequency tinto the time do-
main),that are equal to and slightly larger thar that necessary* to accommodate the number of- modes ob--
served--in the windowed frequency range. For the simulated data, which contained two flexible modes,-
fourth -and sixth order difference equation models were used- in eadh analysis window. Mlodeled fre--
quenay domain plots calculated by, the soft-ware for, each identified difference equation modeL-in each.--
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.minsj;ss wiwlow -w4ere used fcr c-,ornparisim ~r t~he corresponding frequemcy respcns&,-ý ~r matiorn cal-
cudaed frwr "tie Acrtai uýat~a. Tý, latter ccrmzarýsc~n i)f tideritfied model aýcaeý ~w-a~a %-e-.

~.qericy respori-e mlr&rmaixn hn n tlhe ariafxs, to eiiminace .resi1ts which are tru error a s 1wi-
cat-d by a poior match. The acciurac;' oi the results car, be qudte sensitive to iutai-model.
oircler variatic~ns gyenera~ilv requiring trl experienced arsaist t6 interpret the ceaz ojtai ied. A- - cn.If i-

Iat advanatae ti-at the naximurn 1ikeiiho~od rneO~od Lasi over the current tev-mique nt>voea-
enconpa~ssu "nodel is -sed for 3nztysis. An additional a-&vantagei hZalteai;l measureý

ment record is used, thus eiimr irw henedfrwidwn, ntratoi

The stlat~stical results displayed n Tables 3 and 4 reflect the performance of aurpx least-squares
analysis soiftware in processing the sirnujated randrinly excited and swept frequency data, 2spectively.
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cz_,dter plots cf the r~andon anailysis res~ults ior the best analyýits window (I to 15 Hz with a fourth order
nlodeDý are shio-.nr for data record liengths of 10, 30, and 90 see in Fig. 16. These resuits are inferior
tO those rAbtained for the maximumn likelihoo~d cechnw,-ue (see Fig. 71, specific~allv with respect to the low-
level G.. 8'223 H-_ mode. The last three entr los in Table 3 sh~ow that intnor variations in frequency win-
aow:r4 and :aodel order caused the results ifor the jow-level moede to degrade sign ificantly, even with
q,^ sec of data availanle for analysis. In practice, the scatter introduced by small window and modei
or~eer ;Ifterenc es proves .1o be one of the mnore significant shortcomings of the current lpast-squares

Sssapprcach and often makes evaluation of the test data difficult. The results shown in Table 4 and
*.n': 17 Slh~l sim.,iar performance on the simulated swept frequency data. For this data analysis, the
best resuils were obtained vith a windoiw of 1. 2 to 13 Hz a:)d a sixth order difference equation model.
Here the low-frequency mode .vas mnore difficult to analyze due to the short dur'dýon shaker sweep. 'The
Aigh-ireou.-_ency mode was driven out relatively well on the second measurement ýzignal (see Fig. 10)
which -.;;as the only signal used in the 'east-squares analysis. From the standpoint of accuracy, the re-
suits indicate that the ma-ximum ii1.elihood algorithm. is clearly superior to the least-squares approach.

CLOSING COMMENTS

The preliminarv results discussed in Section 4 indicate that the maximum likelihood technique is ana-
lytically -capable of accurate rtermining moda~l frequeircy and damping estimates from noisy flutter
response signals. Its abil ity mnodel both process and measurement noise enable it to consistently out-
perform older methods. 'Most notably, the method can accurately determine modal characteristics in
those flight test situations where the measured data is dominated b- or solely due to the aircraft's aero-
elastic response to atmospheric turbulence. In light of these results, the ability to use the maximum
likelihood method to confirm the validity of a detailed physical aeroel~kstic model which, in turn, would
be ased to make accurate flutter margin projections seems more plausible. In any event, the increased0
accuracy mn deteirnining modal frequency and damping results will allow more precise extrapolations of
these measured quantities to obtain flutter margin estimates.

The maximum likelihood algorithm requires multiple passes through a given test data record to obtain
fina! convergence on estimated paeameter values.. The technique is compuitationally intensive, and com-
pared to our current least-Squares method, gen~erally requires a 1 to 2 order of magnitude increase in-
eomputer arithmetic processing power for the timely doetermination of results. Use of this advanced
anal'ysiS technique in on-line flight testing requires a high-speed computer with at ieast a half million
words of central datA memory. We consider our plans to implement this method on a Floating Point
Systems 164 peripneral array proci-ssor 4o be a minimum capability configuration allowinj us to handI6
flutter models in the 10 t6 30-state range in an on-line processing environment. Larger models would
be handled in a batch processing environment op the 164 array processor or dispatched to a supercom-
puter supporting test operations. Realization of this on-line processing goal is diep~ndent on initializing
the algorithm with aeroelastic models that enable convergence to be achieved quickly. Here our primary
approach will be to use analytically derived engineering models precomputed for each antic ipated'test
condition or, alternately, models determined at the previous test' point in an incremental test build up.
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A TECHNIQUE TO DETERMINE LIFT AND DRAG POLARS -IN FLIGHT

A. KNAUS
HEAD OF DATA ANALYSIS
FLIGHT TEST DEPARTMENT

MESSERSCHMITT-BOLKOW-BLOHM GMBR, 8 MUNICH 80
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

A AD-P004 103
SUMMARY

"Performance trials of the European combat aircraft TORNADO have condentrated-on the 0
systematic measurement of lift and drag polars. Such polars have been successfully
measured by means of well-adapted test instrumentation, a data reduction system. and
a high calibration standard of the aircraft and engines. The use of.a certain combina-
tion of steady-state and dynamic test maneuvers has resulted in a drastic reduction in
the amount of flight time required to obtain sufftcient data for the determination of
the zero lift drag, induced drag characteristics and drag increments due to aircraft
confiauratlon changes. Flight test results are. presented which demonstrate the advantage
of the test technique utilized and the high: data: quality achieved. ->'

NOMENCLATURE

A7  = nozzle exit area calculated

Aj = nozzle exit area measured

AXD= acceleration along flight path

AZL - acceleration normal to flight path

AXNC, AYNC, AZNC = acceleration corrected

CD, CL coefficient of' drag and lift, respectively .

CG = gross thrust coefficient

CDN = nozzle discharge coefficient

C.G. * center of gravity

Cp = specific heat value

D -drag

DR =ram drag

EHV - effective heating value

FEX - excess thrust ,

FG - gross thrust

FGid = gross thrust ideal (calculated)

FN = net thrust

G - enthalpy (Cp • TT)

g = gravitational constant

K1, K2 = angle-of-attack calibration coefficients

L -'lift

4FM main fuel'mass flow

MFR reheat fuel mass flow

M4 T Mach-true Mach number

M1  & air mass flow at engine entry

* 5  , gas mass flow at nozzle entry 4 ' .

M_ . - gas mass flow at.nozzle exit " , . . . -
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0
MBL = bleed mass flow

NH = high pressure spool speed

NL = low pressure spool speed

nz = load factor
0

Pso = ambient pressure

Pmix = mixed total pressure (from PT4 + PT4LB)

Pj ='total pressure at nozzle exit

PS 2  = static pressure HP-compressor exit

PS 2 LB* = static pressure bypass entry

PS 7  = static pressure at nozzle exit

PT1  = total pressure at engine en.ry

PT 2LB = total pressure at bypass entry

PT 4  = total pressure at LP-turbine exit

PT 4LB = total ptessure at bypass exit

PT 7  = total pressure at nozzle exit

POT = power off take

p = roll rate

q = pitch rate or dynamic pressure

rx = angle of attack sensor x-axis distance to C.G.

r y = angle of attack sensor y-axis distancer to C.G.

S.L. = sea level

TS 7  = static temperature at nozzle exit

TTBL = total temperature bleed outlet

TT = fuel temperature -
FS

TTI = free stream total temperature

TT2 = total temperature HP-compressor exit

TT 2 LB = total temperature bypass entry

TT r mixed je't pipe entry temperature

TIT7  = total temperature at nozzle exit

VT = true a~irspeed

V7  - nozzle exhaust speed

W = weight S
06 E = corrected true angle of attack

= indicated angle of attack

= angle of sideslip

= angle of flight path

A A7  = nozzle area correction

A p = Pmix " Pj

",C R = burner efficiency

A,= angle of wing sweep

= angle of engine installateion
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INTRODUCTION

The determination of the performance capability of a newly developed combat aircraft
during flight testing is of great importance. The purpose of aircraft performance trials
is to obtain characteristic performance data for the entire mission spectrum. These data
are needed in order to compare flight test derived results with predicted data, to deter-
mine the performance capability of the aircr&ft, and to provide evidence of this capabi-
lity to the customer. 0

As a rule, when a new aircraft project is being developed, the first phase of testing
is carried out on protutypes with an airframe and a powerplant system which, in most
cases, are not completely identical to those in the final production aircraft. For this
reason, the accurate measurement of engine thrust and the establishment of the lift and
drag polars should be given priority from the very beginning.

Thus, in the course of flight testing, the aerodynamic qualities of the airframe and the S
effectiveness of the power system can be determined and analyzed systematically. These -
considerations were of narticular importance in the case of the European combat aircraft
Tornado. On the one hand, flight testing on the newly developed RB 199 three-spool engine
has been started simultaneously with aircraft testing. The result was that most of the
aircraft performance trials had to be carried out with engines whose performance charac-
teristics were not identical to those of production engine. On the other hand, the aero-
dynamic configuration of the first prototypes was not identical to that of the final
production aircraft. Windtunnel tests had already revealed that various modifications S
had to be flight tested so as to optimize the airframe. Beyond that, a large number of
different aircraft configurations (i.e. different wing sweeps, flap/slats settings, ex-
ternal stores) had to be tested within an extensive Mach, altitude, and normal acceler-
ation envelope.

Therefore, the objective of Tornado performance trials was to determine the performance
characteristics by means of an economic test method which ensures high-quality data, and
to evaluate and analyze the test results within a short time period. This'paper gives a 0
general ovdrview of the methods and techniques which were used to measure the Tornado
lift and drag polars, and it also presents typical test results. The thrust-in-flight
measurement method used in this context is briefly discussed.

TEST AIRCRAFT

The design of the two-seat Multi Role.Combat Aircraft Tornado is'characterized by its
compact fuselage and shoulder mounted variable geometry wing, and its low taileron and
relatively tall vertical fin. A three-view drawing of the airplane is shown in Fig. 1.
The'sweep range of the wing is 250 to 67' and can be manually contrciled in flight.
Lift augmentation for takeoff, landinq and maneuverinris provided by full span leading-
edge slats, double-slotted trailing-edge flaps, and KrUger' flaps on the highly swept
fixed wing gloves. Two speed brakes with an automatic blowback system are located on
the upper side of the rear fuselage. A wide range .o external stores can be carried on a
total of seven pylons: three pylons under the fusel ge and, under the movable wlngsý two
swiveling pylons each. The air intake sy'stem consis s of two horizontal, two dimensional
variable geometry inlets with three ramps. Ploughsh re shaped boundary-layer diverters
seperate the intake from the fuselage side. An inle throat bleed hood in loqated on the
top' of each intake for ramp boundary-layer control nd inlet air bypass. Furthermore, two
blow-in auxiliary doors are on the side of each int ke in order to achieve high-pressure . .
recovery under takeoff conditions.

The.aircraft is powered.by two RB199-34R engines, daveloped by the trinational consortium
TURBO-UNION. The RB199 is a three-spool bypass engiie, designed for' high thrust under
takeoff and combat conditions and for low fuel consimption in high subsonic flight at low
altitudes. Fig. 2. shows a schematic cutaway view of the ergine. The three-stage fan is
driven by a two-stage low-pressure (LP) turbine. A :hree-stage intermediate-pressure (IP)
compressor is driven via a seperate shaft by a sing e-stage IP-turbine, and the six-stage
high-pressure (HP) compressor is driven by.a single stage HP-turbine. The reheat system
combines a conventional turbojet burner with gutter flame stabilizers for the hot turbine •
efflux and. a seperately fueled colander ourner for the bypass flow. The variable, conver-
gent exhaust nozzle consists of fourteen pairs of i terlocking primary and secondary pe-
tals. The nozzle area varies from a minimum of 0.208 m2 to 0.4 ma at maximum reheat.
Bucket-type thrust reversers, -developed to fulfill :he requirements for extremely short
landing distances, are mounted at the rear of the engine.

TEST. EQUIPMENT " '

All test aircrafts involved in Tornado performance :estinq were equipped with flight
test instrumentation, of high quality which also con ained parameters for stability/con-
trol and, propulsion systems flight testing. The ins rumentatioh system has the capability
to record-all data on magnetic tape and to telemeteý it to6 the ground station, equipped
with'a data.reduction system for real-time analysis,' .



Che onboard. data acquisition system consisted of a Pulse Code Modulation System fPCM)
ird a Frequency Modulation-Multiplex System (FM/FM) to record and transmit digital. and/
)r analog signals. It also included units for signal conditions, filtering, and time-
:oding. The entire measuring chain of each individual performance parameter was calibra-
:ed and continuously monitored during the performance test phase in order to achieve the
:equired test data accuracy. Particular emphasis wds placed on the accurate measurement

o total and static pressures, angle of attack and sideslip
by means of a specially developed noseboom with wind vanes;

o longitudinal, lateral, and normal acceleration using thermally
controlled sensitive accelerometers which were accurately
aligned and installed close to the center of gravity of the
aircraft; _-

o specific engine parameters such as pressures, temperatures,.
fuel flow etc., as shown in Fig. 2 which are required for
the determination' of engine thrust-in-flight.

7ngine calibration data (for example, discharge coefficient, thrust coefficient, pressure
Loss in the afterburner tailpipe, etc.) used in conjunction with in-flight measured engine
2arameters for the calculation-of engine mass flow and net thrust, were obtained from
3pecial 'component tdet beds or from Altitude Test Facilities (ATF). Enqines used for per- S
[ormance trials (dragj measurements) were generally calibrated in the AT-Facility, at tite
4ationa] Gas Turbine Establishment (NGTE) at Pyestock, U.K.

3ACKGROUND

)uring flight test, the lift: and drag of the total aerodynamic force cannot be measured S
lirectly,however, they can be calculated from measurabhe qýiantities. This is illustrated
3elow, showing the forces which act on the aircraft. The lift and drag can be expressed
is follows (see also Fig. 3):

L = -FG sin(OCT+ 6 ) + (/g) .AZL

:L = L/(S.q)

D F G Cos T+ 0cos T + FG-si LaT

-DR~cosPT + (W/g).AXD

'D = D/(S.q)

'he engine installation angle 6 and the wing reference area S are fixed, known: geometric
iuantities. The dynamic pressure q can readily be obtained. It can be seen that lift and
Irag are dependent on the gross thrust F., the intake ram drag Dj, the aircraft weight W,
:he longitudinal acceleration AXD, and t~e normal acceleration A L as well as the actual
irgle of attack 04 and the angle of sideslip . These remaining quantities are discussed
Ln the following sections.

IN-FLIGHT THRUST DETERMINATION

'he so called "thrust derived Pi/nozzle calibration"-method for engine performance and
iircraft drag analysis was developea in cooperation with the engine manufacturer. This
nethod is.labelled as a "linked method" since the most important engine parameters i.e. - .
Iross thrust and air mass flow. are determined at t~e same engine station, the nozzle
Bxit plane.

%$y pressure distortion induced by the intake and any temperature profile disturbance
:an be thereby eliminated as much as possible. .:easurements made farthest downstream
5f the engine will usually give better results than those carried out just behind the fan.
k further important point is, that the same engine respectively engine instrumentation
iave been used in fligbf as during ATF calibration in order to avoid any systematically.•.-............
errors. The engine grots thrust FG and ram drag DR are defined as tollows:

SFGid .CaG " DR M M1 . VT

ig.' 4shows the principle of the'method and the procedure for~the gross thrust and mass
flow determination. Using in-flight measurad and estimated engine parameters (i.e. MFM,-
4FR, TT1 , TTs, ect.) the massflow M5 at the nozzle entry is calculated by a heat balance
yverthe whole engine. Such a heat balance results in the following equations (also, see

7ig. 5). . • 0

• . , ,...............;
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M5 (G5 -GI) = EHV(MFM. X'C+MFR. 7 R) - MBL(G1-GBL) 'POT

and the massflow at the e. ;ine face is

MI =M5 MBL - (MFM+ MFR)

With the nozzle discharge coefficient CDN obtained from model tests a geometric nozzle
area A7 is determined and compared with the real measured nozzle area Aj.

Herewith any thermodynamic parameters in the nozzle exit plane and consequently an ideal
gross thrust FGid and an ideal nozzle area A7id 'are to be determined utilizing measured
PMIX and the& P-calibration data. This comparison will usually show that both areas differ
after this first step. Therefore a nozzle matching will.be performed, i.e. the whole cal-
culation loop for thrust and massflow will continue, after having corrected the calculated
nozzle A7 by aAA7 term. This&A 7 value is obtained frcn another calibration curve'&A7 /A 7
which is a function of the corrected gas flow at jet pipe entry.

If A7 and the real. measured nozzle area Aj are identical, then gross thrust, net thrust
and various engine performance parameters can finally determined. For the reheated engine
conditions, the c&lculation of the static parameters in the nozzle exit plane including
the reheat nozzle area require the determination of the reheat temperature and the funda-
mental pressure loss due to heating. In this case another calibration curve for the reheat
efficiency 'TReheat = f (reheat-temperature TT 7) is used. Again this characteristic is theresult of Sea-LeveI-Test bed and ATF testing. The required max. capability curve for TT 7
and reheat efficiency have been evaluated from component test beds. The subsequent calcula-
tion steps are then the same as above.

Finally the in-flight engine thrust rýsulting from this method 1s adjusted to the defined
Tornado thrust/drag bookkeeping system. This means that drag components such as subcritical 6
spill drag and nozzle 'interference drag, which are functions of engine rating and flight
condition, are accounted for within the thrust term (see Fig. 6). These drag items have
been obtained from windtunnel tests with special intake and propulsion nozzle/afterbody
models. Hereby the polars have been made completely independent of induced drag effects
due to engine rating.

AIRCRAFT ACCELERATION MEASUREMENT

For use in the basic equations,the total inertia force must be split into components
along and normal to the flight path (AXD ani AZL). The load factor and the excess thrust
can be derived from:

nz = AZL/g Fex = AXD-(W/g) .

Accelerations can be determined by two different methods:

0 the "classic" ,TOTAL ENERGY METHOD for stabilized flight maneuvers,, and

o the ACCELEROMETER METHOD mainly for dynamic flight maneuvers. 0

The TOTAL ENERGY METHCd) makes use of pitot/static system indications only and gives the
accelerations directly in the 'required lift/drag axis. AXD is determined via the residual ' ..-...
rate of change of altitude and speed (dH, dVT) over the stabilized part (dt) of.the maneuver:

dVT dH _
= - ÷+ x V T 0

The normal-acceleration AZL is calculated via the flight-t., angle ,, a rectilinear
trajectory supposed:

AZL g . cos"

where) is derived from

dH/T"----.
Sinr u VT

The,"classic m'aneuver for the application of this method is the steady level; however-.
to a certain extent - accelerations/decelerations and climbs/descents at constant rates
can be evaluated as well. Excess thrust is determined with .ahigh degree of accuracy..
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he ACCELEROMETER METHOD uses the readings of an accelerometer package for the three
ircrdft axes. After a correction for cross-axis sensitivity, the measured accelerations
ave to be transferred from the location of the sensors to the centre of gravity and then
rom the body - into the aerodynamic (lift/drag) system of axes. The transformations were
one by the use of standard equations which might be modified if the sensors measure in
.ny other than the body axes (for example in the geodetic system as with an inertial navi-
ation platform). The resultant equations, as used in the data reduction, ace given in
'ig. 7 in terms of AXD and AZL.

NGLE-OF-ATTACK SIDESLIP. MEASUREMENTS

'he angle of attack was measured by a noseboom mounted wind vane or by a fuselage mounted
Lifferential pressure probe. A final accuracy ofOT ± 0.1 deg. is mindatory and this
•equires a careful calibration which considers the following factors: S

o correction for local flow and upwash effects from
in-flight calibration (Ap= K1 + K2  i)

o pitch (roll) rate correction Q6 =qarcsin (qrx/VT)
= arcsin (pry/VT)

o fuselage and noseboom bending due to air and inertia S

loadsA0 B (from static structural tests and in flight
calibration)

o correction due to inclined installation of the sensor

'his .finally leads to the true angle of attack for a given Mach number: S

T KI + K2  06 +4 + -r + AB +

:n a similar way the sideslip can be determined; however, the main interest during lift/
[rag measurements is a correct indication of a zero sideslip, as the test maneuver should
)e carried out at zero sideslip. .

kIRCRAFT MASS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DETERMINATION

'he actual gross weight (W) and center of gravity (C.G•) are calculated from the empty
ieight and the fuel contents in the individual tank groups. Aircraft empty mass and the
:orresponding C.G. were determined by weighing. The actual contents of the fuel tank
jroups was measured in-flight by fuel gauges which are calibrated ,for various attitude 5
ingles on a speciel fuel rig. Furthermore the measured tank contents were checked inde-
)entendly by integrating the fuel flowmeter readouts over an entire flight. With this
3rocedure it is possible to determine the weight to within ± 50 kg.

rEST TECHNIQUE S

rhe need for a cost-effective test procedure and an accurate method for determining lift
ind drag polars over a large angle-of-attack range at a const. Mach number 'requires the
ise of-various dynamic maneuvers in combination with steady levels. The flight maneuvers
vhich were used in testing are tabulated and described in Fig. 8. 'Depending on the aircraft
:onfiguration and the Mach-range to be covered, the following maneuver sequence was per- -.
!ormed.

:RUISE, MANEUVER,AND HIGH-SPEED POLARS

kfter a steady level flight of 2 to 2.5 minutes duration, the range of angle of attack
(corresponding to a load factor of Og to 2g) about the trim point is covered by means of
a roller coaster maneuver. After'this maneuver the aircraft is stabilized briefly and then
the range of greater incidence angle (corresponding to a load factor of ig 'to maximum g)
is tested by means of a wind up turn maneuver. Using this combination, it is possible to
3btain the flight data for the entire incidence range within three to' four minutes. An-
D )ther advantage of this method is the *chance of comparing continuously the results obtained-

- from different types of flight maneuvers. Thus possible measuring errors (shifts, offsets)
zan be detected more easily and more quickly, and even small residual errors in the measu- -. • --

rements or alignment of the accelerometers can be verified.'.

k test flight can cover, a large 'number of such maneuver sequences 'when higher or lower
test Mach.numbers are joined by accelerations or decelerations,as shown in Fig. 9.

, " *-". " " " " -
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This test technique produces further test data and allows, in addition, the ver~f-cation
of the drag rise and the zero lift drag.

LOW-SPEED POLARS (TAKEOFF-LANDING CONFIGURATION)

In the range below ha = 0.4 ACCELERATION-DECELERATION-ACCELERATIO& an& SLOW-DOWN maneu- S
vers were used instead of roller coaster or ,ind-up maneuvers because in this range Mach
effects on the polars are negligible and the aircraft can be piloted better. Again these
maneuvers are carried out after a steady level flight of 2 to 2.5 minutes duration. T'ie
ACCELERATION-DECELERATION-ACCELERATION maneuver is used for testing the range of angle .f
attack about the trim point and the SLOW-DOWN maneuver, for the range up to the maximum "
permissible angle of attack. Consequently, the entire polar can be flown within approxi-
mately five minutes.

Using this test method it was possible, for example in the course of TORNADO testing, to
establish a complete set of subsonic polars within a one hour test flight. Without using
dynamic test maneuvers, the flight time required to obtain test data even for a limited
range of angle of attack would be at least four to five times greater. Furthermore, it is
evident that conventional steady level maneuvers do not allow collection of enough data
points for' the determination of induced drag and zero lift drag characteristics, which
are required fir aircraft perforinance optimization and accurate performance prediction.

POST FLIGHT ANALYSIS AND PRACTICAL ASPECTS

The test data are processed, with the aid of a comprehensive computer software program.
This software uses the airboine tape as test data source and perfo-ms all operations,
calculations and corrections required to establish a polar. This degree of automation
in data flow and data evaluation makes it possible to carry out the complete analysis 0
of the measured polars within one day.

However, particular attention' must be paid to the following problem areas in order to
achieve the data accuracy and quality aimed for.

ANGLE OF ATTACK/ACCELEROMETER COMPLEX S

The equations in Fig. 7 show that the accelerometer method requires a large number of
parameter in order to calculate the acceleration (AXD) along the flight path and this
makes the method more sensitive then the total energy method. This probleq. area was in-
vestigated in detail within a sensitivity study. One of the results of this study is
given in Fig. 10, which demonstrates the effect of an error in the angle of attack on a
drag polar. For example, an error f ± 0.30 *will alter the character of the polar comple-
tely and the induced drag will be o0 by about 6%.

Therefore a comprehensive check and calibration procedure, as shown in Fig. 11, was car-
rie'i out during the polar Measurements. This procedure included the following steps:

o Checks- on. the accelerometers in the laboratory"
and the accurate alignment of the installed accelero-
meter package with the aircraft axes., Any offsets or
misalignments were recorded so as to include necessary
corrections into the final polar determination.

o Accurate in-f light' calibration of the angle of attack
using different methods.

However, experience shows that despite this procedure, small residual errors may still be
unaccounted for because in real life tne accuracy in aligning the accelerometer package •
or calibrating the angle of attack in-flight is limited. Thus, a final in-flight check
method was applied using steady state. maneuvers as reference, i.e. existinc residual acce-
lerations during steady levels were determined via the total energy and the' accelerometer
method. The results obtained by the total energy method are regarded of better standard
as residual acceleratiofts can be determined very accurately via the rate of speed and alti-
tude. Existing differences (0AX) to the results obtained by the accelerometer method can
be expressed as a residual angle of attack error as follows.

* E -4AX

14 AX = (AXD TOTAL ENERGY - AXD ACCELEROMETER•

E - V' D IF.- -



This mathematiaal relation can be derive-. from the basic equiation .n Fi. 7 where, for
the case of steady levels, O, nz, I and

si =n AXNC AXD

Results of such in-.fliaht checks are also shown in Fig. 11., where the true angle of at-
tack T and the corrected angle of attack WE oC. '-UE are compared. The excellent
agreement confirmes that in this ideal case no further correction is required for the
final polar evaluation.

DATA FILTERING AND. SMOOTHING

To a certain extent data filtering, either on-board (pre-sample filters) or within
the test data evaluation software .(digital filters), is necessary so as to avoid that
critical measurements be affected by unwanted factors.

For example, the accelerations measured by accelerometers during a dynamic maneuver are
of a v-ery low frequence type. But appreciable signals coming through at much higher fre-
quencies than those of interests cancause scatter i.n the data or biasing errors depending
upon .the sampling rate. Therefore for the Tornado polar measurements the sample rate for
critical measurements such as accelerations, angle of attack, angular rates etc. have
been set to 64 samp/sec and well adapted digital filters were used within the analysis
software.

Furthermore, a curve fitting routine was applied to certain parameters, if qerivatives
were calculated. For precise measurements the angular acceleration was determined by
differentiating the angular rate output of the rate gyros. The improvement in data quality
which'can be achieved by such a technique is demonstrated in Fig. 12, hv means of a drag
polar.

FLIGHT TECHNIQUE AND RECALL TECHNIQUE

Test data scatter and cquality depends to a larae extent on the precision't... pilot has
performed the maneuvers. This means, that during steady levels sudden pilot inputs to
control airspeed or altitude changes should b6 avoided or alternatively the mobion of
his indicators must continue in the same direction in ord'i to minimize possible hyster-
esis errors.

Dynamic maneuvers must be performed slowly apd smoothly. Airspeed excursions should not
exceed,± 0.01 to 0.02 Ma and the maximum pitch rates should be below 2*/sec. These condi-
tions and.consequently the quality of the test maneuvers were checked during the Tornado
polar measurements by a specially developed recall system. This system enables the flight
test engineer to selectively process maneuver packages during the test flight using tele-
metered-data, whereby significant parameters, defined in advance, will be calculated. Thus,
after the maneuver results are output in graphic form onto a display followed by a hard
copy as demonstrated in Fig. 13 using a roller coaster maneuver. The criteria used in
validating the manedver, are in this case the evolutipn of the angle-of' attack, the air-

.speed, the normal acceleration ard the lift coefficient..

-CST RESULTS

Typical flight test 'results obtained from the Tornado performance test program are pre-
sented and discussed in the following. All flight data were generallY, corrected to defined
standard reference conditions in order to make test data (obtained from different frights)
comparable among.each other or with predictions. This data reduction.procedure includes
correction* for altitude (Reynolds number), 6enter of gravity position and power effects.
However, test flights were normally performed closo to the ieference condicions to keep
correction terms as small as possible;

REPEATABILITY OF TEST DATA

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show typical !it and drag, polars for the cruise and takeoff/landing
confitdoations which were measured on three different-test.aircraft, however,' with the same
airframe standard as far as performance is concerned. 'For exampla, flight test data collec-
ted for a.wing sweep-of 670 at Ma,= 0.7 fall w.thi.n a scatterband of +.1.5% in the case
of lift and + 3% in the case of drag (Fig. 14). This. is a remarkable result, Xeeping in.
mind that: .



standard were used

o the accuracy c: the in-flight thzust i~s in the
order of + 2. 5 ./. 3~

o the accuracy of tie true angle of attack is not
better than + 0.1'

Fdirthacoo,-re, the results show excellent correlation between steadv-state and dynamic
test tecrnniaues * However, it must be emnhas..zed that such an ar'eement cAn only be, achie-
ved if roller-coaster or wind-un turn maneuvers are perforned s' 'o~ily and s7.-oothly and a
certain anglle-of-attack/?accelerometer calibrat,,ion standarA, is discussed above, hais been0
attained.

* Comparable results have been ac!hieved in the case of loiý-speed pclars for diffezent flan,
settlncs, as presented in Fig. -15. A~ain, test lata ottairned from S77Aý,.v LrEVEL.s A(1.CELFi-
A I 0/[LLCELZRATTIO14 -anelvers, and from SI;-0Oh'\S acree very well. Stall test result~s
from rorototyoe airc-aft A-- 02 (with speciaj test eq-uioments, i.e. antispin chute etc.!
are also given in tihis fiqure. it is a matter of course that the data scatter will. increase
* ýder stall conditions (oilot stick inouts du- :ýo wing rock, ':,ibration. et-c.). However, it0
wa -posslble to define the maxi-mum lift witt a high reliabi lity owing to the larg~ quantity
of test data derived from ScLZW--CW\S.

Al RFRAIME/OPTtMIZATION4

.As already nentioned at the beqinnino, the test method, as outlinec, i-i 'hi3 paper, was
used for a number of nerforma,,c.e investioatiorns. 'in ord.!r to measur; Lnc. effert of aero-
d,-naric chanpes on lift and drag. An example is c.jv~en in Fia. 1,ý. f ltoire shows the
airnlane zero lift drag variatio,,n with M1acn nuc7-ber fur prototype Airr ''C 01, (unfavo-
rablc rear end) and for aircraft A/C 06 (irorovel afterboly Fha'v- and _- oicences). The
zero lift drag at a given Macn oLirber was aetermined from mcasurrd CD vecst's CL' curves,
as sh~wn in Fig. 14. In all- cases the airplane induced drag ch.*.7 ctee-istic,. were obtained
from roller-coaster and wind-up> tu.rn maneuvers. T'he quality and quantit.. of these drag
measurements give evidance to the overalll drag chanae due to *-i~ftame -odifications. It
was possible, as shown in Fla. 16, to reduce the iraq le~.el nf ~'JC.OE by about 8%, which
was later conf-irmed by drag measurements on preseries -ircraft N.!C 11 ts well as A/C 13.

COMP'.'ISON WITH PREDICTIONS

Some representative comparisons betwten fliaht d.,t- i%,: LoLedictions follow. the predic-
tions are based on wind-turnnel resi~lts which wark- -d'usted from model-test to full-scale
corlitions. Fig. 17 shcws subsonic and supe-, i,ý lift/ raq polars at Ma - 0.7 for 254
wing sweep an(! at "a - 0.9 and *.42 for 67' %-_m n, .p. Such polar -measurements have
ýýen -carried out for four different Wirc si9t r01Miýhic et wtin h
entire flight envelope. This allows the A-*,:- -.._e dvtermination of drag variation with Mach
number. Aqain the'larqe quantity and hl`X.;u.ýality (lou .iata scatter) of test data obtained
from dyramic maneuvers perm~it etn aCcc" IýP asC5ssment of the Lrwhich would no~ eps
*sible usin~g steady-state mane.'rjers on,.In qeneral. corparisc .- fliaht 'test -data
and predictions have shown qooý 3q~ev-1ni, for all winq sWeepii_ M.nor discrepancie swere
found in the lift and induced drae.Q the * Z 5 win. Ns r. 7n -.g. 1?, the f Ii qht
measured 'lift ii better in t!ne iv' --' inear canoe of t- I-* -- lar, while over a certain
an-fle of attack rainoy., a sliqht4 ' steper nd~i Jr............,ained.

Fig. 18 presents the zero lift ýra , var it e *.'- *..b-r. The CDO flo~sres, at a given
Mtach number, were determ Ined *f *om t he ra.h.V. - ._k ,n ve.s, as uiven,, for axamplc in
Fia. 17. After having estjollihej toe ýnu er!, ricacteristic by dynamic mareuvers
the zero lift draq~in'the superson'c recion .Ai r.l'ed from accelerations with Maximum
reheat power, so as to obtain final 3oao tiav_.t at defined reference conditions
(open nozzlel . The comnaris.-ni sh-ws excellent .aoteeme~nt in the subsonic and higter super-
sonic range. Fliqht data shocw a somt-what iteeper draq rise In the transonic area. but
lower, draq in the .lod supersonic ~Acn. rancue.

Vi.19*shows typiral results of store dragt measurements for a heavy store confiq-iratian.
The measured to~al aircraft draq as compared to the basic drag polir of the cle ti aircraft-
is given.,- for *the -wost interest'ing anqle of attack range, o.n the left-hand side of Fig.- 19.
After both polars have been corrected to the sam* reterence.conelit~ions, the diflerence bet-
ween the two r'olars represents the drag increment dtue.to external stores. Resul 5 from measu-
rements at different Mach numbers Are plotted on ýhe right-hand sieeof Fiq. 1) And are corn-
pared with predictions. In this case test data show a lower drag level but atee r drag
rise conclusively proven by acceleration and deceleration maneuvers.



sinz test Tzetn-oas c7urrent - ir. ex,.stenc-e, Ir is DcoSSIZIe to rmeasure I.r: eno: r:raa puiars
az~rce~. :-~ibt.The .,Se 3f .i,vna,,n~c mrane:ivers allows a drastic .-~zi~ n flv.Inq

ýq as mn~:easurement of tne lndluced! dr-aci and zero lift d2rafo c~arŽ:rsisn
an~~~ .aIn - -I _rn, m-aces it fesbet3 verhif- in-fligt over tbeeoe 3nance-

-_ýe ~ -ef-ýt -ecvai modi f iationls on lift addar

32 sc:;leVe trne ;. ciica7.ted tuaie, o dienanis are placed o-n thte ~Isttest instru-
taso-,~nIn se: c seolicaly.tailcred t.- t~ie task, as well as.o~ ti.e calibration

u:.anu-ard :of t Ine mnq~nes ý:n-volved ;-n tbethrust infib-determination:. -t osl-" en
tonat llem:sanýs typi 5-e ne~essiliate c7erta-in enendixtures. Th,-s sesct is tl"ere -ore cur-
rently t-e sub ,ect_ of an i~ntersive effort to Lurtber i~mprove the ecst ef~fectýi-xeness of
:-.!e : n test or -he futu;re.
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"Th• AFTTiF-]16 Advanced Development Prograr: a joint USAF!,!SN/'% Arny/%*Af:A effort wit" Ceneral
Dvnamics (-D), hag-modified an F-16A to be a testbed for evaluating new flight control related technologies.

The program Ias .pfee tlv -completed its first phase of fli 4 hit estin6.*r. NASA Dryden f!ight Research,
Facility, EdwatJs AFB, CA. -ome of the enique technologies heing developed on this program-are: a

triplex digital fly-by-wire flight control system which operates asynchronously, an analoc independent S
backup unit (IU), eight separate digital task-tailored control laws, and six decoupled (ýIx.degrees-of-

freedomY controller o-tions. Included among these task-tailored mrdes are normtl opernt'on ncodes, -air-
to-air combat mtodo, and alr-to-surface combat modes. One unique aspect of tOhl program was .the heavy
involvement of the ArTI/?-16 Joint Test Force throughout toe entire system develcptient (-re-Ilight test)

phase -of this program.' This forced early deslgn consideration to be given to pilot-ve.ýicie interface

issues. Throughý V" use of. the,-'0 imulator, the test pilot became an integral pa..t uf the flight control
law desiga. The!AFTI/F-16 can be landed in possibly nine different sets of cccrtrol law•s including its

normal digital mode, seven different sensor reconfiguration digital modes, and thr analog TBU. Much •
concern surfaced prior to first flight as to how landable these different aodes were; this resulted in ail
the landing modes being extensively tested on the CD Simulator, the Flight Dynamics.Lab LAMARS, and the

NT-33 Inflight Simulator. Zo date. two of these modes, the normal mode and the IBU, have been flight
tested oa the AFTI!F-16 itself, and the flight test results were different from any of the simulators'
predicted results. This has raised several issues on the use of simulators to accurately represent today's
highly aupmented 'fighter aircraft.- This paper will discuss several flight test issues, how they were
resolved, and their effect especially on the aircraft handling qualities. Spdcific topics which will be
discussed are: the IBU, the effect of the asynchronous computer operation and system redundancy manage-
nent has on the flight control 'laws and flight testing, and some handling qualities problems with

combination coupled/decoupled control laws.

INTRODUCTION

The AFTI/F-16 Advanced .Jevelopment Progran is primarily oriented to the development, integration, and

evaluation of new flight !ontrol technologies. The testbed used' in this program is an FSD F-16A (Figure 1)'.
in this aircraft the quad redundant analog :Light control computer system was replaced with a triply S
redundant digitat flight cont-ol computer system using three BDX-930 digital processors and a triply
redundant analog independent backup unit. New control surfaces were attached to the aircraft and usage
of existing control surfaces.wis changed to provide more capability and flexibility in the flight control
law design and to allow limited six degree-of-freedom decoupled motion capability. The surfaces added to . -

the aircraft-were two vertical chin canards, which were attached below the engine inlet, to provide

enhanced directional force and moment control and to provide drag modulation capability. The surface whose
usage was changed was trailing edge flaps. In the F-16 these two surfaces are only used for roll control

aqd as normal flaps in landing. In the AFTI/F-16, they are used additionally in maneuvering flight to , _
enhance the onset and control of normal acceleration and to provide longitudiial decoupled flight control. .-

This paper directs its attention to three major design issues which had an impact on the first phase, of the

program. These issues which will De discussed in the next three sections of this paper are a direct result
of these s'stem modifications. This paper addresses each issue, the tradeoffs, the results, and its impact
in flight testing.

Filture I The AFTIIF-16
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2. ReliabilLty: DFCS failure rate resulting in loss of control of the aircraft will b-less than I

failure in e-?ery i0
7 

flight hours. S

3. Fail-Ooeration: the DFCS shall be fullv operatio,,al (Operational State I as defimed -

.,L-r-0.9OD) after any first failure. After any second like failure, the control system will provide at

least safe flight (Operational State Il, MIL--F-9490D) with a probability of 0.95 being fu!ly cperational.

These requirements were to be met without reliance on an THU. The primary reason for an THI 'tas to have a

backup system which was independent of a"' the digital flight control software. This TRU was to be de,ýigned ",

to allot- for its removal after suffIcient confIdence was developed in the primary digital system. Also "

required was that the prinary system and the IBU be designed so that the performance of the primary digital

flight contioi systemwuilu not be affectel hy the removal of the 18U. The IBU alone would provtie at least

Level 3 flying qualities, a, defined in MIL-F-8735B, throughout the flight envelope and at least. Level 2

flying qualities in the landing p'ase.

Several pro/cons exist tor having an analog Independent backup for a digital flight control system.

The basic reason for an IBU is to protect against unknown - unknowns in the digital software, eape shlly

generic software design errors. Due to an IBU being dissimilar redundancy, it also provides sone

protection against flight control EMI upsets. The presence of an IBU gives a definite increase in pilot

and user - command confidence in flight testing a new digital flight control system. An IBU also

increases the system loss-uf-control reliability because it can survive some hardware failures.

"Although the presence of an IBU 'has a lot of advantages, several disadvantages also exist. With an
IBU, there will bo increased system complexity which will result in increased cost. It will also be a
source of additional flight contiol system failure points. The existance of an IBU can become a .-
design "crutch" and be ovLrrelied upon. An IBU can pose problems when there are no problems in the
digital system: a nuisance automatic eng.,gement and inadvertent or deliberate pilot engagementa. The
IBU may also require additional flight testing to clear its flight envelope. It might. also mean
additional pilot training to he proficient in the mode (assuming it is manually switchable from th..•
cockpit).

To meet design requirements, the AFTI/F-16 program ut'lized a triplex analog IBU design. Sirce! the

digital flight control sstem is triplex, an analog card ntaining an IBU was located in each digital box.

The IBU can be engaged through two methods. First a switch on the side-stick allowing tne p~i,.t to•
mnnlly either engage or disengage the IBU. This 3ives the pilot the final authority to judge the health

of the digital system. The second method of IBU engagement is by the digital system itsel•f when it can .no

longer identify the last remaining good digital processor. In this case the TBU will automatically be

engaged.

Early in the overall system design it was seen as beneficial to use the IBU when the redundancy

management is unable to a high probability identify the last good remaining processor. " The following -

scenario illustrates how the IBU can be usea to improve the overall System safety. 1,hen no failure exists,,

the digital system uses the o'utput of processor B to control the aircraft. (Processors A, 5, and C are all

compared to ensure B is goo'd). If one processor 'has failed, the remaining two good processors will identify
.the sick processor and vote it off. The system will then use only the two good reining processors. If

a miscompare then occurs.between the two remaining processors, they both go into self test with the

anticipation that one will self test "GOOD" and the other "BAD". If -.. s happens the aircr*aft flys home on

the last good remaining processor (Figure 2). If both should test "GOOD", either processor could be chosen
and safe operation should be assured. If both test "BAD" se-eral options exist: one computer could be
arbitrarily chosen (coin flip) to fly on, or the computer with the smallest output could be chosen (a small
Lutput is better than a hard over output). In any case, under these circumstances there is no guarantee of
correctly choosing the last good remaining processor.. )n the AFTI/F-16 instead of arbitrarily choosing the . -

last processor in this scenario, the system will auto atically revert to IBU (Figure 3),. Without an IBU,
the redundancy management system would be forced to c oose one of the last two processors to fly on.

Some small risk exists that the incorrect processor w)-uld be chosen. the level of this risk is unknown
• since there are no known failures which would cause both processors to self test "BAD". This is clearly

i case where the IRU is protecting against unknown - unknowns. Because this was a 'new flight control

concept being developed and flight tested (digital, triplex, asynchronous design), it was felt to be more

prdent to utilize the IBU. It should be noted that the reliability rate for loss-of-control (less than

once every 107 flight hours) is still met even !f the IBU is not in use in the above scenario.

From a control law standpoint, it was dec ,-d tc make the IBU as simple as possible to keep the
analog real estate small and keep the IBU as independent from hardware failures as possible. Under this

criteria, che IBU design resulted in a system with ttree input paths (pitch. roll, yaw) and a single

feedback path: pitch rate feedback which was, the mir imum necessary to maintain afteraft stability. In
the roll and yaw axis no feedback was used even thou h the dutch- roll characteristics were rather poor.

The design resulted in a single gain system which hac to have sufficient stability margins to be stable

and still flyable from Mach 1.6 through touchdown spied. The critical' region in determining the value
or this gain was the low altitude/supersonic region. This resulted in forcing the gain to be low which

caused the pitch damping at power approach airspeed o be low.

Prior to first flight of the AFTI/F-16 the IBU named Original IB) was Lvaluated in a power approach

(PA) configuracion on the NT-33A Inflight Simulator. While performing a Ph task this IBU was given Level 3
flying qualities ratings with Cooper-Harper ratings f 8 to 9.5 in pitch and 4 to 5 in roll.. The level 3 0
ratings were due to heavy, sluggish pitch response, PlO tendency in high gain tasks, and heavy and

extreme gust sensitivity .in roll. At this point is ,as obvious a single gain IN3 was not going td be

sufficient to ,safely fly the aircraft throughout the entira flight envelope aud still, safely -land it.

, , o , %



series of NT-33A tests ;.nd both found to have good level 2 handling qualities.

AUTOMATiC IBU ENGAGEMENT SCENARIO

THREE HFALT,4Y TWO HEALTHY SELF
PfiOCESSOrS PROCESSORS TEST

AOR

IF C MISCOMPARES.F C MISCOMPARES. THEY BOTH B
WiTH A&BGOIT

CIS REMWJED SEO ITOS

Figure 9 ra i.i-tre Scenario

IF ONE TESTS IIF BOTH TEST
"-GOOD" AND THE ILAST "GOOD" "GOOD" OR

OTHER TESTS I PROCESSOR "RiUBATHTES
-BAD" Ba

Figure I Result ofSelf Test

PITCH 181 ., F Il i.L ELEVATOR
RATE Sa 3".A ' I 'SE AT''CMAH

COMMAR L......C.....J

ORIGINAL IBhI
PITCH ___ 35_21
RATE

PITCH '~T"' ELEVATOR
RATE 29 8.F ' COMiMAND
COMMA. S

PICH 35*FIRST FLIGHT IBU

PITCH 1S 2

PITCH __S. ELEVATOR
RATE. S !3[ 3_ COMMANO

PITCH __[3T2BLOCK III IBIJ

Figure 4 IBIJ Development History

As first flight date of the AFTI/F-16 approached, a major ifusue bega~n to surface with respect to the

Intentional inflight usage of the IBU. Should the IBII be intentionally engaged inflight, how often, and in-

what flight conditions? The flight test community wacs definitely in favor of testing the l1t! inflight and

desired it ver'y early in the program (second or third,' flight). The advantag~q of doing this would be to

gain confidence in the IBU under controlled rather than last chance euerg.!ncy conditions. Under this

scenario, the IBII would be tested under benign flight conditions and there would be a healthy digital flight

control system to immediately revert back to if the lIt! flying qu:.lities showe'1 to ba unsatisfactory. Sincp

the NT-33A evaluated the flying qualities to be very close to Level 1, this did not seem to be too likely.

From a redundancy/reliability standpoint the IBI) is monitared for failure at all times, even while Y.lying

in a dig-ital flight control mode. The lIt! on the Af'rI/F-16, being a triplex systam, is fail-operative after.'-.9

first failure but has no protectio-In. against a second failure., The lTBU hardware 'aas a predicted mission

reliability of less than 7X 1O
6
failure per' flight hour.
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Historical data has not shown a very good tracK record conr..c-nig inflight engagements of flight control

system backups. Aircraft such as the 9-l7, B-66, Tornado, an' •,onco-de have mechanical backup sy-temas for -

their nrlmary flig;ht control systems. -n the B-47 and 3-66 these mechanical rvstems were rmaintenance

nightmares and were many times not well maintained.' In the B-66, twice pilotj switched to the mechanical.
system and found it inopL-ative. Neither pilot was able to switch back to the hydraulic (primary) system
which resulted in loss of both aircraft.

Those in favor of engagement of the IBU inflight' won and the IBU was first engaged during tl.- third
flight of 'the aircraft. All the pilots commented that tW 1U had degraded flying qualities as compared -

to the Standard Normal Mode but that the flying qua] I ieE ýere sufficient as a backup mode. Pitch axis
was very stablo hut possessed moderate to heavy stic" orces. It had a ligutly damped dutch roll which
was excited by roll or yaw inputs. The TBUY Po date a_.. been flown out to Mach 1.2. At that speed the
pilot got into a lateral PIO once when he excited the dutch roll with a maximum zudder input.

The IBU I "ow routinely engaged during the course of flight testing. As the flight envelope is
expanded, the -.,LJ is now one )f the first modes to be evaluated at each new flight condition. The philo- .
sophy is that the IBU will be tested for safe operations to give confidence in case of non-resettable
automatic IEU engagement.

ISSUE: CONTROL LAW AND REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT CO-EXISTINC IN A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT

A major objective of the AFTI/r-16 program was to develop and evaluate new concepts in flight control
design. One of the major concepts beingdeveloped was that of multimode design coataining task-tailored
control laws., This implies a separate flight control mode be designed for each type of combat task to be -

flkaln (bombing, air-to-air gunnery, etc.). Also required with this control law structure wrs limited '
•authority six degree-of-freedom decoupled set of flight control laws. Additionally required was separate
recuoifiguration modes which allow for continued flight after the loss of flight control sensors (pitch rate,
roll rate, tec.). In other words, a very complex set of centrol laws was required to be developed. A
second major concept being developed was a triplex, digital flight control computer system. This system
was required to utilize softwcre to the greatest extent possible to perform 'all control law and all
redundancy management functions. Early it. this program, some lrport.nt decisions were made concerning the
approach used to Implement these concepts. At the time these decisions were made, it was felt their effect
would not impact each other. As the design prog-essed from development to mechanizat'on to flight testing, •

it became, obvious these d.•cislons were greatly iTtertwined and system adjustments were necessary to allow
for harmonious system operation. One of these decisions was to operate the digital computers asynchronously
with respect to time. The other decision was to design the control laws utilizing Linear Ouadratic
Synthesis (LQS.).

Asynchronnus digital computer operation implies that the individual clocks in each processor will
operate indepen,.,nt of each other thus implying the time skew between each processor will not be controlled .
"(Figure 5). -Therefore each processor will receive its input data at different times and will complete the - -

output surface computations at differpnt times. Prior to making the decision to go asynchronous, a trade

study was performed., Some of the main conclusions of this study were:

Synchronous Cperation - - . -

Advantages:

1. Simpler Operational Flight Program (OFP) verification and testing.

2. Cross-channel monitor trip level at output selector/monitor plane can be set to a near zero Value
(a cross-channel difference can 6e used as, a failure indication).

Disadvantages:

1. Sync fupction must be carefully designed so as 6ot to introduce a single point failure possibility
into thte' system.

1. Design is not inherently failt-tolerant. Unless special care is taken, a transient condition in
one branch will in general result in a branch being temporarily disconnected.

Asynchronous Operation

Advantages: -

1. More fault-tolerant since branches are not expected to be in exact agreement.

2. Insensitivity to short term electromagnetic interference effects is enhanced since data which is
modified or in error is likely to be sensed in diverse portions of the redundancy management function. ". '--

Disadvantages:'

I. Increased data acquisition speed requirement to prevent dynamic responses from being identified -

as faults at the output selector/monitor plane.

. . ... .
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A l/F-16
ASYNCHRONOUS COMPUTER OPERATION

CHANNEL A INPUT I COMPIUTEI OUTPUT"

CHANNEL8 INPUT B COMPUTE I 0-TPUT
CHANNEL C IPTj COMPUTE OUTPUTj

TIME

Figure 5 Time Skew

An .equally risky approach was taken in using the LQS approach to the control law design. The control
laws were developed for many point conditions in a batch computer mode utilizing a digital computer program 5
called DIGICON. The goal in the control law design was to have a very quick responding system, both in
p.ltch'rate and onset of normal acceleration, and this system would provide gust alleviation and be relativel',

irnva-riant" to uncertainties in the airframe aerodynamic derivatives. To meet these design goals, a multi-
state feedback system was designed which had very high gains on tbe forward path signal3, especially the
error signals between commanded response and actual aircraft response.. The result of these high gains was
a system that has very large amplitude and high frequency content in the output signal to the control
surface actuators.

Within the digital flight control system, two maj6r tasks are being performed during each irame: the
flight control law computations and the redundancy management computations. 'Initial development of these
two systems (control law versus redundancy management) was done 3eparately; it was not until later in the
preflight development phase of the program that the two systems were integrated together.

- The redundancy management system is an integral part of any multiple computer system. The purpose of """ """
the redundancy management system is to ensure that the aircraft is always being flown by a healthy
processor (a). One component of this system which highly interacts with the control jaws is the output
selector/monitor (S/M). The funct~ion of the output S/M is to compare the surface commands of all three
processors to .detect'computational failures. Each processor has its own output S/M which compares all
eight of its surface command outputs with those of the other two processors. If any processor's output
(including itself) differs by more than a given percentage from the other processors, that computer output
from that processor is identified as having possibly failed. If this condition persists for seven
computational frames, that output from that processor is voted off-line. This given percentage is called
the trip level and its purpose is to prevent a sick output of any processor from commanding an aircraft
surface. In order to have early warning of a possible failure and prevent any aircraft failure transients,
ideally this trip level would be set near zero percent difference. But this is impossible because of
asynchronous nature of the system. This asynchronism will allow each processor to be time skewed from each
other processor - each processor's output being dlifferent ever, for a perfectly healthy system (Figure 6).'

The difficulty arises in detL.aining an acceptable trip lev'el which allows normal operation, to continue
ind time skewed environment and still identify output failures at a safe level. For a healthy system,
three factors will affect the inter-channel difference between the outputs from the three processors: the
time skew between the three processors, che change of the input signals (both commands and sensor inputs) in
that time, and the control law gains and structure which amplify these differences. As stated above the
desired size of this'trip level is controlled by two opposing factors. The trip levei must be large enough to
allow for a normal. interchannel difference due to the three factors' listed above so it will not erroneously
declare an output failure. Opposing this, the trip level must be small enough such that a real failure can be
identified before it can produce a large (unsafe) aircraft tranasient when switching from a sick output to a,'
healkhy output. Although this non-zero trip level allows the system to be fault tolerant (it could possibly
allow a small short term transient to pass through system without declaring c failure), a deficiency of this
asynchronous system is itr inability to .always distinguish the difference between a time skewed output mis--
compare and an actual failed output at a low threshold level.

When the total system was integrated initially the inability of the redr.vdancy management system and ..

the cor.trol laws to work in perf'ct harmony became obvious. Originally the ^utput trip level wa§ set at a
constant value of 15% of full scale deflection of each given surface. When the total system was first %
tested on the simulator, it was found that large inputs, especially at moderate to high frequency, were
exceeding this 15% trip level in the output S/M. At this point comparisons were made between the AFTI/F-16
control laws and those in the F-16. It- was found in some cases that the gains in the' AFTI/F-16 control laws
were sometimes many times larger than equivalent gains in the F-16. Some suggested the AFTI/F-16 gains were
unrealistically high. In any case these high gains generated by the LQS approach proved to be a real
deficiency of that type of control law design.

* 8-9
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Figure 6 System Interaction

The LQS design methodology used on the AFTI/F-16 varied the gains in the forward path and feedback paths
to satisfy a cost function and performance criteria. Unfortunately the method did not give'the designer a

sensitivity analysis of che effect of the gain on system performance. The end effect wpz. the final design
resulted in some very large gains which could have been reduced at a ,ary small loss o: performance. These
large gains caused a lot of prQblems when integrated with entire system. They would produce a large amoint
of coiLtrol surface activity which reant hinge moment limits were a bigger problem, more surface rate limiting,
and large demands on the hydraulic system. The end result with respect to the redundancy management was that
for maximum processor' skews, a v-ry snall difference in -input signal magnitude could result in very large
differences at the output plane for non-failed cond

4
tions. Ultimately the gains had to be reducLJ to be

more realistic and to coexist with the redundancy management. The lowering of the gains was not done with- S
out some penality; in some c.-ses It resulted in reduced robustness of the aircraft response aad possible
degradation of aircraft handl ag qualities., The primary area this gain reduction occurred was the forward
path to the elevator in all the flight ccntrol modes and the forward path to the trailing edge flaps in the
decoupled control modes. The region of the flight envelope most affected by the gain reduction was the high
altitude, low dynamic pressure areas. In this region, the sluggish performance of thý basic airframe is
masked by the very high gain control lawsto achieve good tracking performance and improved handling
qualities; therefore, the gain reduction had its greatest etfect there. In general though, gains were
reduced throughout the flight envelope. The effect of' reducing the gaiis in the forward path to the •
elevator was a reduction of system bandwidth in the pitch respon.;e. The effect of reducing the gains in
the forward path to the elevator was a reduction of system bandwidth in the pitch response. The effect of
reducing the gains in the forward path to the trailing edge flaps was an increase In the impurity present
in the decoupled control options. The end result was the control lawe hal to be changed from their
optimal design to live in harmony with the redundancy management syste..

The redundancy management system was also changed to be more compatible with the control laws. The
constant 15% trip level was changed tb be a variable trip level based on the rate of change ol a specific
output in its own processor. In most cases the trip level is 15% but it can reach as high as 30%.. This
change still provides the same level of protection against a real failure. If one processor h.-s a failure
forciag one of its outputs to incruase at a high rate (thus increasing its trip level to 30%) the other two
processors may rtill be using 15% for Lhat output, thus voting it as failed as early as if all three
processors were using 15%.' 'Other changes also made to the redundancy management system because of the high " -
gain control laws werp to' increase the rate at which some inputs are sampled and to increase the update rate
of gain tables. These changes were necessary to prevent large, rapid spikes to propagate to the output SIM 1'7

plane. Therefore, the end result was the redundancy management system also had to 
6

e modified to live in ' 0
harmony with the control laws-. This system adjustment, to make. the control laws and redundancy management
systeds work in harmony, was primarily performed on the sim-qulator. During the flight testing phase
(a total of 118 flights, 177 flight houts) only one inflight flight control system fault indicaLion occurred
which resulted in a control law gain adjustment. -

As a result of the flight test program, several conclusions can be made coneernfng the operation of .
high gain control laws in an asynchronous computer environment. First (and Miost important), these two
systems can be made to wozk together successfully. During the last two weeks of flight testing, the S

• pilot was permitted to aggressively Ely air-to-air and air-to-ground combat scenarios and the system
performed flawlessly with zero fiLght con. ol problems. The second conclusion is that there is an inter-
dependency between the control laws and tne redundancy management in an asyrchronouR computer system, and
the two parts cannot be developeýd independent of one another. The smaller the control laws gains are or .. .- . -

the faster the computer frame rate is, the less this will be a problem. On the AFTI/F-16, the computer
processors have a frame length of approximaaely 16 milliseconds which allowa the worst case skewing

8-10,
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-ith 'these gafn ret inthe -fI aws on the AF'7I-16 w-ere stil -,;z a'.:4e- I25. r7 tust that thev
zeexed Level 1 e~; r -riarper 1,ao aitirEs Ratinca-, in a' 1 the :orrat ;L3eec oo;ý- -nt-1,l lags

were oeeor~ to ac cv- irrg aual ities over Zlne baý3tc F-J ' .In i" t nodes arnd in

r ae sorcach ad le'n *cirn. th'ses h dnua sIgn provotk to be .er-v la1:- t -lerant . X r !nz
te flihlz -est.!ng ;hsforty-orne infll *

4 lt ht coentrol qsvsrir faiult iiCatf-cs o)Zcurrcd. 711e f-c

* ýxje olt inditcations ranged fromn o lnos of the Cs-4,ter. rer..ndancy -uc to the ifs wt:o channcls of
r.i. ,anc flin : on on.i; one processor). '-,i almsost all. these ca:'-es thzo la--as resettible to d

zero) fault condition. In ;to case was there a de-,rodatio.n or change in the alr~raf. *.and! Ing qualities

:!-a to a fau:lt ind loot ion.

h3SlUE: ECOUL~PED CCST7ROL LAWJS

The kF-T!F-16 digital flght c~ontrrl system contains eizhr pirlmary task- tailoýrzm" control lag msodes

(Fi~re 7. Tese mo.lis are full aurhorizv and are optirrtzed for s.,ecific tasks sucn asý air-to-alt gunnery

anz! air-co-,urface boribing. Foi: vernipr, f.4.-e trackin? azjustrnenrr. six cdecourleJd coctrro! ontions w'ere
Cev e' 3 Per , those opt ons include7--lo the lonizitudinal axis~ - pitch polnti'ng, direct ' ift. !-,,i ;ertical
transiat ion 'F Rure ?): in the lateral - dirtctional axis - yaw pointing, direct srl~e force '-lso named

wings ..evel turn or flat turn>, endd lateral translation (--i;ure 9). (See Reference l for a deý; tipt ion of
those mcdes). These deroupled control options are superimrposed on the primarv control' lawa as a 5ccondary
m eans of precisely cracking, a target in thtL final stages -f a tracking solution.

AFT1/F- 16 Multknode FHght Controller Commands
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* - *. n.mputer wý.otch ,.as r'.c't an Inxt-eco :,a*t 'i,.e ;,rmarN acnaiog qi& i
5 e_- This was to 31ilw toe ilcratt, to ~ ,.~~ v revert back tzt its, pr .c e t

ifs the aircraft zeot. int ~ribl em' Ire. -Cgte~ a~e operation. S i.c rte _;aq7t` te -I')

ýeei_'ýack rlemand intcict wit h i a e P r imar v rr ci Cr pe, i fo cei h.1 . ,s niL3t I -. t r ee ,: :l,, pe coý. ý or atc n
were :anCelled h)v preu i.ct.d ),v loop rtls-,-n~v ie tc".i f r .,m te Aux iliary cowent. Thi' cl.e-lu inli As a

icno no of air 4ata oaae~rs rvi:ced fprt the Iecqunled ortin o~ver -a wliýe rAniSe ýr rl 1wht

Inthe AFTr:'F-16 fl~gnt r:tr system, th2 enrtr o_Žntrcfl law architertare %aer~±se (riom the
exist tnai : f) zontro- 1 ýaw. 7*nere was .,o rem ~lreý-en, :rt need)t ~uv -rt,; the r 2:>nltril :s,; t to
3n. exist'ttg full authoritv zontroll systiem a-i was :o-'e if' tne Fighter CCl' ovtgm 7herý4-re two, met!h4,ds
existedc f:or ýnregrratin2 h iit,LU.ed 0ri cuet tnllaws wi-h the fu" i~~v vstmr. 71...
first omethc'd was the. oper locop anroa-h Lim iar to t .O Fitler "CV; the second oi'thcý! lias r-e. closed loop

arc roach Int egratinog the .iecnupi ed lat - aws wi:~ ýý.r en ct re control law strtýctxlrv in_!a z rg h
mu t ple -nenso.r f eeiihackq th.at were availalt,! h~einie in aovanvel! levelopment prost-ari evasioat i.- new aspect3
cl ntegrated flight control 'e a~ he ;artzer ano'r,ah was chose~n.

in tlte AFTLIF-lb !rfg ram, t oe first tailor decc i~ in to be made with relipeir txi :'le control was
what type of controllers would he o'ed to i~npurdcyo.d oads the Flikhter CCa mniriature tim-
ax,,%oro co-itrrller was installed in trip; Ž,f the 6 .o sde stick controller f%.-r .I ltgthe decoujple-d
modýes. As a -,ilot jipt ion, the ru,,dder pedai . colul '-,e os~ed to input lateral -0 rert iiirts -mac3es. The pitlots
found that th s two-axi's ccntfoller prrduced .a :t i tostl with the coupled c-tr-2erianttme a tie-
c-ý-aped, input was made . In-oýther word-a, it was di ffiýult to mAke a decoupled ln:mir i.Lthiut unirtitentionally
defle-: irg the coýupled (prirtarv ' siie st ick contro-oer. Th'le AFTIIF-In chose to use %eparate -onlttollerlt
to,-_t co-loc-ated) to command decoupled inputs. T!-is "as to prevent cross-taIl. or fi .e.ierersce between-
controllers. Cmns- two cocntrollers were necessarv to make all decoiipIed Inputs-. he. ;Ilot c-ontroller, chosen t
for lateral-dlrcctlonal in-Aiits was the rudder pedals. Friiehttesting showed the rudder, redals to be very
natural for this task. For the ioon~ttrWlna1 oel the throttle grip was -wdiffed ra ls v a dual function
as a throttle and as a Ieciuplý-d motio)n conftroller As a controller the throttle Is twi(sted aft to cotmand
up, zot ion and twi-reld frwa-d t:) co-%mard Jown meti-n 'Figure 1)). Flight testingt %shwed the twist throttle
to have several prohlems. 7he t.' -t t ende,, to ptot inadve,.tant twint throttle ic-pmts ins !uring high gain
tracking taiiks and high C-loading. If the twist thriottle was held slightly -ut of Ji-ent.t the trailing
edvte flaps would Integrate to their limits, hence greatly increasing drapt. Sotsetime&_ý the pfIlot'! first
indicratic,nof an Lnadvertant inpujt was the lilowing f. the aircraft or the onset of wintghliffet. The second
pro'~lem is the twist grip's h~ar-m-onv with the side stick controller. *The pilots found 'fr. difficult to use
the twist throttle and the pitch sitic._ siwjitaneous'lt to control the pitch axis. T.,-xxe the thr,)ttle, the
pilot generally had to freeze t.o: pitch stick which tended to increase pilots overall. workload.

me. a0- -w
I-a-"

* me0 to, 0.toýon

ri~ur Itt Throttle twist (trip

"The utitlity of the deena~ipi ed -nt ro iritptions tis v r&v'i dpende wrt on'their rie~-linse ~neint ineru- pred ict -
able, f~ree ,f large impsurit ics, reist ivelv quick. and 4 fisfficient laignitudo tos he alseful. It i.% not
'n-eessry for these control lawn to No able to p,'rform gross acutisition task*. hut they mst~t he '.t'ry
e-ffert ive at vernier I ra. kinK tasks to 1-i ,~Nf!l. Restultst fr'so the Fighter CCI. progriam shotwed the hfghesit
-a.vof f for 'bese modef to lie: pitch andi vaw ;.'I int m for ~'n'ytasks; 3irect loilo forre for air -toi-mir
taking, strafing .*nd bowhinit Iiret li~t !fovientiivil liAncltvitrista to ronfiasw an a4ttacker; and lAterasl

r ran~lat Ion for straf ins .,r lant!ing 6.n as cr-oswl~i Vert! *Ia tritnalation showed veryv little 'it lity lot
task.

F~oll'v tie a suaorv Af resultsa fr.-u fl~ight teat ingt the 'tcopeen~tra" oprt .,a, .,n the AFTI/r-ih.
7h is l'"mery vi nc.lIudesr w hAt ra. t -o, ,,t rol let i,ssmantioed. auth~ritry lrvels% used bvy th* a'Lt. ant, t he opt to n'
rim Iary ut I I tyv

0 For flat tujrn. the- rudder redal '-osmands o it" '1-clerit Io.The atverse, mAximan authority tised by -he
fl-awst.*, W4s (F.bigure II). ofit, th lta qd.'i'. .'vslusted, this =u,ti was f-ind r,, Net the -ut isefitl f.'r

redi -1,, i t he tlime t o a f Ir IE n citlsIut I.'n oft a5 c olmtut tainet . Viat. tusrn was . umnd i-lea-I in artus~fc



ing errurs the lateral acce erat ions prndtined hy the flat t;;r-. (0.7 tc 1_7 !''s side fnrce", 4as -zbection-
able to the .11ts. F- thýese large errcts. thcc1rs -u yetntitort.-al !banking ws Seat f~r t~le
ac.cusisttL-n task and fl~at .,:rn nest for r'ýnainvinq :he fiza tracin g errr,r.

6 For ilrect lift, the tw'st -hritttle coua-tds an ac:eliratsttn. Thýe aver& ze' zwstw ,=.!r used
Pv the -,it was 0. S . lz. hg thc respocnse to~ the twist t..'rt le inctur %.as qnoit. int'ar a nd

~ Irtb~e, i recc 1 Ift -4!d tnt qsrsw great ýt U a"shin the -,1'~th -sti.k also vrovids flre is ight
ýarh conircl fonr alr-t -ground tasks.

* Zor pitch and -saw -,-in-,ing, the ta~st throttle and rud-er 7edal cummaad an anatz~ar race. T'he
average maximum author~ity isaed for plr~ih ýýIntinq was 1i.3 degrees; yaw poin~ting was 3l.S degrees.. T1h.e
:io nt In% modes were in"tia' :v programmed to be u sod in air-!ri ~r comnoat. and strafing. lut after some
tn~tlla7 lI' ght ttestinAg , t.e n.ots discovered thev prefrrre-1contro.,'h-g flightpt turn, direct
-.ft rather than weapon. .me pointing fir,,The strafing taskc. Pitch pointing wsfudueu ntak

Iga cocvnerative air-to--air tarpet aircraft,, but for a J inking target, ?itch pc-rtitto's utilit- greetiv
diiise ecause -.)f its ' imited autho-rlir ' vand sp~eed. As with diriect lift, the nttchý stick ctould track

as well as pitch pointin~g :heret~v further ýLml.nishirg Its need. Yaw r-tntingA'utl!lttv was slightly better,
but it was dnly good for mall lateral corrections. 1When maximum ;)o11ntin; angles were cormanded,, roll
coupl ingt was sometimes .i problem. C1 rtite -Olots commntened 'hey would' have preferred comanding point ing
angle rather than pointing rate for hoth pointing modes,

* For verti~aI and lateral translation, the twist throttle and' rudder pedal coismnds an acceleration.
In close fcrmation flying the pilots f'elt rtese modes actuallv Increased their work'oatd over conventional
techniques. -Iiis was possibly due to these modes bens acceleratlonncommand systrud 6+.Iz-h forced the
pilot wo provide lead. comesoeaation to prec isad, poslt loi the aircraft. All, the pilots stated the modes
would have had more uttl1it'. if the-i were veloc ity zomarni systems.
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:e vectical tail. Therefore, t at zurn ,ur it y may be pr ma t i iv d Ictate'1 04 Stri:clxrý- .Lrengtn taLtie r
ri4 nilt :.ertormance.

71he 9 Pe re liu st a 17 w o f t he pro hl ems enc oun te red wh 11e t r,.in.g to -itt erat~e tt- ýun'-! ou~poI a f II igiL
2rfntr,'. :aws into one s',stem. This program has demonstrated th;at decoupled controil.,~ esp~ecially -.'at
"iroi, can a,-sed to im~rýve weapon svitem effecti~veness.

As a result of these desi,;a issue-, several conclusions can be made:

.AnIB 17is effective in f,,,,r-,-ing user confi"Ience whille flight testing a new: -mp`Iex digital flight

contol vst. A .IC ~:so r~ide' a afeuard against ;-eneric software failures.

2. An isvhchr~nous comrp-:rec syý-tem -.jrks; the reciundancv .nanagement system for -S~Trchronous operation
an0 "ive. in harmony with olgln gait. -,introl laws ýAut their designs will he interep~er'et --n one another.
Ths asynchronous computer s-vstez: 'q.teqted on the AFFTI!EF-16)isq ihighly fault tole-rartt system.

3. Of the sia decoupled conitrnl law ortions i.Žsted, flat turn is the most effect7Ive in reducing time-
):-,nu!l -- apor line tracking errznr relative to conventional -racking method%. T'he rud~fer pedals are ideal

.. ,r :ortro?.inz flat turn andi 0.i ,'s is its aptinut authriyimt

T1he AFTl/F-lh, aiter completion oif all system modift~ations, began its flight rest phase in July 1982.

Teflight testing 'was surccossfuly rmepl'eted In July 19,11, at which time Phase, I of rthe program (Digital
Flight Co>ntr~o qvstem Phast.) was coDncluded and aircraft modifications 'for Phase rt of the -,rogram
&Automated' 'iWt-euver'ný Attack Sysrtoo Phase) beitan. In this. second phase of the prctzram. the aircraft will

Se tested 'n i -mcoi harqher environment of low altitude, automatic weapon delisverv. Tn this environment
godfiiebt cortrci rvstetm re'Wailitv and h-igh pilot confidence In the system is essential to Successfully

achieve progýram qgoals. The a~ilitv of the aircraft 'o naneuver prectsely,and aggressivel~yand to accurately
Jeh.iver weapons in a high--, environment is also an important factor in thte second phase-.ci. this program.
.o allow the AFTI!P-16 program to reach Its goal th-ese. issues and many others had to be,, (an&d will have to be)
slic.7essfuilv re'soved.
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AIRCRAFT TESTS IN THE CLEARANCE PROGRAM ,

O FOR THE USE O0 A COMBAT AIRCRAFT

0
FROM A RUNWAY AFTER DAM•AGE REPA:R

O Wolfgang Seidel

Fliqht Test Department

SMESSERSC HMITT--BOLKOW-BLOHM GMBH
Airplane Division

P.O. B',x 801160
D-8000 Mdnchen 80 W-Germany

Abstract 0

The requirements to the -repair ,:uality of a damaged runway -e-end hiqhlh'ofeowthe
design capabilities and the strength of an aircraft and its undercarriaqe. and
it is quite obvious that, regardless of the repair technique, low repair quality
will save valuable time to the reopening of a damaged runway for use.

This mekee accurate knowledge of the behaviour of the aircraft on non-flat sur-
faces.necessary and it is standard practice to develop a computer model of the
aircraft and its undercarriaqe for analytical coverage of all operational cases. -I S
This analytical model requires comprehensive verification in testse andi since the
development of a service clearance by test alone-due to the vast number of possible
initial condit'ion; (a impossiole, it is &ahewr thW-.verification, where the test
work has to concentrate.On.
The tests are additionally necessary to optimize pilot techniques for the use of
the aircrait under such conditions witIh minimum risk.

* S
TVe paper describes tests, which Nov* been performed with a combat aircraft on a
•'anway, where mat repair has been simulated. A description is qivein of the test
setup, and the reasons foe the, selection of test configurations air test cases
are discussed. Test instrumentation, data acquisition and data processing are
briefly described and a part of the paper is devoted to the test techniques, which
have been useo to meet .predetermined 'test conditions.

Examples of test results are presented and compared with predictions. J#discussion, I
of unpredicted results highlites the need for accurate test performance.

The paper concludes with an outlook to desirable improvements in measurinq
techniques and pilot supporting test equipment.

S, S



npi-ie ',o such expectab).: damage is in conctinous dev~elopment a,-d promisingc r.n-,Its
nave been accomplishec recently with prefabrica~ted concrete blocks replacirz tUne
crdvji-ary r.:.nway aft~er cutc-at of the damnaged surface and fill in of the- cratercs.S

St..:-_arcl L•zcdure for fast rep~ir however still is to cover the graded an'd filied
z-1aters witn ~epair mats. tLar7,e stocks of such mats are v,-ailablo on mo~t, ; t:7-;o N.AJ

rfac.The resul- of all such repairs will always be a field with uneven surface
and of reduced length.

Muzn effort has been put into the definition of design criteria for ninderc:arrL3qes
zco be com-patible with such uneven strips in addition to the -definition of tibe selri-0

ti~plreJrunway tý-pe of NACA 7N 4303.

it is obvious, that regardless of runway repair technique, low repair quaiity will
save v.alcjable time to the reopening of a dah-aged runway for use.

The acc-urate knowle:iae of the behaviour of the aircraft on non flat slarface- is there-
fore t.'ne prime task of the designer and It is standard practice, to develop a com-
puter model of the aircraft ano its undercarriage for analytical coverage cfalld
c'perational cases. This analytizal model requires comprehensive verificatian tn
tests, and since the development of a service clearance by test alone due to th~e v.ýst
nuznber of possible initial conditions is impossible, it is rather this verification,
where tne test work has to concentrate on. The tests are additionally necessary
in order to optimiz~e pilot techniques for the use of the aircraft. under such con-
ditions at minimwtr risk.

FIG'. 1 TORNADO MULTI ROLE COMBAT .6 'RCRAFTr IN0
MAX DRY T/R DIECELERAT.ION AFLITER LANDING

2.Planning the TORNADO Repaired Runway Test Program

In the development of the TORNADO (a multi role, sweepable wing combat atrcraft of
the !a tons class, with two engines and vith integrated thrust reverser,, Fig. 1).
semiprepar Ied runway (NACA TN 4303, Fig. 2) capability in a limited masil envelope was
adopted as design philosophy of the undercarriage In addition to the maximum sinkrate
criterion.

AA IT

FIG. 2 NACA TN 4303 SEMIPREPARED RUNWAY' PROFILE.



After this redefinition, a test program was planned which aimed equally at the vern-
fication and improvement-of the analytical model and at the verification of pilots S
techniques in handling tý:'e aircraft at a repaired strip.

This test program wash divided into two phases:

Ihase 1: An initial program with tests on a flat surface, on which ideal repair
with one or two M2-mats was simulated. In this program, and to cover fhe
differences between AM2 and Class 60 mats, also traversion of a single
half sized Ftandard Class 60 mat was included. S
In this first block of tests, no test points were included, for which
according to analytical predictions (with the, initial computer model)
loads in excess of 83% of limit would have to be expected.

Pwie 2: With the improvements of the analytical model from the results of the
first'test phase, a second test phase was planned fn which a reduced
howev2r analyticallydefined degree of repair Qualltv was adopted as test S
basis and in which, contrary to Phase 1, dynamic prý'-onditions are included.

So far, only the tests of phase 1 have been completed.

Although the verification of the computer model does not necessarily require the in-
clusion of all operational cases in the test program, this inclusion helps to verify
the separate influental parameters and is in any case required to cover all conditions
for the verification of pilots handling techniques.

The typical a/c conditions under which traversions of repaired runway or taxiway
sections are possible can be distinguished in dependence from the aircraft mass as
follows:

Aircraft going out with takeoff-mass

1. Steady rolling during taxiing and limited to taxi speed

2. Deceleration during taxiing' at low speed with brakes (no reverse •hrust)

3. Acceleration during take off-roll covering all speeds up to lift off (RTO-excluded)

Aircraft coming in with landincý mass

1. Landing impact with lift dump, including derotation

2. Deceleration during landing roll at high speed with thrust reverser, but no
braking

3. Deceleration during landing roll at low speed or during taxiing (with braking
but no reverse thrust)

4. Steady rolling during taxiing at taxi speed

5. Deceleration during landing roll with thrust reverser and braking
(all speeds.- short-field case)

All the above conditions were included in the test program of phase %,

As mentioned earlier, no test cases were included for which loads higher than 80% of
limit were predicted. This goal required a careful buildup in the test program because
enough examples exist that an adverse combination of incorrectly accomplished initial
conditions may rapidly load to excessive loads up to failure

in this buildup program the results had to be continously compared to predictions and
corrections had to be made where necessavv. , 0

Since 6he predictions had suggested, that critical loads will only occur from multiple
mat traversions, the program was started with the traversion of a single mat with
various speeds and for both a/c test masses.- For the verification of the~handling pro-
pertier from the asymmetric loads due to the traversion of the mat with only one main
undercarriage leg, such traversions-were included'as well.

The trials were continued with double mats with variable distance and with mat distance -

adjusted to the conditions-for adverse mat spacing in the different spevd ranges and
for the two test masses.'



ComDarative runs over a half size 1,K class 60 mnat were planned with the a/q n laring
col)niuration to ccoclude the phase I test program. 0

3. Preparation of the test aircraft

3.1 Aircraft standard

As long as the Repai:ed Runway Test Program is done during the development
time of the aircrft, the.,' 1s -lwdys the availability of a prototype aircraft,
which for development flight ýest reasons has basic flight test instrumentation.
There may however, be shortcnmings in the use of prototype aircraft for such a
program either, that important structural, or undercarriage pro[perties, in-
fluencing the dynazric behaviour may have been changed in production aircraft
or that increased sarenqth in production aircraft without change of dynamic
properties may yield larger safety margins. Although the verification of the
analytical model could be done with a prototype aircraft for a ptototype-model
with subsequent analytical coverage of the differences, as much production
ýtandard -ropetties should be provided as-possible.

In the TORNADO test. program and for phase 1 prototype-P01 was used. Main and nose
undercarriage have been of improved prototype standard with performaniz: charac-
teristics representative of series standard (except for recoil damping of the
nose undercarriage# . Elastically, the prototype a/c is s-,fficiently similar
to the production type and the differences ar covered in the dynamic response
analysis.

Aircraft mass, and c. g. have been adjusted to the requirements for series air-
craft and the remaining difterences in the inertia values of the rigid aircraft
are covered in the analysis.

3.2. Fligit test instrumentation and data acquisition

The primary flight test instrumentation in such a program consists of paramerers
for the determniiatioa of the undercarriage behaviour, that is the determination
of loads, strokes, and if possible of the internal pressure conditions in air- - - _

spring anid damping oleos.

A- important is the dptermination of the rigid body aircraft motions from the
tiaversions as well as from pilots inputs as braking, steering or control
surface inputs. Engine and thrust reverser power settings need to be measured
as well as buildup and magjnitude of brake pressures.

'Depending on the type of aircraft, dynamic loads in the wings or of stores as
response to the a/c motions from traversions may become critical and need there-
fore test instrumentation.

The a/c used in the trials had as the "rst prot.type aircraft a coa,?r'tensive
handling instrum'entation. Measured were the a/c c. g. longitudinal and angular
accelerations in all 3 axes and pitch, roll and yaw rates.,
All pilots inputs, as stick or pedal positions were available as well as all
the televant control surface positions including spoilers for lift dump ini-
tiation.

The special instruimentaton for the undercarriage responses consisted of cali-
brated straingauge inst'rumentation for the determinat~o.r of Longitudinal, side
and vertical forces as actinq on the wheels of all three legs. Ail three under-
carriage legs were also instrumented to measure shock absorber, stroke position
and airspring nitrogen pressure.

Fig. 3 shows the undarcarriage loads straingauge locations.

For the verifiTation of the dynamic response calculation the elastic movements
of wings, fuselage and wing mounted stores were measured wih accelerureters.

All measured parameters we;-e recorded onboard via PCM, with adequate sampling
rate. All loads parameters were recorded with 128' samples/sec and in parallel 4b
for the verification of peak loads via ,the FM multiplex system (200 11z hand-
width).
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FIG. 3 UNDERCARRIAGE STRAiNGAUGE INSTALLATION

The 0CM dtat-stream was telemetered to the ground station for quasi-on line
evaruagilon. This was helpful, to decide upon correct performance of a test potrt

vson the continuation of the program, as well as for the correct functioning of
the pigrnt test instrumentation, ,

3.3 On-board test npeed indication

A Sial instrument was installed ien the cockpit in optimum view of the pilot, whichwas connecte•d to the wheelspeed generator of the antiskid-system af one main under- .... - ..
carriage ieq. This simple instrument provided in connection with the accurate tra-..
version speed detzarminatioan from tape switches in front of the mats a valuiable aid-.,.-.
tO the pi1ot ;or accurate tes't speed adiustment. ,i-•[.'

3.4 Maintenar~ce and servicing a..

Special consideration was given to have the test aircraft as5 close' to the required

status as possible in partic'ular with respect to the undercarriage properties.
Damping fluid and nitroqen fillings hove been adjusted in accordance with the offi-
cial filling procedures prior t.- commencing the tests.

4. Test site and Test setup

4.1 General remarks

It is quite obvious, that a' test program, which is planned to cover the wide
range of -zond'tions as described earlier will require a considerable number _
of testruns, a)oth to cover the different test conditions as well as the repe-
tition of testruns due to the inadvertent scatter ip-the test performance.

Such a program will certainly last for at least a few weeks And it cannot be
assumed, that the test setup, e. g. the runway repair mats with the associated
test equipment is compatible with a normal use of an airfiel.d for flight operations.

Most test centers have two runways available so that frequent installation and _
removal of test equipment. or change 'f test location during the test program cant
be avoided by closing one runway for the trialz.

a• . a ,• a . • . .'", '' ' ." ' , . , • ; • , .



Such cases can be 0
o Requirements to lower tire temperatures than at best can be reached it-

a taxirun in particular at high a/c mass and

o Req, ;rements to shock absorber initial temperatures which may in case oa
a taxitrial not be representative of those in high speed cases after a.
lancing.

The choice of the mat position along a closea runway or taxiway has to take into
account the required distance for acceleration and stabilization of the test c-=-
dition, but priority must always be given to an adequate runout leRgth under. con=
siaeration of failures of deceleration aids.

The experience with the TORNADO trials has shown, that another important parameter
in the choi*:e of a test site is the quality of the surface at the envisaged test
site because unwanted responses to local surface irregularities will interfere •
with the intended responses to the different test parameters. Runways are not hy
far as smooth j they look and a survey of the surface profile at the test site
shoold therefore be done definitely before the final mat location is chosen.

4.2 Test site for the TORNADO trials

The test ienter of Manching has the opportUrity of two separate runways, one with
10 000ft and the other with 8 000ft standard length. This made the closure of
the 8 000ft (north, RWY possible for' the trials. This RWY does not have a longi-
tudinal slope but a lateral slope of 1.50 both sides down from the runway center-
line. Therefore the mats had to be put on only one side of the runway and the left
side of RWY direction 25 was chosen. The associated light drift oft of the air-
craft had to be corrected by the pilot. The small difference in vertical load fham
the bahk angle is within the curacy of the measurements and was therefore
neglected in the comparison with predictions. Fig. 4 shows the single mat on the
left half of the runway.

SFIG. 4 SINGLE AM-2 MAT ON. THE RUNWAY

The optimum compromise~posit ion of the mats for acceleration and deceleration was
initia~Lly selected with the forward end of the (fixed) second mat at 200 meters
in front of. the -mid of. the runway leaving an acceleration *distance -of 1290 meters
'out of the east overrun and 1420 meters runout length to the barrier + 504 meters
overrun.

Unexpected undercarriage loads responses and poor correlation with prediction, in
the fiist trials triggered a surface quality survey across the mats at the initial
location and this survey revealed an irregularity in the runway surface right- at
the location of the main (second) mat ar'd in the area behind. This irregularity
consisted of a depression about i5meters long and with its lotwest point about,
3.5 cm below the dverage surface in front of the depression and followed by a
rise to about. 1.5 cm above the average in front, of the depression.

............................................



FIG. 5 RUNWAY DEPRESSION AT THE SELECTED TEST SITE

Fig. 5 shows the result .f that surface survey. After this discovery, the mats
were pulled back and relocated finally 70 meters ,n front of the initial position
in a reasonably flat a Fig. 6 shows the final mat location and the surface 0
around.

40

FIG. 6 FINAL MAT LOCATION ON A FLAT RUNWAY SECTION

Fcr the orientation of the pilot, an auxiliary centerline in the middle of the
left RWY half was applied and distance lines were painted across the runway
every 100 meters to the test reference line, as which the forward end of the
single or second mat was defined. These lines had large number plates on the
RWY shoulders for the pilot.
In the area, where runup positions for acceleration runs were planned, that is
300 m to 50 m to the reference line, these 100 m distance lines were subdivided --
by 20 meter lines at the side for accurate brake release positioning.

During the acceleration runs, and all other runs,'which required pilots action
at a certain position of the runway e. g. brake release, brake .initiation, thrust
reverser deployment or nosewbeel touch down, this runway position was identified
to the pilot by parking a motorcar next to the shoulder ot the runway at this very
location.

Since the a/c had a comprehensive flight test instrumentation which permitted
quantitative determination of all test parameters, the medium speed onboard and
runway movie cameras, which had been provided were installed rather for the
identification o0 unexpected behaviour of the a/c than for quantitative verifi-
cation of the test performance.

Exact traversion speed of the mats was determined by means of 2 sets of tape
switches, one in front of each mat.

As most import-nt ground equipment, there was equipment to measure tire bead 0
temperatures and equipment for cooling of tires ,and of brakes.

Warmup of the tires from deformat 4.on energy and heat dissipation from the'brakes
was also checked by measuring tire inflation pressure after each run and after
cooling. In most cases, main u/c wheels were ieplaced with cold tires after 2 test-
runs and the removed wheels were used again after cooloff later in the program.

5. Test performance and typical results

5.1 single mat

Since predictions suggested, that critical loads will only occur from multiple
mat traversions and in order to generate the first a/c responses for comparison 9
with predictions, tne first s&t of tra-,ersion was done as steady state traversion
across a single mat with variour tiaversion speeds and with the two test weights
(take off and landing mass).
For the verification of the'handlinr' properties from the asyMmetric loads due to
the traversion of the mat with onil cne matn undercarriage leg such traversions
were included as well.

All th3se trials were done from accelerated runs, they did not pose any problem .. t
for the pilot. The pilot hardly recognized the traversion and the unsymmetric
traversion could be-easily controlled.

- H . Lo-I9I5
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FiG. 7 TYPICAL NOSE U/C LOADS FROM A 60 KTS TRAVERSION
OF A SINGLE AM-2 MAT

Fig. 7 shows a typical example of vertical u/c responsc loads from a single mat
traversion at constant speed. The most important loads are those generated when
the wheel goes up 'the front ramp onto the mat and the "dynamic overswinca", which
is caused by dynamic compression of the relevant umdercarriage leg from th 'e a/c
mass oscillating with the u/c spring stiPfne~is after leaving the mat again.

As function of speed and u/c spring stiffness (nose/main) there may also be
dynamic loads generated on the mat higher than the load from the front ramp.

~~ c~~r7' ~ ~ ..... >....tct * .

0

A. 0 1 a ýo A
21 60 a 6 o ;

* FIG. 8 PREDICTED- AND MEASURED NOSE.U/C LOADS FROM
TAXYING A SINGLE AM-2 MAT

*Fig. - 8 shows the predi .cted loads on the nose u/c for-mean initial load and the
two defined loads "ramp up" and "dynamic overswing" as function of forward speed
and for the two relevant a/c weights.

The measured results from the single-nat traversions show

1. an ..ncreasing deviation in the stationary load on the nose u/c from pie-
diction with increasing speed and

2. a wide scatter in the results for the dynamaic overswing.

As oresult from 1. the aerodynamic pitching moment in the model was adjuisted to
the measured results and from 2. the scatter in the dynamic oversving led to the
discovery of the runway depression as described before.

9-6 ~~'
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FIG. 9 TYPICAL NOSE U/C LOADS RESPONSES ON THE RAMP

OF A SECOND MAT

If the rurway damage makes it necessary to place mats in close proximity, the
response of the first mat will dictate the initial coicUtion for the encounter
with the following mat. Fig. 9 shows a typical example of possible combinations
and the mat distance .where the ramp of the second mat .oincides with the location I .
of the dynamic overswing is called the adverse mat spacing. It varies with a/c
weight, forward speed and stationary precondition and analyses had been performed
for the prediction of the adverse mat spacing for-the two a/c masses and for ,the
different initial conditions. These analyses shcwed, that both for main and nose
u/c and for a wide range of initial conditions, the adverse mat spacing in the
medium speed range 30 ... 80 kts lies between 8 and 14 meters.

.Figs. 10 and 11 show the calculated adverse mat spacings for different speeds and .
for the different initial conditions.

L- 30 I T " "
-L - takeoff mass
La ... landing mass I

0: "j. 4-..-' ".-

20 .. .. "'_- "-".-._-'_
i:: ~~tested 19.m,,- - -. "'-.-'..".X -

el •lw.@ . .,•... .

20 -

10 9 > testedU. &.. . ,.,...

20 40 60 80 10 120 .140
AIRCRAFT GROUND SPEED (KTS)

FIG. 10. CALCULATED ADVERSE MAT SPACING FROM
NOSE U/C LOADS
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'" " " '' t: ,. ..... .O ... .
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FIG. 11 CALCULA\TED ADVERSE MAT SPACING FROM

MAIN U/C LOADS

Although mat spacings of less than 10 meters are unlikely, because at lower damage
distances, mats or parts of it would be combined, to a single (longer) mat, covering
the entire l.ocal damaged area mat spacings of 9 and 11 meters were selected for
the trials in the low and medium speed range. For the coverage of the high speed
cases 19 meters distance were chosen.

Constant speed traversioms

For the censtant speed traversions which were. performed in the speed range of
35 to 70kts ground spo-ed for both a/c masses, acceleration distance was selected--
such, that sufficient time 'for a/c sleed stabilizatiin aad for steady initial con-
dition was available without using lonig taxi distances to avote. unwanted tire
heating. Best results were reached with short max dry power accelerations and
stabilization distances of 150.... 300meters. Typical traversion speed deviation
was aiound one kt, from aim speed w'ith biggest deviat-ionA of 4 kts in a 4Ckts case.

109} p2d0te adverse mat spacinq prdce .adverse mat spacing

_Cted rtested

50 -1 -' c- 1 -- lo
0r -measure a-trqh e
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wlt.. M spacing in comparison to predicticn, i.ne rigurc snows gccC.. ,
Zetween xeaaured and FredicteO load at the aceed where 9 m distanct: .s predicted
as adverse spacing and reticed loads (main 'u/.cl at speeds where the predictod
adverse mat sp ac-rng is dtfferent f'tom the tested 9 m.

Taxe off acceleration runs

For the heavy weight acceleration runs,the aic was positioned at a 7istance .z-"
tne mats, which after znrake release with max reheat power setting wc'Id result
in a 'at traversicn with the intended speed. With this procedure, tn-e real speed
was within 3kts of the intended.

This procedire however, pro.!.uced an aircraft response which, although zeil.g typi-
cal, was not compatible with the intention of the test, i. e. monitýrrinc the test
proqress Dy comparing the results with the predictions.

noýe i/c vertical (axial) Ioad -ISOSI•. , . .... / "1 - •- - -• ..... • -:i . .. - . . .. .. .

A -7..tA ,.t I

'nose u/c remain-ng stroke

FIG. 13 NOSE U/C LOADS OSCILLA7TONS FROM BRAKE RELEASE

AT HIGH POWER SETTING

As is shown on Fig. 13 the nose u/c vertical loads variations from the a/c pitch
oscillations after brake release had iii particular in the case3 with short distances
to the mats (aiming at ,Lw traversion speedl at the time of the mzt traversion not
sufficiently damped off as to generate steady state initial conditions for the
traversion of the mats.

The predictions however assumed steady state initial conditicns also in the accele-
rated. or braked runs. Theiefore, the accelerations procedure was changed later
soch', that in the cases uý to 80 kts traversion speed, a conLrolled engine acct)e-
ration to max.reheat from idle was done after brake release, within a given time,
for higher traversicn speeds (larger distance to the mats), the enaines were simply
-lammed to-max reheat after brake release.'

With this procedure, speed scatter with Skts against intended spped was higher
than in the-standard acceleration-runs, but ,i/c oscillations interierinq With
the mats traversions could be adequately avoided as is visible in ig. 14.

nos' u/c vertcv.al (axial) Load

. ' k c -. . • . ,/ ,

. 0 *,

no-.,, i/c remainnq ng;troke
300,

FIG. 14 AVOIDANCE OF NOSE U/C LOADS OSCIL TIONS

BY CHANGED ACCELERATION PROCEDUR
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time histories cf ,ne nose u C vert:cai Laai ,ro trhe two heavy weigrit take off runs
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FIG. 15 COMPARATIVE TAKE-OFF RUNS WITH AND WITHOUT

CSAS OPERATIVE
I

-h'Th time h'.stories not only thow no visible influence' from the CSAS but also a
jood repeatability of test performance with almost identical outputý data.

Braked teit runs

The widest scatter in test p.erformanrce was in the braked ' uns and-at special
techniqe had to be deveioped to come to acceptable resultls..

A t first, moderate braking and 'low buildi.p of br&Xe power 4"to avoid pitch%
oscillatLio•sl had to be trained by, the dlot.

"".he o~st results were reached, when -' pilot watched the cockpkt brake pressure
indication and Increased the braKe'pressurr.to a predetermined level within a
liven time.
Fig. 16 and 17 show' a c'oMparison of an early to-trun and of one after some
triainnq.nThe improvoment is -vI.ent .

Initial gp..ed. 'e,, brake onset was qtabilized, hlih enouqbi to ;Ivt- .ufricient
;Jecelerat ion . f,,r the ti eoay of any Aynam irs , r'm brake onset before crotoInol
the mats, bur -- w .nouqh tn ,void long leco leration d1stances wvcr, an asqoc iated
wide 4catter of traver-tion 'n.-cd from sli-ihtly lifforent brako application.

- Che '.r.tio~n ''f br ake woi,)et i n 'he -it ab Ii :I' *v.4 r An wi th retteree h a
'. 11,i 1i1Cst.l t'd ,it t he rI nway .- I-It w% th % ;.at ,. 1-t .. ,t .0 -ar ano t he ;pasL,.; -fi !-e :c¢t ot-

-.sr i. rw- li tv, to tfh' pi ,ýt n, '. oIIV V'.. 0t, ';;, I .it th.. p•lot ;l roit i ,-- ,n~e t.ir
/IM ' ,. *;talhii i ;I t Itn k, * ho I,- d 'oI -r. litlr t k nt i nd cronq J ev-nr . "I'iin t,'hnri'ue

r',',V-j h;;,lul ,,p, ciau ly. it r ýe'i r ' .'ds .init in I. , ,estrunl.* .',t r,-' - . i, , 0
riqt

, .i .l ict:l ion, whl" t h'ore W'!'. fmil w"orkl'ad on f.. plm iii. .fror a/ct and en r, ,o ý,and Inmo.
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aG. 16 UNSATISFACTORY BRAKE APPLICATION IN A BRAKED

TEST RUN

- - .- - - ~ . - ---- - ...-

leftt u/c leg brake pressure .

3 " left u/c le; drag load

, riht u/c leg brake pressure

kN: riqnt u/c leg drag load "--*-------

7o0:

nose u/c vertical (,Ixldl) load . --- ISIC. •

FIG.i 17 RESULTS OF IMPROVED BRAKING TECHNIQUE

Landing runs with thrust reverser

The highest nose u/c loads had been predicted for landing runs with max dry thrust
reve-ser because the reverse thrust produces a non* down pitching moment on the
a/c.

Fig. !8 showe 'the predicted nose u/c axial load vs. 'speed when going up the ramp
of the second mat at adverse distance. The figure also-shows, which adverse
distance is associated with which speed.

, . . .. "
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FIG. 18 NOSE U/C VERTICAL (AXIAL) LOAD ON THE 2ND MAT RAMP
IN MAX DRY T/R DECELERATION AFTER LANDING

A direct comparison of the time historJ.,s of runs with 60 to 1?7kts traversion
speed with 19 meters mat spacing on Fiq, 1' shows the increase in dynamic load
with traversion speed.

50

traversion speed at the ramp of the second mat 61 (kts)

9'7 , _J

-80. (kts)

* 104 (kts)

117 (ktg)

FIG 19 NOSE U/C LOADS IN MAX DRY REVERSE THRUST

DECELERATION RUNS (LANDING) MASS



critical area oy inaccurate test performance.

An interesting experience in the high speed runs w'th thrust reverser is the - -

pilots complaint anout the narrow strip. The pilot had the impression., that with
reverse thrust, which zro>uces yaw motions of the aircraft, he had difficulties
to stay on the narr~w strip. The evaluation of the cnboard fiLms of the test
however showed, that although there was some yaw motion of the a/c, the a/c
did not deviate more than 1 m left and right from test centerline leaving ample
space for safety.

6. Use of the test results

Although not subject of the paper, the consequences of the test program in re-
spect to the validation of the computer model shall'be shortly mentioned.

The oasic computer model was updated

1. in the ground effect aerodynamic pitching moment and

2. in the incremental nose down pitching moment from max dry reverse thrust
from the data generated in the trials.

AdditLicnally the nose u/c recoil damping was changed to the value for the used
prototype u/c.

With the updated hodel a number of tested runs was recalculated with inclusion
of additional boundaz, conditions as follows:

1. measured runway surface i-regularities
2. ground %ind and direction
3. actual taileron position during the test
4. momentary mass data of the a/c (mass; c. g. inertia)
5. braking drag as measured
6. mat ramp profile as measured in situ

As an example c;. such a recalculation, Fig. 20 shows the comparison between
measured and recalculated nose u/c axial load from the landing deceleration
run with max dry reverse thrust, which had generated the highest nose u/c .-
load during the te~t program.

50'
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Fla. 20 MAX, DECELERATION LANDING RUN AND RESULTS -_

OF REC.ALCULATION 'WITH THE UPDATED COMPUTER MODEL !ii



7. Corclusion

Althouch t-he final verification of the ccmputer model is done by the recalculaticn 0
of real test cases, the aim of such a test program must be toras accurately as
possiblermeet given test conditions in order to:

1. give clearance for the continuation of the test program by immediate ccmparison
of measured data with preciction"

2. cover the whole range of conditions for the separation of influental para-
meters as it is the basis for the test program 0

3. discover situations wher a/c handling qualities make it difficult for the
pilot to control the a/t as required for the -voidince of adverse combi-
nations of initial condit ions, which might lead to excessive loads.

From the experience of this test program, improvements in testing technique
can be thought ot in the ar~a of braking, to better control buildup -nd size of
brake power by a semiautoma-ic device in the brake system and possibly an
externally triggered brake onset from z runway positioned device.

From the measuring techniques, more information would be welcome about the
internal processes in shock absorbers, i. e. airspring and damping chambers
including a determination of piston friction. Also a measurement of the rolling
radius of the tires under all tested conditions is on the list of desirable
additional information.

The vecalculation of tested cases and the good agreement with the measured results
nevertheless show, that in case of TORNADO a high standard computer model exists
as basis for test.pha-e II and further clearance work.

The author expresses thanks to the company's loads analysis
department and in particular to Herr G. Kempf for the cojtri-
bution to this paper from the analysis side.
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THE HANDLING AND PERFORMANCE TRILS NEEDF) TO CLEAK Ar4

AIRCRAFT TO ACT AS A RECEIVER DURI"' AIR-TO-I-AIR REFUELLING

by

J Bradley
Aeroplane & Armament Experiioental Establishment

Boacombe Down, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP4 0JF

SUMMARY 0

* "A brief doseription is given of the AAR equipment and techniques.presently used in theRAF. The handling and performance tests needed to clear a new receiver type are
described, together with some oi the results obtained when large transport aircraft
are used in the receiverrole. -

1 1 The events of 1982 stimulated great efforts to enhance the air-to-air refuel ling
(AAR) capability of the Royal Air Force. Prior to the Falklands conflict the RAF had
one dedicated tanker, the Victor K2, and from it 9 types.of aircraft were cleared to
refuel. By the end of 1982 the Vulcan and Hercules had been converted to the tanker

0 rjrle and 10 type; of aircraft cleared to receive from each of them; in addition,L exoloratory trials had taken place to assess the KC lO'and Tristar as candidates for
the strategic tanker aircraft. By the end of 1983 the VC 10 K2 was in Service as a
tanker and 9 types of aircraft had been cleared to refuel from it. Later this year
the VC 10 K3 and Tristar tankers will be introduced and this will involve a heavy
programme of'receiver clearances. * •

2 The Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment (A&AEE) has been intimately
connected with this effort. It has been found difficult for industry test pilots to
maintain AAR receiving practice and in consequence A&AEE pilots have flown on all the
receiving tests of each type, and the Establishment is therefore well placed to
comment on the testing of aircreft in this role.

3 Most UK aircraft used for AAR are equipped with probe and drogue equipment
developed by Flight Refuelling Ltd. The dispensing gear consists of either the Mk 20
or Mk 32 pod, designed for underwing mounting on the tanker, or the Mk 17 Hose Drum
Unit, HDU, -which is mounted in the fuselage. The principal charadteristics of each
unit are shown in Figure 1. When used with'the usual high spe,.d drogue an AAR speed
range of between 230 kn and 320 kn EAS should be available (suoject to the limitations
specific to the tanker aircraft).. The low speed drogue fitted to the Hercules tanker
allows a speed range between 180 and 250 kn EAS to be used. Although the three
refuelling systems are engineered in different ways they must all be capable of
satisfying the following requirements.relating to receiver handling.

a At the minimum airspeed the drogue must offer a resistance of at least
200 lbf to ensure that the probe will latch. At the maximum airspeed and .-
receiver closure rate (12 ft/sec) the drogue must not offer such a high
resistance thatprobe damage results.

b Slificient torque must be applied tothe hose drum so that when the receiver .
probe has engaged in the drogu. and the receiver moves forward relative to the
tanker the hose winds in smoothly at a rate of up to 12 ft/sec without allowing
hom. oscillations to develop.

c The receiver .pilot must be provided with information regarding how much hose
is extended so that he, can maintain an optimum nosition.

d In the event of an emergenc', disconnect being required the drum will be 0
braked when the wind out velocity exceeds 5 ft/sec: this will then a'llow the'
pzlbe to part company from the drogua when'the 'pull out' force of about 600 lbf
is exceeded, without the hose first hAving to be fully extended.

a *A system of signal light. (red. amber and green) must he incorporated.'to
provide unambiguous information to the receiver pilot by day or night.

4- A brief description of a typical refuelling manoeuvre will serve to illustrate , 0
the procedures that are presently employed in the•RAE. The ceceiver aircraft will'
join with the-tanker in the echelon position, the tanker hose will be fully trailed.
When cleared astern by the tanker ;ilot, the receiver pilot will position his aircraft
moms 50 to 100 feet astern of, and below, the drogue with:which he in going to make
contact. In-going from the 'echelon' to the 'astern' position the receiver must allow.
sufficient room to passbelow the vortex system of the tanker wing.. When cleared by
the tanker pilot to wake contact the receiver will advance up the line of the hose at
an overtaking Speed of 3-4 '"n. This is based mainly on visual estimates of the
closure rate. As the receiver closes, the flow field from the tanker will begin to
influence it more strongly: buffet and noise levels may increase. more power'

2 '



power increment is applied to re-eetablish the oveC:i. :.speed and the probe is flown
into contact with the drogue.This can be achieved in !ral ways and is dependent
largely on tanker/receiver type and pilot preference - a general rule the pilot
3houid concentrate on using visualreferences on the xer to hold a steady approach
up the line of the ho3e in, the final seconds until t is made. Unless the pilot
is very experienced he should resist the temotation to focus his attention on flying
the probe tip into the drogue, since tni3 :;aIaL. results in a late correction
which can lead to overcontrolling and the is)<k :ýboe damage caused by the hose
'whipping'. However on some aircraft types a secFnd' crew member can usefully assist
the pilot, by calling for any small corrections required, while the pilot maintains
-,is references on the tanker. In the event of contact being missed the receiver
'hould move back to the stabilised position and another attempt be started frcm there.

5 It the co-tact has been successful the receiver will then continue to close on
the tanker, possibly requiring additional power to do so since the drag of' the droque
is now largely borne by the receiver (the tanker pilot will have had to make a
corresponding small power reduction to maintain target speed). Fuel transfer begins
automatically when about 7 feet of hose has been pushed back on to the drum. The,
receiver will continue to close on the tanker until about 40 to 50 feet of hose remain
extended in the case of the Mk 17 HDU or 35 to 40 feet for the pod equipments. This
amount of hose extended gives a safe separation between the two aircraft, but will
allow some latitude for the receiver to fall back without extending the hose fully and
breaking contact. The amount of hose extended can be gauged from coloured marking
bands around the hose or, on some tankers, by noting the position of the hose serving
carriage. The optimum position can be flown throughout the refuelling by maintaining
the correct vertical and lateral position with the aid of line up markings and other '
visual references on the-tanker such that the section of hose immediately in front of
the drogue is aligned with the probe. Any sharp change of angle at the coupling
indicates that unnecessary bending strain is being exerted on the probe due to the
receiver being incorrectly positioned. When in the refuelling position the receiver
can follow the tanker in turns (provided there is sufficient power available) and in
descents. The tanker captain should, whenever possible, signal his intention and make
smooth entries to and from such manoeuvres. The tanker in usually flown ucder
autopilot control. At the conclusion of refuelling the receiver pilot wiil normally
make a small power reduction and. retreat slowly down the line of the hose until
reaching the full trail position, when the probe will pull out of the drogue. An
emergency disconnect can be achieved by making a rapid power reduction/airtrake
extension in the receiver, promoting a separation rate in excess of 5 ft/sec in which
case the emergency brake on the drum will act and allow the probe to pull out of the
drogue without thebhose being fully extended.

6 From the foregoing it can be seen that the AAR manceuvre requires considerable -

piloting skill, visual contact with the tanker, and 7easonably smooth air to avoid an
.insteady drogue. With these criteria satisfied AAR can be attempted by day or night,
but it is not possible to guarantee success. In hormal circumstances all AAR
operations are planned so that a failure to refuel results in nothing more serious
than a diversion. All probes nhould have a 'weak link' at the tip so that in the
event of an excessive loads being applied it breaks off, the tip being retained _n the
drogue. No further structural damage should be sustained.

7 When A&AEE is tasked to clear a new receiver with a specified tanker, the process
begins wit'. a consideration of th following aspects.

a Phypical Clearances: Siale diagrams of the two aircraft are compared to
ensure t'iat safe separation n be maintained., No hard and fast criteria are
laid down but flight trials ill only be proceeded with if the aircrew are
sas .sfitd with the clearance , and, in particular, that an emergency disconnect
will not require excessive a tention to. avoid a collision with the tanker. In
general the physical constraints make it possible to refuel only fighter and 5
giound attack aircraft from wing stations.

b The flight envelope within which the tanker may dispense fuel is compared
with the flight envelope of the receiver. Airspeed calibrations must be taken
into account and the two envelopes overlapped to determine where AAR can be"
attempted. A diagram showin the AAR capability of tao tanker types is given in
Figure 2. It can be seen th t there is a significant difference in the minimum
speeds of the two types whic must be taken into account whon niA-ining mutual AAR* -

trials. (It has been the pr ctice to regard the minimum speed Lor the combina-
tion as being that where at east 1.2 'G' can be achieved by eith-r aircrpft
without encountering buffet r other pro-stall symptoms. This qiv-i a reasonable
manoeuvre capability and all s turr.s with up to 30" bank to be undertaken).
Also shown in Figure 2 is thf maximum permitted speed for a turbo prop transport
w.iich is required to receive from both the above tankers. The refuelling
envelope available is much larger from Tanker A than from Tanker B.
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ii Are the rerueL±ing oariis satiatLcLLry at,,u ýs. ie .
respected readily?

iii Does the receiver fuel system allow contact to be made without any
fuel flowing if the pilot wishes to practice only training contacts?

iv What is the maximum engine puwex eating to be used in the AAR role?
How will the crew ensure that the limits are respected?
Are the engines surge prone?

v Is the aircraft suitable fEr flying in close formation? For •
instance can the pilot (or copilot) fly the aircraft, manipulate the
throttles/airbrakes and trim the aircraft satisfactorily? If not,
how will the duties be split?

vi Are the pitot/static sources likely t' be affected by the drogue wake?

vii Are there any devices that need to be inhibited t.n case they should
operate incorrectly in the disturbed airflow behind the drogue eg 5
angle of attack sensors that might trigger a stick pusher?

viii If t~he aircraft is fitted with autostabilisers or a flight control
system what facilities should be selected for the AAR role? What
levels of degraded operation and failure states should be
investigated?

ix Are there any items mounted on the fuselage, adjacent to the probe, 5
that might be susceptible to damage by the drogue and which, if
damaged could cause a hezard eg an antenna that could be ingested by
an engine?

a Normally the ubjective of the flight tr.als programme will be to clear as wide an
AAR envelope for the tanker and receiver combination as is possible. This will
require exploration of the maximum speeds and maximum altitudes (forwhich both

.aircraft will probably have to be at lightweight), maximum airspeed and Mach no, the
effect of operating both aircraft at up to maximum weight and any handling changes
caused by operating the receiver at the extremes of C of G position. It is also
likely that night AAR will need to be demonstrated. *r receiver aircraft that can ".
carry external stores the most adverse configuration should be demonstrated. For all'
initial contacts between a tanker and new receiver type a chase aircraft should be" - --
available so that a video record can be obtained in case any unexpected behaviour
warrants subsequent acialysis.

9 The flight programme will commence with an initial exploration of the receiver
behaviour when flying in representative positions behind the tanker with the tanker
hose wound in. This will be done at moderate speed, altitude and weight, where the
receiver will have plenty of power and manoeuvre capability in hand. In addition to
exploring the positions likely to be encountered during a good approach and contact,
the receiver pilot will also en•sure that the handling remains acceptable when
displaced frcm the correct position. The tanker will then extend the hose and, the
reseivyr will make the first contacts with the drogue. At one speed and altitude a
typical cest programme would be as follows;

a Make contact with the droue, move into the optimum refuelling position and
assent the flying qualities of the receiver for several minutes. Performance
measurements can be made.

b Displace the receiver frotethe optimum position (with the hose still
attachel)." Explore the handli.ig within a 'cone' of about 15' around the optimum
position, if.this is possible.

c Move closer to the tanker and make an assessment at the closest position-
that is likely to be encountered.

d In the optimum refuelling position follow the'tanker into and out of left
and right turns at bank angles of up to 30" if possible.

e Follow the tanker into a descent at a rute of up-to about 500 ft/min. (This
simulates a manoeuvre that may be necessary if a receiver becomes power limited
during a large fuel transfer; a descent or 'toboggan' may be the only way to
remain in cortact).

f Break contact in the normal way by gently backing off from the tank-r until,
at full extension, the hose disconnects.

_ / - l 7 7 ~ . ".10-1-
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progress depends on the difficulties encountered and the flexibility available for
varying the loadings of the tanker and receiver aircraft. Usually 3 to 4 receiver
sorties are necessary to complete the programme and explore the flight envelope
fully On occasions it has been possible to test several receivers during the course
ot one tanker sortie. This is economical but requires subtle arrangement of the
programme to achieve all the objectives.

11 A&AEE philosophy on testing failure cases has been to assess whether or not
refuelling can be achieved when either the tanker or receiver has sustained a failure
prior to making contact., To date this has consisted of examining refuelling with one
engine shut down on multi engine aircraft and assessiri the effects of a simulated
autostabiliser failure. The object has been to give advice to the Service so that a
pilot who has sustained such a failure can make a judgement as to whether rr not
refuelling should be attempted. The transport aircraft now being introduced into
Service have high levels of system redundancy, and are capable of being despatche:'
with a variety of passive failures present. It is worth debating whether the extezt
of AAR testing should be extended to cover some of these cases. The consequences of a
failure occurring while in contact with the tanker have not been tested in flight.
Any system fail'.'.re in the tanker or receiver that causes a tr:nsient excursion of the.
flight path is obviously a hazard to aircraft in close formation. The risk can be
minimised by conscLentious monitoring of tha flying coutrols by the tanker crew (as
the tanker is ncrmally flown with the autopilot engaged). The presence of the weak
link in the probe tip should also ensure hose separation from the receiver if either
aircraft sufLers a disturbance that results in the hose becoming seriously mis-aligned
with the.p'-be.

12 AAP is essentially similar to flying in formation, but the receiver pilot must
fly hiL aircraft in a position, relative to the tanker, that is dictated by the hose
trai'ing characteristics. If this puts the receiver in unsteAdy airflow the pilot has
to compensate as best he can. 'When conducting an AAR handling assessment the criteria
of acceptable or unacceptable behaviour, is at present, almost exclusively the
qualitative judgement of the assessing pilots.' The test engineer can produce
quantification of the relevant parameters but, often,, they serve only to explain why a
pilot should find the handling 'easy' or 'difficult'. It is hoped that, from the wide -.-- 6
range of erperience that has been gained recently, it might be possible to determine
numerical criteria that relate to pilot opinion and which might be applicable to
future trials. The A&AEE trials have shown that all the aircraft types tested have
the potential to be AAR receivers from the various tankers. While problems have been
experienced by some aircraft at various points in the flight envelope none has proven -..-

universally unacceptable on handling or perfornance grounds. Some specific items of
interest are given in the following paragraphs.

13 AIRFRAME BUFPFT Airframe buffet is nearly always present to a greater or
lesser 'extent. Usually, from a-handling point of view, it has not been judged
limiting. ',When tests were made in a-Hercules behind the Tristar and KC 10 the buffet
experienced on the centreline station was much reduced when the tanker's centre engine . .
was throttled back but, in contrast, the buffet experienced in a Hercules behind the
VC 10 K2 was not reduced by throttling the two inboard engines of the tanker. On the
ceitreline refuelling station buffet levels can nearly always be reduced by flying
lower but this may involve a risk of probe breakage. This is one reason why a high
mounted probe is beneficial compared to a low mounted one-, the receiver aircraft can
be lower relative to 'the tanker wake. On some receiver types the noise ,level in the
cockpit increased markedly'af higher airspeed, presumably because of the wake from the
drogue interacting with the airflow around the nose of the aircraft.

14 ENGINE HANDLING AAR can demand large engine pot.er variations to mako ond then '

maintain contact with the tanker. For a transport aircraft this cam represent a very
different pattern, of power usage from that envisaged during initial certificavion.
Also it is necessary for the pilot, not the engineer, to manipulate the throttles.
Figure 3 shows the parameters recorded on on engine of a VC 10 K2 while operating as a
receiver. These were chosen as being fairly representative of the'power excursions
that may be used during AAR on a large rece'iver aircraft'whil'e maintaining station in
the refuelling position. In gendral, from handling considerations, the engines of
receiver aircraft appear not to be affected by the di.turbed airflow environment. An
exception to th!s occurred during trials with the VC 10 K2 as-a receiver from the
Victor K2 tanker. Engine 'pop' surges were experienced on several occasionv,, even
when power demand was steady. No obvious pattern of circumstances in which these
surges occurred could be detected and the results are still being investigated. When
the same VC 10 K2 was flown as a receiver from another VC 10 K2 tanker no surging.was
experienced during the entire programme. When the vC 10 K2 was operated as a receiver
at .high altitude it was found almost impossible to respect the low pressure compressor
speed 'limits. Whereas in the tr.nsport role, engine power changes at altitude tended
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altitudu and speed. The pilot was then free to :ianipulate the throttles up to the
limit imposed by the new stops without the risk of exceeding hhe maximum compreqsor 3 0
speed.

15 A problem experienced on some fast jet aircraft is the need to use reheat to
obtain a high altitude.refuelling capability. On the Phantom it was found necessary -
to run one engine in reheat and then modulate the thrust on che other engine which was
operating in the dry power range. This was the only practicable waf to circumvent the
"step change of thrust produced by going from maximum 'dry' power to the minimum reheat
setting. In other circumstances relatively low power settings may be needed and this
can introduce different problems. When the Buccaneer attempted to refuel from a
Hercules fanker at low altitude both engines were operating at reduced power settings
where the agine response was unacceptably slow. It was found necessary to extend the
airbrak.s partially, to increase the drag so that the engines were operating at a
higher power setting with faster response characteristics.

16 LATERAL CONTROL POWER When a receiver approaches a wing refuelling station it
usually experiences a rolling moment towards the tanker fuselage. On most fast jet S .
aircraft this can.be trimmed out without use of excessive rollcontrol. During trials
to explore the likely capability of aircraft to refuel from the strategic tanker, a
Hercules made an approach to a Tristar starboard wing station (no refuelling equipment
was fitted but the wing was marked to indicate where a refuelling pod might be
fitted). As the receiver approached the refuelling position it was necessary to apply
progressively more right aileron and rudder. Eventually, at a point still behind the
tanker and well short of thedrogue position that would be achieved with existing pod
equipments, full aileron travel was required to hold the wings level. The investiga- 0 0
tion was terminated and it was concluded that, all other considerations aside, the
handling characteristics of the Hercules were not acceptable for wing station
refuelling. This test vas repeated at'higher speeds with two large turbojet
receivers; in both cases large amounts of aileron and rudder deflection were necessary
to hold a simulated refuelling position, and it was not thought that wing station

-clearances would be practicable.

17 LATERAL AND DIRECTIONAL BEHAVIOUR With several large receiver aircraft there S
has been atendency 'for yaw oscillations to occur when-approaching the drogue.
Normally it has been possible to counteract this by use zf rudder and the
characteristic has not proved to be a serious handling probleut. However during early
trials with 'Nimrod' variants behind the Victor K2 the handling was judged to be
unacceptable because an undamped yawing oscillation developed with a period of about
8 seconds. It was found necessary to alter the behaviour by mod'fying the yaw damper
demand produced by aileron movement. This modification, together with an effective
increase of fin area (necessary to compensate for the de-otabilising effect of the I .
probe) produced-acceptable handling characteristics for AAR.

18 ASYMMETRIC BEHAVIOUR To date there have been no significant handling problems
due to asymmetric thrust when attempting to refuel a multi engine receiver with one
engine shut down. However the loss cf thrust has resulted in a marked reduction of
the available AAR envelope. On'some fast jet aircraft it was found necessary to use
reheat on the remaining engine to overcome the performance deficiency and this has
introduced problems in formating with the tanker. When refuelling a Phantom from a S
Hercules tanker at low airspeed, the single engine had to be in full reheat. Thrust
was thus held conqtant and the drag modulated by airbrake operation to maintain
station.

19 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS Marked changes of trim, in pitch, are a feature .'.-
of all' receiver aircraft when moving from the astern position through to the refuel
position. Unless a column or yoke mounted electric trim switch is incorporated, then
difficulty in retri.aming can be-experienced. This has been a deficiency of some .
transpoft aircraft being used in the AAR role, where high out of trim forces can-be
experienced and the pilot has to contain these'single handed while retrimming with the
-other hand. Another handling problem tiat has been experienced by some large receiver
aircraft hasbeen a terdency to enter a short period pitch oscillation when making
contact or when in the refuelling position. Both the VC 10 and Victor have exhibited
this tendency. During recent trials a VC 10 K2 was found to be prone.to-such pitch
oscillations when acting as a receiver from another VC 10 K2 tanker. However despite
this, the overall handling characteristic, were Judged -to-be satisfactory by the
pilots when refuelling at speeds up to the maximum at which the tanker was permitted
to fly. When the same aircraft was flown as a receiver, but with a Victor K2 acting
as tanker the pitching oscillation was more pronbunced.- Handling became difficult at
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behind the Victor. The data was recorded from a fuselage mounted vane and serve
to show the increased unsteadiness of the flow at that position.

b The increased amplitude of the normal acceleration excursions recorded when
flying behind the Victor which was associated with larger eleator movements;
these also required greater control forces to be exerted by the pilot.

c The marked differences in elevator and tailplane angle required to trim the
aircraft under similar airspeed, height and loading c',nditions. This was 4
probably due to the higher span loading of the VC 10 tanker causing a more
intense downwash field than behind the Victor.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the short period long'itudinal characteristics of the
VC 10 K2 when refuelling behind a Victor K2 at 250 kn and 310 kn IAS. At the rower
speed the handling was judged to be relatively easy whereas at 310 kn, as indicated
previously, it was markedly more difficult. Even at the lower speed the. c•acilatory
nature of the normal acceleration record is apparent, but the period is a'preciably
longer (3.8 seconds) than at the higher speed (2.3 seconds). Also, at the lower
speed, the incidence vane fluctuations are smaller.

20 At present the criteria for acceptable longitudinal handling characteristics of a
receiver aircraft behind a tanker are not well understood. It seems that if a large
receiver is prone to develop a short period pitching oscillation, then as the airspeed
increases the period of the oscillation gets shorter. A study of the record of normal '
acceleration, measured at the C of G, indicates that it might be possible to develop
pilot opinion plots based on the frequency of the oscillation and the amplitude of the -
normal acceleration dxcursions. These possibilities are still being examined. It is
interesting to' speculate on how the receiver might be made less susceptible to the
short period osdillation. The introduction of a pitch auto- stabiliser'might be a,
solution. On large aircraft that have been converted from other roles, it is parrsible
that the high values of stick force/g lead to an unnecessarily high piloting workload
when attempting AAR; the pilot might be better able to control the aircraft if th•"
elevator forces could be made significantly smaller. There is ceztninly some•
incentive to try and improve the handling in this respect in order to give the maximum ...
possible AAR speeds and, perhaps more importantly, to reduce the 'g' excursions and
the associated fatigue damage that may be sustained- by the receiver aircraft. .- -
Oscillatory hehaviour in pitch is not confined to large aircraft. Several fast jets
exhibit a si,,.±lar tendency when refuelling Zrom both the centreline and wing stations.

21 PERFORMANCE Operation as an AAR receiver may require a considerabie increase
in power to make contact with the drogue and then to maintain the refuelling
position. This can reduce the available AAR envelope significantly, particularly when .
a large performance disparity exists already, ie a turboprop receiver and turbojet
tanker. It is postulated that the drag increase occurs due to:

a The receive. flying in the tanker downwash field. This can be equated to
the extra power needed to maintain level flight when in the presence of a down
draft,

b An increase in induced drag caused by the receiver's spanwise loading
dist-ribution being changed because of operating in the tanker wake; and

c A proportion of the drag of the drogue being borne by the receiver. (For
the high speed drogue at 300 1,n EAS this can amount to 1,100 lbf).

22 It was found possible to~express the Hercules performance as a receiver in the , >
form of a graph of 'apparent drag coefficient (CD) plotted against CL 2 . (The term
apparent CD' has been coined because it can be argued that the drag coefficient of 7

the receiver, as defiaed in the conventional way, cannot have altered because it is
flying in the wake of another aircraft). This is shown in Figure 6 for the Hercules
receiver behind a Hercules tanker and in ?igure 7 for the Hercules receiver behind a
widebody tanker. The Hercules performance in free air is shown for comparison.
Behind both tanker types the increase in apparent drag coefficient indicates the very
signiiicant power increases needed to act as a receiver. This is particularly
noticeable behind the widebody tanker where the drag was effectively'doubled when in
-the normal refuelling position, even without drogue drag being considered. (These
data were acquired during feasibility testing of the widebody aircraft, and
representative refuelling equipment was not fitted). Figure 7 also shows the:
reduction in drag that could be obtained by flying some 10 to 15 feet lower than. the
estimated normal refuelling position. It is interesting to compare the Hercules,
performance ai a receiver behind various tankers with which it has been tested. The
results are shown in Figure 8. The two wide bodied aircraft tested as p6tential
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when the receiver was flown behind a widebouy Zspan loading 2100 to 2C00 lbf/ft) p
compared to behind a Hercules tanker (span loading 750 to 1300 ibi/ft) it is apparent
that the Vulcan tanker still produced a higher apparent drag coefficient in the
receiver than did the Victor tanker despite the similarity in span loading (11U to
1600 lbf/ft). It is assumed that, in the former case, the tanker wake caused a more
adverse lift distribution across the receiver wing producing a greater induced drag
factor. The variations in weight of a given tanker type have not produced consistent
measurable changes in the. apparent drag coefficient of the receiver. It might be
expected that a light tanker would produce a. smaller downwash velocity, at a given
speeC, than when it was heavy, and that this.wou)d show dp as reduction in the
apparent drag coefficient of the receiver. No such effect could be measured except
possibly at very high CL values (see Figuie 6).

23 It has been found that, if a receiver has insufficient performance to make '

maintain contact with the tanker, it may be possible to compensate for the thrt.at
deficiency by performing AAR in a descent. This is known as 'tobogganinmc'. A&AEE has
made and maintained contact during descents of rates of up to 1000 ft/!in without
difficulty. The performance benefits have to be'weighed against t±e operational
disadvantages of having to descend from the selected flight '-vei and the risk of
cloud and turbulence being encountered in the descent. ekwever, for certain tanker/
receiver combinations the 'toboggan' 'is the only pra..ticable way of achieving a
refuelling.

24 RECEIVER CLEARANCES BY 'REAf .'3B' With the proliferation of tahkers and
receivers it might be asked it it is strictly necessary to re-test each receiver
behind a new tanker, if it' alriady has a clearance-from another tanker type. 'Read
across' clearances %ave already been given to a limited extent, because on certain
fast jet receivers the trials were made on one mark of aircraft and the restilts re-d
across to other marks. It is proposed to extend this philosihy for the clearances of
certain fast jet aircraft behind the VC 10 K3 tanker which is due into Service later
this year. The VC 10 K3 is a 'stretched' version of the K2, with a slightly different
wing planform and engine alignmeist. It is intended to test only three fast jet
aircraft, including the type whose handling was found to be most critical with the K2
tanker. If the results on tehese three show similarity of behaviour behind the two
tankers then it is likely that 'read across' clearances will be recommended for other
fast jets to refuel from the K3. At present there appear to be detailed reasons why
each of the large receivers will have to be re-tested behind the K3, but it is hoped
that the extent of the test programme for eRch type can be considerably reduced.

25 When an aircraft is converted to the AAR receiver role a number of structural and
'lifeing' issues should be considered particularly so in the case of large aircraft.
For instance;

a Does the general level of buffeting felt in the atrcraft imply a reduction
in fatigue life of conronents, particularly in the tail area?

b Does the oscillatory pitching motion exemplified in Figures 4 and S lead to
excessive fatigue consumption?

c Could changes in spanwise lift distribution, from that associated with . -
flying in cle&r air, lead'to accelerated wing fatigue?

d The pattern of engine i -er usage may be very different from that used in
the original role of the aircraft.. Frequent variations ii engine power will
occur when the engine is already running at a high average power setting as the
pilot tries to hold station with the tanker. Figure 3 shows the pattern of
engine power demanded during a typical refuelling manoeuvre. Mention of engine

.surges has already been made, but even if the obvious engine'distress associated -.
with an audible surge is not apparent, can the sort of incidence fluctuations
shown in Figures 4 and 5 induce high compressor stress?

one thing is certain; most of the aircraft now used in the receiver role are likely to
continue in Service for many years and specialist attention should be addressed to th, -'
long term airworthiness issues mentioned above.
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of flying an operaL~onal aircraft for ti- type of training, the fatigue d&niage
:iic-,rred may be considerable. With the RAF's comm~tment to AAR for a major pA~rt of
iý_- fixed wing fleet it might prove economical to inti-oduce AAR into the t~raining
syllabus at an earlier stage. For instance a modification to fit dummy orcvbes (ie not
plumbed into the fL-e' Syscem) oni to some of the 'fawk fllet would allow training
contacts to I~e nat'( and -the basic oon~petence in the manoeuvre to be =kcquired. The
cost of conversi-.n .nd continuation training on some of the operational -aircraft might
then be redticed siqnificantly by using a moving b'se simulator, able to reproduce
realistic handling characteristics, motion and visua' cues. Deaflite the hitgh initial
cost of such a facility the overall saving throughout the service life of tile tanker
fleet might be con~siderable.
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SUMMARY

Aircraft dead-reckoning navigation systems present particular problems .n their
ascessment, and diagnosis in development where a continuous measurement of their error
pattern is required. The inherent accuracy of modern inertial and Doppler eýquipment is
such that there are few direct methods of measuring the system errors to the required
precision.

The need 'for long range, long duration flights over both land and sea with a con-
tinuous high accuracy reference saled,to 4*e-developmneft-by-RA•-an integrated navi-
gation system in which the outputs of a number of inertial navigation.systems are
recorded in parallel with those of Doppler radar, DPS, Decca, Loran C &nd Omega. The
recorded data is processed post-flight in a KalmaiL filter which is used to estimate the
inertial system errors.' The final reference is formed by compensating the inertial out-
puts for these errors and has the properties of high accuracy, low noise, and continuous
availability.

Although 'simple in concept. the implementation of such a scheme is complex. 0
The major problem lies in constructing suitable mathematical models of the various
equipments, and the technique of pre-processing is described. *The second difficult area
is that of obtaining the statistical information regarding the performance of the
equipments in a form suitable for inclusibn in the models.

Although the reference is produced off-line the techniques can be implemented
on-line.

.1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 History

Work on reference systems "or evaluating navigation equipment for aircraft started .
at RAE Farnborough at least as early as the mid-1950s. At that time the Inertial
Navigator (IN) for a guided bomb was being developed and the navigation of the aircraft
to the target used a combination of the weapon YN, Doppler radar and position fixing.
An output of the navigation process was a calibtation of the weapon IN.

Development of this sytem included flight trials in RAE and A&AEE aircraft using
the Decca Navigator chains in Southern England for ,position reference. The same method
was used in the development of the IN intended for the TSR2 which took place in 196U/63.
On these trials an early airborne digital computer on board the trials aircraft enaoled
Decca, Doppler and the IN information to be recorded and processed in flight in a farm
suitable for post flight analysis using a ground digital computer. This technique
formed the basis for producing the reference navigation system which has been used for
all our subsequent trials. The production of a position, velocity and attitude "
reference system for trials of inertial and other navigation systems has formed a major
objective ,for RAE work on integrated navigation since that time.

Throtgh the late 1960s and the 1970s UK IN systems for Harrier, 'Phantom, Tornado 0
ard Jaguar were developed, with RAE playing a major role in the trials of development
systems, diagnosis of error 5-ources and the accuracy asuessment for operational use. As
time progressed the equip..ents grew more and more accurate and it became increasingly
d-ifficult to provide referee,:ý4 data of greater accuracy than the systems under test.
This has led to more and mort sophisticated techniques being used, and the addition of
other navigation aids, such o.s DME# Loran and Omega,. into the mix.

S'The most stringent accuracy requirements came with the development of IN systems' •
for maritime, patrol aircraft in the late 1970s. Here it was necessary to know the posi-
tion of the trials aircraft to a few tens of yards, at any time in a sortie of several
hours duration, and at any place - including low level, over the sea, several hundred.
miles from the coast. Th'is was needed in order to investigate the subtle effects of.
flight manoeuvres on the acruracy of the IN systems under operational conditions.

1.2 Early deve,lopments of the reference system

As mentioned abQve, the early trials of IN used the Decca Navigator as a position
reference. When the systems under development had accuracies of five to ten miles per
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twice per minute along with the readings of the Deccometers. After flight the Decca
readings were processed to give the Decca version of aircraft position, also in latitude
and longitude, and the two versions cotnpared.

A plot of latitude and longitude differences as a function of latitude and longi-
tude enabled the main errors in the Doppler system to be determined, viz the heading
error, bias and drift error, and scale factor error. The effects of these errors could
then be calculated for each recorded time, and the Doppler position corrected. The
resulting position had low noise (due to the integration p7ocess used on Doppler vel-
ocity information) and the long term accuracy of the Decca.

This technique proved adequate when flight, trials could be based on simple pro-
files, mostly straight legs along the Decca bisectors. However in 1964 a new generati-.
of IN arrived. The accuracy of these systems approached one nautical mile per hour,
and the intended operation meant that flights of longer duration and range had to be
flown. Decca was no longer suitable as the sole position level data source as the
aircraft had to be operated in r~gions outside the Decca cover. For operational reasons
the optimum trials route was from Boscombe Down via Shannon to Argentia in Newfoundland.
Loran C was used as the position reference over the North Atlantic with Decca at each
end of the route. The IN itself provided the most accurate heading information, so this
we's used for the Doppler/heading based position calculations.

Data processing was done in stages. In flight the Doppler/heading system gave one
version of position, the Decca and/or Loran C a second version, and the IN* itself a
third version. All the data was recorded twice per minute on punched paper tape. Post'
flight this was processed to provida plots of the differences in latitude and longitude
between the various systems as functions of time, and these 'plots were smoothed by curve
fitting using a least squares method.

the IN error plot was often used to correct the position data obtained from.
Doppler and the radio aids. For example it was found that Loran C had a systematic
error which was a function of position and grew to significant'levels near Newfoundland.
This was detected by the IN error plot having a form unlike typical IN errors, and being
consistent from flight to flight. This form of error could be allired for and was
incorporated into the analysis on subsequent stages of data procesaing to produce the
aircraft datum position.

1.3 The modern system

In the 1970s IN equipment had developed to the stage where current datum methods
were no longer accurate enough. 'The only radio aid with sufficient accuracy for our
purposes was DME, used in a range/range mode. However DME is a relatively short range - .
aid and it was necessary to modify trials routes to give sufficient cover. One or two
exercises were carried out in the USA in order to obtain sufficiently long flight paths
for trials purposes. At this time the aircraft were fitted with commercial IN which
were incorporated into the datum system, and enabled a reference to be obtained during --*
the periods of flight when radio data was not available. This was done by mathemat-
ically modelling the IN errors and correcting for them using the information from the .

periods when external data was available.

As may be appreciated the process of obtaining reference positions for any par-
ticular flight was long winded arid very labour intensive, since vast amounts of com-
putation was needed, with human interpretation of the results at most stages. In order
to automate the process Kalman filter techniques were developed. This involved
designing accurate mathematical. models of all the navigation systems employed in the
reference system, and devising means whereby faulty data could' be eliminated before the
results were' applied to the filter.

These techniques have been developed over the past five years or so and havy found
application in the most recent wdrk, that associdted with the development and assessment
of an IN system for maritime patrol aircraft applications. 2.

2 KALMAN FILTERING

The term Kalman filtering is used somewhat loosely in this paper and is intended
to cover techniques descended from the original work by Kalman rather than a direct
"implementation of his original ideas.

2.1 Advantages of Kalman filtering

The Kalman filter algorithms are very suitable for any application,where data has
to be processed and results provided in real time, because the incoming data is used
sequentially and then discarded. The results present in the Kalman filter at any time
reflect the nett 'total of all information received to date, Thus the 'best' answer is -
continuously available and there is no requirement for the storageof input data from
earlier times. -
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A further consequence of the form of ihe Kalman filter algorithm is that data from,
various sensors can be accepted'intermittently and yet still be used in an optimal way.
For example, the Doppler ground speed data could be used asynchronously from the drift
angle values, and the DME fixes taken at yet other times.

The data from indiidual sensors are, to a large extent, processed independently
of each other, and so it is relatively easy to change the manner in which the inputs
from one sensor are treatted without affecting the processing of data from other sensors. 0

As with all good, things there is a price to be paid, and'in the Kalman filter this
is manifest in the requirement for a detailed knowledge of the characteristics of the
individual sensors.

2.2 Assumptions

The basic principles of the Kalman filter are based on a number of assumptions: .

(1) The process to be modelled in the Kalman filter can be-adequately represented by
the values of a set of coefficients.

(2) The values of the coefficients at a future time can be predicted. from their values
at an earlier time and a knowledge of the dynamics of the process. These dynamics
have to be reduced to a set of linear differential equations.

(3) The'statistical properties of these coefficients are known.

(4) It is possible to measure the value of some combination of* the coefficients.

(5) The uncertainty of the measurement quantities. are known.

The Kalman filter algorithms then provide a sequential recursive procedure for -
determining values for the coefficients that are statistically optimum in the sense that .. .
they have'minimum probable error.

2.3 Kalman filter procedure

The steps in the Kalman filter procedure are as follows:

(1) Assuming a set of values for the coefficients or state elements of the system at
some time t , the values of the state at some future, time t + dt are predicted. .

(2) Using the known statistical properties of the state elements, their'uncertainties
at time t + dt are also predicted.

(3) The value and probable error of some measurable combination of the state elements
is then also predicted.

(4) An observation is made of this measurement quantity, with the observation having a S
known uncertainty. The difference between the predicted and observed values of
the measurement quantity is used to adjust the values of the state elements. The
.Kalman filter equations yield optimum weighting factors that are used to distrib-
ute the difference between the various state elements.

(5) The estimate of the uncertainties is also adjusted to take account of the fact
that extra information has also been added to the estimates of the elements, thus
reducing their uncertainty. -

In the case of the Navigation Reference System the generalised formof the Kalman .-.
filter takes the form of the block diagram shown in Fig 1. The state elements are the
set of error sources sufficient to characterise the errors'in the outputs of the various
navigation sensors being. used. The prediction process is carried out by mechanising a
set of linear differential equations, with time varying coefficients, that describe the
behaviour of the error sources in the absence of external disturbances.

2.4 Prerequisitfes of the filter 7

There are two aspects. of a'navigation system's behaviour that it is vital to
understand before the system can be successfully incorporated into the Kalman filter.
The dynamics of the error propagation must be-modelled, as a set of linear differential
equations, with sufficient precision to enable the predicted error values to be calcu-
lated with acceptable accuracy. In addition the statistics of the system errors have to
be known, together with the statistics of any approximations that have been made in the
dynamic model. It is often a majoi task to obtain the information needed to formulate
these models, particularly the statistical ones. It can involve analytical studies, and
detailed analysis of flight trials results.. Often special flights have to be conducted
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The RAE system has been built around the data from an IN which provides the basic 0
outputs of position, velocity, attitude and heading. Thp Kalman filter is used to esti-
mate the errors in the IN data by comparing it with the outputs of a number of other
navigation systems. The various sensors are modelled in terms of their errors in order
to simplify the prediction process and reduce the computational load.

Because of the fundamental importance of thF, deterministic and statistical error
models, these have always been derived from, or verified against, flight trials data.
In practice the error sources included as state elements do not fully describe the •
behaviour of a given system because of practical limitations on the number of state
elements and a lack of knowledge of the. precise details of the error dynamics. An
attempt is made to compensate for this by extensive modelling of the uncertainties in
the prediction and measurement processes.

It has been found that the processing of the data from individual sensors can- best
be split into two stages, with, a stage of data conditioning or preprocessing being
applied before the data is fed to the main Kalman filter. 0

3.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing of data from individual sensors serves to reduce the total com- "
puting task and simplifies the software design. Three main functicns are undertaken:

(1) The incoming sensor data is checked for consistency and reasonableness. Much of - ...
this function is easier to perform in the preprocessing because data can be taken S
at a much higher rate than would be possible in the Kalman filter, although the
cross checking of data between systems is best left'until the filter.

(2) The outputs of individual sensors' are corrected for predictable errors, given the
knowledge of the aircraft trajectory from the Kalman filter output and inputs from
the operator concerning the conduct of the flight and other environmental data.
Examples of these corrections would be lag compensation of outputs of sensors with
a low frequency response, and compensation of Doppler ground speed and drift angle S
for the errors produced when flying over water.

(3) The outputs cl some sensors can be averaged to provide inputs to the filter that
can be' represented by a reduced set of state elements. For example the multiple
range position lines available from each Omega ground station can be reduced to a
single range value. The ert~r statistics used in the uncertainty prediction and
measurement processes are often computed as a function of the flight ptofile, or
of some secondary output from the sensor such as signal to noise ratio. _ __

3.2 Features of the filter

The use of preprocessing techniques makes it possible to use a relatively simple
set of error sources for the Kalman filter state vector with considerable benefits in
terms of reduced computation. The prediction and measurement processes are mechanised
in terms of errors and are linearised with respect to the aircraft trajectory as defined
by the output of the integrated navigation system. The Kalman filter makes optimum use •
of the fixes from any combination of sensors and data rates, and there are further
checks on the consistency of the input data before a measurement is used to update the
filter's estimate of the individual system errors. This is most important because the .* .
filter has a long memory and can be upset for a long period by the inclusion of incon-
sistent measurements. I%

A mechanisation of the Kal',aan filter equations has. been used that has been shown
to have very good numerical stability, and this has meant that few problems have been
experienced in this area where considerable difficulties have been experienced in some
other awplications. ".'

The general form of the integrated navigation system is shown in Fig 2, with the
Kalman filter box containing the elements shown in Fig 1.

4 REFERENCE DATA

Reference data is required for two basic types of trial, which have rather dif-
ferent requirements., Assessment trials require the best absolute accuracy from the
reference data, while error source identification requires the data to be free fro-h
errors of a similar form to those of the system under test. Because the errors of a
navigation system are frequently dependent upon the flignt profile, a wide variety of
routes have to be flown. This produces a requirement for a reference system. with very
broad capabilities.

Full three dimensional reference data at position, velocity, a;ad orientatiun level -
(nine parameters in all) is needed so that the behaviour of any of the test system's
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The approach to obtaining the required reference data has t.een based upon using
multiple IN to provide the basic nine parameters. The data from IN has very low noise
and a good frequency response, it is however subject to a build up of errors with time
and manoeuvre. These errors can be corrected by mixing, the inertial data with fixes
from radio navigation aids having good long-term accuracy. The aids used for position
fixes are Dacca, DME, Loran C, Omega, and ground based tracking radar; while velocity
fixes are obtained from a Doppler radar velocity sensor.

4.1 Inertial Navigator

Examples of the position and velocity errors of an IN are shown in Figs 3 and 4.
The main features of interest are the characteristic periods of oscillation whose amoli-
tude and phase change only slowly with time and aircraft manoeuvres. The observed
errors are due to a multitude of sources within the IN, some of which are substantially
constant over a number of flights and others of which change from flight to flight or
even during the course of one flight. The preprocessing can be used to correct for the U
result of any error sources that are identified as being constant over a number of
flights, and the filter is used to estimate the errors that change. The Kalman filter'
uses 10 state elements to characterise the IN.

The preprocpssing scheme contains a very comprehensive model for predicting the
statistics of the :N error states as a function df the aircraft trajectory and uses some
28 statistical error coefficients. These statistical coefficients allow for the changes
in the values of the error states due to cause5 such as acceleration dependent gyro
drifts, scale factor errors, and component misalignments.

4.2 DME

Fig 5 shows. a typical set of errors in DME range data. The most significant
features of these errors are:

(1) The noisy nature of the fixes. compared with the smooth position data that is
obtained from the IN.

(2) For the data from any one beacon, apart from the noise, the errors are of the fbrm
of a slowly changing bias.

(3) The bias can change significantly from one beacon to another.

DME errors are modelled in the Kalman fi]ter as a bias on the DME range readings, .
with the process statistics set to acknowledge that the bias can change slowly with
time. The DME data is used in the.filter by forming as a measurement quantity the dif-
ference between the observed DME rtege and the eauivalent quantity predicted from the IN
position corrected.by the Kalman filter's estimate of the IN position errors.

In order to minimise the number of errors being estimated by the filter, only ,:ne
DME range bias is modelled for each DME receiver. When the receiver is tuned to a new
beacon the bias estimate and its uncertainty are reset. The values of bias and uncer-
tainty for the old beacon are preserved, so that if that beacon should be retuned later
in the flight, the filter estimates can be reset incorporating ,the information gained
earlier in the flight.

There is little true preprocessing done on thd DME range data, other than to check
its validity. If a particular beacon 4s found to give a consistent bias over a number
of flights, then this bias is removed before the data is fed to the Kalman filter. The,
DME data is ignored when the aircraft is very close to, or very distant from a beacon,

,because the assumptions of a slowly changing bias error tend nct to be valid under these
conditions.

A iather special case of preprocessing arises with, the t eatment of the position
data for the DME beacons, and also for the ground stations of he other radio fixing
aids. In order to fully realise the potential accuracy of the integrated navigation
system it is necessary to ensure that all position data used i referenced to the same
geodetic datum. Frequently, the latitude and longitudesof na igation beacons are _
quoted with respect to the geodetic datum of the country in wh ch the ground station is
sited. For any particular flight, a single datum has to be selected, and all position
data is transformed to be with respect to the one datum.

4.3 Decca and Loran C

It may seem surprising, but there are many similarities etween the significant
characteristics of DME and those of Decca and Loran C, if the ata from the, latter two .
aids is considered in terms of their hyperbolic position lines rather than as a
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tue DME data. The Decca position line data is handled in the Zi ter i:% an exactly ana-
logous way to that used for the DME data, Pxcpt that the readings are ignore6. w-er the
aircraft is very close tc either master or slave station, and the distant ew-a is:
rejected on the basis of the width of the Decca zones.

Errors from a Loran C position line are similar to those of Decca. e he
data has a new feature compared with the other radio aids, in the discontinuitLe-s •sc-
ciated with the 10 microsecond jumps in the output. of the Loran receiver.. The IC0 7icro-
second jumps can be detected by comparing the observed Loran reading with the equi:.slent
values predicted from the corrected IN positions, and then corrected tetore the data is
passed to the filter. Loran C errors are modelled as a bias that c5., -z; only ve-r-
scwly.. Their uncertainty is a function of whether ground or sky way. •e being
tracked, and of the number of 10 microsecond corrections being applied.

4.4 Tracking radar

The use of data from ground based tracking radar presents a rather different qet
of problems compared with the other fixing aids. This is because the fixes are much
more accurate, and so the estimation of their biases is less significant.

However, because these fixes are given such a high weighting iq the filtar, ritis
most important to ensure that the probable error of the measurement quantities are esti-
mated correctly. This is the main task of the preprocassing of the rad-r data. The
fixes are used in terms of the range and bearing from the radar, and a number of factors
are ased in predicting their probable errors:

(i) The elevation of the radar beam is important because it is very ofterr close to
grazing incidence with the surface of the earth.

(2) The actual bearini can also be significant because of the warying terrain,
surroundirg the rada!- hbad.

(3) The magnitude of range is significant if the aircraft is nat fitted with - .
transponder.

(4) The accuracies are such that the quantising o' digital data and the timing delays
associated with the ground and airborne recordina systems.can introduce signifi- -.
cant uncertaintieo that are a function of the relative positions and velocities
of the aircraft and radar.

4.5 Doppler radar

At first sight the errors of Doppler, when operating over the sea, seem very
large. This is illustrated in Fig 7. There are large fl-ctuations in error between
successive data points, coupled with large biases that alter with changes in aircraft
position dnd heading. The errors can be largely, corrected using a number of stages of
preprocessing to correct for deterministic error sources. These error sources are:
(1) Lags 'in the Doppler informatior due to its . -chanisation which appear as errors in

ground speed and drift angle when the aircraft is manoeuvring.

(2) Errors due to distortion of the Doppler. spectrum whon flying over water.

(3) The effect of the motion of the sea surface.

The IN gives a.very good measure of the aircraft manoeuvres and this information
can be used to correct for lag induced errors.

Motion of the se. surface can be predicted from' knowledge of surface wind., When
the aircraft is flyin4 at low altitude, say below 2000 feet, the velocity from the
integrated system can be used to measure the wind at the aircraft and this vector can be
reduced to sea level to give the surface wind that -an be used in the correction
algocithms. The accuracy of the corrections vary with the conditions of surface wind
and aircraft manoeuvre and the knowledge of these conditions can be used to calculate
the uncertainty of the Doppler ground speed and drift angle data-at each time.:

Fig 8 gives an example of the reduction in Doppler error- produced by the
preprocessing. .

The residual Doppler errors are represented by four error sources in the Kalman
filter, viz Doppler scale factor, drift angle bias, and residual sea motion errors: north
and east. The changing uncertainties of these four error sources are modelled by the'
terms calculated in the preprocessing. The Doppler data is introduced into the Kalman
filter via two measurement quantities formed as the difference between the filter and
the Doppler's indications of ground speed and drift angle.
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0 SI t ion lInes wirr. res'pect to toe Lr i Vi do aI gro~unc Stt-.41 a

examri ex s of the err.nrs .n trne latitL.de al-d loý- ýt id e oars, f-,n Cm- ega araý
_n~i '.Oe ostl;n fjOS t errorý chara-cteristitcs are _ne0oot tverM

V a aCns c COp1adWI it n u i t& n-- ý r ~i cd' a n c es w *7,ch n av e a s na. I~3 7v an v up. O>/CO a
o"gpertoo, tneze roharacterist,.rs are eroai'to tte errcors 3 n iN, exceptt.-

Ooth systems Inave errors with osoziliatory periods cfar otur 24 hours.

,he errors --.f eithýer type cf Oieqa ciutout are modelled in the filter as a slcwly
ctsarging oa.Thle choice teltween outputs is a difficdilt trade-off Detoeen accuricy,
redundancy, a~io conipr-,ti'g load. '7he lariruýde' and longitude Outpujts require the smaller
ccmou- in~g power becauýse cnly two error Fstares are.needed, but it is harci to predict the

prooerate of ct,3n;e ,-f njas because i-ne oo!>itions are Jerived fotan eve-r changing
oo-ctolatiion of individual position lines. At the otner extreme, the individual pos'iricn

lins -ip o>5 of the - 'mu ch mo re c cos el I ee th asir'nios licit in tne error
ncdel, O-ut would impnse a heavy ccomputing nurden.

Two methods of using Omega/VLF data have been examined: firstly, the use of the
latitude and longitude outputs in a straightforward-manner; seýond I'w, tne use of Posi-
tion line d'at3 witn preprocessing to cc-roine a numbter of lineýs andi tn calculate their
likely uncertainties.

is latter preprocessing is another interesting example of hujw the t,-ýchniq?.e can
be used to reduce the size orf the filter. The data from eacn groundtains
availaole as a reading of the rang;e between the aircraft &ýd station mseasured on earn of
tne transmitted fre'que~ncies. Since each of these multiple ra;nge '.easuremeýnts is made
alots' a v.ery similar nrroa-3tiori path,- it is reasonable to forra a single average range
measujremernt to each 3round station. The-u~ncertainty of the average range may be calcu-

-lat-r tr'om a numner of factors: the obs e r*ed signal to noise r3tto g-:ves an indication
oýf tne a-;s ty -of the ,ndividual range mauent; the aircraft positicn plus time
and date enables the form of tne propagationpaht derinadfomhste
uncertainty, in the prop.';ation corrections may be calculateu.

5 -)F-Lt% ?PROCESSINlG

iAll of the featu..rcs discusse(I so far are appropriate to an integreted navigation
-systeco that is require to0 p r oc its results inreal tie Te creation of relference

daaf,-.o flI i;ht trials is'a spec, al case in thiat. ther maýximum accuracy 's not required
until after the fli~ght; Z~n,ýer these conditions anoýther convenient teature of the Kalman
!fllter ilgoritrims ca.'i be u.sed to -inhance the acciracy of the final results. because the
proýpaqation equations are lineaor the filter can easily be made to run tackwards with
reepect to .time to procuce a new set of esitimates of the Ili's errors. Thujs at any timne
we '.ave estimates of lrh-ý 1 err.-rs based on all the informarion available heforý that
time and an indiependernt estimate dprived from all of the informat ion available after
thtat time, The 'urcertainty, o)f each of these estimates is also available. Thus the two
vers;ionsi can h~o merged to ;ivp a sin,,e best estimate based on all o)f the ,sywilable
int-omiation. This technig-se of fo-rward-rnackward filtering is especially beneficial f Or
pieserving accuracy in areas with poor fixing aid coverage.

95 'RFPkNCF ';YSTh:4 ACCURACY

-Th reerncedat poduedby the process Sencribed above has ill ofthe. des-ired
characteristics statod at i-ne qtart, and its overall Accura4cy, when )Peratinu without
the benefit of fixes from tracking radar "ay be su~mmarised as follclws:

(1) Reference position accuracy 0.0.7 nautical ,tles (130 it) rms.

(2) Ref erence velocity -accuracy 0.3 knots (.0.15 m/s) rrs.

(3) Reading accuracy 0.05 'leg rms.

These erroros voice. -measured I~y comparine; the results obtained with 'and without the'
radar fixes being included. in liny -livosn ar~e, the accuac w II I' depend upon the-
rcoverage* available from the fixinej ads and the behavibur of the 14 which is itself -

Influenced by' the "snowuvcoos. being porforemod.

It -should be hnote1 that the data processing techniques employed to produce the
refer , nce nyntom provid, a 'realy means for oxamininq the behaviour of every navigation-
'syntem used on the fli~jht. The rasultn thus -Ntiined re. uiked to continually refine and
ulpdate the parAMet~r% 1;f the -fn'1%i for -*Ch %ys"tOM. Af. r,- he Kalman filter moshAnisat ion
) rovi',d* a very conivoonient %&(-tAn06m wheore~by this new knowledgje ,ran the Incorporated for
f ujtu re fI iqht 41 uliua Ily ~y. aimondmoonts t., the preoproceossing corrtct ions or to the calcu-

* lation of the vartcous uncertainties. -
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-The 1al.Aan f'Ilter approach really dnoos, work andi its use is (untif leod b'y its 4bil-
-ity to 'and.* diveors, and int.ormsittont data and the ea-,& with which It ,.*an accommiodateo



The price to ne paid is in tne detailed ,r,)wledie required of tne cnaracteristics
ot the indAivioal sens,-.s. This knowle.dge rhas ied to a more infcr-ed ;se of the data

ý trýe sensor's anO ias had wider application tran lust tne integrated systems, in that
it. nas assisted the general improvement of the individual sensors.

:f integrated navigation techniques are to be applied Mre .widely there is a need
for the flight trials of individual eq;uipments to produce more pertinent data as a
matter of course. Too often it has been found that past trials have nct produced infor-
mat-on in a form appropriate to integrated naviqati-n applications and it has been
necessary to conduct special trials to gather the required data. It is highly desirable
that future equipment trials should consider the possible use of the eqcipernts in
integrated systems and attempt to gather the appropriate basic infornmatlo.
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SUMMARY

Extensive autopilot system performance evaluations have been conductedat Aeritalia Flight
Test Centre in Caselle on TORNADO Prdtotype 05 and 09.

The experience made,though objectives were only marginally inclusive of System development,
gave the opportunity to be faced with a set of problems usually affecting earlier prototype S
systems assessment.

Several problems affecting equipments, control laws, system integration (hardware and
software) were discovered and studied.

The activity took advantage from various computing and simulation facilities-..e. a digital
processor-to analyse data from fast data transmission lines and in avionic integration rig
with real-time closed-loop simulation capability.

.Lessons learnt are hereinf.reported.with enough details to represent, we hope, a valuable
reference also for readers not familiar with the projects we are writing about.

New facilities tailored to cover as much as possible of weapon system testing needs are
being developed to cope with requirements from oncoming projects relying upon more advanced
technologies.

Trends for next trials conduct are discussed outlining engineering activities and ground

facilities needs i.e. simulation and system rig, reqqired to support flight testing of

prototype avionic systems. . -

1. INTRODUCTION''

Tornado autopilot test flights carried, out by Aeritalia were confined to investigate about
performance compliance to system specification requirements when operating in the so-called 4 6
"Basic & Cruise Modes" and with external stores complement to the basic aircraft configura-
tion i.e. only stores suspension system' fitted.
That implied flying in a limited number of external store configurations having potential
to clear the full configurations tree Tornado has to operate with.
A joint effort of Flight Test and System Design Engineering has been necessary to overcome
some problems, not all of technical nature, we had to struggle with. ,*
Next paragraphs describe problems, solutions found and what we are doing in preparation of
a new weapon system development i.e. the.AM-X tactical fighter.

Before going through.all that some words need to be spent to illustrate the systems we will
discuss about.

Few words are necessary for Tornado, weight of papers dealilng with it probably being' in
excess of aircraft gross -weight. Tornado (Fig. 1). hasavariety of aerodynamically different S O
configurations resulting by the combination, of wing sweeps and external stores that may be
fitted to underfuselage and underwing attachment points.

"'4-15
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This, in addition to its large flight envelope and significant centre of gravity excursions ..

resulting from fuel consumption and weapons release, asks for suitable response of the au-

topilot system which may be operated in the following modes during cruise flights attitude
/heading acquisition, track acquisition, baro-attitude hold, autothrottle.

During cruise modes operation the autopilot is interfaced with the following equipments i.e.

0 Cormmand and Stability Augmentation System (CSAS)
0 Inertial Navigator (IN)
o Secondary Attitude and Heading Reference (SAHR)
SAir Data Computer (ADC)
O Main Computer (MC)
O Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI),
o Attitude Director Indicator (ADI).
0 Head-up Disp-ay (HUD)

HUD and ADI receive AFDS signals, CSAS receives/provides signals from/to Autopilot; 'all
the other Systems can be considered as Autopilot data sources (Fig.2).

GIRDSTORNADO AUTOMATIC FLIGHT WTROL LOOP
A •e' ,(BASIC AIM CRUISE MOOES)

ontmAPanel AFES : Autopilot and Ftight.Oirector System
AFDC: Actopilot and Flight Director Computer

" 'AS.

AFDC 1. .

" " .° ."

ANo°'. 
°

AFDC HU

-.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O P. . -. ; -... .- L.- .....-... 'O",.'...,

• , • . .AA. 
. . . . .

ct tor
• ~~~ ~_ IE1NGINES . . • .. ' . .



roday's state-of-the-art for avionic systems design emphasizes the integration via time
multiplexing of digital data buses with a general trend to adopt the MIL-STD-1553b qs the
common standard.
This design solution implies that all the signals are converted to the di I4 l standa -d
format u-"ore their transmission.
As a consequence the bus dea~s with Just one kind of signal and always with, the same. ,

Using the above mentioned technique it is possible to design a great variety of avionic
system structures, each of them characterized by a different level of data bus integration.

SENSOR RT1 RT2 DISPLAY s RTn RT R 9; ~ T
T- SENSOR S a0NS UsR GSPUY

SENSOR OISftA

SENSOR CONTROL RT-REMOTE TERMINAL

BC'BUS CONTROLLER 1I

RTRT I TI 1 - .. oe.-- ,,.".. •"-" -

R T RTT IT R T

a T

FIGURE 3 - DATA, BUS SYSTEM S.,,UCTUR"

In this solution the digital data bus allows the interconnection of a limited number of
remote terminals tasked to act as concentrators of the traffic to/from the various sensors
and displays.

Thfs type of structure asks for great complexity of the remote terminals becaua-• of the -
need to convert a lot of different signals to/from the digital data bush In addition this
solution is characterized by heavy data traffic on the bus because each remote terminal
needs to be filled with all the data related to all the equipments-that are connected to it. . S

The next step is a system where every equipment gains access to 'the digital data bus by
means of its 'own remote terminal and where a centralized bus controller performs the inte-
gration of system sensors and displays by sending through the bus a propet sequence of comn
mand words (Fig. 3b).

The main feature of such a data bus structure' is its high level of flexibility whichever L .
modification to the system lay-out and/or data exchange is easily handled by changing the
sequence of the command words.

Normally each equipment does not require a great deal of data to be exchanged with the
remaining of the system. This situation especially happens when enough computational ca-
pability is embedded in tne equipment itself.

However, the traffic of course increases with the number of the equipments connected to the
data bus.

a1 Z-1 ,. .
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2. FLi3HT TEST INSTRUMENTATION

The flight test engineering discipiline was Dorn together with the possit ilz to instrument
an aircraft anC record aboard in some way' what pickec up by the trans!-ucerrs _

Subsequently, generations ••f aircraft have seen extensive application of -•n.. practice
t getner witn that, quite similar •n princple. cf tapping equipment atoart,

Tapping practice has seen extensive application on Tornado together wits Mikzng of digital
computers information ccntent.
7r autcpilkt perfcormance assessment direct access to main computer anJ autp~iLt computer
data nas been realized by -nrbard recording of data transmission line serial :,gital stream.
However, tapping i.e. picking ;p of' in:erna. :nrf3r'mation in equipments crzginally not des.-
gned for, was also necessary.

Tsrnado's autopilot has two digital computers (AFDC I & 2) self-monitored except for a
crsssfeed of command Inputs to tne CSAS subject to level comparison. A :ACADC interface
maaes AutopilotCSAS inputs exchauge poss.ble. the CSAS being an analogue system.

D'uring a:.top.1ot development, t,apping of the interface in the analogEe section was n-cessa-
ry to pic• up internal signals when investigating about more 'frequent than ex;zected system
drop outs.

Thts facility was present also in the autopiiot,/CSAS interface f~tted to Aerrtalia's pro-
:;typ- aircraft. with of course, all protections any system tapping is reqi,•.--d to have by

Prctec,:tio.c s--- time fails and "t did :ndeed.

!,e _f !n~e C inp arputs fre-n autopilt to the lateral CSAS was affected ty %oltage level
erro~r ,nuced by - faulted FT' ,module us-d in picking up the sigtal at the tapping point .

a 2ýceo ofl consequences.

-'ne was .enign being self-rev-aling as autopilot drop-outs occurred when, the system comman
led the airpl ne t, roll.
Thýe ),her was -1eeit'i "cau4se wheni the lifference between Computer I and 2 signals stood
below Ihe threshold -f the "KonItcr it could not trip and the consolidated: sigrais in input,
to the .AS had a l.ei equai to "he average of tte correct and the w-or' one., The second S
was ijzically a nasty case for isecple involved in system performance evai.aatton.
Next Fig. 5 sfows the two cases experienced.

A-OtL"r C KI MANS t@ n f9 00
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rent solutions if the tecnrology aaopted makes them applizabie.

.%he AM-X Avionic System has given us a good chance to apply this concept. Writing the
zoeo:ifioat'ons for the f'-ir.t t -st odta pulse code modulating ýPCM) and reccrding system

quest has been male of F M!L-S2D-1553b data bus transformer-couping-type stubbing to"
aiiw eiher all tne oual reaundant bus traffic recording or, via the PCM subsystem, select
and resord only those messages on the buses pertaining to equipments involved in the test
being carried out.

This method of stubbing has been chosen in accordance with MIL-STD-1553b Appendix point
<.nt recommendation to provide "t.he benefits of DC isolation, increased c:ýmn-n mode protec-
tion. a doubling of effective stub impedance, and fault isolation for the entire stub and
.erm:na: "

:n some cases the PCM subsystem may assume the role of effective buses remote terminal
whicn means that whnn oireL2tly addressed it will extract data then transmit a status word
rack to the controller.

:n all the above cases -uses trilevel signals are converted into binary by an interface
electrnnics and their logizal sum sent'to the tape recorder as a pseudo single bus signal

serial digital format.

Binary form adopted is bi-phase modulation which does represent further protection, against
mismatch oetween bus line and flight test ejuipments.

A scheme of the data recording system of the A?-X is shown in Fig.6.

To make the FCM subgystem worKing as a remote terminal of the avionic system a modification
necessary irit6 the bus controller i.e. the main computer software. 6

Though relitively simple in principle, aF recommended at point 10.2 of MIL-STD-1553b Ap-
.,'nrix. it can represent the gap errors may steal through into the software with potential
ýAsty con-sequences. Use o)f such a facility will therefore be limited to those cases where
benefits in return largely pay for the risk taken.

I

AVIONIC EQUIPMENTS

MAIN 1 +.

COMPUTER
. r • .. .. e " T .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . T . . . . . . . . . ..- 'I . . -

PCM MAGNETIC TAPE RECOROER

FTI
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nocw pr'cgressi Iiy get ting 130% opera I It y ass uming filrst f' i ng a f AM4-K 2 as ulltimate

:ate fc~r naving software, and czontrol room 1r'arcVware avai labi Li ty at the staaid~ard required

sy fli:gnt .es- engineering Fig. 7. Fa: JI ities more comprehensive descrt_:ttc~n i's given
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7eleT-ery data may be stored on high density tapes (HID) and, in parallel. process-ed for

real timne displaying and to allow quasi-real-time data analysis. At the same time, data

from , you flights may be also processed by the second PCM processor and analyses con-

duct-d ýsing the time sharing omue priin

M-s -) the-avionic tests data analyses not requiring extensive statistical computations

-ray be performed in quasi -real -t iie from computer video terminals working on telemetry

data storerd in a temporary 'omputer memory.

-n'm asp ;A' avionic system dedicated tests. data from the PCN subsyntem and sent to

groýu nd Jia telemetry (Fig.6) allow quasi-real-time data pr.ocessing (Fig- 8) being inclu-

cieof c-oth llY3b bus autoýpilot system related data arnd also non-avionic data- as necessary

to identify from different source, aircraft'motionr and flight conditions.

F!GUR( I8- QUASI-REAI-TIM( M601I JASK- DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

T185 COMPUTER
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Oevelopment phases of theTornado aircraft (Ref. 2,.

Due to the specific tasks to be performed, every rig was set up differently to obtain the
required capabilities.
.tarting from-the purpose of orov,ding the capabi,lity to perform avionic system integration,
very efficient and flexible facilities were arranged to cover a lot of different activities.

:n particjlar when automatic flight control system, like Tornado autopilot, are to be con-
sidered. it is necessary to use a facility allowing real time simulation with the hardware
mn the loop in order to reproduce the real behaviour of the system.

A closed loop system in fact allows to perform efficientl, anl cost effectively all the
activities related to the testing objective of proving. in conjunction with flight trials
activity, the performance and the hardware/software integrity of the automatic flight con-
7rol system under normal and abnormal operating conditions.

T3 -over some involvements in automatic flight cortrols area, the AIT Tornado rig system,
that initially was just used as a flignt back-up rig, was improved with the capability to
;erform real time closed loop testing.

The present AIT Closed Loop System is based on three items : avionic integration rig, data
handling computer and simulat:on computer.

Th:e behaviour of the real control loop (see Fig. 2). is reproduced by fitting the avionic
r:g wi'th AFLS, sensors, MC, displays, control panels and closing the loop through software
models of CSASand aircraft dynamics (Fig. 9). ,

STIMULATION

AN fq[NGOSf ~ DIASPLAYS R i w

*v..a c *sq

moll . ,TA

I INTERFACES AND PATCH4 PANEL. C OMPUTER

11TAO U I~ f3 MEF,- CONTROL

ISIMULAnON COMPUTER O[FC 'ýP ",M)ANND RIP4ERALS .

FIG'JRE 9 - CLOSED LCOP SYSTEM SET UP FIGURE 0- CLOASS REAL TIME FUNCTIONS 0

The avionic equipments are connected as on the aircraft, and their input/output signal-flow
is controlled by the data handling computer via a dedicated'software system, some special
interfaces and through dedicated patch panels.

The operators can use the various control panels/keyboards and a dedicated hardware/soft- S
ware system representative of stick. trim and throttle functions.

The two computers are connected phynically via a 'standard high speed communication interface
and logically by two jobs operating respectively on the data handling computer and on the
simulation computer.-

The operational data flow in the systems is fulfilled according to the following steps

o The output signals of the various equipments are acquired by the data handling

computer and sent to t'he simulation computer.

0 These data are used as input slfgnals for the software molels by the simulation
computer which computes the equipments inputs to be sent to the data handling computer.

" These computation results are used by the data handling corouter to stimulate the
equipments that so. produce new data to, be acquired.

A real time monitoring of this process is accomplished by aircraft displays. measueement
devices, video terminal. line printer and plotter.



serial digital, parallel digital, binary coded decimal, synchro, discrete, analogue.
S 0

The closed loop system makes use of special software on both the computers.

The data handling computer is provided with the so called Closed Loop Data Acquisition and
Stimulation System (CLDASS) which was developed by AIT starting from the Data Acquisition
and Simulation System (DASS) designed by MBB, with AIT contribution, for open loop testing

purposes (hardware/software inte2ration, system investigation, flight back-up, support for
avionic system charges).

The real'time -functions (Fig. 10) are

- r-'rding on magnetic tape and/or disk
- 'cring.on video display or line printer and/or plotter
- .miac stimulation
- .. stitution of serial digitalldata
- data transmission to the simulaimon computer
- event processing and subsequi. iction
Son line commands (for contro test, monitoring and stimulation}

Monitoring, recording, stimulation and ,..stitution functions apply both to the avionic
rig data and to the stimulation computer daý.a.

The off-line functions alluw to replay the recorded data on line printer/video display
(alphanumerically) or on plotter (graphically) and to make use of all the necessary utili-
ties.

The simulation computer is provided with a real time simulation program and with two utility
systems : the aerodynamic data handling programs and the test preparation. interactive pro-
gram.

These systems were designed and developed with the purpose that some limits of the machine
(speed and wordlength) should not affect the ability to perform real time testing and .
that, at the same time, the computer should be utilized at the maximum of its hardware
capabilities. During the project, in fact, the strongest constraints were

o the need that the simulation program running time is such. to maintain the global
cycle time at a value enabling a realistic operation

o the address limitation of a 16 bit computer just allowing 12 K words program when

overlay techniques can not be used for time consuming reasons.

The aerodynamic data handling programs system allows the aerodynamic data management with
the capability of selecting desired portion of the flight envelope;, its functions are

- data selection in accordance with the test to be performed
- data generation in accordance with the aircraft configuration
- data interpolation for intermediate situations

The test preparation interactive program provides all the data/Information necessary to
the test; its functions are

- selected data formatting
- trim conditions computation , " "

- fixed parameters computation
- logic commands interpretation and formatting 0

The real time simulation program contains the software models of all the non avionic, items - -'-

like aircraft dynamics, engine. CSAS, environmental con'itions,, and also of some avionic . -

sensors, so that the use of' either real or simulatcd sensors is allowed.

The program, which was developed uslng, computer o.riented real time techniques, allows

- starting phase
- avionic data acquisition from data handling computer
- avionic data conversion into floating point format
- environmental conditions cbmputation
- CSAS and actuators output computation
- dynamics equations integration
- engine parameterA computation 5
- sensors output computat.Ion
- sensors stimuli computation

, , , ' •7



The Closed Loop System allows testing of all the relevant functions with very high level
of flexibility and accuracy.

In particular it makes possible to

- display and test all the subsystem functions and logics against specification.
- detect incompatibilities or failures at any level
- study and verify corrective actions
- anticipate the system in-flight behaviour
- reproduce in-flight situations 0
- produce results for the flight clearances
- perform training activities

Before starting test activities the facility itself has to be validated comparing the
obtained outputs with the various off-line simulation results, the development flight
simulator data and, as a final step, the flight trials traces. S
Fig. 11 shows a comparison between rig and flight test results.

RIG -

INFLIGWYT

A - PITCH. ANGLE -SANK ANGLE

k .FIGURE 11

COMPARISON BETWEEN RIG AND IN-FLIGHT RESULTS

C - ROLL RATE ANGLE

The facility gives the opportunity to perform a software confidence testing on the program.
implemented within the autopilot computers, checking the correct implementation of

- control laws and failure logics
- limits, thresholds, switches and selectors

and simulating mishandling actions and various types of external malfunctions including
lack of sensors and of power supplies. The performance pnalysis tests extend the investi-
gations covering as largely as possible the complete flight envelope and including several
aircraft configurations. Thd purpose of performance evaluation, which corresponds to
software vilidation, is to control whether the specifidation is met or, in other-words,
whether the software is working as expected.

The performances and the hardware/software integrity are to be proven not only u.1der nor-
mal operating conditions but also in abnormal situations. • .

The main objective of f[alure analysis tests is to check the failures detection by AFDS

*and the aircraft recovery,. analysing failures effects on the system functions and on the

aircraft motion..

Lane failures, interface failures and component failures are to be examined

- lane failures include open and shore circuit
- interface failures include power fails, hardovers and signal specific variations

(failure to zero', step failure, failure to last value, ramp failure)

In addition checks on sensor data tolerance, mishandling operations and disengage characte
ristics are to be carried out. ýig testing is of course performed. in parallel with flight
trials,: the need of a comparison between flight test results and real time simulation

makes the. permanent 'Closed Loop System support essential during the various phases of de-
velopment and In-service. S

This support extends from answering the test pilots questions to reproducing strange in-
flight occurrences.



o Performance prediction a.d evaluation .-. .....

"o Interface failures effect 'esting 0 0
"o Read across between real anC simulated flights

"o Training activities

The autopilot modes performance has )een evaluated considering the operating mission requi-

rements in all tneir complexity. This is carried out by examining in addition to the typi-

cal autopilot and aircraft dynamics parameters, also additional ones not outlined within

the autopilot specification but of relevance in respect to the evaluation of the system

operational effectiveness. For instance, the rapidity of certain manoeuvres e.g.: maximum

bank angle achievement in heading acquisition mode or zero bank angle achievement after the

desired headihg has been acquired, does represent a valuable information to assess the sui-

tability to the mission success of the various autopilot modes.

The facility has been continuously used as a valid support to the flight trials : every
phoenomenum encountered in flight was examined reproducing the same conditions to discover

its cause. The investigations are often let easier to be made by the possibility of obtai- 0
ning dynamically transfer functions between two internal points of the system provided-
they are accessible.

The manual controls implemented on the Aeritalia rig system allow to drive the aircraft
and so to test also flight performances.

The avionic system integration concepts which applied to the Tornado programme are still
considered valid and. applicable.
So, as far as the ground test activity on the rig is concerned, also for today's/future
applications (like the AM-X programme) the same capabilities required and used during Tor-
nado development phase are considered necessary.

Within the AM-X programme Aeritalia are responsible for the avionic system development and
integration, therefore rig facilities must be able to adequately cover every involved 0 .
equipment/subsystem area and to allow any kind of necessary/envisaged activity be performed.

Tasks to be performed are

- testing of system/subsystem functions
- performance prediction and evaluation
- software verification and validation
- testing of failures effect .-.

- reproduction of in-flight situations
- study and verification of corrective actions
- production of results for flight clearances
- performance of training activities

To allow the above mentioned tasks completion the facility must be provided, as. previously 0
seen, with a bench to fit actual avionic equipments as on the aircraft and with an external
computing system as required by all the real time and off line functions generation.

The real time functions shall allow : .-.- '..' -

- recording on proper supports
- monitoring on displays/plotters

-- dynamic Atimulation S
- event processing and subsequent action

- on-line commands
- generation of failures/disturbances
- simulation of the aircraft dynamics
- simulation of all'the necessary non avionic items

The off line' functions shall, allow to replay the recorded data on proper devices and to
use the various utilities (both for signals handling and for initial data generation).

In addition, to the functions already required for the Tornado there is need of special
interfaces allowing data transmission between the avionic bus and the external computing
system.

In the AM-X case in fact also data on the MIL-STD-1553b bus are to be managed by the rig
facility in addition to more conventional types of signals (analogues, discretes,synchro).
During the preparation of the avionic bench it is always very important to maintain the

wiring arrangement as similar as possible to the aircraft one.



lure detection, aviohic equipment stimulation and performance evaluation/verification.

The need to have interfaces dedicated to the signal .~ransmission/acquisition of the chosen
digital data bus imposes to use computer machines having particular features.

The configuration of the external computing system mus; betherefore'conceived taking into
account a lot cf considerations about the various exigencies.

Considering the present computer technology it was decided to arrange a facility based on
a single computer able to perform both the functions of signals handling and of simulation..

So it was necessary to search for a computer provided" :ocI only with particular features in
terms of memory and speed, but also with an architectur- oriented to solve real time pro-
blems and able to acLept every kind of interfaces.

The basic req,.:i.ements to be satisfied were

o maximum use of commercial hardware and software products

o use of a commercial real time oriented operating system
o use of high order languages to develop the rig 3oftware

"capability of managing the MIL-STD-1553b databbus traffic
o very high performances in terms of throughput and bandwidth

The Gould-Sel 32/87 computer resulted to be the machine suitable to satisfy in the best
way the various requirements.

Concluding on 'the rig facility, to monitor at system level the data fl'.w on the avionic
bus a serial bus analyzer needs to be provided. :Some'dirferences in the testing with re-
spect to Tornada are inevitable because of the 15us struc:ure of the avionic system.

For example in Tornado the failure analysis was hardware oriented, while in the AM-X is
mainly related to the bus data traffic management.

.Typical problems are the system dead lock (i.e. a'system trash without restart capability),
error propagation on all the equipments of the bus after clata corruption in the memory of
whichever Remote Terminal.

The testing of such a structure must be considered si:.pler than in the previous projects
due to the fact that it is possible to maintain the failure condition under control by
means of,the dedicated monitors and the special computer interfaces.

In this case we have to test only the software becLause even the hardware failures produce S
as primary effect the loss of the information on the bus. ifter the failure the system
recovery with the related bus re-configuration must be verified.

However it must be not-ed that just for this recovery capability, that was not present in
the Tornado, an absolute repetition capability is not allowed due to the fact that the
phoenomena under consideration are probabilistic.

All what above implies reduction of instrumentation and interfaces with respect to similar 0
activities on traditional problems.

Test units and test procedures can be made standard because identical functions can be'
te'sted in identica] way.
The rig facility, at present under development, envisaged' for the AM-X avionic system is
composed by a bench allowing the installation of all the avionic equipment as in the air-
craft and by a SEL computerprovided with al.l the peripherals anI interfaces necessary to,
cope with all data handling and reproduction requirements (see F,.g. 12);

, AVIONIC IMAGES MONITORING
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Second, close cooperation had to be maintained with the system design responsible Company I 6
(MBB) and with Customers' representative who actively participated to tests planning, data
analysis, reporting and finally to flight operations by providing aircrew for those flights
aiming to investigate more on system operability than on Specification compliance.

Ix was a nice experience indeed, requiring appropriate equilibrium between contractual
rigour 3s Panavia partners and objectivity as part of the joint evaluation team.

We are glad to say that when compromizes had to be reached i. was always after counterparts
mutual ag:-eement, though difficult to reach under some circumstances, and full evidence of
problems found.

Early te;3ts were with "clean" configured airplane i.e. no stores on pylons, to check auto-
pilot in:egration with aircraft 09 equipments making also a preliminary assessment of
performances before mo'ing to extensive investigation with external stores carried.

Software implemented in the autopilot computers we got was a new standard claimed to be
validated having been successfully tested during a few shakedown flights after extensive
computer simulation investigation.

After looking at differences existing between new and old software standard, in-flight
checks were specifically addressed to investigate those parts of the flight envelope where
differences were expected to get more evidence.

One check consisted in flying the airplane at altitude/speed/wing sweep values at which the
old software was limiting the maximum bank angle achievable in turn to lo*er angles with
basic autopilot modes i.e. attitude hold, engaged.

rest evidence was achieved about failing of the autopilot to maintain the reference pitch
attitude during turns because of a lack of pitch compensation signal expected to be propor
tional to the bank angle signal. Flight traces shown in Fig. 13 indicate a continuous
pitch down from roll attitude hold engage till ba-o-altitude mode engage when bank dngle
reduces consistently with lower limit scheduled for "cruise modes" operation. .--- " -

UNK HOLD ENGAGE ALTrITUO- H•OL ENGA&I ALTITUDE HOL ENGAGEi""-_• :;.

AIRCRAFT PITCH RATE

Cj1y AUTOMIOT INPUT TO CSMS

ý E 4,II
N4ORMAL LOAD FACTM

P117CH COMPOGSATO ADC VERTICAL WEED

ROLL ATTITUDE IN VERTICAL SP(ED

FIGURE 13-AIRCRAFT PITCHING DOWN WITH PITCH-ROLL FIGURE 14-LIMIT CYCLE WITH BARO-ALTITUDE MODE EN--GE.
ATTITUDE MODES ENGAGED

Reporting was made to system design engineering and an investigation carried out taking

advantage of the support consortium's avionic integration rigs could provide.

Origin of the problem, as quickly identified, was an undue-limitirg of the pitch compen-
sation signal with.bank angle, occurring because of a partial software modification from
previous standard. -

The consequence'was an annoying limited capacity oi7 the airplane to performe fully produc-
tive test flights for a certain time, software modifications taking many days, not hours,
to be introduced.

Expe.,ience made had both negative and positive aspects which is worth to note having gene
ral validity i.e. not attributable to'a specific team or organization. 0



tly increase especially when series hardware standard is used because of lower

flexibility and huge paper work often required. 0

What aforementioned justifies worries expressed at the end of paragraph 2 about main com-

puter software changes as requi.,ed to ease in-flight data recording.

On the positive side there was

- the quick and productive response avionic integration rigs gave in finding out

mistake location.

This advantage has been fully appreciated leading to require, as mandatory,simi-

lar support in next flight development programmes.

The basic philosophy adopted when selecting aircraft store configurations for test flying,

was to keep all those which had shown some peculiarity during handling qualities and per-

formance dedicated trials e.g. reduced stabilitS margins or higher drag.

There was a good reason to do that be,7ise, as almost inevitably as in all projects requi-

ring special autopilots .o be developed, the system design had to be frozen before the

availability of aerodynzmic data set fully matched to flight data.

The most troublesome crrational external stores configuration ever flown on Tornado

consists of large fuel tanks underwing on inboard pylons and small stores on the outboard

in addition.

Large fuel tanks cause larger than predicted longitudinal stability margin reduction at
high subsonic Mach number the CSAS can bArely cope to. Closing the autopilot outer loop

on a marginally stable inner one we all were conscious to beware of lack of stability,due

to the fact that the autopilot stability margin might have been eroded to an extent larger -

than expected.

Flight tests with baro-altitude mode selected indicated this was the mode actually affected

by loss of sta6ility to a level causing concern about system ability to match Specification

requirements. The phenomenon observed was quiet taking about 30 sec from mode engage to

get its maximum evidence and consisted of a limit cycle with + 0.4 'g' normal load factor'
.excursion (Fig. 14 ) which is too much indeed for "cruise" flying.

An agreement on the interpretation of the phenomenon found was not easy to achieve in this
case.

Staying on the technical aspect. of the matter both ADC and Pitot-Static system gqt attention

because, of significant discrepancies existing between IN and ADC vertical speed measurements
during the 'oscillatory motion. Otherwise, the ADC is fed by the Pitot-Static system which --

closes the loop.with the aircraft dynamics. Thei-efore, also this system was subject to in

vestigation.

The investigation was initially- conducted tAking care o the nature of the problem that in .-

principle might be twofold.

In fact, the limit cycle could be related to a lack of tability caused e:ther by inadequa-
'cy of'gain/phase margin as provided by design (when act al system components and related

tolerances were used) or by components with dynamic characteristics worse than expected.

#s shown in next Fig. 15 both circumstinces occurred.

Airplane's inherent'stability is lower than predicted flight test experience has shown.

Therefore design gain/phase margins fail to'compensate 3eing tailored to fairly'better ba- -
re'airplane..

Otherwise, also equipments in the loop may be contribiting to further'degrade the overall
stability once' tne oscillation starts.

%-*.-..

Next Figure 16 relates to the overall ADC/Pitot-Static system altitude error calculation

based on flight data at the frequency at which the oscillation occurred. In the calcula-
tion reference is made to actual sensor altitude change as resulting from pitch motion
transducers i.e. gyros and accalerometers.

- . . , , , . . ,3-I
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Data shown indicate the ADC error increases when the oscillation amplitude inca-eases with
negligible effect on it attributable to the Mach number effect.

Osci1lations onset was found repeatable and depending on'stability margin available i.e.
manoeuvre point and centre of gravity (C.G.) relative position. By consequence, start of
the oscillation could be obtained at different Mach Numbers flying different C.G.s.

Some consideration can be made on this kind of experience with.a couple of recommendations:

o when evaluating autopilot performances flight test engineers must be always minded

that an airplane i.e. a vehicle moving through and thanks to the air and carrying
a human being, is under testing.
If an approach has to be recommended i~t Is more along with a handling qualities P O
path rather than an avionic one.
In any case a backgiound in control systems design and technology is highly desira
ble.

0 Conflicts betwcen counterparts in charge of different responsibilities are almost

inevitable.
, Perfect solutions are in God's hands but steps forward are easier when a minimum I "

of background commonality exists between people approaching a given problem, though
from different stand point, and use of validated tools accepted by all parties mu-

Stually agreed e.g. simulation facilities and models.

Final settlement of the dispute was made easier by the lucky circumstances of contemporary-
verification cGwhat in the above recommendations.

12.j2 ,.. *.. .. .-



All three are expected to get substantial benefits from previous training of flight test
engineers by use of the flight simulator to get feeling about airplane, stability and con
trol systems, autopilot dynamics.

Pilots should be asked to check first on the simulator the flight test programme proposed
-and flight test engineers to make their assessments in an environment which closely resem
bles .that of the flight.

In our opinion this represents a mature approach to the flight test phase also from design
engineering side who accept "foreigners" be in touch with their own "baby".

In parallel system designers should carry out their activity on the avionic rig which has
capacity, ad described in para 4, either to "dialogue" with a "soft" airplane model to set
up control loop gains and filters or to accept actual "bird" traces for trouble-shooting
once flight testing has started.

The large number of different external store configurations ArM-X is expected to fly does
justify an approach to the test programme allowing to minimize the number of flight ne-
cessary.

Actual tests should be limited, as usual, to a number of key configurations with potential •
to provide clearances, either by analozy or because of greate.: criticality, to all those
in the inventory the Contract claims. Despite of that the number of flights required to
assess autopilot/avionics performance remains high and any further flight simulator use to
reduce it is seen with benevolence.

How this goal can be achieved is barely and idea at the moment, based on the well known .
potential any good simulation system has to replace for specific purposes the actual '

airplane. Since many years ago simulators have been accepted in the training role.
Time has come for Customers to accept also Specification requirements compliance demonstra
tions by simulation in some cases.

Autopilot performance demonstrations as part of autopilot development flying fits very well
to the purpose, external world cues playing a less critical role than in other tasks.

With autopilot hardware available, airplane mathematical model matched to flight data and
sensors dynamics adequately represented the simulator, may represent a powerful tool to sa-
ve money, its degree of representativity of the actual airplane behaviour during automated
flight being very high as shown in previous para 4.

Looking forward to the oncoming activity a couple of recommendations are thought necessary...

A) The first is to write down a system performance specification fully consistent with
system characteristics and phisical world.

B) The second is to make Customer's representative fully aware of the methods and evalua-
tion criteria going to be used in f'light test results analysis.

Point A) e B) contents' are in tight connections and both only apparently triviai.
Meny specifications are wpitten in some parts regardless of testing need,- and constraints
quite simply because people in charge of it has no experience in this field and often too
much under pressure to look for support where this experience may be found.

In addition, ,specifications are written in an early phase of the programme, when equipments
/systems are still on paper.

Changes almost inevitably come in, making contractual documents in some points inconsistent
with hardware/software as actually provided by Contractors.'

Finally, when-statistical evaluation is necessary as it is for avionic equipments and au-
topilots as well, performance figures should always be given together with an appendix a
ting in full detail how the actual performance has-to be derived'from test data. -

- -12-13



Autopilot performance evaluation test flights have been the last phase of a process in S
which participation to design, development and production were the preliminary steps. - - .-.
Closing the loop we got the opportunity to focus attention on simple but fundamental con-
cepts flight test engineers should never forget

whatever item is tested it is on an airplane and we must know how it flies i.e.
make your selves familiar with flight mechanics principles and control systems
technique.

- Avionic systems technology is evolving quite rapidly.
Also flight test instrumentation and computing facilities must evolve at the
same rate co make dialogue feasible.

Money spent may be recovered by a -lever test prog.amme conduct.

- Flight test engineers cannot longer live on the other side of the hill. Design
engineers must be flanked, and where applioable, same language and tocls used to
ease reciprocal undestanding i.e. matherratical. modelling and flight simulation.

New facilities implemented for AA-X Programme support and data bus related problems have
been shortly illustrated and discussed. Much ib expected in terms of faster data handling ." - -'

from the investment made, much is also expected 'in terms of knowledge'enhancement abcut-
onboard data management as required. to face future *'rcraft generation testing.
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T~he linportance of being able to asses pillot worklo"ad In re-al f -itt 13 generally
acknrowleiged by peon-le concerned with -okp11t l:es!.Fr an~d pea al'fcenyand1
safety. -Cirrently, the most isel and ;rcbtanly mosr meinethsec s1 of est1:at.Ing "e,,e's

of.`.Pork1c)ad in flighlt are those b.ased on some forT of 3albective co rtgby experltenceJ
test plo ýts. But sut,ýectlve, opin'lons are s1'-eptttte to bia3 anl I~o pre-ccncei'Jed lie-as
andi so the use of a seLcond and :ocre oo~lectlve Ž-- asýre '_, aigment ~n~eopinions would seern
t~o offer distinct advantages.

Tris paper describes tne way In which a pilot's heart rate can býe recordel to
s-upport, or OCCa3iona ly quiestion, his s~ub'ectllve rat.:,g ofworkload1. A imall numtber oT'
examples from RA`E aedfor-d trila's are presentel t-c !Illustrate the technique, -and a sho;rt
descrtpt.ion is given of' the 9Ae 1146 7rew Cnmr'lement lert tlfati!on exercise. Finally, a
current fligh-t experiment 1-D compare heart rate -. vels and worK'lcaJ ratings In a mor-e
sc-'entific mnanner is described. The rationale eor using heart rate in this way is
discussed Driefly.

I N7,ROtMICTION

Whether or.e Is attempting to optimise workload levels on the flight leck or-& civil
- airliner to Improve safet~y. or to reduice wirkload In thie cockpit of a conbat aircraft to

improve !niss'l-n effectiveness, c is I-mportant to he able to assess workl.,ad in flight.

First of all In any paper devoted to assessing pillot wsrrcload It Is clearly
des~rable to define what Is "neant by the term, for even a brief surve7 of the literatire
hignhlights the confus!ýon that ýýxlsts. Althou-gh there are several defInitions they tend to
be *:argue and to vary acccordln~g to the disciplines and Interests of their authors. I t is
pcss1:1e, however, to place "most of' these JefinitIons Into one )f two broad concept.1all
gro)ups, those that are related to: the demands of the flIght tasks - input load, and those
that are assoclated with tr ~esponse to those dle'an.is - operator effort. ')f course,
there i3 a furndamental' dIfference between these two goaeach* of whIth has 'its devo~tees.
A confliction 'lire thls is dfcatif not imp 'sslble, to resolve and so It Is not
strprlsing that there Is no general agrepment ;>n what is meant .oy the term pilot w.k~d

For the sake of com~pl.eteness It Is worth roInting oiiatthat a1 small number of people
W would argue for a third conc-ptial grcoup conta~nIng Inti-rpretation.9 of woz'kload based on

work results - or performanceo. Although It Is anImportant attribu'e of workload It Is
su;ggested that rerfo-mance jner se shouild not t), considered as the basis t'or wc.,king
definitIons. Neve.rthei-3s, wratoyer Interpretation 1is ised when as-sessing workload It Is
still essential to dlefine and nvonitor performanc-e.

!)eslgn#-rs of 'alrcraft cockpits and fligh1t docks find It convenient to think or
work'load in terms of tne t;tsK. In this way they can preýdict levels or workload for
different flight tanks and' o)perat Iona I ,I1itutIDns by ).;Ing lata derived from various tyces
of task and time analysis In -*ock-ips and i- la1s (it, (2) (3). Levels or Indices or
theoretical worklvad rplorhap, -iore appropriately termed 'tass Iload'), usli'ally expressed as
a fuinction of' time reqýitr,-d and time available, are extrc tly valuatle in the denl~n stagfe
bit , eventual ly , levels3 of itctuall workloadl will need to be -assessed Irn real fl Ight.

In this paper ' workI'ýsd In. considered to) he ro!lated to effort - an Interpretation
whtch 'appearx to be conilstent with the views of monre, than 9O% of professional pilots ('4).
It is ilso an Interpretation that agrees well withi thi, Influence on th~e piloting task of
3uch IndivIdua' factor-s as ',atirall ability. tra~ining and exp-:rtence, physical fitness,
age, and the indlvidual 're~sponse to stress. Corper and Harper (5). in the Introduction to
their handling qualities rating scale, suggested a definition of pilot workload which, in

* a slightly wudified f-rseems to' be most approprlate:, Pilot wbrklead is the. Integrated
* mental and, physicalI effort req~uired to satisfy, the perreive-I demands of' a specicied flight

At prosent the m-oat used and probably the most re-liable methods for assessing
workload In filght arei bti'I on txome form orf ntjhj-ctIvP re~porting Oy e.aperienc-?d teast
Pilots. 1Info)rtunatejy, -ub)J-tIv.ý opinions are- susceptible Lo bias and prs-corcei-ved
!1#-as ani no 'there a;r-? :"oar theo~retical i(tvantAiros in sising more o,.bjnctive. techni'quo;- to
Rxis-se pilot ,.rli.Among)i the masny tochntquon ,sttidlsd are those based on measuring

pyilgclvnrinblos; b)ut the methiod oý, chol ene munt be non-Intrsi~v its well In ".Ing
-,m'atible with, fliglht narftty. %foprt rate, -which noatisries tnere critertia, Is re'Latively

mimsl-pe to rito(rd ;and thep discre-te natture ofte sOgnal alLows variouis rorms of itnRlysis to
boo :iarrIP1 nut wIf h eas#. 14-or-ovor, trie anse of, it physlologlicaol variable to annons
w')rk~road tits in' well with iko.~p that alloos f- tno Inlividual natture of pilriTung



..~e lrt traswere a~ssessing workcload Is Important.

Thý s paper Jescribes examples ta~ken !'r 3m -a nurrier of flight trlals ý.ar5± th1s method

cl` a .esslng worklo~id ha.3 provýeo .3 be of some vaý.,e

The, 'ec!-nlque usel at Bedford for recordIng heart rate In -'th a tased! on the
eoroarlovpn~E.G. Amplifled Ec1 s'-gna 1s, detected by cea' ) f :..o 11-5posable

el~e otrodes applied to the p~lo3t's chest, are .recorded In' aralniguer f'orc-7 n cmagnetic tape
a ii- wn speechr and arosaircraft parameters. In the first insae atrteI

p...ctted out Iln beat-to-best '-rm together with 'cný EC11 'B' wv th baistnal, (Fig 6
Is9n e~aznple) ; subvsequently nean rates3 for coTse-utive 33 see epochs are plotted against.

t , tese are foiind to, te 7cost useril (?Ig -' IZ an e.npe.Menhat1tC~ie ~
particular flght.manoei~vres, t;aSKS, or SLuo-taSKS may be calculated _-S rte';uired.

!ni~t tally pilot opinions of wor~load were given In a relattv.ei_ unstructured
Jescripttve. manner but tne need for some form- of rdt'Irg scale soon became obtvious. Af.,er

nuch tztal~ anl -error, and with the help of nurmerous comments and ctbtssfrom test
p1 oýts, a ten-point scale using the cconcýept :,f spare capacity was develaoped (?ig 1). The
3vera~l design Is based on the 173oper-ýiarper '4and~ling Qualities Rating 3cale '5), familiar

to edford test pilots and sometimes Ased previously, though nis takerly~ to rate workload

Th e 'scale Is not linear anI proatbly lacks sensittivty at the lrover end but Is
readily. accepted by nost P11,-ts who %ave found It easy to use without ':Iae need to always

erto the lecislon tree. iafratings are allowed within each declaton branch and tend
to De iseJ frequently; ognlyIt was leclied~ not to perm-it the ise of half ratings
.t.etwpee ,he aeclsioýn Cbranches but the occastonall difficulty of dectiling hetween the last
two :branches, tin effect between ratings' 3 and 4) was resolved by accepting a rating of

Pilots seem to find It. mach easier to rate a flight task If It is short and well
,ef toed.

3.os f the filght trials ofr Interest ~trom the-point of' view~ of workloaid have
Inovdthe tAKe-Off oýr tne approach ani landing, two tasks that are- well lerined and-

wnere. performarnce can usually be monito:red by o)n-board instrunientation and by airfield--
s1'ted K"etheO1oliteS o)r radar.

;4ear* riates and opin~on ratings initoate only relative differenzeg in worklosid so
tno t e -lpfill to haes"fr rJtmfrpurposes -of coinpartson. Althougih iti
',lIwayl PO.vi ,It'Le toý c01-part heart rate reiponses 'or different experlmnental variables
rngtne :ýaae :at ,or eýven under simillar f'light conditions, the aidvintages of doing

so are O~u s..

*Tth IndIvilual natire of hieart rate responses makes It necessary, especially wohen
!eallng with small, nunhers )f pilots, for each pillot to he c-ansIdered 'as- hzs own con~trol)'.

13~ res tri ction , t oý4!he r wl 'h the h I oh ,cos t o)f operatitng researc.h atrcýraft, usually
la.(S i I * MPcssible to0 obt1'a n e no ogh data for worthwhile 3 sAtt 3t 1: t Ic analysis.
N Pv,! r t he-13, ObV1 ous1 týr-nA3 In 0heart rate rchanges to)gether with pilot ratings can provide
.v~able ini rel'able Ind31,catlons of Jffrences in workload levels.3

The hr ief eXamples presented In thl,- section have been selected from different
flight trials to demonstrate the prictlcal ýise of recording pilits' heart rate~s as a means
of vigmenting their subjective assessments of worW.load.

,qeart rate was first reclsrded routi~nely durlng a sjeries of flight trials to evaluate
* Iffrer-mnt types ofreuo-os Ian-ling approaches (9), (1). The f1Tý two trials uised a

:i 74 noe wnl.ropo transport to compare. simple-segment ateeP approaches with
.rri~lent or6% J* nl %,and, later two-,se~gment approaches of" t'j (hritngin to 3* a

, ) ft, wih conventlonAl 3' approaches. There was g-nerally Kood g-mn ewe h
project p~lots' heart rates aind their subjectivo --stimates of worklicit; .ind in the case Of
t .0 31ngle-,iewment :steep a3pproach alsio with expoctted levels or difftc(u11ty - the. workload
teing expectcd* to tnor-azie with it".eper approach paths and hig~ner t*.tes _,f dencont. F igs'

*2 in-1 3 ,re I!X.Rmpiesý. of ov,!ral m -ean' heirt *rate ohs(di fferent btUitst) . Intprestingly,.
Je~plte their rtel:aotivsy lo6w h'.Art rateý re:iponae'l the PO'oeCl, pilo'ts tiIl~tal Ly rated the
work load for the tw6-!)(-,n,-.nt approaches ias high. It later tranruspi~r-d that oit-nc two
pl1,,t3 had 1.nst Inct1%vely 11 ai ii(d the I'"aofrhar~ from a itr'ep g!-idtent -, with the
h)i ghe r rit-i ot' descont - t) anor-n~ilI,.'IIoa it 10) Vt.A Mt or 'their- f~i rat aiorttea they
mo-11f ied their v to!ws andl I.h-n 'orilssteantlIy rait. " the 71'/1 .i*pjrf,.Wheq :as beting, '13 1aSy
an,* If not irnnler than, t he o ~r-ii 1* tppro)achesi. T7hin exampie htgh111Ar~t.i theo fact that-
3'abJ-ctli-y anzse-ssments nauy he h Ialsid by a I ow I Ag tnst lnctsAw and risconcve~vttlun. to inlntuence
J ulg'onen-t. It al,-s I ntr'at-s the uivttntuage af uising ti-?Art .rites to auigment - o
sometimes to querst Ion - nt.rbJectlv e- a a.-esamentn or worklond.

11-milar haftrt rateo r--spon1.-ei lurIrug ai later trial if'siog ak !AC VC-I() four-je~t
t rinsport t,)o vlaia'ate C)*/'J i w~egea ppr~oachos (with at t ran.siti t rn taeIht. of 500. f



:ernef'l t3 fietlftcnrl DC 'tted -to a ?:Ao l-l_). , nws ove ran i ean
raýtes :o~r ne .7f the three proj~ect oi'13ts recorded duri'ig 3* ani 5' azprazhes fl~wn wit~\
a n di u -, D L. 't nýan be seen r:oat ts-e only'apprrýclabLe 1-io in s.-art rate w1th

rridiirlr~ t',e glile slo~ze acquisition an! early part of tsý-e 6' approa-hec3. 9ut0
s.. ,pe 7,er:':n-ýe ia,ý zilgnl:'tcant , 4 tetttir during, all OL apprOACr-.es! anl 11.l three

z~tWep.re n.w work10cai with T2Z A.tnozign ne-trt rate n. ý nt appear' to
stnte etween, tne two experItmental. tondltl~ors, nor 11td it agree entlrely with p11lo-t

oplI .!tn, 1. swcrtn nctir., t'--at perf oroanae iproved whlsh vi~ggests that pilots Increased
zi~.~r fzrtwI thoot being aware of it.

Teeexamples are typical of f'.ight trials In whichi wctrkilad le'.el3 for dIrferent
*ez±r 3 of tasK1:I.t can b cmpared with. some frms )f' dat-im :or di-h each otner.

~-i w el Jea'gr'ed ratIng scale would have proved usa.tfol. for assseos-ng worK1 ad In
~asIntanesb". iinere dir'ect Comparison i.3 not Possible such a ssýa~e Deccores almost

TefInal re:*slon -l te FPediforl rating' scale was introdauced 4 -;r 1. the ýi "a rrer
3 -':np take-off' tr',_ -A? .ý wA ?1 6 sh-Dws a typical 'Deat-t o-beatV neart rate plot
7eýo rjel 1:irIng a. skI-_imp tace-of'f - rated at 4. This can be -3'rparel wItih Fig 7wn 1:,'
da,3 ecre froýM ts-e -t~ p1 1 crtng hl.s !~ rst ski- 1unp tak.e!--of - ra!ted at ;. T h.e re e

w± e-~ rd I , a g ren on z'ae n heart rate reiroonses an~d w o<airatings I n
ortn nat aork'_al leve_3 "Dr tnese ramp tike-offs are no hl.6%er than those foýr

ýren Ioal sort, ta~e-jr.f7 frrm -3 r-rnway.

I n,.a ore recent se-r"es o;f flights to Evaluate Faonomic Category 3ln~g
n s tý1 I f i )pIlot approacýhez- to a 51ft or b3 rt leclisIon helnt$ ep~endlng :on

allroýr type) i in a 'nan,ýal landing -pilots' neart rates and wr~lo)ad ratin~gs were
r e c:,, Ie I 'I .4 eare ty 'hart rate plot Indicating the increase In workload
1.3 le ýs' 3 he', gs';t Is ere an .i manual control a3su~med f.-r tne lanllng. The scatter

dl iram F~ '11istr ites ~:anolythe relatIonshIp between 32 heart ral.e responses
Ini ok'' rat~ngs -n rtal. fogý ror the senior projec:t piloat.

These brief accounts 3f in-eligh"t workload assessment at Bedf,'rd are oft'ered. so lely
as 3ape f' the way In wlnthe technIque of recording pl'ot's heart rates to
r.;7o.ement their 3ublectlie .5plnions has been developed and used in practice., Mo re
deIle reports )f Ind1.vId.al. trials have been published elsew~.ere (see references).

'4 snort iencriptlon of' the uIse if' this techniquie 'In the certif'ication of' a new
p -n 3 e e r t'ra r. sp )r t alrcraf't -the brlltllsh Aeros3pace 1-46 f'our-jet ^feederlIner - Is

aloln long, and som>et~mes acrlmonlous, Aeb-ite between pilot -untons on the one-
hanI artd rperators ani nan~f'actirers on the' other, on wh~ether :et transport -aircraf't can
be f`,o.wn saf-1y by two pilots Pres311ent Reagan attempted to resolve the controversy by

estihlsl 3! 7a' ak Force to examine the question litpartiaLlyf 12). The President's Task
;oc n A~rcraft 'rew C~ple-rent, wshIch reported in July 198i, identiried f'light de,!k

,wor'kload anallysis and measu-rement as a malor Issue and pointed out that the only generally
ac-eptod methad for evaliuatlng workload at 'present Is task/time-line analysis based on a
compar1son with pravlius allrtralt and f'light deck -designs. 'It wa.3 suggested that th's
method, supplemented by improved 'sub.'ective methods by suitably qu.ýal.Ifed pilots, should
off'er he. best means f'or Jerionstrating compliance with FAA complement criteria. f'or new
mircraf't (FAH 25 1523 Appendix D).

in the ' united Kingdomn 'the CAA has adopted the' Joint Airworthiness Requirements
(JA.~s)' which i~nc ude 'a 1irect rernroduction of' FAA 25 1523 (Ai JA.R 25 1523). British
Aerospace elected to use a combination of' techniques to assean -workload in the BAe 146-
the ft.r3t aircraf't to be certif'ied tinder JARs -dui'ing only 'one evaluation exercise. The
basis for evaluation was a .minI-airline exercise of' the type already .perf'ormed by 'Boeing-
f'or the 757 and 767, McDo)nnell-DouK1,as - with the DC9-80, and Airbus - with the A300 FF.
In late 1982 three teams or' two pilots each' fliew consecutive three-day Intensive f'light
schedules around a circuit of' three major -.kh intensity airf'ields, with crew duty hovrs
considerabl y 16i excess of those allow' 1 by the CAA f'or passenger carrying operatio -ns.
Crew workload was assessed by means t_ subjective estimates f'romi the pilots and f'light
)hilprvpr (using a rating. scale and , t-fltight, questionnaire) and by recording heart rate;
'2'ght deck activity and perrorm~ncp ;-r including error counts -wore monitored by video 4
.cn-ras 3ituated on the f'llght e :k.

"leart rate was recorde(A continuously from bef'ore pre-start checks to af'ter shut-down
checks. Isolation pre-ar pliftern situated on the cockpit floor, fed the EKCU signal, ab
pul 3es, to a liewltett Packard 1)8,16A computer. .Heart rate in beat-toý-beat format was
d1isplayed In real* time on the computer's in-hbuilt ^HT and then plotte~d out by a HP 2763
g ra phld printer. Each plot - or frame - was for 3oo sec or' heart rate plus a 60 sec plot
I n at n- vative directioni, Ic from the previous fra-ne. Fig 10 shows a typical frame
(record" I during a take-off from. Amsterdam).



~ern~oopian - n tne;lar rate p~ot ~*gL).?!L,,ts were :.rr~' tne use i!'
ýne ra i sa' e vef )e the exercise itarltel an.d, in particular, were-; ase to3 consilýer

,, a~ 1" ,r,7 ' ng te D r e 11 us s~ ec. :ý,atlr.S ssr'e requested henty -.irn bi
Wnr.< oal pr~aýe5 ;f ý1 nt 3auch -as the taCe,-cf" anl departure, the a nd~a:r ariandln;ý,

and c~- '- telir.-f'iIgnt fallure l.ure;.urln,: the crul.3e ratlnz3- 4ere requestel

A3 thi ;,ain re~ason f-or recordIng heart rate was to augri~nz sub,1eztI_;i_ assessoments3 of
w )r. m~nra'e~s fo)r t~ne -ý) ser ein esi, s-t of ratings *eeo~. danl

lati 4-n those ritr-71s. Rst for tne~ -- t orkload nhas3e w!ýra. :): parti2ular
Inter ~ ~ 11 S",)g show ~tS of neart rate %1 sec' n frtrg rot rriit io

ar.] frV a -gnt o)rcerveýr rec:orlei a~~n tiý-off and leparture fro.-,' Ta*'_el A) a nd
).17nga appr-oacn and laning at Aisttxrlam

ra -- th re o as r e a.;t-A y, g oo a 7- ~e -,n t tetoeen heart r .i t z an! oko-
at .s ht tnere w e re--i - m ~n er f e x eton s WhIch were PrrObtany tie, Partly t3

x -r e r::e alntne rat I ng s ý ae andý prl Ly t o r a n g t he in~tnte'. level 4'
aýrK )-al ratn-er thian the .evze. *e'r,)e ~i~te p)rt-v!us 31 eois o exampl'e,
4--r-13 '1Z 37'W 1!11ý 30-fsoe .1zen etý.e-n the 'two

s r ra te-ýs a-d t ýelr. ra'ntgs-'eo~ lurtng a take-ý'tf ar~i departture
itA-sea a an a 'n -Ippro-h.- a r. 1 lin io7 at. *_-I I un ~3; It is lrt c!reattrtg ýn at t he

V :gnt osrves'ratlngs3 bn~e etter agreemen~t witn thle po heart

tL:o-ýn t) re~atlng hePirt raew~tn t tec ratings etach: te-to-beat'plot
was ~'Ie I inluly .ln heart rates tna*t -ay have sugg~ested rpiteyhg

-vels oVf ýDad r ra",! ýna - "In rateý :nd1oatlný 3uddep, chariges Ln o-r<1ad; a01,

. 7. -t ne I sere, n, e hnj~ I-) f.ei rat, r a uppresslorn ofhar tevrably
;ýrS!3teýnt wltn 1norei3sd 'nenrtzl 7>ýaj.

7h s- ýf heart -ate t,) auz ' rnt p11-,t's 3 ~ zIi oplntris of* work"IA~d prompts the
~e~ton: ~.7)'1 1.3 tnte r .ati')nshlp tletw''-ýn tnhe tdo 1e"ret is a l~estion that
nuireill nave- been eýximlned In -nr.re lealsomý ý,ears gbtnv atrpeiu

n~as ael tn 13el.a, amr sInIi td ~ underway at Bel±f-rd. The
u-e'Ier I~o~esV~v s,- o IeS leflnoed fl1ght. ?:asks, ',enerla*ng tert~al

-7 j dI rn t -,s4 ' ~f loiulty) telIng flown in a 9,Ae '25 tWln-4et ' business'
arrt o .ra Ip S.;c r" '3 jumnoce oýýf tasks - tio e fowrz !-alrt la down

%* tirn In ? mln it -!ornitant atltýtud, !A.ý1, and1 rate of' tukrn.

t'-1~n trn In ') Min 10t, a s11multanezouAs loss o-f 210.1 ft In 1ltitude at a

>-nstint :V7 ani rate of t.;rn.

A Zý1 turn In P cn11 wltn a amPtneus2'0 ft 11titude laS3 followed by a
ve6e0Y* turn in 2) ,0nt wlth a :3imultaneouis gain of 20r)V ft at a constant

'A_' %nd rate of turn.

4A ýý turn In P mmn oith a simultaneous altitude, loss of' 2'J010 ft and speed
reduct on f li0 kts.

'The 3su sect pilot's heart rate 113 Nionitored throughout ani he ta alao asked to rate
eqo tIiask, or if he destre3 each suib-tisk, using týhe ten-point workhi'vd rating scale
reýferred to) Parller 'ý?ig 1.).

It was originally intended that the #-xperlment would follow a ~tpstgn based on the
?tin square with each pilot flying the se(quInce four times in dtfrerent 'order-. In

p-ictice, pa tly 'because the aeroplane 1.3 avallable only on an 'opportunity' basis and
partly bercau~e more pilots have offered to partilcipate, the sequence is now flown In the
mnost aonveni nt order at the time; but with the first task tc. be flown being repeated at
the end of t~e sequence.

pi~3Perfortyance was measured during the first few flights but. as it: became elear that
p~~3were striving to achieve there be-st perfDomnAnce anyway, anti as it was proving

difficult to apply error scores to. heart rates and ratings, subsequent sequences have not
baen measuroe .

All so ject pilots are highly .-xperiencel but those not current on the aeroplatie are
given at least 30 mins familiartisation before t.einr asked to rate the tao~ka, similarly,
pilots unfamiliar with the rating scale are given a full briefing beforehand.

-oae ' pilots have flown a total of 14 sequences and results show an extremely
g~ood rea;tior sh', between their mean heart rates and their workload ratings for 5 pilots,
reasonably goo)d aogreement fQr another, a;16 no agreeme.nt at all for one piLot. ThIis 'Latter
findin&, 1s Ir accord with previous observations on' tindivtideal roesponstls 'that occasionally
a pilot's heart rate,' whilst re-vonding qualitatively with expected changes .1h workload,



There i~s now substantial evidence to suggest that during hurmral. o lennandlnF fllghnt
heart rate respcýnses in experlenced pilot~s are determined al:n3t. en!tire~y by thec'-
workload, so it is interesting to speculate or. the neuro-physioilogloat mechArlis's tnat ariý
likcely to be invol'iel. Rarely Ithhetrtscai due to t1he Infl',ierce of phlysi5ca.
ci~vIlty or to envlronmnetal stressors which In normnal rltglit are -q.;-. lo)w, althouori

nigher rates recorded 'rom pilots I-n the manual. contrull loop suggest that Increased ne-,ro-
muscular activity 'of some form 'nay play a part.

Piloting an -aeroplane, especially during the more difficult manoeuvres, requlrss the

brian to-collect, fi I'er and process 'Information quickly, to exerclse ludgernent and ma,<e
leclis Ions,, and to Initiate raplld and1 appropriate actions. This n~eurological activltt'j-
ah'lh muist have been essential for the surv~vai of prlmitIve man - is tsociateA wl*.!h a
state of preparedress9 sometimes known as arousal. Purtnermore, ther:e Is experlo' ntal,
evidence thnat Inoýreac-ed arousal, up to a moderate level, erihanze3 a person's capacity fir
complex skllls
and t-.as improves perfor-nance (1 . it has been suggested by several people thiat the
rela, ,,-ns'hlp between performance and arousal can be descrited by an 'Inverted '131 -shaped

ýuv!- though th.ere Is o;nly meagr eIdenice in suppo~rt (l'). Nevertoeless, a thecrrttcal
~ of tnis type has3 a particular attraction In the context o)f flying as ;here la

* eviience that' both under- and over-arousal have preceded la~nding6 accidents where
perfo)rmance was clearly be"Low an acceptable level.

There 1s also some experl-mental evidence that a simitlar Inverted 'iJ-shapec function
desc'rltes the relatlonshilp between performance and task demands (Jý;- and it has been
suggeste~d that levels of arousal, are 'determined by tazk characteristIcs or demand~s, by how
the Individual perceives t.-e situation, Prnd by how he responds to hIs envlrorinent (16).
So one can speculate that a pilot is. morr iliwely to produce an adequate - If' no'. optimum -

level of p~rform~ancýe by matcnlng '.,1s level of arousal to the perceived difficilty of th .e
f~lignt task. The result w1I dIeoend largely o3n hIs training, and experience altnoiugh If
the tas~c is a novel one, as happens often In test flying, a slgnlficant element of
empiric!'1sm must be Involved. O)f course, tha level of arousal. should be hig'i ernokgh for
the ta3K Itself and also hIgh ?!nough to allow for the unexpected; for examp'e, an engine
failure on take-off may require extremely rapid -and appropriate actions.

r, onrasions at Bedford, It has been obv*_ous from the sudden Increase In hea'rt rate
after the start of a manoeuvr~e that i pilot had failed to anticipate the Lflficultie of
tne task and 'set' his arousal accordingly. ConverseIty, high heart retes have been
recorded when there was an element' of uncertainty ;about the' taask; thli tii.s particularly
noticeatle for the novel 'ski-jump' take-offs and f'or a pilolt's first appr~ach and manual
land'ng in fog. At such times there has been a tendency f~r neart rate levels to disagree
occasionally with workload ratings-.

Support for these speculations is prdvide"4 by experimental eviderce showing that
approprI ate -pathways In the brain and central nervous system do 'ex!.t. The concept of
arousal. Is an ove rs..mpl Ificat ton of Ccmpleýx neiro-physiologica1 - mechar Isms but It Is
funct'lonal and, providing It Is not confu;sed with emotion, it ' ;plains the eelatlo'nship
between a pil;ot's workload and his heart rate in a convenient -flanner.

* Theuse of' phystologIcal vq: tables to Indicate ],lwels of workload has been viewed
* with suspicioni by many people and the use of only uc,--var~abli - such as heart rate - has

* been criticised in particular. H1owever, many of ':4iese cr4 ~lcisms have teen based on the
nr~e~ults of laboratory and, liighit simulator elpPe -'ents w!,e re quite often the task' and the

* ~levels of' wor~cload were %inrealisitic.

It can be argz~ed that in using hep.XJv rate to aug~sent ýIlots' subjective ratings two
variables are bel~tg used; but It ls q Ationable whether thley are really separa~te measures
-the' relatloný-hip, already discs CUSS between perceived difficulty of thc? task, arousal,

*and heart rdte precluding truy .Independence; although, as the actual neurological
mechanisms are uncertain'the p ailbility or conscious unawareness must exi3t..

H4eart rate and' subje-4ive ratings are relatively coarse measures - a fact which is
often cr~iticised by scie' .Alsts accustomed to using mdre precise measuring iechniques. But
when onle considers tb ;4'ndivi dual variat~ona in the difr 'erent aspects a.* skill between
pilots, and 'even willt*.I thie same pilot front time. to time, the search 'for minor differences
In workload may t;. unrealistic. In real-world .ýondi,,ions. 11, Is also worth noting that

* ~expected diffeme~ces in workload may be moro Ineoreticai than real and so )efore deciding
whether heart rate or subjective ratings can diffePrentiate between wo'rkloal levels It Is
important to be sure that there Is in fact a real differcnce (10).

Experience at Bedford has shown' that when P pilot Is In the controL loop, or is -

expecting to enter the loop, and when the f'light ask Is reasonably demanding, heart rate
will usually. Identify meaningful changes or differences In workload.' When the tap3k Is
relatively undernanding or when the pilot is In a pur-ely monitoring r~ole, as happens

-. frequently -in the new generation of cIvil transport aircraft, heart rate alone may not
discriminate between small differences in workload - although subjective ratings may Weli
do so. Assessment of cognitive activity of this type is more difficult bht. often, In



,o19riTori rig ne a r rd-#aci uri rig r tignt seemis t: u;e re a a iy a cc eprea cy -ets ea, or a
test pilots have co-operated to the extent of applying their own electrodes andi preparing

cec~i2.gequipment fo)r flight on nany occa-Dns. T ýe eart ratedaaaeotrstid
witn interest ny th',e pi1,)ts who find their resul-s helpfuil In recalling_ vartou3 aspects of
tne sor tle,

in t, ia omte rla a~gsaehsbe generally welc!7med by pilots

woflnd I relatlvely easy to use in practt-ce - even, surprisingly, after tne briefest :of
ntdutr 3, ecent ly tibe rating .scale hias beýen used quite *errecttv9ey to3 assess

w,,r x -)ad on th1ie 9oetng 77oy al,-llne pilots unfamiliar with the technli-ae. These
favourable oDbservatlons ire probably due to th-e use of a depfinition of wcirk-!-ad accepted
by pillý-ts and ',D basing the ,3cale on the idiea of spare capacity.

The exp rirnent to examine the relationshlp h~et.i.ecn heart rates and workloal ratings
'-:s so far p; ý-du'zed somne en,ýcouraglng results. The reaso)ns for the poor agrýeeuent. for one
p~lot irn th~s serIes, and a smnall numher of pilots during flight, trials, avre not known.
Are the heart rate responses ait fault? or are the subject~.ve asseSs.aents unreliable? At
tllnes soMe pilots tend to) give a rating of the instantaneous workload when, ask0-: rather

han to os e h okodlvloe h previous period or taskc. A pilot may
mIsinteýrpret the demands o:f tne task - this isa a reccgnissýd cause of alr~raft accidents;
or pernaps the phY310io-logal iiechanisms Involved in tuning the arousal level_ are at fault,

in the BAe 146 certification exercise there was a reason~able level of agreemc.,t.
betoteen rieart rates and ratings but inconsistencies and anomalies did occur, a-lthough
neltner ratings nor heart rate leve-ýls suggested unus~ually high workload. In this trial
and In others anomalies and inconsIs tenc te: In heart rate responses and workload ratings
have been resolved by discusston with the pilots and re-analysis of' the data in most
Instances. ?or example, several inconsistfncieýs could be traced to rating instantaneous
wirk~load rather than that for the previous 301 sec, ,I~t was Interesting ta note that on
several n)craslons a flight observer's ratings agreed more closely with the ptl(ct's heart
rate than Ili his own ratings (fig 11).

Such observations underline the need to use at least thre e pilots when assessing
workl.ad.

'.o far evidence supports strongly the use of the methodology described above in the
p~o-Att~a. aabsessment of workload In flight; but experience. has underlined the need for the
folloýwlng points to be born In mnind:.

It Is important to use a well designed rating scale which is easy to use and fully
understood by pilots;

such ratings are Increased In value by re..ording the ptlotsa heart rate;

heart rate responses are idiosyncratic and so each pilot should be uised as his own
cont rol;

to a large extent thii same applies to subjective ratings;

neither heart rate responses nor ratings are absoluitt measures of workload.

In tne long term a more sophisticated, reliable ard sensitive measure of'. workload
may be developed, but It 16 sugge-sted that for the time be'ing the use of a techinque based
on the one described In this paper is worth conternplatt~ng.
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Fig 2 Overall,mean 3O sec heart rates (-SEM) for four statistically
designed sorties of single-segmhent experimental noisE abatement
approaches in an HS 748 Andover - one pilot. The arrows
indicate the epochs centred on the touchdown.
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SUMMARY: .". , - .'

In this paper I will show how the judicious use of simulatici in support of flight *
test can be used to leverage the flight test available in nany programs to more
adequately cover the complex test requirements of modern systems. The simulation
facility I *illdescribea is designed around the multiplex data )us structure found in
all modern U.S. aircraft. This architecttre makes the simulation problem easier but is
not a necessary condition for the application of these techniques to support flight
test. However, for non-multiplex bus systems the simulation is bý nature more single
purpose and the difficulty in changing the simul'ation facility from one aircraft type to
another is greatly increased. We at•jhe Naval Air Test Center',a-e- committed to the use
of simulation to support the flight test requirements for all current and future Navy
aircraft. We use the facility today to support F/A-18 and AV-8B avionics system
testing. The facility is being expanded to also support flight system and flight
control computer testing for *the F/A-18, AV-8B, F-4S, F-14, and X-29 aircraft. .It is
our opinion that the use of simulation to supplement flight test offers the oniy hope
for being able to adequately test todays highly complex and highly integrated weapons
systems within the level of test assets expected to be available in future programs.

S

BACKGROUND:

At the Naval Air Tesst:Center we are responsible for the Tast and Evaluation (T&E) of
new Naval aircraft. This includes testing of both the airframe, engine, and flying
qualities, and the integrated airborne weapons system. As technology has advanced over
the past decade, especially in aircraft weapons systems, we shared the same probiem that
plague T&E communities throughout the world. Namely, how to adeguately test tbese
increasingly complex systemns within the constraints imposed by program schedules and
asset availability.

This problem became critical with the advent of the new, U.S. Navy, F/A-18 fighter
attack aircraft. This aircraft, designed by the McDonnell Aircroft Corporation, is
intend-d to perform both the fighter and light attack missions of the U.S. Navy through
the 1990's. It also represents a quantum increase in system complexity over previous
tactical Naval aircraft. This increase in complexity is a direct result of the .
aplication of advances in digital system technology to the design of the F/A-18 weapons
system. The aircraft system is designed around a federated collection of independent
processing elements connected over three separate MIL-STD-1553 multiplex data buses
(Figure 1). Each of these prccessing elements contains substanti"! software or
Eirmware. When viewed as a. single system, this 'arge collection of software and
.!irmware' represents a complexity level that far exceeds that of previous tactical Naval
aircraft.

The dilemma we faced in testing the F/A-18 was hcw to adequately test this
complexity within the constraints imposed on us by the realities of the program. Figure - "
I qualitatively gives a historical presentation of this problem. If the amount of
software in a system and thus the complexity is used as a metric againjst which to judge °-':- "'
test requirements for a particular system, then thb historical increases in system ...
complexity have been matched by corresponding increases in the testing required to
adequately test and evaluate these systems. At the same* 'time, the individual test
requirements, as well as the cost of consumables necessary to perform a' test, have •
increased individual .test costs. The result, as figure 2 shows, is a rapid escallati6n
in the total resources necessary to adequately test a modern weapons system using
conventional flight test techniques. At the same time, normal ' program and. fiscal
constraints have held the assets available to a' typical test program relatively constant
over time. The result is an increasing gap between the amount of conventional testinc
required to adequately characterize a system and the test assets actually available.
Without alternate test approaches to fill this gap, systems that have not bren
completely tested will be introduced into operation ahd hidden ir',-dequacies will be
discovered when they can least afford to be, during operational use.

We. recogrized this problem at the advent of the F/A-18 program and found what has
come to be an increasingly common solution. Nately, the use of simulation in support of
flight test to fill this gap between test requirements and test asset availability. The
idea ,is to apply system'simulation techniques to, increase the amount cf valid test data
obtained from a given amount of flight testing. The strategy is to use conventional
flight test to validate, the results of a simulation at a particular point in the
aircraft weapon envelope. Then to use thesimulation to determine the perftrmance of a
particular system throughout its total operaticnal envelope. If questionable



In addition, the use cf the simul~ation all1-w.3 the tester to concen-rit avtaillable flight
testing in portions of the opEratlonal en,.e~loe where protlenms are expectd rather than
frs rr: aving to use flignt tlest to discovL-r these problerz areas.

TOR SIMULATION SYSTEA

once we had decided on the need to provide sore tv pe of simulaio sop;'ort for the
F/A-18 we-apcns system test program, we were faced with t'he problemn f designing a system
to suocly tnis SULpcrt. Our design, which resulted in a facility called the Tactical
Avc:cntc and Software Test an d Evaluation Facil -4ty ?TASTEF), was based on "he
arccrtect,.re of the F.A-18 system. We recognized this syztem, the firi- of a riumher of
14a-" svstens to be* ba~ed or, the MIL-STD.-lS53 data bus, was a precursor of future weaoons

svtrs designs. As a result we designed a sirrulation system that wasz compatible with
not only t.he specif Ic F/A-18 weapons system but that would also be cc -a-tible with the

whole new Sene-ration cf multiplex bus oriented aircraft systemszIThe basic design philosophy is shown in figures 3a and 3b. Any MIL-STD-1553 bus
oriented s,,stein can De represented by a simplified block: diagram s~slr.'ar to that shown

-orcure 3a. -he system cornsists of a single bus controller, in this case the Fire
ConV':ol Comp~uter (FCC)',, which Cosmmunicates over the MI-T-5ý u ith a numb~r o.

reoetermr~nals wb:c-h are the otý:er elements in the weapcns system. Our ap;roa,,h was
to use staneard, general purpose, compaters,. along with specially designed interface
.hardware, to simulate this system in a very general way. Figure 3b shows how this can
be done for the simplified system shown it figure 3a. In th:1s exsoý.le- the FCC is
assumed to 5e both the primary weapons system computer as well1 a4 the MIL-STD-1553 bus
controller. '"he general purpose computers are connected to I 1- M!.-S':II-1553 bLs through
specially designed interfaces. The computers are also provid.tod . d3ata shari-g path
between each other. through a rgltiport n=e3ry sy-ýem. This s irtmemory system
provides a single physical tegment of memory*that simultaneous'l; .nr_-ra' to be logically
local to each of the processors in the facili::*y. It elr-ý prvides an interrupt
capability betyieen processors in the facility that can he lt~le~ ýc c,.ntrol_ the timing and
execution of the simulation. Crne more elevtnt is requ;ire6 ýc crt the facility.
This is a multiprocessor execri'rxe program used Lo synchrcnize! and m.n-lthe execution
of the simulation processors.

With this hardware and executive software !it ~ila.e che facility can be usi.?d to
simulate virtually any MIL-STD-1553 bus oriented 9ytw The simplified diagram of the
system, shown in figure 3b, illustrates how this is done -. a typical aircraft weapons
system. Each of the a-ionics subsystems in the aircraflý j& mcdeled in software in the
gener-l purpose computers. In addition, the actuaiL. '~trcz.Li. fire Control Program (FCP)

i~loadled in the avionics FCC in the facility. Wh-, the FCP is running3, the only
connection between the FCC and the aircraft is throsgn the mrl.-S¶D-!Ir uata bus. The
models o! the airzraft avionics subsystemt in the staulation computers ace designed to
,prov:de -esponses to the FCC computer ovsr the -4fI.-STD-1553,bus that are identical to
those in the real aircraft. As a rtsult, once trse e':f7 .nd the avionics subsystem models
are running, Che data environmeent the FCC e'cr.sis identical 'to that in the real
ai rcraft during flight. One other clams of P-imuL~tion software is required to supply
tlhe avio-.ics subsystem models with the -,cr-er o;v- - :)Yental data required by the FCC.
This clats includes models of the airfr-1ie Jynt.-'co, the atmosphere, the earth, and any
other external data required by the sl,;-Itiofl such as target models and cummunication
data lirir models.

In c-peration the system is. ..-'ry simple. The envi ementitt models calculate the
*state of the simulation inclu-4ing all the envirortsent.al data required by the sensor
*models. ,The sensor models ,is* It_ :nvironmental drt3 to develop th~e various responses
required by the 'FCC compuiter (.tic'09 the next comwi-&A'zo.- cycle. The interfaces between
the simulation com;ute's a- Ihoý XZL-STV-1553 &e ,-s itre used by the avionics

* subsystem models to tianstei ctiese drita, Ln is- !croat, on command to the FCC.
An example of how the FCC o t.Ains Pri pLrs.~ 'iformation on the aircraft Read
Up Display (HUD) will illustr--.te t' X *.riV- *n....', the aircraft and aktiosphere
models calculate the dynamic and i'-tocý-;,i' r-zcrently experienced by the aircraft.

* Thelll valtVe are plac,.,d in t 9 mutit;-.rt ,- -i:. Z.ý- use by the avionics subsystem models
in the simulation. In this exampi" the lAi.- ..iputer (ADC; model takes these values
and reformats them for troan ission to the '~C:. "hes.Ž values are transmitted to the FCC

* when, acting as the but cont.,oiler, the FCC requests the particular POIL-STD-1553 messa.je
from the ADC containina this information. Once the FCC receives these data from the ADC

* model it zan compute tthe aircraft airspeed. Wh~en the computation is complete the FCC.
transmits special messa~jes-to the model aimulatinq the controls and di'%plays subsystem
of the aircraft to command the display system to draw the proper airspeed information on
the HUD. The key point is thst all the data on the mIL-STD-1553 data bus is Identical
In all respects to that the FCC would see during actual flight operations. Since the
MIL-STD-1553 data lkath is tht only connection between the FCC and the real aircraft and
sirce the data on this bus to identical in the simulation to that in an aircraft In
fliiht the FCC is etffctive y fooled into thinkinq it is In flight. A3 a result the
comoputational performance of the FCC in the simulation is identical to ite.computational
performance during flight, Tus, tests performed on the FCC software in the simulation
accurately ref lect the in f Iqýht performan~ce of the system and canf be used to, supplemernt'
*flight test data.
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the true' a~ircr~aft peerformance is referred to a~s valdaixn. ln t!::ý, e. o f ', r I ýt i. I
have described, the 'validation effort :5 !ý.inimiza~i by the struc-,,ý- ý4ture C-4tn
simulation. The only interfaces that haive *-:, be validated *zire, tr-,P ýýat
the avionics suiosystem mvdEls and the PCC. 'rhe limited azo.int c,ý ýEata.~~*~
these systems makes this a simpler 68K~ than it mighlt -appear- om t,- surf~c. r-
case of the F/A-18, the contractor had deve~iniped a moltip~lexhu K 'z that.~' te
defined all the data messages between the iCC' and tha variou avcni~cs systprs' tne

*aircraft. In developing the simulations of the avionics subayster'i's ttý list of the r-.:s
* s~essages was used to define the MAIL-S-D-1553 input/output sr.L of each of tne

models. This helped to guarantee the models in the simulation Would accurately retlect
the perfornance of the aircraft hardware. There was, however, one final test required
to complete the validation of the cimv~lati~on. In this teot tne .,.erformantze or tre
weapons syst~m was measured during flignt C.i-st. A duplicate test oa then performed
the simulation and the performar-ce off the simulated system was~ al.i:c mcasured. "'~e

simulation was considered validated whren the vperfor7-a11ce and ap-eratiin zf the iuan
matched the performance and operation or the actual aircraft.;

The simulation architecture shown 'An fij'zre 3t) is cansiderztly.4 i :aplser t ,han the
architecture of the F/A-18 avionics system' s.hnw!' i f' i'oare 2. Trhis: -;if erernce in
complexity, however, is completely accornodate,4 wiWO r~ te ueneral sl-mulation
architecture I have de3cribed. In the actual F /'A-16 simulation i~ll th'r1!e MIL-S7D-l-S2l
buses were-present along with both of th.,_ FCC's f~cm thz airplane. Fig,;rre 4 shows a
wiring diagram of the facility configur(Žd '¶or. F/A-lB testing. As jcý wili note this -,s
an exact analog of the actual ai~c'ratt syst,ým architect ore rshown in Figure 2. 1 hAt
F/A-lB multiplex bus data infornatii~n. obt~ained frob thie prine coantrraetor, was used in
the development of all the avionics suihsvrtem modelA. In addi~tion, after the simulation

w as complete at.] running, the operation of tne simulation in a rumber of~. rconcitions was
* compared with the operation of the aircralt* in flight f~o validate. the simulation.

TYPES CF TRMT PBRFORUUZD

The types of tests which can be performed using a simulation f la to the one I
have just described are even more vatisd tran those which can -be, perf-ormed U.1 the
aircraft'itself. They can, however, be broken into two general clasnes. The first arp
tests on the software contained in the FCC. In. this case the unly actuai hardware
required in the simulation are the FCC's. M~odels of 'tba remat.nder of the avionics
sutsystems are used to provide data to the FCC 'vi the MIL-SIfl-1553 multiplex hue. The
similation, under computer control, flys the simulated weaponts irystem thrrcuh a nv"eb#.r
of "light scenarios and measures the performance of thc F47. soft-eare. 1.1 each- of *.hese
scenarios. r will describe more of these tests in detail and htow they are perforraed in
the next section.

The second class of tests involves testing the softwoare, and in some cases the
harwae operation of avionics other than the. FCC. In this type of testing, the model

ofa particular piece of avionics is teplaced by the actuaL equipment. In the
simulation the interface between the avionics models and. the MlL-SD-1553 data bus is
identicil to the teal hardware. As a result the only actions necessary to include real
hardware in the simulatio~n are to terminate the model of the hardware cind p!i g the
actual equipment into tr'i MIL-STD-1553 bus in the facility. 'Me only problem is thatI any equipment included in the facility in this way must also be provided si~tulated
external stimuli that replicate those it would sense uhile installed rn the aircraft.

* An example uf a system that can be 'provided reasonable stimul.i of this type is the
Stores Management Set (SMS) in the F/A-lB. The SMS is the weapons' release and' control
system for the F/A-lB. In addition to the .RIL-STfl-1551 data bus, it only connects to
tne weapons release and weapons control systems in the airplane. The computational

* requirement necessary, to simulate these external systems and provide the correct stimuli
to the SMS are- Cather modest And well with~in the state-of-the-art. ,Thisx is in contrast

* to the V/A-IS radar hard~ware which, could also be eistly connected to the si'm~ulation but
which would req~iire very extensive and expiensive advances in the state-of-the-art in
stimulation equ ipment to provide an electromagnetic envitonmewnt. that completely
replicated flight conditions.

ring (tCOMM an~3 soIwANE WNSPIN

L
i n thius section Z will-describe a number of the tests that have been performed on

the V,/A-1S FCC software in the TAsTEP. I will first give a relatively detailed example
of bow a particular series of tests, air-to-ground ballistic accuracy and sonsitivitie3,

*were performed. In the remainder of the uectlon I will' present aseries of shorter
* descriptions of other types of tests performed in a similar manner.

Tao r/A-IS. *as most modern attack tPlrcratt, has a number of automatic an'd

spmi-autouatic air-to-qround weapon delivery~mod*s. A typical test performed on t hi 6
type 'of system is to evaluate its accuracy. This evaluation can he Obtaine~d frtoo flIight
test by delivering a statist kcally signif icant sample of weapons at a tarqet in a
particular release condition and recording the distance between each weapon impact point

*and the aircraft ais point. The result of this series of tests in an estimate of the
weapons system Accuracy for the particular weapon used at the particular flight

, *, TEN



"A simulation, sucm as the one described in the first part of this paper, can be Lisetd
to extrapolate a reiatively small amount of flight test ;;apon syste-m irfo .iance 33ta
to estimate 'the performance of the weapcrn delivery system over the entire djelivery
envelope for all weapons carrn c on the aircr•ft. T'ihr first Ete• in this prccePS Is to
octlir. flight test data'tnat records the perforoance of the weapcon de*ivery systen. for a
particaiar weapon a.id del;v condition. The -oext step is to obtain similar data from
cte simulation for the same weapon at exactly the same weapon release condition. The
s sulsucon is validated by comparing these two sets of data and making sa.re they, are the
sane w:itin the measurement accuracy of the flight test data. This validation process
may, and often' will, involve modifications and corrections to the simulation and
sim-latton models to make them more completely representative of the a ctuil bardware.

rhe validated simulation is used to expand the system accuracy estirates throuqhout
the we:.pon delivery envelope for all weapons carr.ied on the aircraft. Tha model of the
SSM3 is initialized to indicate to the FCC that the aircraft is oaded with the weapon
type for which the system accuracy is to be evaluated, in addition, a driver program is
developed that will automatically fly the aircraft simulation ttrough a number of weam-on
delivery profiles. This driver programr is set up to automatically step through a
complete family of possible release delivery profiles by incrementing dive angle-,
aizsaeed, wind condition and release altitude. A final set of simulation test softw'r
is aiso developed to extract the FCC performance in each of the simulated weapon
delivery runs. This software can either capture the computed rrlease point from the
simulation or extract the expected down range and cross range travel for the weapon from
the FCC during -the weapon delivery run. These extracted data are-the FCC's estimate of
the impact point of - weapon released at the point in the delivery profile where the
data were extracted. The accuracy of the FCC's prediction is determined by using the
release point as the initial condition and then running a validated ballistic model of
the particular weapon selected from these iritial conditions to the ground. The
accuracy or performance of the FCC at the particular release condition is established by
comparing the FCC predicted impact point with the impact point established using a
validated tallistic simulation.

This process can be extended to provide system accuracy sen*itivity data that could
not be extracted using flignt test alone. To do this the simulation is first run using

P- perfect models of all the avionics ýensor subsystems that provide input to the FCC
weapon delivery calculations. With these data as a baseline various levels of sensor
errors are introduced into each of the sensor simulation models. The FCC predicted
solutions with and without a particular level of sensor err-, are compared to determine
the sensitivity of the werpon delivery algorithm used Ln the FCC to errors in the
aircraft sensors.

Another result of using the simulation to extend the flight test results is that the
initial validation of the simulation provides what wo, at the Naval Air Test Center,
refer to as a closure analysis of the weapon delivery system. A key element in the
sLimulation validat).on process is to make' sure that the operation of the simulation
matches that of the aircraft. This is done by comparing flight test data with data
produced running an equivalent test on the simulation. Ordinarilyi the sensor models in
the simulation are Initially bodeled as perfect sensors that return error free data to
the FCC. In a real aircraft this is never precisely the case, There are radar ranging
errors, altimeter lag and position errors, and INS velocity errors. These errors
contribute to the accuracy of the weapon delivery 'system measured In flight test. As a
part of the validation effort, data are collected during the flight test to determine
the levels of sensor error present in the aircraft systems. In the validation process

- these error levels are irse*Le4 into the sensor models before comparing the simulation
test results with flight test results. Once a matcn has been achieved between the
simulation and the flight' test data it is possible to evaluate the 'contribution of each
of the sensor subsystem errors to the overall system accuracy. Vais closure analysis is
valuable because it highlights the most significant contributors to system error and
provides management with the information necessary to determine the most cost effective
improvements to the system.

In the previous pa~agraphs r have covered in detail how simulation can be used to
extend the data available from flight test to completely characterize air-to-ground
weapon delivery software. The same approach can be used to evaluate the performance if
the other software elements in the FCC. Typical examples include system' modeing and
backup capability, air-to-air weapon delivery software, navigation functions, and
breok-s cueing.

The first and .simplest types of tests are the evaluation Cf system modeing and
backup capability. Onc- the operation of the simulation has been validated it provides
a convenient tool for doinq all the types of "what if' tests that need to be performed
to make sue the system will operate properly under all conditions. Pilots and or
engineers can ,is* the. simulation to subject the system to all ccmbi|aAtions of switch
closures. mode @elections and subsybtem failures.. They do thisto minimize the chances
that there is any combination of commands that can be given to the system under any
circumstances that will cauge the system to operate improperly; An additional resuli of
this type of testing is that it provides indepth training to both pilots and engineers

* on the system Qpeation. This is important in testing modern,,.highly complex, aircraft



th. .:&.a collection advantages, the simulation also provides, p wiitht a vehicle to
uo ' refamiliar with the system before embarking on highly cncz-Lew- and expensive
f ; ;.- te-.ts. In our experience at. NAVAIRTESTCEN this ability to res.=r-iliarie pilots

prefly complex tests in the simulation has rpduced the number c.f rests that have to
repeated due to coordination problems and pilot error.

A similar type of testing can also be performed to verify t.z pz-cr-r Operation of
many of the functions of the navigation software. In these cas pesa', and engineers
"*fly" the simulated aircraft through a number of navigat_`m -"rient- f e and verify
proier operation of the navigation systems. These include pznper handling of waypoint
information, proper steering commands to selected destinations and proper operation of
the system at all latitudes and longitudes.

Testing the air-to-air software -is similar to testing air-to-ground software. Again
the simulation muF.t be validated using flight test data from several air-to-air tests.
Once this is done, the simulation can be used to extrapolate thre. erfo . ance of the
air-to-air system over• the entire range of the weapon envelope.- A typical test is to
e-aiuate the accuracy of the Launch Acceptable Region (LAR). caI=l-ation in the FCC.
This is the calculation that is made to determine the maximum. and mr.-rimum ranges for the
weapon selected at the current target-shooter geometry. Usually the -ystem designer
develops a curve fit model to approximate the performance of an actual missile in .making
this calculation. The potential problem is that this curve fit. will rot exactly match
the performance of the missile and the system will tell the pilot he is in range of the
target when he is not or -that he is out of range of the target whert h2 really is in
range. The validated simulaticn is used to evaluate this systez by writing a driver
program to step through a muitiparameter family of target-shooter geometries -Varying
such things as shooter altitude, target altitude, shooter velocity, tar-q'et velocity, and
shooter-target aspect angle. At -each individual condition the FCC es.cimate of missile
maximum and minimum ro.nge is extracted from the simulatin,- 't vzlli. Led 6
degree-of-freedom simuli-.zn of the actual missile is then used to checý-, the accuracy of
these extracted solutiens.' The - particular target-shooter geocetry' is setup and a
simulated missile is fired at the target. Simulated missiles are firevd for a number of
ranges until the maximum and minimum ranges that the simulated missile h-ts the target
are determined. These ranges, which ate the best estimates nf the actual missile
performance, are comparedawith the FCC generated solutions to assess tihe accuraty of the.
LAR calculations ih the FCC.

Evaluation of the FCC computation of break-x cueing is another example of using the
simulation ' to extend flight test data and, in this case, improve test safety. The
F/A-18 FCC computes a minimum safe altitude depending on the currecrt conditions of the
aircraft. When the pilot goes below this altitude in a dive the system alerts him by
flashing a break-x cue on the HUD. This cue is timed so that if. the pilot executes a
specified pu.llout maneuver when the cue starts he will miss the ground by some specified
distance during the pullout. To test thia system, flight teat data is obtained at some
relatively shallow dive angle and used to verify that the operation of the brcak-x
cueing in the simulation matches the operation in the airplane. when. this validati-n is
complete the simulation is used to extend the evaluation of the break-x cue over all
airspeeds and dive angles.. A driver program is developed to fly the simulation thr6ugh
a dive pullonkt maneuver. The driver program also is designed to step the simulation
through the f--mplete envelope of dive angle and airspeed possibilities for the airplane.
This program starts the simulation in a dive at some altitudeý above the break-1

altitude. It then flys the airplane through a straight path dive unt-il it determines
the FCC has initiated, the break-x cue. At this point it forces the, airplane to fly
through the npecified pullout maneuver that was ued to define the bieak-a performance.
During the pullout maneuver the program constantly monitors the distance between the
simulated aircraft and the oround. The minimum value of this distance is used to verify
the operction of the break-z software.

* In addition to uhinqthe TASTEP to evaluate the FCC softmare we have also -used it to
verify the proper operation of other avionics subsystems. Normally theme subsystems are
removed from the aircraft and connected directly, to the NIL-SM-1M-51 data bus in the
facility. These systems are thea also provided with external stimu•lations to replicate
the total signal environment of the subsystem in the airplane. In the case ot the
F/A-18 the most novel and successful application has been using the.SKS. An it turned
out, the method used to integrate this avionics hardware into the simulation was unusual

nad as far as I know unique. Instead of simply using the S-S hardvare out of the
airplane and pluqginq it into the simulation along with other required stimulation
hardware and software, we were able to connect the simulation to a fully integrated
aircraft system including an SMS. As a result we were able to test not only the SMS
computer hardware and software, but also the encoders, decoders, cables, and auxiliary
hardware.

,he structured architecture of MIL-STD-1553 bt's oriented syste"s makes the potential-
* of plugging a simulation directly into 4 fully integrated aircraft- extremely attractive.
I The only thing that must be done is to find a way to connect tne simulation bus to the

aircraft bus and then not execute the simulation models of hardware that' will be active
in the airplane. FigureS.- shows schematically how this was done f-or the F/A-IS 1 lt.



ot tr.ý :est of tne avionics subsystems were used to complete the entire weapons system.
As a result the SMS was fooled into thinking that it w~s in flght in an actual
aircraft. This was necessary to be able to put the SMS through its complete paces in a
ground test environment. The problem is that the F/A-18 system is too intelligent and
when it is sitting on the ground with zero velocity and zero altitude it knows it is onI the grc:r.d. As a result, the F/A-lB system will not nerform all the weapons release
sequerces it would in flight. flowevero once the simu.ation and the airplane systems
were connected, the models of the Air Data Computer (ADC) and INS provided simulated
flight data to the FCC and SMS which made these systems believe the aircraft was in
flight. An a -result the SMS and FCC could be made to perform all release sequences on
"the ground exactly as if they were in flight.

In order to set up this type of an operation the first problem was how to connect
the sihulation to the airplane. In the case of the F/A-18, it turns out that this was
easier than anyone would have imagined possible. On the right side of the airplane,
immediately 'available under a removable panel, is a small box with a single cannon plug
entering it. This box is the termination for the two data buses'in the airplane. All
that is required to connect tne simulation to the airplane is to disconnect this one
cannon plug from the bus cetmination box and plug it into a connector that connects to
the simulation.

Before describ ig the testing that. was performed on the SMS using this setup I would
like to digress and discuss the impact of this method of testing. The ccnnection between
the simulation and the aircraft is eytremely quick and 6imple. Additionally, making
this connection in no way fisturbs the flight worthy condition of the airplane. The
impact is that production configired aircraft could be used without modification to
conduct tests of thi-; type. The rapidity and ease with which the connection is made
means that thesc priduction aircraft would only be required for a very short period of

'time during the actual testing. After the tests were finished the simulation could be
disconnect'ed from the airplane, the airplane buses reterminated in the aircraft and the
plane flown away. This opens a new ane as yet relatively unexplored set of test assets
that can be made available to a program on a telative low cost and non-interference
basis. In addition the connection of the simulation to the aircraft in this way
indicates a potential for turning the aircraft itself into a training simulator.

Cetting back to, the S14S tests,. once the aircraft system was connected to the
simulation it was possible to exercise the SMS in every mode that it could operate

i during flight. The purpose of the testing was to verify proper operation of the SMS
under all possible loading configurations and release modes for the aircraft. To do
this a series cf driver progra;'s were developed that would fly the simulation through a
weapon release profile. A test matrix was developed that included representative
samples of zll the loading configurations for all the weapons carried on the aircraft.
Each loading configuration was tested by telling the SMS that the particular
configuratipn was on t:,e airplane and flying the airplane through a release profile.
Stripcharts were used to record the SMS commands to the Cartridge Actuation Devices
(CAD's) in the racks as well as to arming solenoids and electric fuzes. After each
simulated release, the stripcharts were analyzed to verify that the proper commands had
been sent to the weapon suspension equipment. The results of these tests did point to
several problem Areas in the initial SMS software including incorrect electric fuzing
options for several weapons and incorrect weapon release operation for long strings of
bombs. Admittedly, these are not severe safety of flight problems. However, they are
the type of problems that any test activity should discover before sending an aircraft
to operational use.
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FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED IN THE0 NIMKOD MR MR 2 WEAPON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE TRIALS0
by

Squadron Leader L M Dutton
Aeroplane & Armament Experimental Establishment0 [Boscombe Dowr, Salisbury, SP4 OJF, UK

SUMMARY

The Nimrod M7 Mk 2 represents a large step forward in Anti Submarine Warfare (ASW)
tecnnoloti, . T he aircraft operators thereforei need to know -not only how accurately the
now sy_.ems and sensors' work, but also the best ways in which to use the overall system
as a fglgting machine. A&AE2 Boscombe Down and the RAF Central Tactics and Trials
Orgariisation therefore-joined forces to assess the ASW performance of the Nimrod in as
near an operational environment as possible.

The paper shows how the potential accuracy of the Nimrod's ASW systems had to be
matched by the precision of trials data collection, in the air and both on and below
the sea surface. To gain such precisicn, the aircraft were extensively instrumented
and the majority of the trials were cin.ducted at the'Atlantic Undersea Test and-,
Evaluation Centre (AUTECV Range at Andros Ieland'in the Bahamas.

The paper continues b, explaining how the tri•ls analysis technicue had to match the
..variety of combinations of the data which were needed 'to make a stAtement on overall

system performance.

The paper conclu.1es by looking to the .future in the Nimrod trials programme and shows
how forward trials planning is drawing heavily on experience gained so far.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Nimrod MR Mk 2 aircraft, which entered squadron service with the Royal
Air Force in 1979, is a complex, digital computer based, weapon system. Early trials
by A&AEE Boscombe Down cleared the aircraft's systems as safe to'operate, and verified
that the equipment gave "sensible" information. The trials also gave a limited
statement of sub-system and sensor performance. However, it was recognised early in
the development of the aircraft that the complexity of the interactibns between the
overall system, its operators and the operational en-vironment would make it difficult
to provide a simple description of the performance of the overall system in analytical,
terms. Consequently, immediately following the Controller of Aircraft Release (CA
Release) trials, a trials phase wasbegun which attempted to measure the performance of
the overall weapon system in aj near an operational environment as possible. This
phase was entitled the Weapon System Performance Trials (WSPT).

1.2 Any WSPT results are clearly dependent upon the-system configuration
standards at the time of the'trials. and consequently any changes to hardware or
software could significantly affect performance statements. The '!SPT must therefore be
seen as an on-going trials requirement which will continue, in one form or another,
throughout the in-service life of the aircraft, because software, and to a lesser'
extent hardware, will continually be updated, developed and improved in an effort to
match the operational squadrons' requirements.

•3 . Because of the continuing requirement for system performance trials, future
trial aims and techniques will necetsarily need to develop alongside the system.
However, there-are some underlying simple common principles in the trials methodology
to-date which have proved successful, and should provide a c-ýund foundation for future
trials planning.

1.4 The aim'of this paver is therefore to state thesA simple principles and
explain in some detail how they have been used to good effect during the Nimrod WSPT
to-date.

2 THE SYSTEM UNDER TEST When the Maritime Reconnaissance (MR) Nimrod was upgraded
from Mk 1 to Mk' 2 status, the major improvements were it. the sensors and tactical sub-
systems. Extensive use was made of'digital data processing to improve .the radar,
acoustic and Electronic Support Measures (ESM) sensor systems; and for the. first time
these sensors were linked directly to the qgntral tactical'computer. Before we
consider the integrated aystem, it is worth considering each'sub-system in turn. e
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2.1 THE AQS 901 ACOUSTIC PROCLSSORS Figure 1 shows the twin Marconi AQS 901
acoustic orocessing suite. Each AQS 901 has two Video Oisplay Units (VDUq) and two
Hard Copy Units (HCUs) on either of which acoustic data is presented to 'he operatcr.
Between the two systems is situated a co-ordinators station at which a dedicated VT)U is
situated with an associated control keyboard. The AQS 901s can be orerated eitler
singiy or as a combined system. Zach AQS 901 is controlled by a GEC/Merconi 920
Advanced Tactical Computer (ATC) and can process data from a variety of active and
7,atsive sonobuoys. From data displayed to the operator, the crew are able to detect
and classify acoustic targets and obtain rauge and bearing information which can be
passed directly to the central tactical computing system.

2.2 THE SEARCHWATER .kADAR Figure 2 shows the Thorn-EMI Electronics
Searchwater Radar. The radar is controlled by a Ferranti 1600D digital corputer and
offers multiple target tracking aad an identification capability which allows the
outline of targets to be studied, even at long range. The radar was specifically
designed for the maritime role and gives high detection and tracking performance, even
in high sea states. The system incorporates IFF to aid classification and also has
air-to-air and w-ather modes. Targets of interest and their associated data can be
passed directly to the central tactical computing system.

2.3 THE LORAL 1011A ESM Figure 3 shows the Loral 1017A Electronic Support
Measures (ESM) equipment. The' system, which has an extremely wide kF bandwidth, works
on the ag±le superhet principle and is controlled by a GEC-Marconi 920 ATC, and a TI
2520 digital computer. The ESM gives the crew radar warning, classification and DF
facilities throughout the RF passband, and is capable of passing all relevant data to
the central tactical computing system.

2.e. THE CENTRAL TACTICAL SYSTEM Figure 4 shows the central tactical,
computing system (CTS). The system is capable of taking inputs from the aircraft's
sensors, including the AOS 901s, the Searchwater and ESM. The system has its own 920
ATC digital computer and is used to database and display the tactical information.
Also, by adding information from the navigation system. the tactical navigator is then
able to use the CTS to aid his tactical management of the overall aircraft ,weapon
system. -"

2.5 THE INTECRATED SYSTEM The 4 sub-systems discussed above are connected
together as a complex tactical data system. The overall system is summarised in Figure - "
5. This system represents the majority of the aircraft systems under test in the WSPT.
Points worthy of note are, firstly that the*_',, is no overall control by a single
software program, each ub-system is under the control of a host program. _ .

GEC/MARCONI 920 AT"
128K STORE
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 2520 .

64K STO1E
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Secondly, the interf-ýes between the sub-systems impose an extra ca!-'r - P -i to
syctem trials because if any fauits were to emcrge, it , ossibl. a-ýaý tt:._ -i-t c7D 1 %•
be rooted in oa'e system, yet show up in another. Thirdy, tze irozra- t.
-ub-Rystems are updated when requirpd -nd not all at the same time, thT- -ý r
the interface compatibilities is a co,,ilex problem. This last point al-' h' triais'
relevance in that any trial results would only be valid for their corrt"n"<,ting
sub-systems' softwar4 standard. In summary, the trials team recogniaset t-.a ... Ninrod
Mk 2's tactical computing systems were extremelf complicated both inrc iv±:ZIr .,n as
an inteýgrated weapon system. In order to measure. and understand tho one'- • o' su1h
a system, the trials would need to be of equal or perhaps greater cc"pne-i:•-

4 TRIALS PHILOSCFPf

3.1 THE DIVISION OF EFFORT The trials needed to measure the perfcr.-ince of
the aircraft in 'its many maritime roles. Because of the large amount of effort
involved, the trials activity was dividea between A&AEE and the Royal Air Force's
Central Tactics and Trials Organisation (CTTO). A&AEE's work revolvef arouri zhe
aircraft's Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) role. This paper deals only wit*,h those trials
methods employed in A&AEE trials.

3.2 ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS The systems under test contain complex computer
algorithms and are capable of high accuracy both as sensors 3nd tracking systems. If
there were to be any confidence in the trials results, extremely accurate datums would
have to be employed when measuring system errors. Traditional open --San type trials
were sufficient for many of the trial 'aims, particularly in the ea ty days of the
trials, but datum accuracies in the open ocean were not high enough to, enable position
and time to be correlated sufficiently well for detailed performance measurement. An
instrumented range was therefore necessary where both the aircraft, ,uoys, submarine
and any other maritime vehicles could be continuously tracked to extremely high orders
of accuracy, and where time could be accurately related to all trials events.

3.3 THE TRIALS ENVIRONMENT 'The first trials undertaker were those on the
acoustic processing cystem. In order to measure the performance of the system, it was
necessary to compare the system's estimates of target parameters derived from the
aqoustic properties of the target and environment, with actual conditions. Clearly
this task could only be carried out with any confi6ence if the acoustic properties of
both the target and the environment were at best under full control or at worst fully
understood by the trials team. Such a requirement again pointed towards the need for
the detailed trials work to take place on an underwater range, under closely controlled
conditions. Such an argument would also justify the nr-ed for trials on the ESM system 3
to take place on a closely controlled range, though in that case it woutl be the RP
environment which would need to. be fully understood or cohtrolled.

3.4 INSTRUMENTATION Irstrumentation in the Nimrod's operational fit is
sparse. There are 2 tape recorders, used to record data streams from various systems
in 3rder to provide data of operational relevance for post flight analysis. Such
operationally-orientated instrumentation facilities needed to be supplemented, nct only
to record extra data from the aircraft's data streams, but also to recordtdedicated
trials data which was generated by purpose built instrumentation. Much of-the special
instrumentation was provicded to ensure extremely accurate time synchronisat.ion between
all the systems within the aircraft and also between the aircraft and the Tange
computers. Also, with much of the data being presented to the crew on video screens,
it was possible to fit video recorders to record ectupl data, as presented to the
operator. In summary the instrumentation suite was extensive, but ezseatial if tl'e
full performance of the overall system was to be analysed in minute detail.

3.5 TRIALS ANALYSIS It was recognised at an early stage,that the trials
would need to be extremely complex if they were to measure the performance oZ such a
6omplicated system. It was also recognised that some performance characteristics would
be subtle in.their effect and so would require an equal or greater subtlety of analysis "
if effects were'to be isolated. In recognition of the large analysis effort which
would be necessary, the trials team contained several scientists whose activities were
dedicated to the enalysis tasks, and Air Force trials officers were assigned to systems
of their, own professional specialisation. Also,. thc team acquired a GEC 4070 0
mini-computer which was elso de'Iicated to the analysis of MR Nimrod 'trials. The trials
team of 12 people represented a iarge team by A&AEE standards but "as absolutely
essential for trials on a system of such complexity.

4 CONTROL OF THE ENVIRONMENT At the outset of the trials it was agreed& that
highly accurate, well calibrated ranges were probably the only envircaments: ir which
there wouid. be a .iance of obtaining data under very closely controlled conditions.
Such knowledge about, and control of, the environment would be essential if the effects
of system and environment were ever to be separ.ted it. the analysis of the trials. For
trialling of the acoustics, radar and central tactical systems, the range chosen was

'the Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Centre (AUTEC) Range at Andros Esland in the
BaharmAs. The Range is controlledhby the US Navy but the UK is a frequent range user.
The qeographic layout of the AUTEG Ranges is shown at Figure 6.
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* he system perform~ance trialling toec.plac-e in the t- 'apons Range. whi.-h is a 3-Li under-
ý.ater ani in-air trackin r- ange, situated close to .- eastern, coart of Andros Island.
t'espite its proximity ',ind, the range water is, on everaqe, 800 fathore; deep, thus
enabling deep water cesr 'rios to be trialled, under the clore tracking, control and
sipervision of tho ',nge.

4. 1 CONT•L OF THE UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC ENVqOtENT"

4. 1,.l THE SUBMARINE For the trials, the target submarine was. fitted
with a noise generator, capable of emitting a variety of acoustic frequencies,
-controllable in acoustic power output and freauency stabiliýy. ,The acoustic power
"polar plot" of this system was then carefully meastored on an underwater acoustic
range. 7.-.us the submarine used in the trial was ,a calibrated and controllable sound

* -source.

4-1..2 AMBIENT ACOUSTIC NOISE. The Autec Ranges are surrounded7, on 3
sides, by extremely shallow water, hence there is no acoustic noise aenerated by heavy""transiting surface traff'c, other than Range users. .Therefore, acoustic interf-rence

- . s light. The sourcos of such interference are-easily indentified and can ne catered
tor in trials analysis. Thus in the analysis, effects caused by system and environment
could be measured and separated.

4.1.3 RATHYTHERMAL MrASUREMVNT9 Water conditions have a mar, •- effect
upon any acoustic system's perforrmanco. Detailed knowledge of the acouctic cu.-ttions
is therefore essential for anr " " analysis of acoustit' t-ials. rA,ring trial
serials the Rhnqe, surface unt.ts and t~e aircraft were able to take frequent batby-
thermal.' sot.ndinqs for use in the analysis.



and the a--crt. , This was parti. ariy •ifficult since the se .•, -_aret -,as not
i in radio contu-ct wi'-h the aircraft and hence synchronisation.of ant-a,•'ld only be
achieved by tbh stri-:teslc idherence to timing schedules and the . ..g recordino of
t times of significant eýents. Tjming accuracies of 1 second were a ie-. feor when timing
cccurences sach as the submarine's ma:.-s brekxing the water line.

SDAT7M RQUI RMEJNTS

TIME SYNCHRONISATION With data being col!x-cted b-th i.a the aircraft and
,:n the rmc.e, it was essential that the two !ata sources shculd be tirw sy•rchronised.
Tioe synchionisation procedures using -anual events and ti=e 'mark' calls on V/UHF
would only have provided a 1 to 2 second accuracy of time lock. Th-is wag considered
inadequate since the aircraft travels 403 feet or so every second and any time lo'ck
error would result in a large and unk-hcwn data offset between the ranoe and the
aircraft. The trials team considered that 40 feet would be the maxL-"m alalowable
erro r on Aircraft data due to t~ime offsets and a techr~ique which wn-ilzl ensure time
lockirn to an accuracy of 1/10 second or better was the-efnre speciftel. In
retrosmect, this figure was fortunate choice since it equals theý ta-ttcal system
co-puter cycle time. So, if time synchronisation could be achievet iwi-hin a CTS
computer cycle, the aircraft and Range lata would be synchronised to ii,,3 sec at the
worst. and probably to a smaller figure.

5.^ TrRACXIG 5ATUN Detaiie:4 knowl,-dge of the trial vehicles' relative and
absolute positions is essential for trials'which intend tc separate the constituent
errors Cf any weapon system. Trials 3t the AUTEC Ranges presented a new proble- to the
trials team. because although the AUTEC standard facilities could tra,* both the
aircraft. end the submarine very accurately, the sonobuo-,s, which drift. at the mercy of
wind and tide, could not be tracked by the Range facilities. Contint,-us knowledge of
sonobtcy positiu,.)n is clearly essential because the buoy is the link' between the
aircrcýft and submarine and an integral part of th-e systeat unaer test. A new approach
was therefore needel, since tracking the b'3oys during previous trials: had not been
foind possible, with any level of accuracy.

5.2.1 ,TRAC1:NG THE AIRCRAFT One of the trial aims was, to separate the
constituent errors of the aircraft's attack error budget. In order to do this it was
necessary to stody the behaviour of the aircraft at critical staqes in its tactical
operation. The aircraft's navigation sys~tem was subject to system 4 -vft and therefore
not accurate enough to provide the level of position accuracy require4. The aircraft'
was therefore' tracked by "%nge tracking radars throtighout the trials. Exceptional
positional accuracy was obtained by using, an I-band radar trackriag transponder on the
-ircraft. It was therefore poswible to mepsute navigation sy.stem drift and accurate
attack geometries.

5. 2. 2 T'RA,•K.4G THE SUBMARINE Obtaining an accurate siubmarine datum

track is one'of the most difficult parts of maritime trials. Such trackicng facilities
are only available on a very small number of underwater tracking rarmew. On the AUTEC
Weapons Rutnge, the undersea range floor is covered with tracking hydrophones, and the
trial submarine is fitted with an acoustic transpo."-.er or pinger.- Fy measuring the
time difference, by wlich the transponder's pings arrive at the hyo!rCPhoes, the
submarire can be tracked in posititn and speed in 3 dlmensions. Very'high data rates
a-e pobsible and an ext~remely accurate submarine datum plot cam be obtained.

5.2.3 S(N.CW1gY TRACKINc The WSPT tncluded trials which used new types
of directiona! and ranging sonobuoys. It was consideierd ,articularly, important that
the performance of tune buoys should be measured accuirately. This detailed knowledge
would then be a bapel ine against which system performance statements could be made. In'
order to make accurate measuremonts 'of .)uoy bearing or r&nqe errors it was necessary to
track both the submarine and so'obuny throughout atrial seiria. Thi, was the first
time that ma-itime trials h-d tracked the sonobuoys as it was previously considered too
Sdifficuit. However, Figure 7 Is a graphic justificat'lon of the ansalute necessity for

buoy tracking if any credible stafeovent. is to be made on besaing or range errors. The
figure shms the progress of 3 sonciyuoys during the perio4 that t4e submarine transited
from the start of th •track shown, to the finish. If the buoy d4.fts had not been
accounted for, them buoy bearing or range error listributions would clearly have'been
"meaningless.
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Because the AUTEC Range has very limited sonobuoy tracking capabilitie,. a sonobuoy
tracking technique was developed which involved the aircraft flying overhead the buoys
and taking photographs as it paeged through the 'on-top. Once the buoy was identified
on tha film the buoys position in the picture was carefully measured. Then, with
knowledge of aircraft datum position. aircraft pitch," roll. heading and height. an
accurate sonobuoy position could be calculated. .By flying successive photographic on-
tops, the buoy drift vector could be deduced. Figure 8 Ihws 'the print-out of one such
plot where 4 photographs were obtained out of the 6 on tops which followed the dfop.
Sometim-s. for variety of reasons, such as sea glint, high bank angle, etc. it was

- possible tnat th- buoy could not be seen on the photograph. Hoever, in such cases the
"aircraft's position at nn-top gave a-close approsimation to the buoy position.

Once the buoy drift vector was computed the trials analysis prcrame were able to
conpute datum ranqges or bearings with great accuracy for exact times when the acoustic
system's estimates were made.

*. 6 I t;IRUMENTATIOW

6.1 TIME SYNCHROW 15ATION

* 6.1. 1 THE SYSTEM USED The AUT•C Range had the facility to 'transmit
Ranqe master time on V/UHF using IRIG-8 century coded format. Special aircraft
instrimentation was built to decode the Range time signals and, on the full minute
synchronise the aircr.aft' master timw cole (enerator (TCO) with Range time.

- Typically, synchronisationi were accurate to 1-3 milliseconds. The aircraft's-
. computers were then synchronieed'to the TCC via a specially built -link-which provided

extremely faIt time data transfer to the tactical system via a high level interrupt.
t It was this interrupt se*vicinq which set the final accuracy figure of 1/10 sec or
' lhetter on the overall accuracy of the time synchronisation system.

f . .
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it was possible to make detailed notes from the playback of the tapes.

6.2.5 HAND-HELD CAMERAS There were times during the trials when the
entlre contents of video scr-i:s, were required, more particularly when the data needed
sublective appraisal. For this purpose the trials team'used hand-held cameras. 35 mm
cameras were generally used to provide data for post-flight analysis, but polaroid
cameras were extremely useful for instant reference to data during the trials sortie.

6.2.6 WRITTEN NOTES Despite all the high technology data recording
systems, thsý trials officers still made copious notes as the trials progressed. The
notes were, however, more skeleton notes than the detailed type necessary when
automatic data recording is not employed.

6.3 VERTICAL CAMERAS Paragraph 5.2.5 describes the technique by which
scnobuoy3 were photographed using vertical cameras in order to calculate buoy drift
vectors. The cameras were P135 twin spool cameras using Kodak Ektachrotae colour
reversal film. The cameras were extensively modified for trials purposes. As the
aircraft flew close to the on-top position of a sonobuoy, the camera was switched on.
As the film passed through the camera, 3 fibre optic leads printed time codes onto the
film at I Hz, 10 Hz and 100 Hz. As thý aircraft passed through the on-top position,
the buoy homer registered the on-top event and passed an event pulse to the
instrumentation and to the camera interface. On receipt of the pulse at the camera, an
extra fibre optic lead marked the film at the event time. The time code then stopped
and the event time was printed out in alpha-numeric form on the film', using the 4 fibre
optic leads. From the time track it was thus possible to deduce the exact time of the
event time and the camera shutter time of the picture coataning the buoy image.The
on-top event marker on the film also focussed attention in the most Yikply area for
finding the very small image of the sonob.voy.

S ANALYSIS FACILITIES

7.1 DATA REPLAY It is possible for the aircraft's acoustic processing system
to process the acoustic data, from the sonobuoys, in several ways. When flying on
range, the acoustic data is processed in one mode, and then because the raw sonobuoy

-data is recorded, it is possible to re-process the data in another or perhaps several
othec modes post-flight. By adopting this technique, the various modes ,of processing
can be compared directly since all other factorc are exactly the same between
processing modes, This is par:lcularly important because small changes in oceano-
gciphic conditions can have quite large effects on system performance. However, replay
fro, r~w data is not qaite as straightforward as it may seem, and a replay interface is
required, The interface contains bit-synchrornisers ard do-flutter buffers, plus time
syncbaonisation devices to ensure that the data presented to the AQS 901 acoustic
procossor is of exactly the same quality as that generated iti flight. The full system
is shown diagramatically at Figure 9. The figure shows data being replayed on a
2B-trsck tape recorder, and being immediately split into two paths, gne 'for digitally-
coded data and one for analogue. Analogue data is relatively easy to deal with, and
can be passed directly to the replay system. whereas digital drta has to pass through
the bit synchroniser and do-flutter buffers to ensure perfect timing of the data. The
,figure shows tht two possitle replay configurations, one where the airzraft may be used,
as a full replay system and the other where dedicated rigs are used. The rig method
tend* to he used for the more clinical analysis scenarios, whereas the aircraft can be
used with all systems running to provide f ull data bus loadings and more complex
scenarios. Either system generates data tapes which provide flight-quality data. The
replay system is an extremely powerful trials facility, and can be uied to measure the
effects of any aircraft system change. The .aircraft's hardware and software are
subject to continual chanoe and improvement. and relative per'-7rmance measurements are
possible using'the replay system oh "benchmark" runs with standard and well understood
data. 'It is this sort of long term testing capability whicIp makes the replay system an

,extremoly cotm-f.effective trials facility.

7.2 DATA ANALYSIS

7.2.1 ANALYSIS TASK OUTLINE In outline., the data analysis firytmerged
data from several &)urces (the Range, inetrumentati.on and various aircratt system)
and secondly, calculated system performance. Data 'from theaircraft came mainly from
tte 14-track instrumentation tape which contained various data streams and an accurate
time reference.. Data from the AUTEC Range was time. position and velocity for all the
trial vehicles, recorded at l-iecond interval.. In addition, dafa from the sonobuoy
photographic analysis was included. In the 1982 trials., 21 sorties were planned, each
of 7 hours data collection time. It was therefore clear that rating the best use of
all the data gathered would be a substantial task. Reliance ots Automated data analysis
by digital computer was therefore essential.
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the 2 km of film, searching for the sonobuoys, to calculate their drift vecotra. Once
that tedious task was completed the database generation proceeded swiftly. As
expected, much data was rejected for many reasons and the data generated many
questions. the main task of the analysis team at this stage was to write the
application programs necessary to get to the roots of the unexpected questions. The
analysis flexibility and rapid access to data provided by the database has proved the
technique worthwhile and will be used again on similar trials in the future.

7.1,4 ANALYSIS COMPUTING CAPACITY The computing facility at A&AEE
used in the analysis of the Nimrod trials is a GEC 4070 system. The major benefit of
this con~puter is that it is the same system as used by the research, development and
operational agencies within the Nimrod MR Mk 2 project. Software used by all the
agencies is therefcre compatible.

8 FUTURE TRIALS

8.1 SYSTEM UPDATES Trials activity will continue for some time in the manner
described in this paper. This is because there will oe a continuous trickle of new
software and hardware, the purpose of which is to improve the aircraft's capability in
line with a continuously refined requirement by the Royal Air Force. Return visits to
the AUTEC Rarnles are already planned to cover those scenarios which cannot be examined
under replay conditions. In particular new types of sonobuoy will be studied and new
geometries will be investigated. Also, because during replay, the effects of aircraft
dynamics-on the overall weapon system cannot be studied, these areas of trialling are
rightly left until visits to instrumented ranges such as AUTEC.

8.2 TRIALS ON THE LORAL 107A ESM Trials on th. Loral 1017A ESM are
underway, but not at such an advanced stage as Acoustics/CTS trials. It in interesting
that the principles underlying the planning and execution of the 'Accustics/,TS trials
are equally valid for the ESM/CTS trials. Much effort has gone into identifying what
is felt to be the best way of controlling the trials environment for the ESM. Because
of the nature of the equipment, the wide R? spectrum involved and the long-range
receiving capability, no single trials environment would cover all the trials
requirements In the event, 3 controlled environments have been identified, the sum of
which should enable a detailed performance trial to be'carried out. Again, the Ranges
and facilities nec~seary are in the United States, as no comparable facilities have
been identified in Europe.

8.2.1 THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ELFCTRONIC-WARFARE TEST RANCI (CTR) The CTR,
operated by the US Navy at Patuxent River, Maryland has the ability to track the
aircraft throughout its period on range, and to illuminate the aircrmft with a variety
of radars whose transmission parametex.: can be controlled and changed to give adequate
RF coverage across the passband of the equipment under test. The aircraft, at various
distances from the transmitters will analyse tb? CTR radars in a very dense RF environ-
ment, bearing in mind that the East Coast of the USA has an extremely large number of
radars, both military and civil. This sector of the trials therefore provides
calibrated emitters and aircraft tracking in a dense RF environment.

8.2.2 ELECTRONIC WARFARE INSTRUMENTED TEST LABORATORY.(EWISTL) The
EWISTL, also at Patuxent River would be the next logical step in the EW trials. The
broad operating performance data and DI acc.iracy would have been ascertained on the CTR
phase, and this data would provide calibration data for a simulator interface at
FWISTL. The EWISTL computers would then ba able to generate EW scenarios, pass the
data through the calibratcd interface and then in through the aerials for processing by
the aircrafz's ESM system. The configuration outline of the EWISTL facilities are
shown in Figure 11.

Such laboratory conditions represent almost total control of the environment: the
aircraft and simulator ari housed in an R? *preened hangar so electro~nagnetic
interference should be minimal (but not zero). The main advantage of such a facility
is that scenarios can be generated, ranging from a single pulse to a complete tactical
mission with other ships, aircraft or whatever is desired. The (exact) same scenario
will be run as many times as required on different software standards to optimise the
flight.programs. Once the equipment's performance is understood in detail, then the
other tactical system* will be switchee on and their interface links opened. This is
an important step beckuse the ESM has the capacity to generate and pass very large
Squantities of data to the CTS. The ESM/CTS joint system,. once connected will then be

'the subject of a joint trial to assess overall system performance with the environment
ander full control4

- .- .-- .
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FIGURE 10 -ANALYSIS DATAFLOW FOR DATABASE GENIERATION

8.2.3 EW TRIALS AT AUTEC Tle third controlled environment for EPW
trials will be the ALITEC Ranges. The Ranges at AUTVC can be regarded in much the same
way aks the CTR trials phase, but with a much quieter RF environment. aecause of the
relatively small number of non-range radars, it will be possible to obtain, before the
trials, details 3~f their transmission parametirs, thus giving thb trials team a fuller
knowiledge of the RF envit~onment than at CTR. Tha ESM will then be abta Lo use the
calibrated AUTEC emitters as radars for the EW. trial; The main benefit of using AUTEC,
however, is that the aircraft will be conducting further acoustic*/CTS/Radar trials at
the sane time. All interfaces will be opened and the data loading will no varied to
check ESM performance under various loads on.,data hiisses.

9.3 NEW INSTRUMENTATt6?4 We have already discussed. the necessity of a first-
class instrumentation system when' trialling a system as compqlex as that of the Nimrod.
Much of the instrumentation uaed in trials to date has been that initially used in-the
development phase of the aircraft's systems. Now that the aircraft's systems are fully
developed a'new integrated instrumentation mystem is in the processe of being built
which will combine a-ni rei~ord all the aircraft's tactical data streams. The no
instrumentation systam is known as the M1aritime Data Acquisition Svstem (P4ARDAS) and
can be fitted in a front-line aircraft in a few days. MARDAS, is shown diagramati:,aly.
in Figure 12. The s~ystem is being designed and built at A&AE9 and will he used to
support, tri-als for at least the nex* 10 years.

*The system is controlled aye microprocessor which interrogates the various input data
*streams and compiles a 1600 bit per inch comp~uter-conmaiible tape (CCT) in flight.. By
generating CCTs in flight, the analysis can start immediately on *landing and thus give
an enhanced trials management facility. This system will run in. tandew with VTR5s for
the ESM and Searchwater and raw data recorders for the acoustic. systs".'
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ABSTRACT

-- Advances in Avionic Systems and Display Technologies that provide a night attack
capability require an approach to testing that is markedly different from the classical
flight test approach. Improvements in computers, sensors and cockpit displays have dic-
tated innovative test pianning to insure that all integrated system performance require-
ments are fully addressed.

The introduction of Wide Field-of-View (WFOV) diffraction optics Head up Displays
(BUDs) provide potentially more capability than has been previously available. A direct
head-up, pilot-to-real-world interface via video raster and stroke written symbology per-
mits low level maneuvering flight at night and provides at least a survivable capability.
Integration of the WFOV HUD with the F-16 a nd A-10 aircraft provides a potentially useful
capability that could make single seat night attack a realistic and effective alternative. .|

This paper examines the major planning activities and test results of the F-16 and
A-10 HUD evaluations and provides a synopsis of relevant test procedures and test tech-
niques applicable to HUD testing in general and 'night video raster test ing in par-
ticular. The unique test requirements and safety aspects of night attatck system testing
are also addressedand lessons learned are documented.

I

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the results of thu flight tests to verify the performance usabi-
Iity and acceptability of the F-16 and A-10 Wide Field-of-View (WOV) Head up Displays
(MUDs) manufactured by Marconi Avionics Limited, Rochester, Kent, England. The tests
were conducted at the Air Force 7light Test Center (AFFTC), Edwards Air Force Base,
California, from 12 August 1982 t;:rough 17 January 1S83 (for the F-16), and 5 November
19.82 through 8 March 1983 (for the A-10). The F-16 test effort involved 107 test sorties
for a total of 118.4 flight hours and the A-10 program encompassed 45 test sorties and
58.2 flight hours.

The primary objectives of the flight test prograds were to verify that the WFOV HUDs
were functionally equivalent to the production BUDs installed in the F-16A/B and A-10A
aircraft. For the ptrposes of these evaluations, functional equivalency was defined as:

"The condition whereby the capabilities of
the WFOV HUD, evaluated over rll'functiocal
areas, are equal to nr exceed the total
capabilities of the current HUD."

Secondary objectivez were to evaluate the capabiliti4s of the WFOV MUDs to display
a&Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) video source. These eflorts included an evaluation of
the pilot'* ability to interface with the HUD and to qual tatively determine the perfor-
mance of.the BUDs in the video raster mode.

BACKGROUND

In late 1980, Headquarters, Air Force Systems Comman (AFSC) initiated a program to

evaluate various avionic systems applicable to the night ttack mission. The Quick Look.
Review of Night Attack Systems program, was designed to e pose evaluation pilots to a a
wide spectrum of nignt attack 'systems, so as to permit th m to make a comprehensive eva-
luat!on of the avionics requirements for the night attack mission. The quick look.test
effort provided an opportunity to consolidate Air rorce e perience with specific weapons
system and extrapolate this information to a common viewpmint. This information was then
made available to aid the Air Force in making critical decisions concerning avionics and
workload trade-offs in the night attack arena.

The quick look eValuation encompassed the six di'ferfnt aircraft and seven simula-
tors shown in Table 1. Ths program spanned the spectrum cf night attack avionics and, 6
in some cases, specific avionics systems were examined in sevpral design schemes. The
Ohands-on" epxerience of the test team members .was also s pplemented by discussions with
operators who routinely used the equipment in their night operations.

The results of the Quick Look evaluation verified the effectiveness of some speciti"
night attack avionic.systems, and confirmed the importance of the Head up Display (HUD) in
particular. The ability to overlay flight and weapons information on a wide angle electro-
optical video presentations and provide that information to the pilot via a Read up - . "
Display was determined to provide a significant advantage for conducting effective night
attack operations.



TABLE I SUMMARY OF QUICK LOOK REVIEW AIRCRAFT AND SIMULATORS

AIRCRAFT CHARAVTLP'!TICS SIMULATORS CHARACTERISTICS

YA-7E SEST CXAMPLE OF SINGLE F-16 LOW ALTITUDE NAVIGATION PROPOSED CONFIGURATION 0

SEAT AIGHi ATTACK AVIONICS AND TARGETING INFRARED FOR
AND INTEGRATION NIGHT (LANTIRN)

AC-130 CURRENT NIGHT ATTACK AVIONICS F-15 STRIKE EAGLE POTENTIAL TWO SEAT
ALL. WEATHER

HH-53 AVIONICS USED IN NIGHT LOW F!A-18 HORNE- NAVY SiNGLE SEAT NIGHT

PAVE LOW ALTITUD' ZPERATIONS (INCLUDES ATTACK a

NIGHT VISIO'N GOGGLES)

RF-4C, ARN-ICI SOPHISTI,'AITEý NAVIGATION MARTIN .MARIETTA MAJOR SOURCE OF FREVIOUS

PAVE TACK SYSTEM INTECRATED WITH SYSTEM TEST LAS (STL) NIGHT ATTACK RESEARCH

RADAR AND FORWARD LOOKING
INFRARED

F-111D MULTI-FUNCTION DISPLAYS AND CREW STATION DESIGN PROPOSED AIR FORCE •

SOPHISTICATED NAVIGATION FACILITY (CSDF) SIMULATOR FOR LANIIRN
SYSTEM

F-IIIF SOHISTICATED NAVIGATION DIAITAL AVIONICS RESEARCH VEHICLE FOR

PAVE TAnK SYSTEM WITH INTEGRATED INFORMATION SYSTEM ADVANCED COMPUTER,
FORWARD LOOKING INFRARED (DAIS) INTEGRATION

HUMAI; RESOURCE F-16/A-1O SIMULATOR 0
LABORATORY (HRL) WITH COMPUTER

GENERATED SCENES

The P-16 and R-10 Wide Field-of-View Head up Displays (WFOV HUDs) (Figure 1), were
specifically desig9ed to provide these capabilities. Built by Marconi Avionics of
Rochester, Kent: England, the WFOV HUDs incorporate diffraction optical techniques t~o pro-
vide a wide angle video raster image to the pilot that corresponds one-to-one with the
normal daytime scene. Because the image seen hy the pilot relates directly to what he is
accustomed to reeing by day, he can cntinue to use his normal day low flying visual cues
and techniques .at night and thus incr,;ase safety while considerably reducing his workload.

F IF.'.°'.

. o%,°

FIGURE 1 F-16 (ET AND A-bO (RIGHT) WIDE FIELD-OF-VIEW YEDUPD SPL (HUDs).
(LET) EA UP DISPLA•-
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F-16:

In Early 1980 the United States Air Force and General Dynamics initiated the F-16C/D,
Block 25, Multinational Staqed Improvement Program (MSIP). Divided into three stages (I,
II, III), this program involves a series of changes to be integrated into the P-16
airframe and systems which would facilitate the introduction of various advanced avionics
and systems.

Specifically, some of the additions to the F-16 as a result of these modifica..ions
include: The improved Westinghouse APG-66 radar; the modified aN/1PN-22 Radar Altimeter;
an increased capacity environmental control system; and expanded core avionics computer;
and Advanced Central Interface Unit (ACIU); multi-function displays, upfront
Communicatins, Navigation and Identification (CNI) equipment and the LANTIR14 Navigation
Pod, Targeting Pod and a Wide Field-of-View Head up Display.

The incorporation of the MSIP modifications essentially rebuilds the F-16 avionics 0
suite and provides for a significant development potential for increasing the aircrafts
.4ultirole capabilities. The increased avionics capabilities are mirrored in the instru-
ment presentations (Figure 2).

WIDE FIELD-OF-VIEW (WFOV)
HEAD UP DISPLAY (HUD)

Weapons Aiming
-Flight Reference
-Video Raster DATA ENTRY DISPLAY (DED)

HEAD UP DISPLAY (HUD) Programmable Systems

INTEGRATED CONTROL Data Display/ PANEL"HUD C"NTRO PANEL -Either Hand Access

•-Reduced pilotWorkload • I' •'

WSMUM
LEFT MULTIFUNCTION
DISPLAY

-Display of Multiple RTG4T IJLTIFUNCTION
Sensors/Weapons Data DISPLAY

ELECTRO OPTICAL (EO) DISPLAY -Pilot Control of
Sensors/Weapons Data -*jisplay of tlultiple

STORES MAIMAGEMENT SYSTEM (SMS) Sensors/Weapons Data
-Pilot Control of ' 0
Sensors/Weapons Data

FIGURE 2 F-16 INSTRUMENT PANEL CONFIGURATION PRE- AND POST- MULTINATIONAL STAGED
IMPRUiEMENT PROGRAM (MSIP) INCORPORATION INCLUDING THE WIDE' FIELD-OF- -'-

VIEW HEAd UP DISPLAY.

A-10:

The A-10 is also being upgraded to simnificantly increase the aircraft's effec-
tiveness specifically in the night attack, first pass scenario. The total system is envi-
sioned as utilizing pod capabilities to provide the necessary low level terrain following
and target cueing aids that are ,not a part of the basic aircraft avionics. The A-10
Integrated Navigational System (INS) which utilizes digital multiplex techniques, provides
the necessary interface system that allows for integration of.Advanced Avionics with a_ 9
minimum of aircraft modification.



As part of the A-10 'apability upgrade, a noticable change to the aircraft con-

figuration is the adJition of the WFOV HUD in the cockpit (Figure 3). Designed as a
replacement for the production KAISER HUD, the WFOV HUD can provide the pilot with a video
raster presentation as wel' as the necessary flight, navigation and targeting information
for effectiva utilization of the aircraft in the night attack arena.

Wi4e FIELD-OF-VIEW (W14P)
HEAP UP DISPLAY (HUD) HEAD UP DISPLAY (HUD)

HUD CONTROL PANEL HUD CONTROL PANEL WINnSHIELD FPAMIr"
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INSTRUMENT PANEL TELEVISION MONITOR INSTRUMENT PANEL TELEVISION MONITOR

FIGURE 3 A-10 INSTRUMENT PANEL CONFIGURATION PRE- AND POST- LANTIRN SYSTEM INCORPORATION
INCLUDING THE WIDE FIELD-OF-VIEW HEAD UP DISPi.AY.

TEST AND EVALUATION _

GENERAL

Following the test objectives, system description and method of test, the speci-
fic test results for each HUD (F-16 and A-10) are present:d in detail. Human factors
data and qualitative pilot conutents together with engineering analysis are also
i,.cluded. The test effort was structured to evaluate each HUD independently. An
integrated system level performance evaluation was not'considered a pa.t of these tests.

TEST OBJECTIVES :-

The specifi.,. objectives of the Wide Field-of-View Read up T•isplay (WFOV HUD) :light
test programs wE..e: 1) to verify that the WFOV HUDs were functionally equivalent to the
production HUDs currently installed in the F-16 and A-10 aircraft and 2) to provide an
early evaluation of the HUDs-video raster capability.

TEST LIMITATIONS

The F-16B aircraft used for the evaluation was a production Block 15 aircraft
specifically modified for the test program. The Wide Field-of-View Head up ', splay,
designed for the Block 25, Multinational Staged Improvement Program (ISIP) raft only,
was modified-tobe compatible with this aircraft as shown in Figure 4.

A Texas Instruments/General Dynamics*Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) pod was used for
the video raster evaluation. As implemented on the F-16, the interface between the
aircraft and the pod was limited to a video raster display only without stroke-written-
symbology overlayed. In order to demonstrate the raster capability in time to support the
"production decision, these limitations were deemed acceptable and the flight tests were
"conducted with this configuration.

SFor the A-l0 WFOV HUD evaluation, the Texas Instruments/General Dynamics FLIR pod 'was
again used as the video raster-source. Pod control functions .(FLIR power, polarity, gain
and level, etc.) were operated by using existing cockpit switches and controls.'
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FIGURE 4 PROPOSEn F-16 BLOCK 25 (MSIP) PRODUCTION CONFIGURATION (LEFT) AND THE TEST
UNIQUE CONFIGURATION' UTILIZED DURII;G THE FLIGHT TEST EYALUA'I1ON (R:GHT).

TEST IT'FM DESCRIPTION

Aircraft:

F-16.

F-16B, USAF serial number 80-0635, was a productiop Block 15 a;:craft modified with
a reprogrammed Fire Control Computer (FCC), Central Interface Unit. (CIU), and Fire Contzol
Radar (FCR) computer. Additionally, the aircraft was modified-to carry the Quick R!actiln
Instrumentation Package (QRIP) (for recording Mi1-Std-15538 data traffic, and an Airborr-2
Video Tape Recorder (AVTR) capable of providing two hours of video and audio recording.

A-10.

A-1OA, USA? serial number 81-0945,, was a production aircraft structually and
electronicaCly modified to acr-ept the ?FOV BUD. The modification provided for the
installation of the HUD in an aircraft equipped with an Inertial Navigation Slstem (INS)
and a Cockpit Television Censor (CTVS)/Airborne Video Tape Recorder (AVTRY.

Mud:

The F-16 and A-10 VFOV HUDs (Figure 5) were ilectronic anZ optical devices designed
and')built by Marconi Avionics, Rochester, Kent E'jland. They proceased data a'-d pro-
Jected weapons delivery and flight informatior, :n symbolic form on a co,,;ining glass
assembly )ocated in'the pilot's forward field-of-view. The HUDs provided'fox st:oke-
written symbology for day and night operation, and a wide-angl6 video raster diSpizy for
night operation. The raster display was compatible with RS-170 (MOD) 'tandazd video-
The HUD's used "iiffraction optics techniques to obtain a wile angle field-of-view. The
raster displa. and'diffraction optics were the most significant difference- from the pro-
duction HUD-., The F-16 WFOV HUD consisted of tw., Li r, Replaceable Units (I1 s): tae
Display Unit (DU) and the Electronics Unit (EU). The A-10 WFOV HUD had a .. ,,rd LRU ;n

-the form cf a remote control panel.
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-FIGURE 5 A-I1 (LEFT) AND F-16 (RIGHT) WIDE FIELD-O-VIEW HEAD UP DISPLAY

Di a Unit (NU) (F-16 and A-10).

The Display Unit was rounted in the pilots forward Field-of-View above the
glareshield. It contained a high brightness Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), an optical module, ar
autunatic briqntne.ss sensor, azociated electronics for signal interface compatibility,
rnd i combin'iq glass asqenmbly with its associated support structur_2.* It also contained.a
3tilbv ret~cle generator 'o provid,_ an independeht standby sighting capability in case of
Sto~1 electronix. unit failure. In the night environment, the DU could display video
"raster in addition to stroke symbology.

-The F-16 HUfl provided toe pilot with an Instantaneous Field-of-View (TFOV),
ii.e., seen by both eyes s.ianultaneously) of .18.0 degre*,r vertical by 30.0 degrees hiri-
zor~tal (Figure 6). Tne Total Field-of..View (TFOV) was 20.0 dcýroes vertical by 30.0,

*} dqgree.. horizontal. This compares with an TFOV of 9.1 degrees vertical by 13.4 degrees
". hori zontal and a TFIV of J0.0 degrees vertical by 20.0.degrees horizontal in the present

prpductian,HUD

"The A-10 WMV HOD provided the pilot with an rFOV of 19.Q deqrees vertica-l by
. 30.0 degrees horizontal. This differs-from the F-16 WPOV HUD (Figure 6) by being 1.0

dpq'eA larger in thR vertical axis (from +3.0 degrees to -16.0 deqrees from the horizon-
tal datum) and the sine in the horizontal ax'is. The TFOV-of 20.0 degrees vertical by'

* 30.0 degrees horizo tal was the same as the F-16 *7OV HUD. rhese values.are signifi-
cantly larger than "he 14.0 degrees veitical by 10.0 degrees horizontal TFOV in the A-10
prodUeftlon KAISER H D.

•Both the F- b and A-10 IVtD-i contained mounting provisions for a cockpit tele-
vi:lion qenor (CTV, . The C(TV% was 'a Charged Couplo'Device (CCD) electro optical
imajing iy•st.m whilc prodiiced a composite video (television) output. It consisted of
.a video, sennor head mou'nted forward of the combiner glass assembly pointed out over
t.ho nose of the air raft and -in electronic unit which was mounted in & remote locs-

ion. The cTV- 'rae er was electronicaliy overlayed with pymboloqy before beihq.
recorded by the AV:
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Elec'tronic Unit (Ej) (P-16 and A-10).

The electronic units werp located forward if the DU in the Electronics bay
(r-16) 'ar in the cockpit area ,A-10). The EU contained the low voltige power supply,
symbol generator, scan conerter, digital computer and synchronization signals asso-
*cietuid with the HUD intderface requirements. Symbol generation, weapons aiming co- -co
putations an. parameter input scaling were performed by the dedicated digital computer.
The symb-zýoqy presented to the pilots was essentially the same as the symbology of the
present ML.Da. Figure 7 show typical F-16 and A-10 WPOV HUD symbology.
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. ., u PLUVLue tne necessary controls for thc operation of
the HUD. There were five controls on the panel which operated symnbol brightness, mode
select, reticle depression, option select and a non-functional radar altimeter.

'Forward Looking Infrared ýFLIR) Pod:

The GenerAl Dynamics/Texas Instruments FLIR Pod was used as the video source for
the raster evaluations. ThE pod _on'ained a modified Texas Instruments AN/AAQ-9 FLIR,
which was repackaged into ar existing pod and mounted on the left inlet station of the
F-16 (Figure 8) and wing station number 4 of the A-1O for the tests. The optics for the
FLIR were modified to provida a 21-degree vertical by 18-degree horizontal Field-of-View
that was compatible with the EUD. The FLIR was a fixed installation and provided no look-
into-turn or lead-into-turn features. The pod weighed 135 pounds (297.5 kg)' and. was 72
inches (182.8 cm) in length and 14 inches (35.6 cm) in diameter.

;7 wL `1 -1

rl. Po,! Fixed Field of-view

FWRrE 8 F-16 F04MARO LonKVIG INFRARED (FIR) POD FIELD-OF-VIE9.

METHOD OF EVALUATION

The HUD evaluations were based on pilot debriefings and responses to questionmiz:q_
The questionaires were developed for the evaluation of the HUD's in the following i-e-s:

1. Optical - included issues such as field-of-view, depth perc-ntion, distortion, .
color changes, transmissLviry, head motion box, symbology brightness, reflections and

." sunspots. For the video raster flights, the additional areas evaluated included raste
brightnes3, scene discrimination and real-world registration.

2. Pi'chanical - addressed such items as visibility, -scene blockage and controls/

switches.

3. Symbology - included symbol generation and mechanization.

Pilots flew the F-16 and A-10 alrcraft under a variety of flight conditiuaý- ror e!ach
set of tasks,' e.g., navigation: day andi night, overcast, bright sunlight. During Pt-
flight debriefings, data were collected on, each nf the HUD characteristics for the parti--
cular conditions evaiusted. The criteria forassigning these ratings and.determining the'.
*erformance of the WFOV MUDs is presented in Table 2..

Taole 2 HUD EVALUATION CRITERIA

Rating•

Excellent WFOV HUD enhances the baseline (F-16 or
A-10) production SilD capability.

Satisfactory Equivalent to baseline capability.

Marginal .ot equivalent to baseline capability,
but acceptable.

Unsati*factory Not equivalent to baseline capability
and unacceptable.

T.,s ;^ttial acceptability of the F-16 WFOV HOD by the Users was a siqnificant concern
•Jurirq'the evsaz*lons. 7o provide an broad a spectrum of user inputs as possible, four

- - - - - - -"-- -



veapors, air-to-air maneuvers, instrument approaches, VFR patterns, .d laridiags.

In an attempt to quantify the results of these evaluations, a !i'.7) rating scale
(Figure 9) wza developed to provide an objective indicati.on of how th.e asters perceived the
P-16 WFOV HUD.
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FIGURE 1O0 F-16 :: FIELD-OF-VIEW HEAD UP DISPLAY DECOLLIKATION EFFECT. .

The narrow BIFOV of the production HUD (.5.0 degrees'horizontal, by 9.0 degrees"
vertical) was too sm•all to make the decollimation effect readily apparent. It is expected
that dual imaging and a reduction in depth perception will exist whehever a HUD with a
large BIFOV is coupied with this type of canopy. The proposed Marconi Avionics fix
involved deteimining the range of canopy decollimation over a large number of canopies and
decollimating the HUD optics to a comparable mean value.. This approach was never incor-
porated for the flight test evaluation.

The color changes and transmissivity of the HUD were rated marginal by the""
majority of the pilots.- There were two or three colors present in the HUD at all times.
In general, the bottom of the combiner had a pink shade with the top of the eyebrow area
being a darker rose color. Lighit reflections, depending on their incident angle, often
caused a green halo and green glare across the entire lower half of the combiner which was-
extremely distracting to the pilot.

. Several pilots reported reduced transmissivity which caused an apparent reduction
of visual acquisition ranges of airborne targets. Also noted when flying low level under"i--"
overcast Weather conditions, was an apparent darkening of the visual scene which made it"""
difficult to distinguish detailed terrain features. The initial pilot response 'was to
continually look around the HUD to mooitor their flight path, terrain clearance, and to
visually acquire'targets. The dark appearance of the combining glass relative to
background i~llumination gave the impression of having considerably reduced tzansmissivity.
This anomaly was further exaggrated by the pink tint of the HUD which is a by-product of -i..

'Removing the gelatin from the upper, one-third, of the rear'hologram to increase the
overall transmissivity resulted in a cut-off'line and added two more .additional color.-
changes tO the HUD and was a further noticeable distraction to the pilots. In lieu of, "
cutting the holographic gelatin, Marconi proposed leaving the gelatin but gradually fading
the hologram toward the top of 'the combiner. This approach seemed workable but was never -

• ~i~ncorporated for flight testing. "-

The.pink and rose-colored tints, the green halo,.internal reflections, and the ''''
noh-uniformity-of the color changes tended to reduce the pilot's perception of the true.-'--

S~~world. With the Block i5 production'HUD, pilots ofteli tended to acquire targets outside .'['
' ~of the IJUD and then transfer to the HUD for weapons aiming and flight information. The-

WFOV MUD allowed tracking targets longer in the FOV but the Apparent reduction in real-..
world transmissivity along with color mismatching and internal reflections caused a~loss ... •_.
of visual acquisition range. Having to look through three combiner elements in the upper
third of the ,HUD only exaggerated this deficiency and reduce•4 the overall pilot acceptance .....

• of this HUD configuration.

The eye motion box was considered too restrictive by the pilots for several.:•''.
reasons and was rated '-nsatisfactory. Tne eye positionl stipulated in the HUD specifica- ..
tion and for which the HUD optics were designed was~not located at the eye pouition from

, ~which moot pilots flow the aircraft. Figure 11 shows the Allowable eye mpotion box and the•
design and working eye positions. The eye mot ion box defines the allowable head•
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Dynamics and AFFTC personnel. The data obtained during this study ar'• presented if,
Figure 12. Eye positions were plotted while pilots seated themselves at their noornal,
relaked aft, and alert forward positions. As shown by Figure 12, the averagot for all
three positions was noticably forward cf the specification values. r
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FIGURE 11 F-16 SPECIFICATION DESIGN EYE POSITION AND HEAD NOTION BOX.
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FIdURE 12 -RESULTS OF F-16A !LEFT) AND F-168 (RIGHT) PILOT EYE POSITION STUDY.
An additional consequence of being outside and forward of the eye motion box

resulted in the combiner halo,.green glow and some of the interal HOD reflections pre-
viously discussed. Ground test verified that with proper eye positioning some, but not'
all, of. those deficiencies could be alleviated. .-

The results of the eye motion bdx study was incorporated-into the P-16 FIUD Prime
Item Development (PID) specification. "Verification of the HU0 design eye position proved
to be of paramount importance during this HUD test and can have a significant effect on
diffraction optic HUD flight test evaluations.

Symbology brightness was ,rated marginal. The symbology was controlled by an
intensity control wheel as a function of two manual or one automatic brightness mwdes
(DAY, NIGHT, and AUTO). 4tlen using the AUTO mode, the Jisplay brightness did not dccura-,
tely compensate for changing ambient ligh.t or background conditions. The AUTO, position
also caused some fluctuations in symbology intensity under certain ambient light con-
ditions. When operating the DAY mode, the range of brightness control was satisfactiory;
however, one setting was not adequate to maintain the symbology at a comiortablo level.
The intensity had to.be continuously adjusted hecause of sin angle, clcuds or terrain
background brightness changes.



a•Ca in rront or tne BUD comblner were also evident at various lighting con-
ditions. These reflections included the CTVS sensor, canopy placards, and the
depression area in front of the CTVS sensor head. Different colored flight cards were
tried, but no color eliminated the reflections completely. Because the reflections
caused significant pilot distractions during mission critical tasks, the HUD's perfor-
mance was rated unsatisfactory.

Sunspots were observed on nearly all daytime flights when the sun was not
totally obscured by clouds. The most distracting sunspots were collimated which caused
extremely bright, circular images approximately 25 milradians (MR) in Aiameter. These
types of sunspots washed out HUD symbology and made it diffi-.ilt'to see throu-.h the HUD.
A second type of sunspot was caused by reflections of the sun from canopy, pilots'
helmet visor, or other reflective surfaces into the HUD. These types were not nearly as
intense as the collimated sunspcts and were normally 10 to 15 MR in diameter. There
were up to five such sunspots on the HUD at one time. The numLer and intensity of
sunspots caused significAnt pilot distractions and the HUD was rated unsatisfactory for
that reason.

Visibility, had the optical deficiencies not been present, was rated excellent.
The HUt allowed a better viaw over the nose of the aircraft and the increased width was
a significant improvement over the "porthole" effect of the production HUD.

The sides of the HUD end the upper combiner support arms (see Figure 5) caused
some.scene blockage which reouired significant pilot head movements during target
acquisition and attac'.. As shown in Figure 5. the Angle of Attack,(AOA) indexer and
nosewheel steering/air refueling status lights caused some scene blockage. Pilots con-
sistently found themselves moving their head around in an attempt to compensate for the
b•Iky structure. This detracted- from the overall HUD performance. The bulk of the com-
biner frame, the support arms, and the presence of the indexer lights contributed to the
pilots' rating the HUD marginal with respect to scene blockage. S

The controls and switches on the control panel were also rated marginal by most
pilots. Control sensitivity, feel, sense, lineprity and 'response degraded the ability
of the pilots to operate the HUD. The .thumbwhels were considered too flimsy with
insufficient friction for optimum actuation and the symbology intensity control required
approximately two-thirds total travel for any symbology to appear. During daytime opera-
tions, the symbology intensity was controllable by only the last one-third of the
control movement....

The video raster control was located directly under the symbology control, and
if the raster control was not on the OFF position, symbology could not be displayed. It.
was impossible to tell if the raster control was off unless it was physically checked.
The stripe on the thumbwheel was misplaced and did not line up with the OFF label when
it was off.

There were numerous deficiencies noted in the symbology. Improperly placed sym-
bology, jitter,,blanking, pobrly defined or missing symbols, etc., were ali deficiencies
contributing to an unsatisfactory rating.

Due to high 'requency noise, the symbology was often fuzzy and hard to
distinguish. The Flight Path Marker (PPM) and pitch ladders J'ttered excessively, espe-
cially duriny ground operations. The symbology in the lower right portion of the HUD
was also observed to jitter excessively and symbology often blanked intermittently in
the top 10 percent of the FOV.

Those were but a few of the numerous software deficiencies documented during the
test program. The software anomalies accounted for approkimately 60 'percent of'the
deficiencies identified and'resulted in an unsatisfactory rating for symbology
generation.

To ,erify symb6logy placement, a series of ground tests were scheduled. The
composition of these tests was based on tests that were found valuable during similar 9
efforts on other F-16, F-15, and A-10 programs. In particular, the 7-16 canopy/WIOV HUD
combination required that special attention be given to the canopy correction algorithms.
used to correct symbology placement relative to the outside woild as seen by the pilot
and.the CTVS camera system. "

Target displacement tests had previously been conducted at the General Dynamics,
Ft Worth facility. Us-ing a still'photographic digitizing procedure, the General
Dynamics terts provided the canopy eye position and CTVS correction coefficients which S
were used duri'ng the test orogram. The AFFTC ground tests, used a video digitizing pro-
cess, and were intended to verify the coefficients and also to verify the algorithm.•

The-diffraction optical techniques used with'the WFOV configuration precluded '

the use of a camera for direct viewing of the outside world. The CTVS sensor head was
therefore required to be mounted forward of the HUD combiner and the symbology was then
electronic.,lly interlaced with the forward field-of-view. Prior to interlacing the sym-
bology, canopy corrections were applied td the symbology to compensate for outside world *. S
distortions.
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algorithm not being evaluated. The atound test_ orginally scheduled prior to the
start of flight testing and included a complete -A: .. d canopy optical evalhaticn. Lack
of suitable test equipment and clearly defined test _.-ocedures at that time required
postponing these tests to a later date where they wre .n!'! partially accomplished.
The availability of these data early in the test . :ram would have saved considerable
flight test time and would have picvided suhstanrit.ating data for some of the anomalies S
noted later in the program.

Might Operations.

The night ivaluatiOn did not expose any significant findings not already i&_n-
tified. FOV, depth perceptic,:, image distortion, transmissivity and eye motiun box com-
ments were ver-' similar.

One color change deficiency not identified during the day operations was the
pilot's inability to accurately judge glide slope information from the Visual Approach
Slope Indicator (VASI) lights. When on the glide slope, the normal red-ever-white VASI
indicators appeared red-over-pink because of the HUD's pink tint. Loss of this impor-
tant cue at night significantly increased the pilot's reliance on instruments and vision
outside of the HUD's FOV.

The AUTO brightness mode was also unusable at night, being too bright and S
causing fluctuations ..n symbology intensity. The NIGHT mode was also deemed inadequate
since the lowest intersity setting was too bright for night operations.

Reflections were less noticeable at night than during day operations.. Some
reflections of the cockpit console lights were noted on the left and right edges of the
HUD but were not consinered objectionable. During night air refuelings, pilots had no'
difficulty with reflections when in the contact position. However, when moving into or
away from the contact position, reflections in the HUD from the KC-135 tanker lights were S
considered a distraction. Also when flying with a moon from one-half to full conditions,
reflections or 'moon spots" appeared just as sunspots had during day operations and the
HUD was rated marginal.

The symbology also produced one deficiency not seen in the day. When symbols were
at or. near the edges of the FOV, they would often flash or sparkle at a greatly increased
brightness level and were extremely distractirg to the pilot. This flashing symbology
made the HUD unsatisfactory at night.

A st'iary of the evaluation in presented in Table 3. The significant deficiencies
included: a l&ck of depth perception/distortion, head motion box, reflections, sunspots,
and symbology. A 3ulmmary of. the user evaluation is presented in Table 4.

TABLE 3 SUMMARY OF F-16 WFOV HUD FUNCTIONAL EOUIVALENCY EVALUATION

CHARACTERISTICS PiTrNG

DAY NIGHT

OPTICAL:

FIELD-OF-VIEW EXCELLENT EXCELLENT

DEPTH PERCEPTION/DISTORTION UNSATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

* COLOR CHANGES/TRANSMISSIVITY MARGINAL MARGINAL
* HEAD MOTION BOX UNSATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

SYMBOLOGY BRIGHTNESS MARGINAL MARGINAL

REFLECTIONS . UNSATISFACTORY MARGINAL

SUNSPOTS UNSATISFACTORY . N/A

MECHANICAL:

VISIBILITY EXCELLENT EXCELLENT
SCENE BKOCKAGE MARGINAL MARGINAL

CONTROLS/SWITCHES MARGINAL MARGINAL

SYMBOLOGY:
SYMBOL GENERATION UNSATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

MECHANIZATION SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY

boom&



TABLE 4 SUMMARY OF F-16 USER EVAt ATIO

PI.LOT #

#1 #2 #3 #4 CONSENSUS

1 0 UFO
0 -

I 1~ 1~0 1 13 4 3

_-...(..): ::

GROUJND OPERATIONS' • 1 1 3 4 3 2 4 4 2 3 2 2 3 3"

TAKE-OFF 2 3 1 44 4 2 5 4 2 3 1 2 4 3

VFR NAVIGATION 2 3 1 4 4 - 2 4 4 2 3 2 2 3 2

WEAPONS DELIVERY (BOX PATTERN) 3 6 2 3 5 5 2 10 10 3 4 4 3 A 5

LOW LEVEL NAVIGATION 2 4 - 4 5 54 5 10 2 6 2 3 5 5

TACTICAL WEAPONSDELIVERY 3 6 - 3 5 -5 10 -3 6 -3 6 -

A/A WEAPONS 4 8 L45 -6 O 2 8 4 8

A/A MANEUVERS 3 3 - 36 -4 8 -2 8- 3.7 -'

INSTRUMENT APPROACHES 5 3 1 4 4 4 5 21 5 1 2 2 4 3 3

VFR PATTERNS 2 2 I 1 .. 3 4 2 2 5 2 22 3

LANDING 4 2 1 34 4 22 2 2 2

NOTE: NUMERIC VALUES BASED ON HUD RATING SCALE

When compared to the production P-16 BUD within the criteria established, the
WFOV HUD was determined not to be functionally equivalent. It was recommended to the
program office that the WOV HUD not be considered for fleetwide incorporation into the
F-16 C/D aircraft 4n its present hardware and software configuration.

Video Raster.

"Three night evaluation flights utilizinq the WFOV HUD were flown. All of the
flights we:e limited to FLIR video only with no symbology overlayed. Additionally,
the FLIR was locked in the Automat.ic Contrast Enhancement (ACE) mode for a majority of
the airborne evaluations allowing only a cursory look dt the manual gain and level.
control functions.

ve Overall, the IFOV and, TFOV provided by the HUD were impressive, and the HUD pro-
vided excellent PLIR video. Pilots found that with only slight head motions left and
right, a compiete view of the entire FLIR video picture could be obtained. None of the
comments pertinent to previously described head motion box anomalies were observed
during these flights. However, there was no symbology present on the video scene Which
the pilots could compare to daytime observations.

There were three distinct edges to the FLIR video (top, bottom and .right side)
-but the left side had a green band along its entire length which 'bled$ into the vided
approximately 3 to 5 degreep. There were also two wavy lines through the video which
were present only during one of the flights. These two features were somewhat
distracting to the pilcts and detracted from the overall uniformity ef tho video

-The H'O provided good apparent depth perception, especially over undulating
terrain. Over relatively flat terrain with no disttnctive vertical'features, a definite
degradation in depth perception was evident. Overall, a very realistic image of the real
world was attainable. •

There were no canopy/cockpit reflections from the PLIR video on the BUD, and no.
halo effect or reflections were. observed by the pilot or by'the rear cockpit observer
looking forward. ,

The range of video brightness/contrast control appeared adequate to achieve an
optimum FLIR picture. During low, altitude acquisition runs on In targets, detection
ran~gs steadily increased with system familiarity and operator'techniqie. Once the FLIR S
gain and level were set in manual, or when using theACE mode, adjustments were required
only to the'video-brightness to achieve a satisfactory FLIR video.
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of mention. Point light sources in a high ambient light environment appeared to show
through the FLIR imagery and appeared to the pilot as add-ons, i.e., the lights were
superimposed on the FLIR video. One pilot found viewing these lights through the HUD
and canopy gave coincidental results while a second pilot felt there was some parallax
error between real-world lights and FLIR imagery. Secondly, FLIR video over highly
lighted areas was virtually invisible. The outside ground lights showed in the HUD as
they were in the real world through the canopy but only small pieces of FLIR imagery
were present. Overall, the outside light inade for a significantly washed out FLIR pre-
sentation. This phenomena did not restrict pilot usability cf the MMD, and an tran-
sitioning to an unlighted background, the pilot was again presented with a satisfactory
FLIR picture.

All three evaluation pilots found the controls and switch operations to be
satisfactory. In the ACE mode, the pilot was able to control brightnes3 and contrast
while maintaining good gray scale de'inition. In the manual mode, small adjustments of
video brightness wert easily accomplished.

Syst im limitations did not permit an evaluation of FLIR video with BUD symbology
overlayed. This is an area which requires extensive evaluation to ascertain the impact
(if any) of HUD symbology on FLIR video quality and the effect on pilot interpretation.
The FLIR video raster flights demonstrated the general raster capability of the HUDt
however, further lasting of the WFOV HUD with video raster aP4 stroke written sy•boligy
was recommended to quantify and define the HUD's total system capabilities.'

A-10:

Day Operctions.

The greater, field-of-view provided by the WFOV HOD was favored by all of the
A-10 pilots on the test team. The wide field-of-view significantly improved forward-

visibility and reduced or completely eliminated any tendency of the pilots to look'
around the HUD. This feature was deemed an appreciable advantage over the present
KAISER HUD.

Unlike the F-16, there were no depth perception or optical distortion dif-
ficulties reported. Depth perception was "normal" and comparable to the present HUD,
with no obvious differences noted. There were no apparent distortions of the oatside
world when viewed through the WFOV HUD and the flat plate win-shield. The visual scene
and the symbology were reported as being clear, concise and in true perspective. O

The head motion box, although rated satisfactory, was considered somewhat
restrictive. As with the F-16, the eye position stipulated in the BUD specification was
not located at the eye position from which most pilots flew the aircraft. Figure 13
shows the design and pilots eye positions and the head motion box. Most of the pilots .-. '-
flew the aircraft from a position which placed their eyes two to three inches forward of
the design eye point. This situation was not as critical as the P-16 eye motion box due
to, a substantial portion of the A-10 head motion box being forward of the design eye
position. Proper seat' positioning and experience partially compensated for this,
limitation.

WINDSHIErLD , i

.UPPER IIOLA .M 'STA. Z"...74.
FORWARD I|•LOGRAH

-EAK HOLAC t STA. 246.24 SEA M.74. "

L I WL 3. 2
SIVO I IZO NTAI. DATUM (6)

WE. ..r. Z5

APPRXtI MATE

ILOTS EYE POSITION
HEAD MOT1IONi W

' ~COVER PLATE• "

FOLD MIRROR SPECIFICATION DESIGN EYE POSITION :
FUSELAGE STATION (STA.% - +250.74

• .WATER LINME (WL) . +137.2$ .... ..

BUTTOCK LINE (ML) - +1.21. -1.25t,,Nk*LAy LENS SYS`.N"'' "'"

FIGURE 13 A-10 SPECtFICATION DESIGN EYE POSITION AND HEAD MOTTON BOX.



The tra;:smissivity of the HUD was rated satisfactory although there was a discer-
nable difference in the amount of light transmitted through the WFOV HUD, the difference
was not objectionable and the pilots felt that it did not affect their ability to acquire
and maintain visual situation awareness.

The slight pink tint of the HUD in and of itself was not considered objec-
tionable. Light reflections, depending on their incident angle, sometimes also caused a
green tint along with the pink tint. These colorations were not noticed by the pilots
during high gain tasks and pilots reported they could see through the combiner easily and
not be distracted.

Symbology br-ightness was rated satisfactory. ThŽ symbology was controlled by a
ganged knob which operated two manual and one automatic brightness modes (DAY, NIGHT,
and AUTO). When utilizing the AUTO mode the display brightness did not accurately com-
pensate for different aerial and terrain background. When operating in the DAY mode th'e
range of brightness control was considered satisfactory. The overall rating for sym-
bology brightness was based on the results obtained in the DAY made.

Pilo,t reports on internal reflections in the HUD ranged from "no reflections
seen" tq "everything in the cockpit reflected on the HUD" with the majority of the
pilots -porting reflections of flight cards and maps laying on their iegs. in an
effort to alleviate this problem, pink flight cards' were used and pilots generally
agreed! that the pink cards were reflected less than the white but were still visible and
annoying. The reflections were most evident when the cockpit was subjected to intense
front lighting. When compared to the production BUD, the WFOV HUD's performance rela-
tive to reflections was rated marginal.

Sun reflections were also observed on a number of daytime flights. Again com-
ments were wide ranging from "no sunspots noted" to "reflections of the sun in the HUD
were persistent at all times". The consensus was that althaoigh there'were some sunspots
visible, they only appeared with'the sun at high angles relative to the aircraft. The
approximate sunspot "cone of occurrence" was observed when the sun was within 10 degrees ,
of HUD vertical. This cone was slightly larger than the one existing in the present
KAISER HUD. The sunspot effect degraded the WFOV HUD and therefore the pilots rated the
HUD marginal in this area.

Visibility through toe HUD and scene blockage were considered excellent and
satisfactory respectively. Being considerably wider than the present HUD, the WFOV HUD
allowed a better view over the nose of the aircraft and intrudnd less into the prime
vision area. Th? combiner support was in line with the front windshield frame per-
mitting an unbroken view through the front windshield. Pilots could occasionally pro-
duce some scene blockage but this required extreme pilot head movements.

Controls and switches on the HUD contiol panel were determined to be marginal
from several aspects. Control sensitivity, feel, switch shape, arrangement, and,
spacing, were objectionable and resulted i a degraded ability to operate the HUD. The
addition of steps on the rotary switches would have provided the necessary control feed-
back.

Various deficiencies in the symbology were noted. The display of non-
specification symbols, jitter, poorly defined symbols, and some symbol blinking Were
often identified as problems, or anomalies and resulted in an overall rating of unsatis-
factory for symbology generation. The pilots were able to adapt to these deficiencies;
however, time to read and understand the displays was increased and mission performance
was degraded. .

During the evaluation, pilots witnessei several cases of a momentary loss of
symbology. This blanking wab noted particularly during gun firing and multiple "G",
pull-ups. The blanking did not persist for any significant length of time, was never
predictable, and was not diagnosed. Symbology blinking was-also observed on the Heading
and altitude scale numerics. As heading or altitude scale numerics would enter or leave-
the scale, the numbers would often momentarily blink.

Deficiencies were also identified which resulted in the symbology mechanization
being rated marginal. A particular porblem in this area was the steering tadpole. on
several occasions the steering symbol would seem to disappear from the HUDFOV.
Actually, the symbol was still on the display; having only moved to the outer edge of
the HUD where it was not easily seen. There were two reasons for this: 1) the symbol

.was hnr-zon stabilized and was routinely limited on the display FOV during high positive
or negative pitch angles, and 2) the range of movement'for the symbol was too large and
pilots would lose it at the extremes of travel. By moving the head around, the symbol
could be located. This was considered unacceptable and incro.ýed the workload signifi-
cantly. This deficiency could have' been'easily remedied'by -iting this symbol's range
of travel.

Display clutter, particularly in the gupnery and bombing modes, degraded the
overall usability of the WFOV HUD. Symbology displayed when approaching a target wasoften cluttered by having the pipper, pitch line, flight path marker and symbols

obscuring each other.. Also, multiple images of the 0 degree pitch reference line, which
appeared as three lines with the top line breaking away from the other two-were
reported. In one instance, the aiming pipper also appeared to be coml•osed of multiple
images. If the symbol brightness were turned down to an uncomfortable low level.the



ghost images would disappear. These two observations, however, were not noted by the
majority of pilots.

Nighttime Operations.

The night evaluation of the HUD did not expose any significant findings not
already identified. Field-of-view, depth perception/distortion, color changes/
transmissivity and head motion box comments remained unchanged.

One deficiency originally identified during the day evaluation produced a
completely different characteri3tic at night. The AUTO brightness mode, which caused no
significant symbology brightness change during the day, caused erratic brightness
changes during the night flights which made this mode unusable. The NIGHT mode proved
to be adequate and the DAY mode was usable at night although it was slightly too bright.

Reflections were significantly less noticeable at night ompared to day opera- S
tions. Reflections of interior cockpit panels, flight cards, etc., were observed but
were considered less distracting than those observed during the day. The most conspi-
cuous night reflections experienced were from the emergency (thunderstorm) flood light
which greatly increased the interior cockpit illumination. The predomiant reflections
reported when using these lights include the arms, hands, aircraft congsle panels, and
flight cards. During simulated attacks under aerial flares and ground illuminated
targets, some reflections were observed but were not reported as being objectionable.
During aerial refueling, the tail mounted flood lights on the KC-135 tanker illuminated •
the cockpit interlor and caused some reflections on the HUD. However, the flood light
was not required for in-flight refueling of the A-10 and, once extinguished, cockpit
reflections during refueling were eliminated. Night reflections in the HU') were minimal
and the HUD was rated satisfactory.

Several night flights were flown with the moon present at one half to near full
conditions. Moon reflections were reported when the moon was at a high angle to the - ....
HUD, however, these moon reflections were weak and not objectionable. 0

The HUD control panel had an additional deficiency noted during the night orera'-
tions. The control panel back-lighting was considered satisfactory hut the knobs were
not shape coded and did not provide sufficient tactile identification.

Data from the air-to-ground gunnery and bombing missions were analyzed to deter-
mine if there were any significant degradations to the accuracy of the A-10 by the addi-
tionof the WFOV HUD. The findings indicte that the existing air-to-grtund capability •
of the A-10 was not degraded by the addition of the WFOV HUD. The HUD appeared to
portray the correct aiming solutions for gunnery and bombing tasks but the results pro-
vided only an intuitive feel for the contribution of the HUD to the A-10's accuracy per-
fo-mance. Quantitative flight test of the WFOV HUD in the air-to-ground gunnery and
bomning modes is yet to be conducted.

Table 5 tabulates the results of the functional equivalency evaluation. When
compared to the production A-10 HUD within the criteria established, the WFOV HUD was •
determined to be functionally equivalent.

TABLE 5 SUMMARY OF A-10 WFOV HUD FUNCTIONAL EQUIVALENCY EVALUATION

CHARACTERISTICS RTWING

DAY NIGHT
OPTICAL:

FIELD-OF-VIEW EXCELLENT EXCELLENT
DEPTH PERCEPTION/DISTORTION SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORv
COLOR CHANGES/TRANSMISSIVITY SATISFACIORY SATISFACTORY
HEAD MOTION BOX SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY,

SYMBOLOGY BRIGHTNESS SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY
REFLECTIONS MARGINAL SATISFACTORY

SUNSPOTS MARGINAL N/A

MECHANICAL:

VISIBILITY EXCELL!"NT EXCELLENT l
SCENE BLOCKAGE SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY
CCNTROLS/SWITCHES MARGINAL MARGINAL

SYMBOLOGY:
SYMBOL GENERATION UNSATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY 0
MECHANIZATION MARGINAL' M,'.GIfAL



a
Video Raster:

The video raster capability of the WFOV HUD was demonstrated during two night
flights with the General Dynamics/Texas Instruments FLIR pod. The flights were flown
over a variety of terrain types and included several dpproaches and landings. Two WFOV
HUD systems were flown to evaluate any differences as a result of different
hardware/software combinations.

The greater FOV provided by the HUD enhanced the video raster capability. The
improved FOV was very helpful in terrain avoidance. There was no hesitancy to maneuver
the aircraft and the FOV was sufficient for low level terrain avoidance and terrain
following tasks.

Recognition of o.jects seen on the display was marginal. While flyirsg at 2,000 feet
above ground level (AGL) ?ilots could barely discriminate large vehicles (trucks and
buses) at very short slant ranges and smaller vehicles (cars) were Leported as being dif-
fVult, if not impossible, to reslove. Terrain features (larc`- trees, ridges, etc.),
could be identified sufficiently to perform navigation ta.As but ground attacks with the
tested system were only marginally possible and thus t:ie system was rated inadequate..

The simultanecus stroke written symboloc.y and video raster presentation were very
good. The display h,.d some minor rast&2 distortion around the edges but was reported to
be insignificant and abceptabla. ke FLIR picture and zeal-world registration were
estimated to be within tw- niiliradians (mr) of each other. Problems of imaging, t%.at
of the real-world blecving through the video raster picture, were not seen. There '-zj

no discernable mip--atch when viewing the real-world through the HUD and there were no •
problems with any double images.

The prototype switches and non-operationally integrated system controls-made FLIR
adjustments very difficult. Pilots were required to look into the cockpit when making
these adjustments. During high workload situations tuning the display, adjusting
contrast, brightness and gain levels, was considered too time consuming and increased 0
the likelihood of errors.

Display brightness and symbology were judged to be adequate. An, adequate range.of
brightness was available and the symbology was clea: and irisp. Since the symbology
background was the FLIR picture, background intensity changes would occasionally
require compensating symbol brightness changes. This was an annoyance which could be
tolerated. -

No reflections of cozkpit lighting on the HUD were reported while video raster was
being displayed. With the white cockpit lighting "on" and adjusted to a comfortable-.
level, reflections were minimal. Approaches and landings to a brightly lighted runway
produced no noticeable reflections.

There was no significant degradation of the FLIR video picture in banks up to 30
degrees. FLIR Oblooming" (washout) in turns over 15 degrees had been looked for since --
the effect had been noted during the F-16 video evaluation. Modifications to the FLIR .
pod by lexas Instruments after the.F-16 flights, apparently prevented a recurrence of
this effect during the A-10 flights. This feature significantly improved the
maneuvering capability ofthe aircraft.

Because of the altitudes at which these flights were conducted (2,000 feet AGL), no
depth perception difficulties were expected or reported. During tae approach and
landing phases of the flights, no difficulties were experienceu in judging range or
altitude using the video raster presentation.

The A-10 FLIR video raster flights further demonstrated the raster capability of the
FOV HUD. Follow-on flight testing of the WFOV HUD with video raster was recommended

to the program office to substantiate the HUD's capabilities ind further define its
ch;: acteristics.

The results of these evaluations were briefed to the F-16 and A-10 program offices
in January 1983 and March 1983 respectively. The failure of the WFOV HUD to demonstrate
functional equivalency with the production F-16 HUD was an area that had significant
ramifications to the F-16C/D (MSIP) production.schedules. The final decisions relative
to this program was two-fold: I) The MSIP HUD reverted .o a wide-angle conventional'
(WAC) optics HUD and 2) the WFOV HUD optical module was to be redesigned and further
testing with this new confiquration was to be continued.

The Marconi Avionics Wide'Angle Conventional (WAC) BUD (Figure 14) has essentially
the same, form, fit and function as the WFOV HUD with the primary difference being in the
optical module. Where the WFOV BUD used diffraction optical techniques for a wide
field-of-view, the WAC HUD uses conventional optics to obtatn a significantly larger
field-of-view than the present production HUD. The HUD provides the pilot with an IFOV
of 13.45 degrees vertical by 20.0 degrees horizental. The TFOV of 25.0 degrees vertical
and horizontal is the largest possible using this optical technique and given the F-16
cockpit configuration and sizing limitations. The first flight test articles are _ .
expected' to be available in the April-May 1984 time frame.



The findings of the WFOIF HUD test program identified various areas that were defi-
cient with that particular HUD configuration. An improcerly defined head motion box,
lar4er than desir.cd optical combiner frome, transmissivity losses, canopy/HUD decollima-
ticn effects ar, internal HUD reflections w-re major areas that required correction
before this b.D could be considered acceptable for incorporation inta operational
aircraft.

In early 1983, Marconi' Avionics initiated work on a redesigned optical module for 0
the WFOV HM) to correct these anomalies and substantially improve the overall acceptance
of this HUD (Figure i4). The new cý-" -•uration is designed to alleviate all -of the pre-
viously identified ano-.lie:i irdlud ,he canopy decollimation effect which is improved
by decollimating tte HUD to a meat ' _ý determined from a production canopy survey. The
use of a singie piece cas' cronbiner frame in lJAcu of the three piece supported combiner
is also expected to substantially reduce the scene blockage effect that was deemed urac-
cer able with the previo-s configuration.

PROPOSED REDFSIGNED
F-16C/D F-16C/D

WIDE ANGLE CONVENTIONAL (WAC) OPTICS WIDE FIELD-OF-VIEW (WFOV) -.

HEAD UP DISPLAY (HUD) HEAD UP DISPLAY ;HUD)

/ N

(5) 0

INSTANTANEOUS FIELD-OF-VIEW (IFOV) INSTANTANEOUS FIELD-OF-VIEW (IFOV)
13.45 GEGREES VERTICAL 18.00 DEGREES VERTICAL
20.00 DEGREES HORIZONTAL '30.00 DEGREES HORIZONTAL

TOTAL hiELD-OF-VIEW (TFOV) TOfiL FIELD-OF-VIEW (TFOV)
25.00 DEGREES VERTi;Al. 20.00 DEGREES VERTICAL
2:.60uLImXLLS HORIZONTAL 30.00 DEGREES HORIZONTAL

FIGURE 14 PROPOSED F-16C/D WIDE' ANGLE CONVENTIONAL (WAC) OPTICS HEAl' UP DISPLAY (LEFT)
AND REDESIGNED WIDE FIELD-OF-VIEW HEAD UP DISPLAY (R)GHT).

Flight testing of this, new configuration began in November 1983 and is on-going at
this time. The availability of an MSIP configured F-16 for this test program also allows
the reconfigured WFOV HUD to be tested in a fully integrated configuration and should
result in a more meaningful test of the WFOV HUD.

The incorporation of the WFOV HUD into production A-10 aircraft is still undeter-
mined. The decision to fit. the A-10 with WFOV HUDs was not as critical as the F-16
decision since' the HUD can be retrofitted to the -aircraft, and does not, require the total
integration as was the case for the F-16. 0

The deveiooment of the WFOV HUD has cpened a new frontier in both design technology
arid-test and evaluation techniques. As with any new state-of-the-art system, the initial
technical application exhibited some undesirable. characteristics that deLracted from the
overall performance. Much to the credit of both the contractor and Air Force Test and.
Evaluation community, most of the shortcomings ha.e been identified and are being
*crrected during the current phase of the WFOV HUD development. The potential
demonstrated by the WFOV. HUb indicates it will. have a major, favorable impact- on the next •'cneratio, , ' tree world combat aircraft.
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to tne depress ion anwl e.4-I ins atecl I n Figjr. 3. Tlo 1 scovr-ir rhizi infoonce. test fl ighl n

* in li~fferelrt propiir selected .ludsand distancesor have to be pe~rforned. in the corý e
of which the altitujde of the airrraft hims to be taken into Account too.

An FC ý,yntom letpctn- incýccmring ra~ilo froquency signals In ordeor to wyarn the pilot (f
* being tracrk'd bv A jzrtone or missitle radar and to transmit appropriate! Jftmming nignal!

-iah~v n ade._ate noear sphpricial ove-rage of the receiving andf transmitting :synt. m
ujsuj.Al Iy ieveraim ant,'nnas :4re inntal lrj on horard the aircraft, and th- :l rek-lornatl nensi -
t ivi*ý -.)I oxhesr ant,,rnas 'lave to etented toi An,;"re the repqx red coverage.

Theý -artl c '-overage tetmrth'nd .is .,#-ty nimilar to the F11M-Syntem tesit ronfigtirat I ..

->nin FiA. 1. I'v he dir-rtion of arrival 0) is replacod by The? aspect-angie. A r
aitot hedinitance 1 between the groud station anrd the aI .craft htsin

I~6 . -J,



- -ad #, are mesjre.l in an aircraft or.en> :Zrae
a:-., r, par'ame'ers in a gl~unrl zei oyste-, tne necessary-
S-cn .erls • ccmp:ate.d equa:'cIns. :f toe earth curvature :s nre ec- . frc

-7. Jis ar.ce smmn g ip i:neariy :n tne range of ln-erest, we get as W: en In Ref. I:

A*A =tar " L-- -:• -

A Ax

0-. tan- - - .
2 P

A Ax y

ýr. 7 re

A = - c3s5. Cos'V-DA )Oas- sinfo_ sins

A = ccsc_ 'sin(*-o. •Os*'- cos(O-0 ) sind slnip) + sino.. cos6 stn'p
Y A ~ A

A, = -cOso. (cos(*-A) Cos6 CosP+ si*-0A) sin%) + sin,. cos$ Cos"*
- A A

.tance correction of received power level is derived from the trans_-nisslor equation of
th-e a:r-grcun1 propagation channel. If o1garithmic, units of neasure are used this ex-
pression ifter Ref. I becomes:

G: PR-P -P - GM, + L + 2Ologd + 20logf * 2.45 dB E4. 4

- gain of receiving antenna in dB 4
PR = input power of receiver in 1B (d.1 above I W)
?, output power of transmitte, IR !B (jB above I W'
0;, gain of transmrntting an•tenna in .IB"

* :gain of reflect',rg ground in dB
L' = line losses 4between power measuring term:rnals and antennas) i.n: .8
I = ditance between transmitting and receiving antenna in k*m
f =transmittlng frequency in MHz

After all necessary ctlculat.ons with respect to Fq. 2, 3 and 4 are completed, the gain
of toe antenna under test qan be plotted as a function of the hor.zonr-al or vertical
aspest angle

;s,:ally thc ECN-ieceiver is not fit for measurrng the received power level. Therefore a
:opecial wice-band power level measuring device with high input sensitivity had to be
Sevlrped, being able to replace cte ECM-Equipment also physically durtnt the fli;ht
tests. Furtrer details follow below.

A'titude parameters are leriveri from a gyro or platform system on-bnard. the aircraft.
P-;sai on paramete-o are detached from an ,)n-board radio navigation sysnem atid the ground
antenna tracking system. All on-board derived data is transmitted to the ground station
via a telemetry !ln:,. t hgig preciston telemetry ground tracking antenna traces the air-
craft automatically.

The high gaLn ground emitter antenna illuminating the aircraft Is slav-1 to' the teleme-
try ozc'nna.

R-al time calculation Is Ion.- by a digital processor. The nrnreees'r output suppl~es
a.ipect angle, .overage for ..CM-.;ynwss, angýlar accuracy for ESX-.yntems. as well an .'.

flight path parameters in ana'log voltages for graphic presentation.

Angular accura-y and coverage are plotted In polar coordinates. During flight tests
thte- printouts are a miAIn dlcailon element for continuing the flight test program.

6".
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estal 'car-yi-g the narab,`ý 1ian-eonas, which': -can he ino,.nted atýOp the `oof of. the cor.-
7alner. So the grour.4 st~ti~on is i`ull1y -.orie and cart bý transported by air, ship or

',r',CK tn a.ny place ,,n thie worli :,n 3rzler 7c prce-.-nt damaes durm n an- ,rtat ion a!'
rac~s inside trhe corncatircr are 5h~(and- vitration, izolated frcm tne 'container struc-

The arranzcfrent uised f'cr HS-neasi~rt<tenns is 11u'c~ Fi2':. 4, tne, upper part of
tiich ~strtesa zynthes-izer, as ýrain R.-sgrna ' source. a mouaoa frequency mul-

tizd14er arnd a powerr -n~ie. he cower atplifler has toý be adanted '.3 the allocated
fre,ýericy band. Diff'orer~t octýave ocand travelling wave amplifiers iýwATA with an output
power ;p to 20 14 and for ri.,oner fr-eqo.encies ,;p 't3 100 1W are availactle. Fped antennas-

most, cases nornez - saedin tne parabolic dish have to be interchanged as well ir.
crdrc~ce te dsiedfrequency ban a- oaia~n This antenna system is slaved

tohte a. ~matic track(ing system czalled Monotrac,~ which recelv~es teie.netry data from the
aircraft Lnder test.

M-n-otrac is a fully au;tomatic. trackimg syste~r. but it is recommended to -monitor the
auto~matic trac-.ing as interferences by grouna reflections may cause the system to lose
bearin~g. A dipole feed system arranged in the focus of the 3 meter parab-lic dish of the
t-42h gain antenna detects the direction of the incoming RF si-nl A eulig ro
s.gnal Is fed through the rece-ivers as well as the telemetry signal. In a control unit
ccntrol signals are set up frrin the error voltag~es steerk.ng the motor drives in both
axes, -he onit ca~n operate in dif1ferent 'odes, separately selectable for both axes. So,
tthe pedestal nay be slaved by computer data or the position or the turning speed can be.
adjýusted m-,anually. 'In addition a TV monitoring system is mounted aside, tne parabolic
antenna -o pick up and be sure to correctly t~rac~k the aircraft on direct path. The
second transmitting arterna illuminating the target is slavred elec~trically or mechani-
cally to the M~onotrac antenna. By this the tracking system guarantees, besides an
u~ninterrvpted lata link, also proper illumination of th-e aircraft by the test emitter.

The vi-deo output of the receiver system is connected to a PC.1 decoder and magnetic tape
rec-order. The PCM decoder restores and interfaces the data to a computer. Quick-look
prl~sentation of the measurement results, incluiding plotted raw data and flight p3th, is
possible by using the computer and appropriate software. .'n addition selected data chain-

e-n ay be roated directly from the PCM device to a strip chart re.corder. -

'or off-line evaluation the received data as. w~ll as ~'-iddef'ived data like tracking
argles, encoded by a PCM device, is recorded o>n nagnetic tape. To gtuarantee error-free'
.ecorirings for evaluation later on. reproduce control is done by an oscilloscope in com-
bination. with an universal ?CM decommutator.

:naddition to the~e data processing devices a time code gener~ator synchronized by radio
statio-n 02F71 is used for lata :dentificatlcn on the magnetic tape. With regard to the
hazarlous high RF signal strength radiated it is very important to, limit the illuminated'
F.urr,7'.rding area especially at low tracking angles. So. not to, enlanger people asomall
7omputer nonitores the radiation angles And in case of unwanted directions reduces the

PF signal power automatically.

To handl., and control flights the flight test engineers can use VHF/THF'-transceivers and.
!elepu'ne which are installed -in the contaiver too. If there is no briefing and mainte-
nance room available a second container is supplied. Fig. 5 gives an overall view of the
lesc r~ibed 'ground station ~ncluding telemetry antenna (the large dish) and the mec~hani-
cally siaved'.scurre antenna illujmvnating tthe -arget.

*A special test recýeiver for 'he measurem,,ot of FCN antenna coverage had to be designed
and.prepared, small enough to be in.ýtailed within, an original ECM-pod. Due to the broad
required frequency band 'he tunter section has been split into two separate signal paths
(Fig. 6). A double superheterodyne prinzipleý with specj~il quartz stabilized local oscil-
--- ~o--s-asbeen provided in order to permit small :F bandwidth filters. which increase .

the over-all sensitivity.

Nwo separate de-modulators letect the amplified incoming signal. The Fm-discriminator-.
'detects extraneous interferences from other stations eventuailly radiating withinl the
same frequency band. The dynamic range of the AM 'demodulator covering 60 MRB !n am~plitude
enables operation within 'a large distance range of the ikircl~aft under test and the
ground station'. Moreover, the anaption to various on bo)ard instakllat tons. including an-
tenna and cable attenuation, I's '-nhanced. Because of f'requency manage-ent limitations
only a few discrete frequencies are usable for antenna measurements. So, f~ixce filters
and local oocillators are provided to reduce size, weight and englneertr.g effort of the
rsece Iver.



A ,ppi1CdLions tne ground station has been sucessfully used as wel. Usually the
error of the EOA-angle (Direction Of Arrival) is plotted in relation ra the correct
ar.,gle. The distinct sectors originate from the different antennas causing overlapping 0
regions, anL the correction tables in the computer utilities of the ESM equipment.
Different regions of quality are demonstrated in Fig. 8. Depending on te.e accuracy of
the ESM-system under test, the full scale. of the error reading has to be adapted.

Summarized. the specification data of the test system developed by Drr7R are listed in
Tab. I. Constructing on available telemetry and in-flight antenna caibratian equipment

.for VHF and UHF applications, it was possible to realize the ground station within a
short time. On the other hand the special receiver design required at•.ut 20 months due 0
to the long delivery time of the RF components. The future tasks are to increase the
accuracy of measurement data, and to improve and transfer the existing software to a new
generation of :omputing equipment.
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a) Test Emitter:
Frequency Range UHF -18 GHz
Antenna Parabolic Dish Wln Horn Feeds
Transmitter Syrthesizer, Quartz stabilized
Output Power 20W '<8 GHZ); 100W (58 GHZ)

b) Telemetry:
RF-Receiver Monopulse Tracking System (MONOTRAC)
Demodulator FM
Frequency E (L) or D,(S)-Band
Accuracy 0.3 Deg. (RMS)
Decommutator FM, PCM
Bit Rates ( 0.5 Mblt/s)
Recording Intermediate Magnetic Tape Recorder

(IRIG)

-c) Computer:
CPU HP 2100; POP 11/24
interfaces ADC; DAC; DMA;~ Parallel Inl, Out
Peripmerals Printer; Plotter; Tape Reader;

Magnetic Tape

d) Accessories:
Time Code. Generator (DCF77-Recelver controlled);

Reader
Recorder Strip Chart, Recoreer
Communication VHF-Communication System, Interbase

Communication, RF-Recelver
Test RF-Power Meter; RF-Spectrum-Analyser;

RF-Attenuaturs; DVM; CRT

e) System DesIgn:
Equipment
Installation
and Labor±itory 20' IS0-Std. Contai'ner Air Conditioned

Pedestal Mounting 20' Container Platform
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SUMMARY

"-The multirole characteristic of TORNADO results in an almost universal capability to carry an array

of existing stores in every conceivable combination, within different operational flight envelopes.

In order to verify the structural integrity of the aircraft when carrying stores, a comprehensive flight

loads survey programme was set up to validate the store aerodynamics used for the design of pylon

attachments to the main structure, the pylons, the ERU's and the store structure. :'- , ý" ) -,. ' -

Preliminary indications of store loads measurements have been given in a paper presented at the 61st FMP •

Symposium in 1982. This common AiT and MBB paper gives now a description of')kh -eoverall stores flight test

programme including the instrumentation and calibration procedures, the flight test techniques and a

presentation of the to date available data. -.

Finally an explanation of the mos" significant problems occurred during this task ,ill ba,.pointed out.

1. DESCRIPTION OF TORNADO

The main feature of the design of TORNADO has been a high weapon loading capability and high speed
"ow level attack mission resulting in a compact fuselage and shoulder mounted sweep wing, which can be•

varied between. 25 and 68 degrees (see Fig. 1). Lift augmentation for take-off, landing and manoeuvering is

provided by full-span leading edgeslats, double slotted trailing edge 'flaps 'and Krueger flaps at the

highly swept inner fixed wing (nib).

TORNADO is equipped with'a total of seven pylons, three under fuselage (two shoulder olus one centreline -

station) and two swiveling pylons (I/B and 0/B station) underneath each movable wing. •

The streamwise orientation of these pylons during sweeping is automatically achieved by a rod system,
which is fixed at the fuselage, connectin: both the wing pylons.

2. WEAPON CAPABILITY

The multirole concept requires the capability to carry a wide range of external' stores in different

combinations according to the purpose of the mission (see Fig. 2): fuel tanks for long range, air-to-air,

air-to-ground and antiship missiles to provide adequate defence and attack performing, dispenser and a

variety of bombs depending on the mission target, electronic counter measure pods to improve the aircraft

defensive .apability, reconaissance pod for photographic survey. In addition, the operational capability . - -

to manoeuvre under loaded conditions for self defence without having co jettison the stores. allowing the

mission target, is granted.

The basic TORNADO was developed with a carriage system including MACE ERU's; a subsequent change of FRG

and IT Air Forces. requirements due to the need to carry MW-I, NATO weapons and conventional stores without

exchange of adapters/ERU's for the different con;igurations, has imposed the study of a new system with

revised fuselage pylons and ERU's (see Fig. 3).

In the following, the main features of the "iCE (Minimum Area Crutchless Equipment) (see Fig. 4), and the

MWCS (Multi Weapon Carrilge System) (see Fig. 5), will be briefly summarized:

RACE:

- Internal swaybracing system by means, of a dual nib hook saddle/lug arrangement using automatic

wedges and additional saddle location spigots.

- Manual closing of the hooks.

Reactionof applied store loads: .

Z - forces by hooks and wedges

, and Y - forces by saddle location spigots.

MWCS:

- Independent, self-adjusting semi-automatic external crutcharm mechanism consisting of an upper

stiff arm (swaybrace),and lower flexible arm (springarm,. -

- Automatic closing of the hooks..



Z - forces 'y hooks and crutcharms.
Y - forces by crutcharis and lug/ERU intaraction.

X - forces by the lug5ý into the main body via lug pocket.

The carriage capability, spread over 13 attacnment points for MACE and 15 for MWCS is practically the .

samre for the two systems for almost the complete series of stores; specific featurcs are the Twin Store 0
Carriers, for the MACE System and, fnr MWCS, the MW-I and the Quadruple Store Carrier especially developed

for palletized low drag weapon carriage under fuselage (see Fig. 3).

3. DESIGN LOADS CRITERIA AND PURPOSE OF FLIGHT MEASUREMNTS ON EXTERNAL STORES.

The aircraft components -design is derived' from the requirements of the MIL-A-8860 specification

series. Despite of exircing AvP 979 and Air 2004E, MIL-A-8861 is the main basis for'the performance of

response calculations. Except for so called "exotic manoeuvres" (post stall) where realistic operational

manoeuvre simulations ire performed, to day's common practice is to ;er'orm the NIL "Strength Manoeuvres"

using 5 to 6 degrees "of.freedom programmes including:

- All non linearities in the response equations and flexible aircraft aerodynamics.

- Control systems laws and force dependent actuator models.

- Flexible component aerodynamics for loads monitoring.

For the adaption of external stores, the rapid rolling .manoeuvres are of special interest

representing most design critical conditions.

The definition of the btore loads is complicated by the variable wing geometry with its adjustable sweep

positions (250, 45*, 680) which greatly affects the following characteristics:

A/C responses

the aerodynamic apd inertia characteristics are highly influenced by the wing sweep aigle (pratically

3 aircraft).

Store aerodynamics

the aerodynamic coefficients for under, wing mounted stores are a function of sweep anjle,with

additional mutual variable interferences between fuselage and wing stores.

Elastic effects

elastic interaction between I/B and O/B mounted stores due to control line flexibility.

In the preliminary design phase the aerodynamic derivatives for the aircraft and components are

derived from -theory and early WIT measurements. This data base is continuously updated in the following

design phases, especially during early prototype flying.' An improvement of aircraft aerodynamics is

expected from the parameter identification process using the results of:

- data gathering flights (stick jerks, yaw doublets, partial rolls) up to:

rapid rolling manoeuvres (box car. rolls) where the- overall aircraft calculation model including
local dynamic effects is checked and updated.'

Concerning the calculation model for component loads, especially the stores, it is necessary to check

the W/T measurement3 in flight in order to cover realistic conditions for Re-number, shock boundary layer •
interactions, scale and transonic interference effects etc.

'MIL-A-8671 is requiring a variety of in flight measurements in order to cover these effects for structural ''''" ,
design.

It has turned out to be acceptable practice 'o update the calculation models with "lets say" uncritical

manoeuvres and to demonstrate structural integrity by ground tests and calculation.

4. CONCEPT OF INSTRUMENTATION 0

In the overall TORNADO structural flight test programme one prototype has been' devoted to

comprehensive loads measurements.

The aircraft was .specifically instrumented to reach this target, and in addition it was equipped with a

full primary structure instrumentation to monitor-the loads interactions due to the presence of stores.

Thus wing sectional and taileron loads uere measured while the loads on the movable control surfaces were

obtained instrumenting the actuators.



The main investigation was done during MACE system flight testing producing the evidence of aircraft W

capability to carry selected stores in the full ,flight envelope.

During MWCS system testing, being the programme peculiarily dedicated to investigate store suspension

loads, store total loads and pylon attachements behaviour, only some check parameters have been recorded

again for cross checking purpose with MACE,
The aircraft was also provided with a full standard instrt~mentation to allow complete correlatior; between

measured loads and flight parameters: aerodynamic configuration parameters (wing sweep, high lift-

manaeuvering devices), flight parameters (Mach number, speed, altitude),, aircraft attitude tincidence,

sideslip and bank angles), aircraft response parameters (linear accelerations, angular rates and

accelerations), control surfaces positions (spoiler,taileron, rudder deflections).

4.1 STORE ATTACHMENT INSTRUMENTATION

Different instrumentation concepts were adopted for RACE and MWCS systems programme., _: -

MACE flight testing covered the aircraft development, and therefore the investigation of underwing I

stores/wing structure interactions was the main purpose.
Right I/B and 0/B wing pylons have been fully instrumented and tested.

An attempt was also made to obtain loads indications from under fuselage carried stores, first

instrumenting the shouluer adapter and then a specifically developed dummy ERUI. Some acceptable results

for design conditions check were obtained just with the dummy MACE ERU.

In contrary to MACE, MWCS testing programme was planned not only to measure store lods, but in particular

to assess the static and dynamic behaviour of the EDO ERU's and their components, still under development,

and to verify their capability to carry the proper stores within the required flight enfelope, proving the,

operational validity of this new con'cept of 'ERU.

To cover all these aspects it has beqn decided to use a standard ERU, even if this choice has caused

considerable time spent in a specific instrumentation stIdy and development, to overcom-- the problems
due to redundant load oaths, possible poor signal levels and sensitivities highly deperdant on the

preload values on hooks and springarms and interaction between single loads. Since the MWCS is now the

standard store carriage system of TORNADO for FRG and IT, the relevant activities will be deeply discussed
giving only comparisons with MACE when necessary.

4.2 NWCS INSTRUMENTATION CRITERIA

The under-fuselage adapter spigots and the ERU's installed in the design critical stations have been ._-
straingauged. .
The criteria, adopted for the flight loads survey, included
1. the measurement of the attachment loads *(spigots) of the shoulder and of the centreline pylons to the " "

f, selage thus obtaining the load distribution into the fuselage for heavy store carriage (VM-I, QSC). "".
2. the measurement of the attachment stores loads on Ejection Release Units (ERU's) in the following

locations:

- left wing O/B pylon (14" LMERU) '
- right wing I/B pylon (30" HMERU)

- centreline adapter (30",/14" HMERU)

- right shoulder adapter (14" fwd LMERU and 30" HMERU).

Fig. 6 illustrates the positions of the instrumented store racks in respect to the entire capability -. '

"of the aircraft.
Some considerations about the load carrying structures of the adapter spigots and ERU's,are useful to
clarify instrumentation criteria.

Fuselage-Pylon Attachment

Each shoulder 'adapter (pylon), is suspended under the fuselage by two maim spigots carrying vertical
and side load as well as rolling moment and two auxiliary spigots at the forward and aft sections carrying
only vertical and side loads (Fig. '7). The longitudinal load is principally reacted by the aft "main
spigot, the forward main spigot carries just some longitudinal load by friction in a sliding bearing.
The centreline adapter is suspended on two main spigots carrying simultaneously all loads except
longitudinal, which is only reacted by the aft spigot. The centreline adapter has. an equipment box
attached to the rear end, which is suspended by a separate spigot not carrying loads from stores and
therefore not instrumented. Tables 1 shown the summary of the spigot instrumentation.

EDO ERU's

The unique feature of the EDO-ERU's is the separation of the crutcharms into two components: th.
sp•-ngarm for -..he maintaining of store suspension pretension and the swaybrace for the carriage of the
higher loads. With this feature, and with a set of movable wedges. automatic crutchar- closure . ...

Smechanism is provided. Fig. 8 shows the principle of the movable crutcharma.-'

". ." -,1

" " . " ..-.



6-The attachment loads paths can be described as follows:

Fx : From the lugs into the main body via the lug pockat.
Fy From the lugs as side force into the hook (HMERU) or into the lug pocket

(LMERUJ) plus side component of the crutcharm normal load.
Fz : Sum of hook loads and crutcharm vertical components.
Mx : Rolling moment from crutc~harm normal loads.
My Pitching moment from Fz of forward and aft hooks and crutcharmsL.
Mz : Yawing moment from lug-side loads and from the crutcharm side-components

Fy : Yaw Spigot.
The yaw spigot is only used for heavy store carriage on fuselage adapters. It is fitted
outside of the HMERU and reacts against the adapter 0.828 m in front of ERU centre line, to -I
support a contribution of the store side force and yawing moment.

With this load paths description, a straingauge instrumentation was developed as described in Table 2
taking into account the small design differences between LMERU's and HMERU's which in a few areas made a
different instrumentation method necessary. No reasonable instrumentation was found for the determination
of the longitudinai load.

4.3 MACE INSTRUMENTATION CRITERIA

With the assumption that ir the MACE version the store measurements have been considered as relevant 0
contribution to the aircraft structure qualification, the instrumentation for stores measurements was
mainly dedicated to the interface areas between the pylons and the main structure.
Underwing pylons spigots were instrumented to mea-'ure total loads from store and pylon contributions;
straingauges full bridges were installed on +h! spigot to allow the rolling and pitching moments
measurements; the yawing moment was measured by a straingauge at the pylon turning rod.
An attempt was also made to measure the pylon forces ilthough diffictlties have been encountered for a "
reasonable straingauge instrumentation at the pylon structure. The loads outputs during flight testing
were very poor despite of acceptable results during on rig and on aircraft calibrations.
Therefore, for the specific purpose of the aircraft qualification, the measurements of the three moments
were satisfactorily used, being the most significant loads of the particular structure of the spigot.
Some detailed picture about these measurements and the relevant matching are in Fig. 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3.

5. -DETAILED INSTRUMENTATION PROCEDURE

5.1 GENERAL ON INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUE.

Apart from the specific problems-which will be detailed later, general considerations' have been
applied in the instrumentation definition:

In order to prevent output drift due to ambient temperature influences, the sLraingauge bridges
have been bonded as complete 4 arm bridges and whenever possible with 4 active arms.
In the cases when only two 'active arras have been possible (end-load parameters) the bridge.
completion was made with the 2 inactive arms bonded on the same material in the vicinity of the
active gauges.'

Straingauge bending bridges whenever possible have been prefered to shear bridges in order to
obtain increased electrical output voltages and measuring sensitivity. •
Straingauge shear bridges 1'ave been bonded on typir-2 shear sections present on different
components, e.g. main spigot bolt. On the other hand, shear parameters have also been fitted as
alternative to bending parameters with respect to cross influence suppression or improvement
of signal linearity.

Cross influenc on a straingauge output, if evident, has been -compensated by computer
processing,. Ele .trical combinations of two bridges signals nunder reciprocal cross influence,
have not' been onsidered in the basic instrumentation plannings. This technique asks for
duplication of asraingauge parameters and for linearity of the signal outputs: In addition due
"-to limited space on spigots, hooks,, lugs, ERU housings, redundant bondings and wirings.wouldn't
have been possib e. - -

- In all cases, 35 Ohm foil straingauges producing reasonable bridge outputs have been fitted.

5.2 DETAILS ON SPIGOTS STRAINGAUGING -

Use of straingauge technique asks for loads carrying structui --, which rva• limit loads at optimum
strain. Such a preferabse feature, however, is missing in an adapter main spigot. The dimensions'in
section A-A, Fig.lO, are in excess for the highest X, Y and Z-load .ase providing poor strains, iince the
strength of the highest infl'ight rolling moment has to be covered. Useful straingauge sensitivities, .

_ _ _ _ * 1 -. . .-. .



however, have been obtained to measure X and Y forces emaciating the spigot material in sectior A-A. A

reduction of rolling moment capability Ps consequence, could be accepted, since the flight load '.'v is

performed in a limited envelope.'
After this modificatiu,-, realized on all main spigots, two straingauge shear bridges have been b c'ded for

X and Y-force measurements.
The straingauge location fo- the Z-force parameters (Fig.t1), has been shifted to the spigot bolt. By a
machined segment cut-off, this bolt got two vertical planes on which two straingauge shear bridges ha-;e
been bonded in the sections between spigot and adapter bearing. At a combined Z-•'-'e and rollirg moment
application the Z-force reaction is obtained from the sum of the two calibrat put signals, the
rolling moment from the difierence. All main spigot bolts have been. straingauge" ..:crcing to this

procedure.
Fig. 12 shows an instrumented shoulder forward auxiliary spigot which is designed to carry: 7 and Z-force.
The Y-force parameter has been straingauged to pick up the compression strain from a side force .'-en the
adapter is compressed against the upper spigot fork, i.e. at a side force to right the left part of the
fork -is stressed due to compression, whilst the right plrt is not irfluenced. An eniload parameter has
been straingauged on the spigot rod, to .neasure Z-force.
In analogy the auxiliary spigot aft of a shoulder adapter has reen strainghuged. The straingauged spigot
components are presented in Table 1.

5.3 DETAILS ON ERU STRAINGAUGING

A straingauge shear bridge has heen fitted on the 14" and 30" hooks, as ahown on Fig.13, to
determine the Z-force.
The HMERU side walls, which reacts with the store lug, have been selected to b.-.d a straingauge bending
bridge for side force measurement, while the side force parameter of a LAERU has been obtained by means of
a straingauge shear bridge installed on the store lug base. Straingauge bending bridges have been bonded
on springarms and swaybrAces to measure compression forces against the swivel=. (Fig. 14).
A sumrmai'y of ERU's instrumentation characteristic is provided in Table 2. S

6. CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

6.1 GENERAL APPROACH

Application cf straingauge technique, to measure forces on load carrying structures requires a
caref'il calibration of the parameter voltage outputs. •
The approach to useful spigots and ERU's calibration has been done in different steps:

- Labc-atory checks have been carried out to optimize .strair.gauge locations on complex

components(main spigots, hoo;.s).

- Die to the direct method used to obtain the total forces and momeunts from the ERU lcad paths,
the components have been calibrated off A/C, using rigs for statically determined force

applications.
In aialogy, the spigots have been calibrated off ' , to obtain the load Outputs directly. After
this procedure the calibration equations have been put into the computer for load processing
during a subsequent on A/C calibration.
Known loads,off A/C, ,have been applied up to limit load to verify the calibration siopes with

* respect to nonlinearity and cross influence. "

Following the off A/C calibration of structural components an- on A/C calibratioa has been
performed applying single loads and actual load combinations. Since the total store and spigot
loads are already specified by the calibration eruati, from the step above, the significance of
this "lia situ" calibration is based on a check to verify the applicability of these defined
equations for the actual systenm now statically undetermined end to demonstrate fully capable.
flight test ipstrumentation and consistency of the total load outputs obtained by computer
processing. The validity of the software data processing is consequently the reason of the this . ..
last calibration step; in cases of deviations between, measured and applied loads, corrections of
the calibration equations can be retrospectively made.
Calibration loads have been applied via a dummy store in steps of _0% up to 60% of limit load.

6.2 DETAILS ON OFF A/C CALIBRATION

The straingauge bending bridges of the springarms and swaybraces have been calibrated together in
onc cycle to obtain compression force.
A typical calibration slope of the springarm and swaybrace output against applied ioad as well as the
crutcharm slope, derived from the springarm and swaybrace slopes, is given in .Fig. 15. The foreward and
rear. hooks have been simultaneously calibrated applyiig a Z-load via the dummysthre. Since the crutcharms
are open, the dummy store is statically determined suspended on the two hooks at known Z-forces.

• .. •0



onL.MilR' an." ý-tfP.U u..rnuiating cegeconetr-y of' jiff rent 3cores.

i.3 7ATL ..ttNlr C CA' ALTBRATICN

As hlreaov nerticned toe un AC caloorrtion is ~drdan ~oeaierequire~'e~nt to complete

sa~lsfactri~v the wnc~e exercise.

7.,e A'Z nas been f'xed on 3 support frame by Teans of t!t'e nose and main landing gear lokdhydra-,lically

and -nectant~cally at their maxIMUM _Žxteo~sIcn 'o prevent *,ovements of thf A!C unner loading and provide

nýix:?,-i ole-ances to install loading aevices ;nder the fliselage.

gtstandard pyic .s were suspended and the dr' store fitted in sevea ttost hc h

following loading comrbination cases:

X-fzorce, to check the Tamn spigot response along'liocgitu.dinal axis

Z..rsrce

ZZ-f 'rce and Pitch-,ng ,o'ment in combination
Combined Y-force and Roiling so,-ent, with and without yawing mioment superimp4osed

Contbined X and Z fee

:ombined Y and Z-force.

The narameter outputs have been, recorded cn airborne nagiietic tape using the signa.ls conditioning as

for in-fl~ght tefcting.

First the sign~al outputs have b)een checked with respect to polarity, linearity. sensitivity, and cross

signals thus to verify the elatorated component forces.

Thýe s,,nseqient -:heck has dealled with the assessment of measured store totaliloads with the known applied

zones. .Fr tne symmetrical loading cases good agreement has been obtained with the "easured store total

ýnads. Only small cross signals to the lateral outputs have been. revealed within the error limits.R

Cc.erning the lateral loading cases, the errors of the mesasured forces in c omparison with the aipplied

force -ombinations could be assessed a-. 
9
ollows: side force and yawing mcment revealed errors within the

tolerances, rolling moment error could be neglected, vertical force and pitching monent presented errors.

due to cross influence. iarginally beyond tolerances. The reason for these errors has been attributed ti
the friction between 'he store and ERi interlace. The ne~glection of this effect was considered acceptable

beca*use it was assumed for the fhg~ht trials, that during the quasi static loads-manoeuvres the, vibration -

,ý.vironment of the t,-orc-FRTU )nterface wculd provide sufficient dynamic load to settle major preloads from

frý.ot',o. This fact was proven in a few comparative trials where potential friction was avoided t,, specia'l

*ens e.g. ce-flon layer between t~ie swivels and the store surface. O
-aor znvesit i ations have been done tr.o check the spigot loads at adapters sunpended on the fuselage. Since

"s-rh ;houish'r adapter is statically undeter,ýined, being suspended on four spigot p-oints, and therefore the

.olJistribution V~s not available from geometric relations against the single applied load, only the sum

of ;pigot reactio.1 loads can be checked.

Wi~h this criterion the measureno opigst loads distribution has been verified. Adequate agreement with

theoretical spigot loads distributio- Pas been found at higher loading levels. At lower calibration loads.

frict-,ox, e.g. rubber sealing betwecr adapter and fuselage, has influenced the spigot side loads'and0

roln oet. For .hsreason a rimoval of rubber sealing baa been connidere!d but rejected to avoid

i.njeqirable ae,-odynamic flow around the adapter (luring the .flight load %urvey. -Rerasonable corrections have

'jiten madýi in the qpigot equations of the ;oftw a:-e at low load o'iitpu~s.

7. rýLIGN TE7ST PROGRAM CRIT1RIA

7he fl ight te-;t programme i s performed for''cected rtore ronfi ur. t ioa 9,

7the.'o~ has been made to cover the most design critical ntoren in respert to aerooynsamc And inertia
h~arsicn.

Different phases of the rlight lomds trialn are identified as Flight. Ioadsn turvoy with qu"Psqiuent built uip
-mnl i-moostratinns and finall'y RApijl Rolling.

.he F1.3 Aim i3 the gath" ring rf the information neceissary 'to ;Agqrsa the Inrcidence, and the nldeflitp

tepenienc'e ,f' the aerodynamic ro.?ffiriontn :n the widest, rangeý of theset tw; parameters and in 'the most
sioifan~region of the flight envelopes with tho iocluivvinn f the t-ontrot of "ach influence aind

'41-nc/altitude eff-cts on i~erolaqti-' behavi oir of the 'itr-icturie. -..

Kir fhene %opectn it is very im-portant tn note that Site final rnijltnmare 'Iep,,mflie on thep rf'exihlllty of:.

winR, pylon-wing or pylon-fusplape interfce.%oo FRU mndi ttmor. Vir the underwing pyl enn, Th' eontrol-linte

';Iitfn.-'is han to he i-onmidtered. the l-,'ad factor rane'm is well tnnile t-he limits ýn -r~ter t, nllowý flying

''(-('t ne'esslty of clear.-nce wo.-k bclween ýIe fti~ohtn.



-Asymnsetric manoeuvres as steady heading sidpslip to explore the sideslip. infl~ence on th~e
aerodynamic coefficients.0

These *anoeuvres are requi.-ed to be performed as slow as possible, in order ta bne very close to a
quasi steady manoeuvre and toý allow the aerodynamic field clean from transient phlenomer.a.

:n- aadition to this requirements, other characteristics as the Mach numbe~r constance, z he minimum values
of roll rate and/or acceleration together with the minimum bank angle durin'g the qteads; heading sideslip.
are necessary to define trie manoeuvre as acceptable and useful for 'the subsoquen' mat-zhing work. The

copinewith the aboVe requirements cannot be always satisfied considering that the nandling qualities
of the aircraft, o~timized on the clean configuration, are strongly affected by tfte pre-sence of tne
external 'stores. The increase of drag produces a sigrificant decreabe of the flLght speed during the
manoeuvre and the pilot induced engine adiustement to balance 4,icreased drag often is not sufficient to

nananthe aircraft into the very small Mach/speed tolerance required for the whole manoeuvre,
especially when flying at the boundary of the operational envelopes with heavy stores-
For this reason different testing techniques, 'strictly depending on the stores configtorat ions have been
appi !Cd.

A c-omparison between two standard Rol11er "caster me~noeiivres performed with MACE (liglt configuration) and
~WCS heavy configuration) is shown :n Fig. 16. As it can be seen, for the light con-figurat'ion it is
easier to maintain the Mach in tne tolerance range dýuring the. -manoeuvre. while the heavy configuration
requires a steeper load factor slope in the pull-up to comrly with the samne requzirement; the high pitch
acceleration which is associated in this phase, being present for a reduced time and beir-g negligeable for
the, store inertia calculation, is not considered signific:ant.

After the matching work performed considering the FLS results, built up and demonstration phases can
follow and then the Rapid Rolling program takes over.

8. FLIGHT' TMT PROCEDUR1ES

Two conditions have to be considered in the use of straingauge measuring techniqueý adequate

sensitivity a nd electrical output balancing.
The first condition has to ensure that teseniitivity of each single parameter is correct and no
instrumentation failure occurs. The second one has! to ensure, that the bri~1ge outputs, under unloaded or
d-finite static conditions on ground are well known, that is. either iero or conct'ant. to have .7'rrectly
operative load equations. Although any effort is made to reach and maintain the last condition, it is
often not possible to avoid signal outputs unbalancing b~ecause or sit-ýnal 'oonditioning.charactristics.
Fo- these reasons, a "pre-flight datum ch~eck" is used to correct for a reference value, the shifts of each
straingauge bridge response as- in analogy is done to winJ off values recorded before W/7 testing.
The !'iads measured at this reference time are compared with -heoretically known loads, associated to the
aircraft c-onfiý.ur~tion.

The defined correction terms are autoomatically applied to the oeasured loads at all flight 1time so that.
.the resultant'i are the total loads in absolute quantities. A post-flight datuw checu- is also used to
ccftpqre agalt' the# corrected total loads with the known ones to monitor the outputs dr*!ts which could have
occurred during the flight.

An appreciable contribution to speed up the va Il i Ity check of the measured loads, has been ensured by san
ad-nrio performed manoeuvre at the beginning and %t the end of each flight at the satme, flight conditions.
Then. thia -4o, called standard nanoeuvre. allowr the evaluation of manoeuvre loads in standard flight
conditionn for which accurate predictions could b* also provided for comparison. stith this procedure, an
adequpte degree of c'onfide~n6L can be reached in reliability' concerning the accuracy* of the load
measureo-'nts throughout tho flyings: on tne other hand~possible signal rpoesand malfunctioning of the
parmet. -S can be discovered in timet.

9. ROLAi. TIM M3U1TOAXWG

)ata tranvatainin via teltewery link, ~ansalso made, to increas, tho ai-rcraft structural safety s4hen
apprasching potentially dJangerous test conditions and. obvious ;ly, to allow a quick-look data analysis. In
add;-1ri real t'me monitoring per~Aittod 'to check the correct esecution of manoeuvrow and the functioning
of peculiar instrumentation or to inforue the pilot for a manoeuvre' repetition tn case, it has not been
satisfactorily performetd.

Therefore, the monitoring reduced the 'flight time requii'ed to completo the flight progiamm and granted a
better quality of F.T. results.
F, r flight safety reasons, mainly the EPU wedgeo movements in parallel to crutches-am pretension, have been
a ni torel through out the, F.L. S.

Jri g. 17 shows how the pretension ween influenred by vibrationm, Induced by dynamic longitudinal pilot's
stick manoeuvre. and the improvement reached testing a new EWP standard.



rate ftypically 8 s.p.s.). to get a.n acceptable czcrromlse between the aircraft dat;. acquisition .

capabil:ty and test requirements. 0
In, this way, more than hundred signals S.G.'s outputs were recorded.

Most of flight mechani: parameters have been recorded at a higer sampling rate ftypically 16 or 32
s.p.s.), but a reduction to 3 s.p.s. was made for the correlation with the leads.

The requirements for dynamic loads investigations have been covered increasing the sampting rate for

relevant parameters and in particular recording and telemetering signals in fNMA'M multiplexing. . -"-

10.2 DATA PROCESSING 0

in the MACE and mainly in the MWCS flight load programme. conaiderable efforts have been devoted to
develope a universal software for propes processing, data handling and load analysis. This software, used
for both on aircraft calibration check and flight data analysis, has been a leading factor for the
succesful performance of the exercise. In order to produce loads data for the different aircraft

configurations in a s3itable form for the subseq,,ent analysis, several significant factors must be
considered:

- The high number of parameters to be analytically combined together.

- The straingauge outputs with different characteristics to compute the loads from linear terms or

terms up to third order covering the nonlinearities.

- Ground datum correction terms.

- The flight parameters for correlation with the loads.

- The computation of inertia loads for the subsequent derivation of aerodynamic loads.

Now what to do to reach this ambitious target? The answer has been the harmonization of such a

relevant number of data in a series of computation modules, correlated together, in which homogeneous data
block, are proceseed.
As it can be seen from the data processing flow--chart (Fig.18). the input parameters are extracted from
the secondary tape on the. basis of engineering requirements (parameters, run time inputs, slices
interested, options, etc.).
When appropriate modules have been selected and made operative, the total loads are calculated using the
relevant calibration equations and the "Data Base" containing geometric store data, store configuration., S
ground datum correction terms, etc. In this way, the acting loads, are computed froo instrumented ERU's or
adapter and pylon spigots parameters in a series,of modules.
The computation of the loads at the H.M.ERU reference point, is presented as example of the working
process of a single module, which -calculates the intermediate forces (Fig. 19 ) on springarms. swaybraces,
crutchari., hooks, sidt walls and yaw spigot giving the store total loads.

, The first step of the ERU load processing, consists of the crutcharm 16ad computation which involves some

pobJem due to the series connection of an elastic and a stiff element. According to the crutcharm •
* festure, the springarm induces preloads to ce-tre the store, whilst the swaybrace arm reacts the higher

iOlds due to the store rolling momen. with the two arms in contact.
As presented in Fig. 15 . the response of the swaybrace parameter is subject to a cross over effect when "
the springarm is only ccimpressed. On the other hand. the springarn gives also a response beyond the kink
point at which the gap between springarm and swaybracearm is closed. The algorithm of the crutcharm load,
consider'only the contribution of the linear springer% slope up to the kink point; at the loading
conditions with both arms in cont-ct, the maxlsi" spring•arm load is kept consstant-ad added to the 0
swsybracearm load. For this reason, the unbalance of the swaybrace slope has been eliminated respectively
shifted to zero voltage output at zero loading condition. As far as the springerm is only compressed, the
carry over effect to- the swaybrace parameter output is irrelevant. But the maximum carry over output.
indicated at the kink point, must be continously subtracted from the swaybrace output to measure the
resultant force of the two arms correctly. The sum of the two elements. is twe' crutcharm load.
This algorithm is given by proper coefficients taking the advantagoe that the kink point can be easily
adjusted. if the springarm settihg varies from me flight to another.
The id^ntification of the conditions in which the crutchars gap is closed and consequently the kink point
of the springarm calibration curve is reached, is a decisive factor on the accuracy of the final loads

computat ion.
A small variation of this reference point in respect to actual opetational conditions at which the

ralibration equations are referred, generates an error on the .crutcharm loads computation, that multiplied
perhaps fro 4 crutcharms, could invalidate the measurements.

," ,4' ,".



calculation of the store rolling moment. The module flow chart (Fig. 20 )shows the development of the

described activities.

O~ther software development was required to correctly measure the spigot total loads. As already pointed 0
out, the spigots have been predominantly instrumented to asses the load distritintio.-is into the fuselage

-all struýcture when heavy stores are carried. A software module was prepared for stcre 1crads determination

via the soigots, whicn withstand, beside the store loads, the adapter loads and constraint forces. Being

the latter producert by the adapter deflection due to the fuselage bending, a correction term must be

introduced to obtain the store loads. Since the fuselage ben-ling depends rath~er on the aircraft

'vinouvering condition more than on the carried store, the spigots loads were recorded during a dedicated

flight with only the fuselage adapters fitted. The interesting spigots constraint forces were derived and0

.-educed to analytical correction terms, following this way:

- analyze the spigot loads from flight measurements. with adapters fitted only

- neglect the aerodynamic load contribution of the adapters in the -vertical plane

- subtract the inertial spigot load contribution due to the adapter weight fron the spigot total

loads

-define correction terms for *he constraint forces in respect to the msain variables (load factor.

wing sweep, manoeuvring devices positions, M4ach number and airspeed).

10.3 INERTIA LOADS COM4PUTATION

The verification cf aerodynamic store loads trends is the final goal of flight load survey and this

requires the separation of the inii-tia loads from the mcasured total loads.at each measuring reference

point.

These inertia loads, due to the motion of the aircraft, have been computed by means of the Euler

equations introducing three linear accelerations, three angular rates and three angular accelerations,

measured at' aircraft e.g. package, and referred to the c.g. of the stores and then transferred to the

ERU's and spigots points (Fig. -21). Three angular accelerometers have been used for the angular

accelerationti measurement to improve the accuracy of inertia calculation. fixed data as store sass,

inertias asd coordinates are stcred in the file.

This simplifiee method, avoiding the need of a full set of sensors at the centre of' gravity of each

re~levant store, has been considered acceptable because the peculiar characteristics of quasi static

performed manoeuvres allow the assumption of a rigid motion of the stores with the aircraft.

The technique of "Ground Datum Load" correction, has been also applied for inertia load computation.

10.4 DATA PRESENTATION

The charactoristics of the speed and flexibility of the. software given the availability of a full

set of data for a detailed anallysis in a short~time after flight, imsproving the possibility to check the

validity of the results or to find out instrumentation malfunctions (Fig. 22).

Due' to the instrumentation responne characteristics and to the complexity of the 6atal processing, the

direct comparison of first flight test data with the oredirtion in a number of cases, allowed the

clarification of some phenomenon, not identified or not well simulated during the calibration, such as

kink point definitlori for refined crutcharm load computation and the need to improve the measurements,

asking for additional check calibration. With this approach the flight load measurements have been updhted

for a better agreement with predictions; although not ful ly applicable predicttons we"e discovered.

An examopl. of software adjustment and computation improvement ios hown in Fig.23. The final flight test

data ar ,e presented in several forms: time histories, tabulations and mainly cross plot* of measured loads

in reap-ct to significant flight var~.ables. for an immediate urns.

Then a selection of tot-', inertlal and aerodytiainic dota are copied on magnetic tape and transferred to

final analysis for the production of matched aerodynamic data set..

11. WATCHING

ll.1 PROCEDURE

As ",esults of the above mentioned activities., a great number of intormation is available for

analysis: as already reported, the measurem~ents are presented in form of total, inertia and aerodynamsic

*loads'. and as first step of the data reduction process. the results are organized in order to have allI the

man.euvres with' comparable measurements range, packed together giving an immediate view ý, the available

data4.
After that, 'a fine selection of. the data is performed applying tolerances on the m os -t signi ficant9

parameters in order to avoid wide scs. .er of the data with ronsequent pone' homogeneioty' of' the tiesults:

.......



In order to minimize the undesireo effects, the acolied tolerances (as reference only for a general

discussion while some particular case cai lay outside).are:

- RolI Rate : 5 deg'sec.

- Mathrnurber from 3.01 up to , 0.025 depending or. the specific case.

- incidence angle during steady heading sideslips, the mayrmum -variation allowed of incidence

is . 1.5 degs

- Sideslip angle : during nominally symmetrit manoeuvres, the maximum values of B allowed

is + 0.3 degs.

The aerodynamic fo.ces and momentp are then adimersionalyze. t-, coefficient form and plotted
against incidence and sideslip: using these plots, the ;omparison wit.i Wind Tunnel data, reduced and
presented for the same parameters range, is performed.
The incidence and sideslip effects are verified in terms of slope anL intercept variation in the available

range of informations.
in this way, the proper correctie values for slope aid intercept are established and the relevant changes
to basic data -car ve applied; extrapolations tc- maximum values are performed.
This tast part of the process is conducted ir. a semi-automatic way in order to control, when engineering
judgements is required, the computer extrapolation avoiding the presentation of unacceptable results.
On the bases of the achieved experience, mainlf during the MACF activities, it appears very important for

the matching, the consideration of the possible effects induced cn results by the accuracy of the
measurements;; in the presentation of the resulcs, the influence of these effect will be pointed out and
commented.

F~gs. 24.1 to 24.20 are showing the correlation between the wind tunnel• and in flight measured
aerodynamic coefficients for a selected typical underwing (Chaff Dispenser) and underfuselage (Sub Tank)
mýunted store..

Coing more into detail the Flight Test data reduction was performed, applying the tolerances mentioned .
before, by means of a )inear and non linear regression method -iitroducing a statistical precision interval
Df 165(including 2/3 of the measured pointn) centered on the mean value of the coefficients.
It vist be pointed out that the results prepented. are only the first evaluations without any data
p-ecinion consideration (W/T, FT) in order to get an overview about t-:e available informations, to sort.
out alfunctions, and to reveal correlation problems.

h,,,, 'or 'example the scatter of the actual flight data, is a first indication of the accuracy of the
mear;rements. Of course there is no precise accuracy measure because of the impossibility to establish . 0
ttrue values" (relative validity). That means All aerodyosmir coefficients from any source are by nature

only .-stimates.
Now some preliisinary indications could be done about the flight tisting results. Referring to Fig. 24.1-

24.20 noticeable agreement has been found for moments with some uncertainty in the very sensivite yawing
moment.
Generally a drift occurs on force measurements especially for the side force, which can be recalculated
from the ex~ellent Rolling moment.

The slope of the side force agi inst the. variables a and B insmead correlates with the W/T measurements.
Major deviations have been observed between in flight and WT meas',red ve-tical force coefficients
particular for the under fuselage mounted tank.
The vertical loading of the tank at this station is'small and within the tolerance band explaining the
wide scatter of the tes., results.

This aerodynamic force is of minor importance, because the vertica, design load is dominated by the

inertia.

11.2 ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENTS

For the 1i,al data reduction of the FLS results, engineering judgment, the oldest measire, for
estimating ieliabillty, must b- applied co weigh all available information about the accuracy of the

inflight and W/T measin-ed aerodynamic coefficients. Considerations about' the applicable tolerances will be

given in th. .o.low'n

- Differences b~tween the maximum noplied calibration loads (50-60% limit load see para 7.-) and the
measured outputs have been amounted to less than 5% but depending on 'he complexity of, the

algorithm, the number of parameters'needd, and on appropriate application of rorrection terms
and procedures during data processing." The atturil tolerinces are higher due to the hpecific

steady 'manoeuvres producing a store load level of about 2CA of the design based on R.R.
manoeuvres. ' -



- The influence of aeroelastic effects on the inflight coefficients will be checked by evaluating
the test results as a function of altitude.
Dlifferent store positioning due to asymmetric wedge engagement should be separated.

- Additional attention must be paid to the tolerances for the fundamental aircraft instrumentation
systems.

- The maximum allowed tolerances of the nominal flight loads survey conditicia mas already given,
must be applied, for the data reduction.

- All relevant cnrrec .-ons concerning i'low conditions, Reynold affects, balance output tolerances
have to be in~troduced into the W/T m~easured aerodynamic store coefficients.

All these available relevant information about these tolerances will be taken into account to
calculate data precision bands for the .i-flight and WIT measured coefficients ensuring a corrrect matching.
The final results, a modifiqd aerodynamic 6tore set, used together with responses newly calculated with
flight mat ched aircraft aer.ndynnrnics (from handling and rapid rolling step by step testing), allows the
redefinition of the maximum load levels checking and providing the structural capability of' the aircraft 0
when carrying external stores for the entire operational envelopes (Fig. 25).

12. CO4CIJDING REMARKS

Even if the MWCS-flight test programmse is not yet completed, the experience gained during the first -

evaluation of the results, confirms the reliability of that philosophy choosen. The main advantages are:

- The possibility to check, the static and dynamic behavior of the standard ERU's under actual
conditions.

- To met importar.t contributions for the ERU's development (mainly wedge design improvement).

- To reveal unexpected load distributions concerning the underfuselage pylon spigots-

- To produce final clearances for the aircraft with stores based on reliable flight matched
aerodynamic coefficients data set, as proven by the first analyzed results.

-To improve the cross reading possibility for the clearance of similar store configurations.

-To have available an important tool for any future clearance work on the adaption of new stores.
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CONDUITE ET SURVIEILLANCE DES ESSAIS EN VOL

EN TEMPS REEL

Bertrand SCHERRER
Chef du Service Methodes et Moyepns d'Essais

Centre 1'Essais en Vol -Base d'Essais dlIstres
13128 ISTRES-AIR -FRANCE

RE SUME

La Base d'Istres, dq Centre d'ESsais en Vol est principalement responsable de Pe6'e cution des essais
de performances, de *structure et de propulsion. Sit~uee dans le sud de Ia France, au centre d'une r~oion,
plate, cette Base A~rienne bdn~ficie d'un climat tres favorable. Si Pon ajoute A cela la possibilit6
d'une trý!s grande lon~ueur d'envol et d'atterrissage, 6tendue jusqulb 6 kilnm~tres par les prolcngements
de Ia piste, ceci explique l'affectation de Ia Base d'Essais aux essais lee plus dangereux comme ceux de
%,rille, d'extension du domaine de vol., lee essais d'extinction et rallumages moteur, de flottement, etc..
Un effort sp~cial a 6t consacr6, Ai Istres, A Ia mice en place de moyens et dispositifs destin~s 6 am6-
iiorer 1'efficacit6 et Ia s~cur.itL& de Lels essais, en particulier ceux ne pouvant 6tre r~p~t6s sans ac-
croltre les risques potentiels. La description porte cur Iirfrastructure M-osutes utilisde, incluant Ia
t~l~mesure, la trajectcgraphie, le jentre de calcul, Ia pr~sentation des informations qui permettent de
diriger et de surveiller plusieurs es,.ais en cours clex~cution, simultandmentý. Cette prdsentation donne
ces exemples d'utilisation de ces rp.oyens.

1 - GENERAl ITES

Pr~senter quelques uns des moyens d'essais du Centre d'Essais en Vol rend opportun le rappel suc-
cinct des missions de cet Etablissement et Is description sormmaire de son organisation. Cette prdsentation
permettra notammient d'expliquer le partage d'activit6 entre lee trois Bases d'Cssais principale-s.

1,1 -Lee missions du Centre rl'Essai.s en Vol

Des textes qui les definissent 11 ne qcara retenu que ce qui peut 6tre ut'lle A lexpos6, A savoir
que le Centre d'Es-Ris en Vol (C.E.V.) ost l'Expert Essais en vol des Services L~fficiels.

Ce r8Ie signifie plus pr~cis~ment

- que le C.E.V. intervient dans l'6valuatiorr de tous les mat6riols a~ronautiques r6suitant de programmwes
a~ron~autiques pilot6s par l'Etat. L'importance relative des programmes destin~s A couvrir des besoins
des Arm6es explique que le C.F.V. soit un Etablissement rattach6 & une Direction Technique d~pendant,-
s ou6 l'autorit6 d'une D616gation CUntrale.h A Armement,' du Minist~re de Ia Wefnse.

- que l'existence, au sein de IlAdministration, d'un Etablissement qui dispose des moyene en personnels
et mat~riels ayant Ia capacit6 doaseurer 1'6valuation en vol de mat~riels a~ronautiques, donne au
C.E.V. Ia possibilit6 et Ia mission de participer au processus de certification des mat~riels a~riens

Ce,; deux aspects de Ia mission d'Expert Essais en voi des Services tOfficiols peuvent atre r6sum~s
en disant que ls C.E.V. net appel6 A conr~alt~re tous lee mat~riels ,adronautiques qui impliquent une res-
ponsabilit6 do PEtat agsat soit 5 titre de promoteur et/ou acqu~reur, soit en tant qus puissance
publique reeponsable de Ia s~curitd des citoyens.

is terse de. 'mat~riels a~ronautiques" a 6t volontairement uti lis6 pour indiquer qulil ne s'aqit'
pas iqniouement d'6valuition d'a~ronefs complete mdis qus lee propulseurs, lee 6quipemente a6r~onautiques
et lee armements ,akroport.6s peuvent -faire Il'objet dneeais en vol et gulile psuvent impliquer, dane ce
cas, l'utilisatidn d'a~ronefs d~jh exp~riment~s adapt6s 5 des fonctions de bancs d'essais.

A cette mission de base, il convient de citer, parmi lee autres responsabilitds du Centre d'Essais
en Vol

- Ia mice en oeuvre de mayens d'infrastructure dlesa'so eA vol au profit de tiers et, en particulier des
Services Essais en vol (lea Constructeurs (Contrble de Ia circulation adrienne dessals et de r~ception.,
trajectographie, r~ception W~hmesure ...

- Ia formation des personnels sp~cialisten des nosais toot pour ones propres becoine que poor ceux de
lmindustrie eL des orgonismea civils et militainres, franqais et ftrongern.

Ce large domnaine d'activit6 gui requwert.. seion -Ia nature des nosais et deti mat~riels esgay~s, un
envinronnement qptýcifique, a conduit le C.C.V. , rdpartir sesessoa is entre 3 Boses (l'EeO9jai principales
kBr~tingny, (lana Ia r6gion.parisisnne, Cazaux wur le littoral atlantique et Istres A1 proximitd Au litto-
ral m~diterran~en).

1,2 - lee msesions de Ia Base d'Fsraip WkItrr-q

Au tintre de Ia minsgion principale du Centre d'13os.in en Vln, Ia. Bare d'J.3ain Olstles cnot char~q~e



- des es:iais de performanc's, de qualit6 de vol at, occasionnellement, dlessais de structure des avions.(l)

- des essais de propulseurs d'a~ronefs.

- des essais de simulation h l'aide de banc volant ou de moyens sol.

Au titre des autres missions 6voqudes au § pr~cddent, Is Base d'Essais en Vol d'Istres -fournit aux
essais en vjol des Constructeurs un certain nomtre de prestations :contr~le circulation a~ri'enne, trajec-

tographie, r~ception t~ldmesure dont Ia part la plus importante est fournie aux services install~s sur -

la Base :Avions Marcel Dassault - Brdguet Aviation (AMD-BA) et Socidt6 Nationale d'Etudes et de Construc-
tion de Moteurs d'Aviation (SNECMA).

Elle a 6galement. cdepuis 1962, Ia responsabilit6 de Ia formation des Navigants d'Essais assur~e au
sein de l'Ecole aju Personnel Navigant d'E3Sais et de R~cention.

Les raisons qui ant conduit l'Administration & investir la plate-forme dlstres ont 6t6, h' 1origi-
ne, airectement lides aux programmnes adronautiques de llimm~diat apr~s-guerre qui a vu, avec Is relance
de I'a~ronautique frangaise, la naissance d~un nombre tri~s important de prototypes. L'exploration de largem
domamnes de vol impliquant l'incursion dans le domaine supersonique avec des moteurs de fiabilit6 relative
et de performances nodestes, rendait particulibrement attractif un site dlessais disposant d'une longue
piste aux approches d~gsc-4es coiffee d'un ciel bleu permettant le retour A vue d'un adronef ayant un
incident de propulsion.

Ces facilit~s adronautiquem nWont pas perdu de leur int~r~t maim elies ne mont plus exclusives etw
les-essais d'avions et de moteurs exigent, du fait de l'6vollution des techniques et des a~ronefr, que le

site d'essais dispose d'une infrastructure en moyens dassais au sol dont les conqposants peuvent ftr,ý

clas66s en quetre categories

-moyenn d'6quipement d'a~rodrome,

- mayens de contr~le de la circulation a~rienne,

-mayens de simulation,
- moyens; de mesure au sol.

Z - L'INFRASTRUCTURE EN MOYENS DE MESURE DE LA BASE D'ESSAIS D'ISrRES

?,I Orgariisation qda~rale

INFRASTRUCTURE MOYENS DE MESURE

CENTRE DE MOEN E TRAJECTC(RAPHIE II CAPTEURS jS
RECEPTION IPARAMETRES

RAAR DE MTEOROLOGIQUES
IDE TELE)MESURE CINETHODITHES -? ECjG I I( vert, tem '. pression)* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; L.... .. .p.------ -- , s de piý1s te._

'P.C. DE TRAJECTOGRAPIITE
t jRestitution "Temps r~el"0

FIM des trajectoires
Surveillance et/ou quidaqe

E.)

P.C. DE 00NWITE DIESSAIS "C IG A LE

-0 Capacit6: 2 vols simultan~s.
Acquisition et traitement meseaqes t4limesure

. nregistrement

E- Elaboration tet visualisation des paramitres de conduit.
z W d'essais

Figure .1

(1) -La Base d'Essais d'Istres participe dgalement aux essaim d'int~gration des symstbmss sur Avions'
d'Armes et aux essais d'6valuation,globale des Avions d'Armes (prototypes et avions de ddvelop-
pement).



Les acuk cor'ceptions-suivantes

- l'une vise A minximiser Ia dependance de Ila~ronef en essai, pendant les vals, vis b vis d~une Infras-
tructure. L'installation d'essais embarqu~e a donc, non seinement Ia capacit~s d'acqu~rir les pzkram~tres'
requis pour 1'exdcution du programme d'essais, mais aussi de les enregistrer I* bard et de visualiser
Jiirectement ou ppr~s trai-tcment informatique, ceux qui soot n~cessaires Ai 1'6quipage pour la conduite
de 1'essai.*

- I'autre*,qui s'apparente beaucoup plus aux m~thades impos~es par les essais den~gins, tend au cantraire z
ýi faire largement appel b des mayens de mesure sal dant l'activation est indispensable A 1'e~x~cutian
des vols d essais.

La nature des activit6s essais de la Base dlIstres, fartement marquee par les essais d'Avions
.d'Armes et la convergence des cthQix du C.E.V. et des Constructeurs pour danner une large place A la can-
duite d'Essais temps~r~el, ant rendu 96cessaire Ilirnplantation d'une infrastructure en moyens de Mesure.
dant ]'arganisation g~n~rale est donnde sur la figure 1.

On natera que lec infarmatians issues des mayena de trajectagraphia et des capteurs 'de param~tres
m~t~prolaqiques caract~risant l'envirannement de la piste, sant regraup~es et tralt6es au niveau d'un
Paste C~entra.,(P.C.) qui dispose de sorties lemps RL~el et qui permet la surveillance de trajectaires
et/ou le guidage. Ces infarmptians peuvent, ien tant que de besain, Atre transmises au P.C. de canduite
d'Essais "CIGALE" au au Centre de Traitement Temps Rdel des Avians Marcel Dassault - Brdguet Aviat~an.

Cette arc hitecture danne une banne sauplesse b 1'ex~cutian des vals puisque les centres Temps,
Rdel peuvent travailler au profit d'avions diff6rents au, au contraire, 6tre interconnect~s de tell

-aianibre que les P.C. de conduite d'Essais reqoipent les informations trajectugraphiques des avians 4ui
1cm int~ressent.

2,2 -Les mayens de trajectagraphie et leur P.C.

* On constate, sur la figure 2, que le systbme de trajectagraphie (in~stalle en 1974) camparte deuxIS
types de mayena

- des ci'ndth~adalites,

- desý radars.

Les prempiers sont destin6s cauvrir lcs trajectoires assacides aux phases de decollage, atterris-
sage ou apprache.

Les radars (un en installation fixe, l'autre en installation mobile) prolongent jusqu'& lharizon
aptique, l'Rendue de mesure du systtme.

S YST E ME D E T RA JE CTOG R A PH IE i w
Cam4ra focale 1200

C~INETHOLITHES

RADARS 1 
8

.Paramietres
IRIG: CAtLCULATEU R, F 4teo

Vers P.C. CONDtJITE DESSAIS -

Figure 2

oi



a ouLJic iouteILiquu ýcuuage aes angles a iY bits) utilisent une partie des res-
sources d'un calculateur associd au systbme. Cette capacit6, qui permet de sortir en tempqs rdel des rdsul-
tats brUts, sans correction des 6carts de poursuite, donne avec des opdrateurs er~tratn~s, une qualitd de
poursuite et donc une precision de rdaultats qui est jugde suft'isante pour 60 % des trajectoires traitdes.
Pour les autres cas, un traitement diffdr6 rdglisd h partir de l~exploitation des films, permet d'intro-
duire ld6cartomdtrie et de tirer toute la prdcision dont sont capables lea cindthdodolites. On notera

qu' l'un des trois cindthdodolites, est associde une camdra longue focale (f =1200 mm) essentiellement.
ziestinde au suivi des essifis de vtililes. Le choix de cette solution a 6t6 motivd par lea possibilitds
Vinterddsignation d'objectifs que permot le systbme. En cas dlessais de vrilles, un radar et le cind.-
thdodolite avec camdra long.~e focale soht activds :Il paintage de la plate-f'orme cindthdadolite por-
teuse de Is camdra vrille est idalis6 & I'aide du radar et Ilopdrateur du cindthdodolite nen reprend
le pilotage manuel qulau lancement de Ia vrille, solution qui garantit l'acquiaition de l'avion.

-Le radar fixe est un radar BEARN h exploration conique travaillant en bande C avec adrien de 0 4 m.,

- Le radar mobile eat un radar ADOUR (meme bande de frdquence).

On observera que Ilorganisation du systbme ,rend possible le suivi de deux essais ou deux avions
liffdrents avec 1 ou 2 ou 3 cindthdodolites et I radar, ou de faiire participer h Ia poursuite d'un rn~me
idronef ces m~mes moyens. Il eat 6galement possible d'utiliser simultandment lea deux radars.

Le P.C. est 6quip6 de mayens de visualisation qui permettent le suivi, le contr6le et le quidage
-ur trajectraires pr~ddterrnindes A partir de deux tables trayantes qui seront, & moyen ter, remplacies
)ar des consoles cathodiques polychro'mes.9

Les rdsultats de trajectographie cindthdodolites ou radar sont 6galement asseiibl6a en un'message
;drie qui regroupe lea informations brutes donndes par lea moyens de trajectographie et lea coordonndps
-alculdes au nivesu du P.C. de trajectographie. Lp message eat achemin6 vera le P.C. de canduite d'Essaiis
:IGALE et/lou vera le Centre de i raitement Temps Rdel des essais en vol AMD-BA (Avions Marcel Dassault-
Irdquet Aviation).

'3- Le P.C. de conduit e d'Essais "CIGALE"

,31- Gdndralitds

Quelques rappela historiques permettront de situer ls gdnbse de ce Centre.

Le Centre d'Essais s'est intdress6, de longue date, b Ilutiliaation de Ia tdldmesure puisqu'en
957, apr63 une Avaluation des diffdrents matdriels frangais, il fixait son choix, pour les essais d'a6-
onefs, aur un dquipement ddvelopp6 par I'O.N.E.R.A. (1) et fabeiqud sous licence par la S.F.I.M. (2).

-vant d'adepter l'emploi d'uh matdriel valable aussi bien pour les engina que pour lea adronefs et fond6
ur le stadard IRIC. L'expdrience amorcde occasionnellement sur certains prototypes d'avions; d'armes des
nndes 60 s'est rapidement systdmatisde.

Par ailleurs, la pdndtration'sur le march6 de I'informatique de calculateurs de conduite de procca-
us a permis d'4tendre le champ d'utilisation et d'aborder la conduife d'essais avec traitement temps
6el.

Ieý<pdrience acquiae dana is premibre .16cennie d'utilisation de Ia tdidmesure avait mis en dvidence
r, gain' pour Ia sdeurit6 dana lea essais d'adronefs (tout part icul idrernent pour lea adronefs h 6quipage
vz~reiait - mono ou biplace). L'introdtiction du Traitement Temps R~eI a confirm6 et amplifi6 cet acquis
t a permia, en outre, de 'ddmontrer soc intdr~t pour la validation des p.'Iases d'essais.

6curit6

La participation au ddroulement de l'essai de personnels au aol diaposant d'informatians pravenant
e l'avdion, eat particulidrement bdndfique dana trois cas

surveillance de parambtres en 6vojution qui sortent du champ d'observation ou de sensation de 1dqui-
page ou dont Is surveillance eat rendue difficile en raison d'une'charge de travail passagbrement,
6!evde.'

surveillance de parambtres et contr6le de manoeuvres effectudes d ana des essais ou des phases de vol
particulidrement perturbdces et 6prouvantes pour le pilate (vrilles, limites de flanqeuvres, essais temps
chaud....)

assistance en cas d'incident ou, d'accident, assistance pouvant aller jusqu'h Vordre dd6vaquation.

jalitds des ebsais et des rdsultata

Le contr6ie Temps Rdel des parambtres significatifa permet de vdrifier la qualit6 de I'exdcution
-1'essai et de s'assurer que lea conditions ndcesaaires 5 1Pobtention des rdsultata scint respectdes,.
-s enregistrements effectuds au, aol, qui serviront de bases de donndcs pour Ilexpl~oitation diffdrde
!s essais, sont donc validda.

Sur und dchelle de temps plus longue, le Temsa Rdel aupprime certaina dcuei.ls dui ddpouillement diffdr6.
La procddure de rcc'ueil de donndes h partir dlenregisttementa h bord a conduit frdquemment, dana lea

0) Office-National d'Etudes et de Recherches Adrospatiales. .
USocidt6 de'Fabricatfion d'Instruments de Mesure.

79-



Centres d'Essais, A l'ex~cution de vols produisant une masse dinformations enregistr~es sur _.ne pdriode
donn~e trus nettement supdrieure A la capacit6 d'exploitation des movens do traitement sur une p~riode
de m~me dur~e. Cette situation, qui occasionnait des reports d'exploitation, pouvait on o~itre se solder
par le constat que le fonctionnement de certaines chaines de mesure essentielles ne corcespondait pas
a e qui dtait attendu et que les modifications apportdes depuis ý l'instaliation de mesure OU a1 ladro-

nef ne permettaient plus e retrouver un 6tat susceptible d'apporter la vdrificatl'on n~cessaire. L'e:-
ploitation en temps rdel pr~sente donc lint~rft de rdaliser constamment 1'6quilibre entre Ilex6cution
des vole et la capacit6 de d~pouillement..

La conception de CICALE a donc Lst fond~e cur le traitement Temps RL~ei. E116 a int~gr6, en outre,
uslques caract~ristiques compl~mentaires.

La notion de P.C. de conduits d'essai. Elle constitue une extension'du concept de station de r~ception
de t~l~mesure qui rend linstallation perm~able 6 la prise en compte de donndes provenant d'autres
moyens d'essais.

La flexibilit6 d'emploi impos~e par la diversit6 des ac 'tivitds de la Base dE3Sais d'Istres. Cette
flex ibilit6 devant permettre les mises en oeuvre successives rapides au profit de besoins essentieb-
lement variables quant b la nature et au* volume des messages de donn~es A traiter et quant A la sp6-
cificitd des informations A donner aux conductetirs d'essais.

Cette caract~ristique a cri-duit N plusieurs options conditionnant 1 architecture technique de I"
tat ion.

Introduction, dane le syst~me, d'un '"r~partiteur programmable" dont la fonction essentielle est de
r~aliser rapidement l'affectation des moyesn de conditionnement du signal. et leur adaptation.

.Util~sation de consoles cathodiques polychromes pour la visualisation des informations sp~ciFiques.

,3,2 - Rdalisation dane sa version or iginale.

La figure 3 met en 6vidence l1organisation gdn~rale du P.C. dans laquelle on distinguera 3 parties
istinctes qui groupent, respectivement

la salle de conditionnement des signaux CIGALE -IMPLANTATION DES MATERIELS
de mseure.-

la salle des moyens informatiquss.

.B. - L'alv~ole centrals regroupe lee moyens SALLE DES MOYENS INFORMATIQUES
utilis~s pour l'exploitation diff6rde
qui, comme tels, ne participent pam
aux processus de conduits dlessais TRAITEMENT TRAITEMENT TRAITE.MENT
en terms rdel. TEMPS REEL DIPFFERE TEMPS REEL

lee sall'es de conduits d'essais dont 2 2
seulement doivent 6tre prises en consi-_________________________
d~ration (la S.E. 3 est une salle dont
le niveau d'6quipement en fait une
station simple, sans informatique, SALLE DE COWITIONIJEMENT DES SIQ'JAUX
Uitilisable,.soit en secours de S.E. I1EMSR
ou 2, soit pour des essais 'simples). e

Une deso iption sommaire de chacune
~ces parties permettra den indiquer

as principalsE caract~ristiques et lea ,S
s)nct ions ( voir figure 4, page 19-6). SALLE DE SALLE DE SALLE DE

CONDUITE COND'JITE CONDUITE". 2, allc ude coinditic.-incmn'n des DESSAIS DIESSAIS WESSAIS.
signux

On a dit que la flexibilit6 d'em-
[oi 6tait un ces objectifs auxquels Ie Figura 3
.C. devait satisfaire. 11 6tait donc
nportant de r ndre 1'6quipement capable
minimiser 1 a temps morts de chongements c~e configuration lorsque l'activitd impose dlenchailner des 0

ils d'aronefE dont ess' types d'installation de assure et la nature de lessai sont tr~s diff~rents.
<.: vol de vrilles d'un avian ldger suivi d'un vol d'essai d~avion d'armes.

Cette flexibilit6 eat assur~e par Ilassociation

Wdsquipernents qui permettent de traiter des messages de nature h~t6rog~ne allant du m 'essage de t~1~me--
sure enti~reffnt analogique avec un maximum de 18 voies, au message enti~rement num6rique en passant
par les configurations hybrides comprenant un message num6rique et des voiss anialogiques continues ou
-PAM.

et d'un r6partiteur programmwable dont les fonctions vont Atre succinctement ddcrites.

Cet 6.quipement assure la donnexion entre



lea dl~ments.gui constituent lea sources d'jnforrnation

- multiplex t~ldmesure en pro enance du centre de reception SIERRA ou de rdcepteurs lacaux (solu-dion qui 6tait utilis~e & 1'6poque obj l'emploi de Lsnauyx de transm'ission Aaat possible sur labande de fr~quence UHF).

- tempsp universel coordonnd.
- enregsitrements magndtiques dans lea cas de traitement en diffdr6.
- mayena de contr~le ou d'6talonnage pour les vdrifications.0

Ilea ~gi eme'nts de d~modulation des sospress(discriminateurs.& fr~quences fixes ou discrimina-teurs universels) et/ud synchronisation~ PAM ou PCM.

certa ins moyens de visualisation directe

- indicateur & lecture directe,

- enreqistreur graphique,
- 6cran cathodique multitraces pour lea voies PAM.

Le r~partiteur a une seconde fonction qui lul permet d'assureit la mise en configuration de ceuxa 6quipements qui sont programmablei par des ordres transmis sous formne de mots de 16 bits (discrimi-teurs universels et mayens de synchronisation PAM et PCM). 
.-
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S01 t duC caI LI Iat eur d' cquisit 1on a-, oc(ij 6 Ch a Coný dos 2 "ri I lrpos" de trniten'-nt,

Fcit duLn svste.ýe tie prograrmoat ion et de visual isý-tion qg~r6 par or, calculateuE inclus dans le reparti-

res dispositifs caract~risent esa deux modes de coorlitionnement dunje filit-re de traitement. gui,
on spuloment realisen't lcos connex<ions, mais assurer~t 6oalsem~nt la miss en configurition des matftlels

rogrmmalemdiscriminateurs, synichronisateurs PAM- ou PCMI. moyens de. simulation.

ode automat ique

C'est en principe le node normal qui permet lea misos en configuration rapide'i. Au moyen d'un logi-
jel sp~cifique, 1'aperati-n ccmporte en fait deux 6tapes

la miss en configuration proprement dite commanoee par It! calc~uiateur W'acquisition,

la v6-ification de la configuration affich-Ae. * ~ i

ode manuel assist6

A l'aide du s-ystt~ms de prograrasation et de visualisation.J

L'op~rateur de la Salle de conditionnement des informaý'ions a la possibilit6 de commander le d~rou-
ement d'un programme pilotant le. systL-me qui fournit, I chaque 6tape, une visualisation sur 1i6cran
ssocide I) son pupitre. La miss en configuration du r~partiteur peut dtre rdalis~e en mode conversation-
el en s~lectionnant, Ik laide d'un clavier 6 16 touches banali36es, l'une des,9 z6nes de la matrice du
6partiteur puts une des 16 sotus-z~neE de 'la z~ne retenUe et enfin l1ex~cution ou la suppression des con-
exions possibles dans cette sous-z~5ne.

L'op6rateur a 6galernent la possibilit6 de s~lectior'iar trois autres fonictions:

la visualisation sur 6crani de 16 param~tres issus de message t~ldmesure en' binaire, en decimal ou en
octal, sans introduction d'ftalonnage,

la visu dite "RESUMEE" qua. donne sur i'6cran une pr~sentation explicite de la liate des conniexions
dtab lies,7

la programmation des discriminsteurs universels.

.Les opdrations A effectuer apparaissent en s~quence dans Is zone commentaire de !a visualisation
.ur 1'6cran du pupitre op~rateur.

Ce "mode manuel assist~l" permet d'effectuer, soit une mise en configuration sans le recours au
alculateur d acquisition, soit une modification temporaire de 1'6tat affich6 en "mode automatique'. Au --.

ode. manuel assist6 s'ajoute, le cas 6ch6ant. un mode purn~ment menuel ; la p~ogrammation des dquipements
tant faite, suit par lee touches de commande sur faces avant de chaque 6cquipement, soit par 1'ervoi des -. *~

ots de 16 bits de commandes sur les baies de prodrammation par Ilinterm~diaire d'un clavier sp~cifique t. .

e 16 touches au pupitre op~rateur. ..-

,32?- Les moyenb informatiques

La figure 4 dorine un synoptique de la chaine d'acquisiti-on et de visualisation associde A une
shle de conduite d'?scais. On observe que cet ensemble eat, constitu6 de dr'ux mini-ordinsteurs de 16 bits,
ype MfIRA, interconnect~s par une liaison canal type AMC.

Le premier calculat:"ur (initialementf MITRA 15/35 puia MITRA i25, mod~le plujs puissant) ex~cute
'acquisition des informations t~l~mesurdes Coij enregist~r~es), 'la~mise en grand.hir physique de tousý lea
aram~tres, le calcul de parambtres 6labon6s ýi partir. de paramL~tres exprimds en grandeur physqitue (X, VJC,
centrage, masse, etc.... ), le stockage de tous ces paranbtres sur bande magn~tique, Ia fabrication

'ton- table de r~sultats destin6s au calculateur de gestion de visualisation., 1'4diti.'r, d'un listage
it "Historique de vol".

Le deuxihrse calculateur (MITRA 15/35 -Y2 kmots) reiloit'ha table de r~sultats 6mise par le calcula-
eur d'acquisition, envoie sur dcran lea param~tres faisent llobjet d'une surveillance relative I des
aleurs de conaigne et pilote, I travers une unite de gestion spdcialis6e, lea 12 consoles polychromes.

,3,2,3 - Salleq de conduite d'essais7

La cunfigurat 'ion des deux sashes de conduite d'sssais S.E./l et S.E./2 sat identique. Elle a cubi,
pr~s une premi~bre phase au cours de haquelle lea poates de travail prlincipaux 6taient s~par~s, un re-
roupement au niveau d'un pupitre principal (figure 5).

L'6quipement des Salles de Conduite d'Essais comprend

deux consoles polychromes graphiques,

une console monochrome alphanum~rique donnant ha haste et is valeur des parao~trns qui sortent du do-
Cmaine de surveillance pr~ddtermin6, cette surv~eill1ance s'exergant'sur 48 parambtrias,

des indicateurs ýi lecture directe dont linformation prjpvient, aoit directement de la sortie des dis-
crimin~ateurs de t6ldmesure,. soit du calculateur d'acquiaition par l~intermfsdiaire de convertisseurs
num6riques analogiques. .



SALLE DE CONDUITE D'ESSAIS

23

000

e mis par t6l~mesure (Trajectographie

6 Paramtitres fourchett~s 10 mots de tops

Figure 5

ORGANISATION DU DECOUPAGE DE L'ECRAN

POUR LA PREFENTATION D'UNE "PLANCHEI" DE VISUALISATION

Zane "conditions de vol" 5

R~frencs del'essai MIRAGE 2000 VOL 003 PCPVPV
01/01/77 09H28*J3OS PCVv

PCV 09H26MNt42S PCV

Tenps initial des c
trac6s graphiques PCV

Zone page "utilisateur"l

Zone pqrambtres0

A la demande MACH1. .85

Zone de dialogue Cv#4AANDE ERRaOJEF PA * 04

Zone de tableau de bard- -e

Figure 6
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Cete respntat ion conentre c13n le chanV d'abservat.,rin du conducteur d'essais. les par, ,,-res out

- i>atKn le 'a nr3C60ure Vdnraqaement ipr~lue par onser\.ationr ae !a partie gauche,

- cunt~x2e paý ie suji1 des param~tres f Ct parrie droite qu'l s'agit. bien d'une vrille eE rý-. 0'un aut-

-nneau.

- costz6e ae !a npture de la vri11e :ventre ou ilos),

Cwortr~le de )sapolicat ion des consicne Je sortie ~ateguh)
contrt-6e de la sortie de vrille,

- soteiarxe de Pl]titude qui passe en rouge daiis la z~ne d'ilerte puts en clignoteiwent lorsque, lordre
~e(3~attnWi~t ýtre donrwi.

..B.: te c-Drvortement ,I-j moteuir est qen~raleement suivi sur Vautre console disposant d~une -Daq sp~ci-

fiQue imnteur s..
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MODIFIC2ATIONS APPORTEES AUX SALLES DE CrJNDUITE D-ESSAIS

1 00

Q 3 4ecrans video avec regie ( au lieu
d'un seulONombre djindicateurs a lecture dir'ecte
ported.d 9 1 12

Figure 10

-Le pupitre principal. a Llt dot6 d'un bandeau de 64 voyants permettant de figurer Vetat binalre, de
* mots de lo bits.

-A 1l4quipement '%ideo" initial, rdservO aux param~tr'.s "fXourchett~s" a 6te adjoint une rtfigie- TU qui
permet de distribuer sur deux icrans monochromes suppit~mentaires

- Soit les images provenant ou d'une cam#ra embarqu~e dont le message eat transais par un, canal0
t~l1mesure flu d'une camt'ra dobservation des parkinqa gui apporte d'utiles ienseiqrienwnts sur
1l6tat de Pr-oparation de l'avison avant la misc en route,

-soi* ia localisation de 'avian et son altitude b partir des donn~es issues du PC de tralectoqra-;
phie,

- solt 20 paraff~tres avion anus forme aiphanuim~rigue.

- a capacit6 du panneau d'indicateura A; lecture directe a 0t6 port~e de 9 A 12.0

L eugmentat ion du nombre di' idicateurs 5 lecture directe, 'associe~s A la visualisation de 20 pmra.-

m~tres alphanum~riqueq, a 06~ r~alisde pour lea raLsofla suivantes

- donrer aux Conducte~urg d'essaai une informa .ion r~siduelle, simple mais suffiiiante au niveau de la
fi~caritii de l-Pssai, en cas de defaillance L.Zirs cle vol des moyens informatiques oti de visualisation

- p.!rmettre la visual isation de ces paramiltres dits "param~tres df 96curi't~l avec un ddsiai de prdsenta-
tion inf~rieur A celui qu'introduit la chalne de traitement g~rant Ia visualisation dlabord~e.

Pour r~pondre au besoir, la modifi,;ation imposaid que les param~tres prdlev6s dons le messaqe
t~i~mesiire ne transitent pas par lea n'Jyens informatiques principaux. 'La soiu'tion'retenue a cansfstd A!
itiliser lea resf~ources dui calculdteur intt~gr6 'dana ile r~partiteur programmable.. On, a vu, au paragraphe
)r~cident, que ce calculateur disposait, des l,'oriqine, d'un lorliciel permettarit do decommuter des para-
ri~tres et de lea visualiser sous forme, d'indication en alphanum~rique, en binaire, d~cimal'ou octal.

Cet ensemble de traitement a W modifii de mani~re A~ pouvoir iiqqurer Ia docommutation de 32 para-
nOtres issus de mensaqes PCM - IRIG oul DANIEL, de 1- exprxmer en iinitt3s de' qrnndeujrs physiques pa.r un
ýraitement simple '(ax + h flu a * h) Pt de. leq tranfimettre vno !ilte de conduite dlegsais (20 en alphanu-

X.

idrique + 12 analnqiqueq). L externgion it conduit modifier. I 6piiiperment, informatique du r.~parti-etir en
issociant au c;aculateur une tijnit de disqupi le qui permet de ri-qrcuper, pour un mt~me avicn, Les N~chiers
Je coninexion, Is fichiers dle dko'asmutation-et jrt~talonnaqres des 52 paramt~tres de "ak6urlt4.1.



contiguratiofl soot assun~es Sur le r~partiteUr en 'node Manuel assist6. Elles snot ensoite transf~rdes sur
le calculateur d'acquisition de rnani~re ý ce que e s T, Ises en configurotion rdp~titives solert faites en
-)cce autcn-at iue. Cet r z t Acne si ajouta it ýk ce 1les qui doivent i~tre fait es, avant chaque volI, ao niveau
oes :al-iateurs d'ncquisition et -Aý visunlisat ion et panmi lescuelles la const-itutioni du ficfr.ie repr6-
sentatif des paces -Je .isualisati,-n reprosente 1'op6ration !a plus lourde. Le tn.,nsfert des pp~naf ions
de -n~se en contiqurati~jn Sur one disquette associee a,. calculareon du ri~partiteur, penmet. de realise:
les tAmnes ett pars Id~e et de recuire le OýIai u'enchainement des ý,ols neistifs A des scions iifff~rents
qui est paSS6 de 20 -3(1 minutes a 10 minwtes.

2,, Transformation en coons

L'o'odna t ion ILa plIus i moort ant e por te, act uelIlement, sun 1 a r~npsmat ion des 4noyens i n format i ues.
FE::e a t~t renou- n~cessaire par, les limitations du systeme actuel gui se traduisent par 1limpossihilit6
dd traiter en terros r~el des messages num~riques superieurs A 4000 mots/seconde. Cette limitation devient
de pil~s en plus Ircompat:Dle a%,ec les besoins des essais de syst~mes d'armes qui rendent n6cessaire 1'em-
pIlol ce messages ý cadence beaucoup plus importante.

ILe C.I.V. a duoc ergagO Line proc~do'-e gui cooduira A remplacer les 2 x 2 MITRA de CICAIE par
2 CGtID-*SFL 3287/.-tO. L'un de ces calculateurs a At lisýr6 en %ovembre 1983 et sa mise en servipe cp~ra-
tiuinel est pt6ýue pou' le 56me trimestne 1984.0

Ce. chaniqement permettra d'augmenter, cans on rapport significatif. la puissance de traitemeit at
de calcul temps n4ýel.

11 permettra, en outne, de retn~dier au d~faut de 1'installation actuelle gui, du fait de sa struc-
ture 'calculateurs d'acguisition' Pt de visualisation en sdrie) introduit syst~matiquement un retard de
I a 2 secondes ý la visualisation des para~mýýnes 6labor~s sur les consoles polychromes. Avec las. nouveaux
calculateurs, me retard sera compatible avec les besoins que 1'exp~rience, permet dýi situer b la valeur0
m.naimale de 0.5 seconde et la cadence de rafraichissement des informations graphiques sera (de 20 par se-
conde.

Cette modification sera compl~te~e par deux op~rations de moindre importance qui partic~peront A
l'am~licration do syst~'ne

- changement de sysrtrne de gestion de visualisat ion polychrome (CONCEPT 60) permatt~ant una vitesse de
traitement plus grar'.'e et des traitements plus souples et plus spgm.ifiques,- p

- couplage, 5 co~aque SEL 3287, doune imprimante (L1ectrostat~que pour le trac6 de param~tres pendant lep
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I - ACrIVITES DES ESSAIS EN VOL AND-BA

I LES AVIONS EN DEVELOPýPEHEI4T

Nous avons actuellement 13 fauilles diff~rentes d'avions our lesquels nous pouravivons
des essais de divelo,7pement.

MIRAGE III iAcuoplace et biplace
Avec des d~veloppesents syst~me d'aruos (MIRAGE 5).

MIRAGE Ill NG .Le MIRAGE Hil A cammandes de vol 6lectriqyes et avec systhue d'armes ivo1,z4.

MIRAGE IV Bombardier nucl~aire. avec une rinovation du systime d'arses pour esporrer le
missile ASMP.

SLTPER-ETENDARD Moderirisatton de Is otructure (hyporsustentation) du Noteur et du svsteuem
d'aruos de l'avion ETENI3ARD embarqu-- de ia marine.

MIRAGE F1 Monopiac~e et biplace
Avec de noubreuses, versions export et I& version reconnaisanmeo F1 CR.

JAGUAR D~veloppesent des configurations do charges exterres.

AL1'hA-JET Avec des versions nouvelles, attaque a syst~se d'arnes digital or nouveaux
moteurs.

MIRAGE 2000 Monopiace et biplace
Notre avion de points actuel dans divers~es versions..

ATLANTIQVE ATL 2 R6novat ion du systeme d'armos des ATLANTIQUE HK 1.

FALCCN 10 et 100
FALCON 20 et 200 Qui a donni lea version. GUARDIAN (USA) et GARDIAN'(Fktnnco).

FALCON 50
FALCON 900

En plus den avions en production, onoun avons toujours un avion prototype.
Dans le pass6 r~cent, c'katat le MIRAGE 4000 et noun pr~psrona I'ACX qui accroltra non

connaissances pour 1 '6tude et le d~veloppe-went de nouvelles technologies.

2 -LES FSSArS DE RESPONSARTLITE AND-BA

Pour ces avions. lea moyons mis en oeuvre noun ont peruin .-d'asnuer do larges
rcnponsabilitft dons les diff~rentes mines au point.

Mines au point ceilule

-Domaines de vol de I'avion. lisse et aveciles diff~rentes charges externes A l'intfrie'ir
desquels on contr~le
*.len vibrations (flutter)
*len efforts
*loa quallr~s de vol avec les limitations en incideitce.

-Performances

Adaptation moteur
-Coinandes de vol -

- Circuits
- Des - isis spdciaux du type hautes Incidonce., vrille6. adaptation~ moteur,- ontrfew d'4iir,
myst~wwo d'arrit (freins, cross*..paraichue:. barri#re~d'arrit).

-Certifirations i'avlonp civtlg.



Ce sont ces vises au po~int qui conszituent actuellement 1e principal de nos a.ýtivites.

*Essais: d'int~gration des contre-mesures.

- - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -- - - -- ---

*Essais d'aruement

*S~parction d'armeuent ou de bidons.

*Tirs reels avec des bombes italonnies pour contr~le de la pr~cision.
*Tirs canons.

La mise au point de l'armement lui-m~me n'est pas de notre responsabilitt6 mats nouz
avons i effectuer les essais d'adaptation A l'avion.

Notre responsabilitg du systime d'armes s'6tend aux essais d'armement.

*Essais de Reconnaissance

---- -- -- ---- ---- ----

3 -AVIONS EN V.SSAIS

Les travaux des Essa-ts en Vol Sur un 3vion s'Echelonnent au minimum sur une p~riode de
trots ans

*La dif inirion des programea et des mesures nicessaires.
.'La r~alisation des lisages 6lectriques et approvisionnesnt des uatgriels.
*Montage de 1'avion et de son Installation.

*Puts lea essais en vol.
Sur cette p~riode, nous travaillons Sur 80,1a 90 avions difffirents et noun avons en ligine de
vol. simultaniuent 40 A 50 avions.

Actuellement in peut citer
PERIODE VOLSS

1983/1986 MARS/84

*MIRAGE III -versions 5 et NC. 5 3

*MIRAGE TV P 2 2

*SUPER ETEN1)ARD 3* 1

*MIRAGE Fl 7 8

*JAGUAR 5 2

*ALPHAr-JET 7' 3

*MIRAGE 2000 25 14 0

ATLANTIQUE ATL 2 2 2

*Avions civils. 14

*ACX'

4 -BASES DESSAIS

Nous avons 3 bases d'esssts.

ISTRES qul eat ls base p~incipale pour lee essais 'en vol,

*Mise au point cellule9
*Esiports de charges ext6rieures
*Certifications.
*Essais des symtl~mes dsarmes en~vol
*Essais de',compattbilit~s radio-6lectrIques (EMC-FmT) en chambre an~cholde et en -vol.'

BRETIGNY Centre~ principal pour lesoessafs de syst~men d'armes. Fssats au Rol Sur des bancs
stimulables et quelq~ses essals en vol syst~me d'artnes ou reconnaissance.

CAZAUX Essais d1'armement.-



On y tlabore lee pr~visiona qui. serviront aux contr~les rapides our lea bases d'eselsa.
On pout effectoer des exploitations fines avec des ordinateurs puissance et faire la

coaparaison avec lea prdvisions de calculs et essais'en soufflerie.
Line itgratiou permettra l,'flaboration de nouvelles bases do~ calcul.

5 -EPTEC`TIF HUMAIl4S

Le total des effectifs des 3 bases d'esaais eat de 1259 oersonnes.

*dont 226 ingdnieurs
*15 pilotes Eassais et Riception dont 11 plus particuli~reunent Essais.

Mon service, chargg d'. la d~finition at miss en oeuvre des assures esbarquies, de Isa
difinition et installations des inoyens d'exploitation ao aol, sat de 110 personnes.

8 Informaticiensaont crfif tous lea logiciels et en asaurent l'ivolutlon.

6 -ORGANISATION, MOYENS DEVELOPPES

Moos peniona que ces quelques chiffres ddnontrent dAj1 qua -ous avons obtana usne bonine
efficaciti dana nos easais. Ella a 6tfi rendue possible par l'organiaation-de natre travait,
lee moyana mis en ceuvre, et une certaine discipline dn.4s le choix des matfiriels qui fivite des
mines au point r~pditia at permat de concentrer nos moyens humaina aur des 81mlutlons payentee.

Notre organisationi eat basie our le travail en petites iquipesa vec des moyens I~gerx
permettant de lee ripartir A l'endroit giographique le mieux adapte. Paralllaement nous avons min,
eni place des Itaiaona rapidea entre nos centres d'eaaais at ls '--reau d'itodea A ST. CLOUD. Now -

ensembles informeriques sont compatibles.

Ces moyesn diveloppla sont bas~s our

*Acquisition at traitemant de la t~lfineaure an tampa riel (ISTRES/CAZAUX)

B ance de sysatmes d'arsea atimulables par ordinateur (BRETIGNY).

* Essis de compatibilit6 rodio-glectriqoes (BRETIGNY-ISTRES).fo

II - ACQUISITION E? TRAITEKNDT DE LA TELIEtESURE EN TEMPS REEL

I - AVANtTAOES DlU TEMPS REEL

Lea esaissaen vol sont la dernilre fitapa de l~a validation at certification d'on nouveaut
systiem avion. Ii faut des centainsa at friqueament des milliera d'hetures da vol pour qualifier
complitament un avion de transport ou on avion de combat avec son grand nombre do configurations
de charges axtlrieures.

A titre indicatif, nooa avon. ouvert 'sur le MIRAGE Fl environ 1450 configurations
diffhrente. at our MIRAGE 2000 plup de 500 scnt d~jA programmlas.

La nombre do paramltres' enregiatrfia pout varier de 100 pour des programms. d'seaais
* * simple#. A plus do 1.000 (cas du MIRAGE 2000).

Po'ir traiter ce- gron montant do donnlesi 1a condition niceasaire do suedea eatoun ayst~me
d'acquieition at d'analyse taups r~ol afficace.

0s le dlbut deas enregistrements megnitiquem notre philosophic d'essais a etfi
*principelement oritentla 'sur Is t~lllmaur..

Notre expirience significative an le matilre date do 1969. Deux accident. anoun ant moptr6
i cette eFpoque

I&1 nficessitfi d'une surveillance an temps real.
*qu'il fallait dhvelopper des moyana qui ,n'xiataient pan done le sonde, an particuller du point
de vue flutter.

*qu'il na fallait pa. ndgliger lea vols d'essaia dita do "routine".

LES MULTIPLES AVANTAGES DU TRAITEMENT TEMPS REELS SONT LES SUIVANTS

1.1 -Sflcurit6 du vol

Fn dehors d'incidents, dont on no pout eavoir s'ilg auraient pta devonir plus critiques
-sane cotteaosrveillance. no. efforts dane cc domain's et l'investisasmsnt oat 6ti lairgemeut
reniourago Is jour oia noun avon. eselet6 on pilots qui avait eu on malaise ea vol our MIAA~Z



Da'is une ambiance pl,.s sereine, 1'6quipe au sol pout coriseiller efficacement le pilote
dans lea dif-6rentes manipulations i effectuer, en particulier pour lea essais de syst~me
d'armes. On peut verifier si 11 qualiti de l'essai eat bonne pour 1'exploitation ult~rieure et
6ventuellement le reprenare.

1.3 -Diminution des temps d'exol'oitation

Lea r~aultata acqufa en remps riel peuvent' mimc permettre d'effectuer plus d'e'saaia dans
un vol. C'eat en particulier le cas pour lea eaaaia haures incidences et vrillea.

1.4 -Contr~le psrmanent de l'avinn et de son installation de mesure pendant le vol.

A la fin du vol, le personnel de piste doit pouvoir intervenir avec le minimum de.
recherchea aur lea iquipements en panne.

Le contr~le de toute l'inptallation de meaure, apria le vol, demanderait un d~lai
prohibit if.

1.5- Int~gration compl~te de 1'6quipe d'esaaia etý dea 6quipementiers aui auivi. du Vol'..

La diaponibilitE de r~sultats d'exploitation claira rend plus efficace le d~briefing
avec le pilote A la fin dL vol.

1.6. CaB diffirenta points permettent de diminuer le nombre de volset d~augmenter la cadence

2 -DESCRIPTION~ DUI SYSTEM! D'ISTRES....

Lea aignaux t~limesur~s sont reý;us par le centre de r~ciption SIERRA, mia en oeuvre par
le CEV. Lea antennes A grand gain et trio directionnelles aont aseervies 1 l'avion. Leur r~cep-
.tion cen bande E (2300 IMhz) eat tranapoefie en bande A (230 Mhz). Le combineur de diversit6 permnet
de ailectionner Ia meilleure reception at Ia transmiaaioan aeffectue par z3b 'le A notre selle do
t~limesure. Ce signal multiplex eat directement enregiaeri sur bande isagnAtique A titre de
e,¶uvegarde et permettant un play-back en caa d'anomalie dans 1e traitement femps r~e1.

Pour le traitement en ligne. un ensemble de'discriminateurs permet die sfiparei lea
difffirentes voits du multiplex avent de lea transmettra I l'ordinateur et A la sealle d'6coute.

*Avant d'entrer dana l'ordinateur, lea aignaux snalogiques sonr numfirie~a e; lea voies commutfes -

PCM oti PAM sont traitiee par dea wynchronisittiurs. Les entrces/sarties de l'ordinat-tur aont -

implant~es trio pr~s de la source des informat ions pour 6viter des degradations en ligne.

*Lea informations continues et lea informationa analogiques obtenues. apras'dicomutation des
voice cotiut6es, sont tranamises ZlI salle d~fcoute.

La salle de til~mesure petit recevoir lee informations de trois vols simultan~s et tout le
systame, y compris lordinaceur et Is salle d'6coute. peut itre re7'rogramin en cinq minutes
pour un autre avion.

TroisGO!JLD SEL 32/7780 eont dieponibjes dana la salle ordinatetirs pour l'acquisition
avec chacun I M~ga octets de m~moire centrale,

Un des ordinateure eat iquipf! d'vn ARRAY-PPOCESSEUR AP 120 B pour effrcttier lee
traitements de vibration avec analyse naodale pour Ia surveillance du flutter.

On peut donc effectuer trois vole s~intltangs temps reel oti deux vole. si l'un d'cux
comprend des essais de domaine. qui mobilisent: deux ordinateurs. -4

Les donn~eg de vol sont converties en grandeur physique en utilisant tin fichier
d'italonnage atock6 eur disque.

D'autres calcula temps reel sont effectugs syst~matiquemiept, permettant d'introduire! lea
corrections an~momitriques dans lee calcula d'altittide. vitessa, Mach, d'gfalonnage debit
mitres dine le calcul du d~bit, de calculer lit masse, 1e centrage, ,des coefficients
airody~tamiques simplee, l'incidence vrai-etc..

Tcates ce. information. sont stock~ea pendant tout le vol stir des bendes magn~tiquee A
haute densitfi.

No-:re capacit6 d'acquisition a -toujours gtf! le r~sultat d'un compromis entre le nombre
d'informahtions n6cessaires et lee possibiliftin de traitement et visualisation temp. r~el.

Pat-mi ces sorties de r~sultats

*Un liatage de 90 informations 61abor~es toutea lea quatre secondes eat .effectu6 en salle 0
ordinateur pour itire 8iaponible ad d~briefing apr~a le vol.

Troia sorties analogiques sont transmises A is salle d'6coute, ainai qti'un mot de, 16 bite
*permetta,ti de signaler des d~passements de limites avec la visualisation auttomatiqute des
valeurs des paramitres pendant cc d~paesement.



* ~ vp,,u,,ituJ eL ues vorries ce resuicara 9sertectue directement de- IS
Salle d'dcoqte.

d'essais peut avoir acc~a A to'ltes les va-eurs calcul~es Sur des 6crants sous
plusieurs formez

- Liatages types d'ensembles de 3-rna~es prgpa..6s 5 l'avance
- Trac~s - fonction du temps .ju sous forme X, Y
- Listages de param~tres I ia demands
- Prdsentation de l'attitude de l'avion, position des gouvernes,

altitude vitesee dans le cas d'esstis a haute incidence.

Le contenu pr~sentg_ sur lee 9crans peut itre copi6 sur traceur glectrostatique.
Coupte-tenu de toutes ces informations, is capaciti temps rfiel eat de 8000 donnies par seconde

En salls d'Acoute, Vi'quipe d'essais a CAgalement accis .1 toutes lea donn~es brutqs avant-
traitement sous forms de galvanomatres, mots tops, migascope pour lea vibrations. scopes avec
prdsentation du type bar-graphes, dcran vidfio.

Entre deux sashes d'ecoute. una salle permet la surveillance du flutter avec un analy-
seur temps rdel donnant 2 spectres et la possibilit6 de traiter sur le troisi~me ordinateur
toutes lea vibrations transmises avec is prdsentatirn d~s la fin d'un esesi de tous lea spec-
tresetc un peu plus tard d'anslyses plus compl~tee permottant de tracer pendant Ie vol
l'6volution des fr~quences et amortiesements.

Exploitation en temps diff~rS

L'exploitation n'est pas limitg au traitement temps r~el.
Des tracis et des exploitations plus couplktes sont effectugs sprAs lea vole et de nuit.

Uri. quatriime ordinateur permet 6galement ce type d'exploitation, avec des milanges de bandes.
Il eat utilica aussi par nos inforinaticiens pour faire Evoluer floe logiciels.Les logiciels.
acquis sont une accumulation de travail depuis 1977.

Les rdaultats stockis sur bands peuvent 9tre copi~s et envoy~s au centre, de SAINT-CLOUiD
pour IS coupc'raison des r~sultats avec des modalee macrigmatiques complexes qui nicessitent une

* installation pl.us importarce.

tine fois lee donnines mises en f.'r-me pour cc. exploicati 'nR, ellhs sont figalement
acceasibles par lea ing~nieurs d'ISTL9S par l'intarmddiaire d'ur. termi-al'lourd relil par
ligne Ald1phoniqtie avcc l'ord~nateur de SAINT-COtiD.

3 -CAZAtJX

Nous avone A CAZAUX un eystAnwe temps rfiel de caractdristiques identiques A un des
ensembles d'±STRES.

.III -ESSAIS DE SYST2EWS DARMES

I -FRINCIPE ET MOYENS

*Notre exp~rience dans ce domains date Is 10 ans..

L'arrivie do calculateurs numfiriques embarqu~s 4 permis de faire fivoluer lea syst~mee
d'armos par l'intfigration de diff~rents iquipements dialogant par bus nomirique.

* L'augmentation de Ia complexitf et lee diffi~cultfis. quo Von pourrait avoir dane. lea
recherches de responsabilitg encre lea 6quipementierse t le mattre d'oeuvre ds l'intdgracion. nou.
ont conduit A concevoir unt nouvelle mithode d'essais.

Cette michode a permis do rendre 'lta essais au banc significatift diminuant de fa~on
important. lea vol. d'essais sur avion d'arme.

Les movens do dlveloppeisont d'un systC-me d'armes comprennent

*La sitpulation Avec des mod~les mathdmatiquet et do. aimulateurs pormettant de contr~ler Is
pilotabilit6 du systiem et difinir le choix des figurations.

*Des banca do test do gdnfiration glectrique
*Des avions do servit!"des epdcialisds.
*Des banc. d'intdgration Avec 6vontuellemont une plate-formo raidar ou missile.
* tn avion do servitudt int~gration du S.N.A. -

Ustie msaquecce radio Alectrique avec cage de Faraday associfie.
* Lne chasabre &ndcho~de
*Les avions d'ossais prototype s outi tot do sagre.



Comme *jur lea essais avions, les mavens ant 6t6 r~partis dans lea diff~rents centres 1

SAINT CLOUD Etudes, simulations

BRETIGNY Bancs d'int~gration, avions de servitude CEV, cage de Faraday, maquette
radio-Electrique, avion ( 'int~gration.

ISTRES Centre de s~niulation su CEV.
Petite simulation pour les figurations aux essais en vol AND-BA.
Lea assais en vol.
Les essais en chambra an~cholde.

CAZAUX Tirs de qualification.

Un sysatme de Navigation et d'Attague eat compose

*D'un ensemble de capteurs camprenant par exemple centrals gyroscopique, plate-forme inertiella,
centrale agradynamique, doppler, radar air-air et air-sal, til~m~tre, ECM.
* D'rganes de calcul pour la navigation, l'attaque, lea cantre-metures.
*Au paste pilate, ile pilote dispose d'arganes de commande et de dialogues (panneau de contr812
de navigation, panneas de contr6le et s~lectian d'armements) et de visualisations sous farinae
de viseur tate haute, ticrans cathodiques, Map display, ECM, instruments de pilotage.

*Lea armementa.
*Taos ces ensembles dialoguent entre eux.
*Ces 6quipements sont mant~s pr~alablement aux vo-9, aur un bane d int~gration de maniire i
optimiser lea performances de l'ensemble.

- On peut travailler de deux maniares

*Statiquement
*Dynamiquement (stimulation)

C'est cette dexinare minthode qui a 6t d~veloppie par AMD-BA.

Les essais statiques permettent

d'adapter et contr8ler lea performances des interfaces des syst~mes.,
*de cintr~ler la sensibilitfi A la g~n~ration ilectrique,
cantr~ler lea performances des 6quipements.

*vErifier Ia sensibilitA des sorties des parainatres vera lea visualisations pilate,
*contr~ler lea logiques de pannes,
*d~bugger lea sofwvare.

Mais ils sont limitg.q

*Seulement quelques probl~mes d'interfacage peuvent itre'aporghendis.

*Les foi.ctionnements dynamiques ne pouvaient CBtre ixus qua plus tard en vol. 11 a'agit de
p-zoblames~de filtrage, d'extrapolations de lois, de bruit, de pricision dynatiique.

D'autres probl mes itaient rencontr~s en vol

Lea anomalies rencontr~ee cti vol Staient difficilement Analysables.
* Elles auraient demandg ltenregistrement d'un trop grand nomire de paramatres pour av ýr le
*paramatre c18.

* .L'interpr~tation de certains ph~nomanes peut Btre difficile pour le pilate en vol.0

Il1 eat tr~s difflcile de raprodui,-e Is mgme configuration d'essais at chactue modification

redemana!erait le m~"me essais dana un nouveau vol.

La stimulation

La stimu lation permet de rejouar-une phase de vol en rginjectant~dana le aystB ie deg
informat ions capteura coh~re-ýtes prralablement enregistrges en vol. On entre dana le a satme
des paras'~tren'pris assez loin en amont de fa~on a en limiter Is nombre et la fr~quenc
d'6chantillonnage.

- L'ordinateur de stimulation eat un G2OULD EEL 32/77-80 homogane avec lea ardina aura
d'acquiaition tamps r~el.

A partir des donn~es enregistr~es sur bandas, il effectue Interpolations a l~e
cadencamant n~cessaire poor reconstituar A travars Ia baie di stim !on lea informs': ons,
captaurs avec lea mgmes caract~ristiquea qu'en vol.7

Sur ces phases stimulges on a danc lea mames visualisationa qu'er. vnil at on pett changer
lea fonctions.

*La banc eat instrument.4 at l'ordinateur, pendant Ia phase de stimulation, fait
l'acquiaition aur diaque des donnges. Elles sarant onsuite trait~es at tracdes.

.La stimulation peut-;tre effectuge au debut de d~finition par deg bandes types ou dis
simulations' provenant des simulateurs au c- ,culateur d'6tude ; ensuite par des bandes Irovenatnt
d'un.autre avion ayant anregistr6 des captaurs 6quiva--ents at enfin par l'avion d'es'sal

ce'mayan permet d'avoir uT% outil tr~s puissant pour mettre su point' leas yetfm a
ind~pendemment de l'avion et r~duit sinai Lae. nambre de vols.



La comprdhenaion des probl~mes rencontris en vol eat aimpliifide.
11 eat possible de rejouer Is phase de vol intgresasd avec lea 6quipements du banc er

entuellement de l'avion avec une poqsibilit6 d'instrumentaticn plus aisge.

11 est tris facile de valider lesnmodifications au banc avec toujoura le mime essais.
particulier, on peut valider lea modifications des logiciels des 6quipements en regardant
a consiquences sur le reste du syst~me.

L'6valuation des performances en mode normal et'en mode ddgrad& (radio sonde au lieu de *
der ... ) peut-itre faite aisament au banc avec 15 imei eessi d'o~i, de nouveau. Ia diminution
a vols. On peur Agalement comparer lea performances des algorithmes complexes dane lea iquipe-
nts par rapport A un algorithms absolu sur ordinateur.

L'installstion de mesure de l'avion d'essais mc-ntge au banc dane Ia phase prgl.Lminaire
,rmet de diminuer lee temps de misc ant point sur avions (ndcessit6 d'avoir un dialogue rdel sur
ts pour vslider lea interfaces numoiriques).

Coupte-tenu des t~sultsts obtenue et 1a facilitfi apportds aux 6quipement4.ers pour leurs0
.ses au point, noue avone pu reporter notre Principe plus en anoint dens lee 6quipements
itimulation de la centrgdle airodynamique, de la plate-fornie inertielle, du radar au niveau do
on bus interne).

En dehors des gains de temps et do vols, ce moyen nous a donnrR'la possibilitfi dtoffrir A
is clients des systemes adaptis A leure besomes.

Nous avoins f inclement, avec la m~ne structure "vion, des modiel. qui sont tris diffA-
ante par leurs armement. et leure logiciels, ce qui explique le nombre d'avione en essais et le
imbre do bancs.

Actuellement, nous avona 12 bancs stimulables avec 3 ordinateurs SEL 32/77-80 et
MITRA 125.

;URES ESSAIS EN VOL

Pour lea esesis en vol nous appliquons aux eassais de systmem d'armes lea mimes procedures
te pour lee essais cellule. C'est-&-dire tdlimesure, procedures temp. reel.

On ajoute ainai aux: gains apportgs par lps banca ceux: apportds par le temps rfiel, en
irticulier la transmission vid~o des informations s"nth~tisies eur la tite l3nute pilote eet tree
ile pour Ia conduits de l'essai.-

D'autre part, cette volontfi d'expleication temps r~el, qui a apportg des contraintes dane
!a dfffinitions des mesures effectudels. eat tree payante.

Il a fallu faire evoluer de front lee systimeis d'acquisition eabarquis et l'exploitation.
!a points impottants apportes sont loa suivanta

;linge aur un meseage unique des informations sane rythas propre (parametres analogiques
.aseiques) et des infor~nations syant un rythme prcapre (informations bus).

eCation d'un format PCM adaptei I co type il'exploit';Iion (format DANIEL) permettant une0
.quisition plus rapids et une datation-fine des irformatione ce qui eat ndfceesaire pour Ia
imulation.

-ogrammation du syeteae d'acquisition embarquS par l'ordinateur d'exploitation qui posside tous
!a fichiere des informations bus. On ivite e~n plus lea erreure de transmission d'informations
.i se traduiraient par une nouvelle numfirisation.

.3 cadences d'acquisition temps rfiels fitaient do
'00 mote par seconds en 1975,
'00. " ' en 1978,
'00 ' " ' en 1981.

tto contrainte,, ae cadence relativewent faible, oblige lea iT.genieurs A~bien r~flfchir sur lee
somes en edlectionnant lee paramintres qui sont n~ceasaires A Ia stimulation et leurs cadences.

us avone riuess, ainni do tras bojnnes misee au point. On fivite la tentation de tout enregistrer
priori, ce qui se traduirait par des augmentations do moyense t-d'Snergie sane resultats
ngibles.

ur perw-ttre des stimulations plus en amont dane lee fiquip~aents et armomonts. nous somes
ligis d'enregiatrer maintenant d'autres messages PCM sur magndtique emasrqug. Ce. expluitations
temp. diff~rfi sont r~alisies avec lee programmes temp. rgel pour 6 Aviter lee travaux de

giciels. Ce point pourra 6videmment eivoluer au fur or il assure des disponibilitds des

ogrammelirs.

dehors de ces geineralitee, on pout cicer d'autres pointe importaakta qui se traduisent par des
minutions de cofit et augmentation do Ilefficnciti.



5 - Rigueur dane l1a d~finitions.

11 s'agit d'6viter aui maximum lea mises au point inutihas. 7
Non stations d'exploitation sont r~alisiee par une seule 4quipe et touteu identiques. 4

Une bonne riguour done lea d~finitions et choix de mat.4riels embarqugs a permiis d'entrer Lew
chailnes complates do eseure cur ordinateur qut centralise lea modifica~ions.Le decaIn deg liacasea
cur ordinateur a divia3 par troia flon heuris d'6tude (22 liaaaec compl~tes~effectufis en 1982. 17
en 1983 cane ccmpter lea avions plus s~wples A courte p~irinde d'essais). Nos temps de mist ýu
point our avion ont iti 6galement diminufs dane Ie mime i~apport.

6 -Utilisation de cystimes Eclatia qui amhliorent 1'&.ionnabilitg at diminuent lea poids de cablage.
Il permettent igaleisent d'associer des ensembles d'acquisition utilishe depuic I an.(ahil
du MIRAGE G 8 et de V ALPHA-JET encore months cur MIRAGE 2000) dent nous avonc une bonne expi-

rience A des uniths plus rhcentes suivant lea b&.soins. On limite A chaque fois lea risques de,

-ESSAIS DE COMPATIBILITE RADIO-ELECTRIQUES (EMC-E2MI) y

Ccc essais permettent de vfirifier l'aptitude des iquipementc A fonctionner dans
l'environnement Alectrosegnhcique at de dhfinir lea actions correctives iventuelles (modifications
des iquipements ou du caiblage avion).

1.9socnt effectugs

B ur maquette grillagge, pour lee eccais d'implantation d'antennes at lec manures de dhcouplage
doen notra uiine de Villaroche.

*sur maquette, radio-6lectrlque et en rage de Faraday A BRETIGNY.-

s ur avion. dons notre chambre anhcholde dITSTRES en particulier (flotamment pour It*
hyperfrhquences radar at centre-escures).

11. eat A noter Vl'portance c~roissants

*des eacais en cage de Faraday cur 4q'iipemento individuels (identification de, Is signature------
glectroinagngtique) v't sur sous systames. En effet, l'6v~lution ttchnvlogique (dhveloppeicent du
numiriquie. courants ae commands de plus en plus faible ... ) conduit A une, plus grands sanoibilitfi

aux parasites. 
.-

SnU chambre snhcho~de. notamment pour lea contre-mseurec aver lavion complet en ligne de, vol.
Certe cham bre permet de mertra en configuration de vol (av~ec lea circuits avli.n alisantia) tous
nec avions (mis A part L'ATLANTIQUE). Sea dimensions cont

--202m. do large
- 26 m* At profendeur.
- 13 m: de haut

Sott un volume de, 7280 m2.-

- M0YEN4S INFOR14AT-QUES DISPONIBLES AUX F.SSAIS EN VOL

H' STORIQUE

1969 -ISTRES 2 salles d16coute taudpe rhel 2 IBM 1800
16."o m0t5/s Mhinoirac 2 x.

48 iKoct.interne
1.5 Moct. disque,

1974 -VILLAROCHE I banc stimulabiA 1 ISEL 85
Mhm. 128 Koct interne

24 MacE dicque

1978 - STKF'! 2 salleq d'6coute temps xhel 2 SEL 32/55
2000 mats/s Mhmaires 2 x

256 KocE interne
80 MocE disque

+ lAP 120 B.

LAiRETIGNY 4 bancs stimulables 1 SEL 85*
Mgm. 192 Kacr interne

24 Moct disque.

I SEL 85
* 224 Kqct Interne'

2 x 24 MacE diaque

1979 - STRES, 2 salles d.'6coute. temps rhel 3 SE!. 32/75
4000 sota/s M~m. 384 Koc t interns

3 3x80Moct disque



BRFTIGNY 5 bancs stimulables 2 SEL 85

Dessins C.A.O A TOULOUSE

1980 - ISTRES 2 salles temps r6el 3 SEL 32/75
8000 mots/s (+IPU+WCS)+ I AP 120B

Mim. 512 Koct interne
4 x 80 Moct disque

Simulation des visualisations pilote
Liaison SEL/32 --- ) Ordinateurs SAINT-CLOUD

BRETIGNY 7 bancs stimulables 2 SEL 85
236 Koct interne

4 x 24 Moct disque

BRETIGNY I MITRA 125
512 Koct interne

50 Moct. disque

1981 - ISTRES 2 salles temps rfel 3 SEL 32/75

CAZAVX 1 salle temps rgel 1 SEL 32/77
8000 mots/s +IPU4WCS .

Mim. 512 Koct interne
2 x 80 Moct disque

BRETIGNY 9 bancs stimulables SFT, 32/77
+IPnL+wCS

5t2 Koct intern.
80 Moct disque

2 6EL 85
1 MITCA 125

1983 - ISTRS 3 salles temps reel 3 S.L 32/7780
8000 motsls +1 AP 120 B

3 x 1 Moct interne
6 x 80 Moct disque

Simulations pilote 1 SEL 32/7780

Liaison SEL 32 --4 SAINT-CLOUD
TSO -4 SAINT-CLOUD

I station mobile tflimesure
1 station mobile t•l6mesure I SEL 32/2730

avec exploitation Mgm. I Moct interne •
2 x 80 Most disque

CAZAUX I salls temps rte! I SEL 32/7780
I Moct interne

2 x 80 Moot disque

BRETIGNY 10 bancs stimulables 2 "'L 32/7780

1 Mott interne
2 x 80 Moct disque
2x300 Moct disque

I SEL 85
1 MITRtA 125

CONFIGURATION 1984

ISiTES 3 salles d'Ecoute temps reel 3 SEt 32/7780
8000 moats/s +lAP 120 B

Mgm. 3 x 1 Moot interne
6 x 80 Moct disque

1 SEL 32/8780
4 Moct interne

2 x 675 Most disque
x I AP-5025

1 station mobile tfl~mesure
I station mobile tfl~mesure 1 SET 32/2750

+ exploitation 1 Moct interne
2 x 80 Moct disque

Simulation I SEL 32/6780
I SEL 32/9750

Liaison' SAINT-CLOUD terminal avec
2 consoles TSO



1D.ssins C.A.O avez 2 console*.

CAZAUX I salle teups r~e!l I S El- 32/7780
l M4ott i nt e rne

2 x BG Moct d isque

SRETY(SY 12 bents stimuilables 3 SEt 32/7780
1,5 M~ott interne

2 x 80' Macct disque
4 x 300 Noct disque

I Mi4TRA 1715
512 Koct interne

2 x 50 "joct diinque

Dessina C.A.O 2 console*.

SALLE
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REAL "INIE TESTING - THE NEXT GENERATION

Jamcs D. Dinkel
Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Calverton, NY 11933 AD P 4 1 5

SUMVMARY

Grumman Aerospace has used reai !',me ti~sting since 1950. It took a giant step forward with the addition of on-line process-
ing when the Automated Telemetry System (ATWi -emt on !inr in 197C. Through two generation-, of testing capability, the ATS
has prosided rlight t.st engineers with the- capcthi!irý to acqura process data arid analyze the answers obtained during a test ---

operation. To increase this capability for the more d&rnanding requirements of the future, a New Display and Control System-
(NDCS) is being developed. When the NDCS is fully operational in 1986, the ATS will move into the next generation of real
time testuig This paper wilf'~escribe the requirements set for the new system and the design developed to imxt thenm.

'NTRODUCTION

Sip-c 1970, Grumman has been using extensive real time/on-line processing during flight testing., From the highly sucqessful
F- 14 development program to the present day, Grumman's ATS has reduced flight test &eselopmient time and cost through:

9Improved testing etTKc~ercy

- Fewer test points required >
- rewer contingency flights
- Immediate validationt of' maneuv-:r
- Assured quality of ihi~srumerntatit and data

9 Enhanced productivity -

Mnre test points per flight hour0
Fate nveop Copntrol

"- Fastter neoexaso

"o Inlet Compatibility
- More iest time per flight

U %c ()(o alternative obiective¶

- Fewer flight aborts 7
* Accleaited turnaround

- Higher flight rate
- Comtlete data analysis for critical decisions
- Fewer flhghts. lev% required maintenance.-

In addition. flight safety has Secri enhanced by auakmaansc limit checking of measured paiameters.

The ATS has been, cordnuia~lly update over the poaw 13 years to maintain its capability anod is now in its sectonidgenIeration.
Howevet. it is evident that nujoor changes are required to mee the increasng demands of complex future teat requivrnemenso
This paperr will discuas peat ATS performance and who changes are b"eu made to provide a superwo real time testing capabili-
tia Grumman.

PAST GENERATiON

The first genrnuon of real tume testug at Gnuvumm woo con -eived in .1955 and I ecan'e operational in 1970.. This ATS
tystem (Fig. 1) consisted ofsa complem en of hardware anid saftware sulisystems which. combined waith a central processor.
formed the tinegrated syisem capability requvoed to perform real time/on-line flight teat analysis. T1w priome obgective was to
xmivde real-tine answer (wit just raw dadis to flight test 'questions through interactive data processing 44 tekieme.ee test daisa

Using ciweeve ccampooer conurl stod sophitsticated interface between subsystems, the system provided dewa services toi real-
ime. In fte pass. rheet awers were nat availbl until days istier a tes flight. The proven hardware ad software character-,
sties of this facility promoted the suaccessful andf timely completion of a nihgt test programi because it *dislyed engi nee og*
:ompostataons in am maaderustidabler format. In additson. it eliminated dama turnaround constramins and allowed (tor on-line.
ividifacaWa of flgt& pis.

The value of real-timne *waing has been proven mnuny tomes. Gnaumawo has documnenusd three specific areas where ATS has
mproved the perforam'se of fligm.tl tea pratIona

*A fligod directoor, on his console, has access to the compuitational power of one of the Largest scmiesific digstal compaiers of
the onoihasoy thrwoug an alpheanumnwcal keyboard. funct~ion keys. anod a videto dislay. He nay rooosat. to real-time. pro-
cessed data sucho priformwec avid Mach Number calculodmovns soul receive I'heteat data inmanduely. Duruag 04ightesat
operainsM the system also mnwasim limit viASOlatind setepoelas them as they nooetza

*The "mm-withie-loip" concept allows adaptive flight tstin. Ther engineer cas rewc so presented data by modifying the S
setplains housd. too actual resuts. Responses, hase ranged fromv ext vm cauton to uaprecaentmeo etsvekipe expans~ion
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XT GENERATION

.'he next generation ATS will begin in the second quarter of 1986 when the fully operational NDCS comes or-line. "ig. 2
tains the highlights of thie NDCS development schedule. heinitial portion of the schedule involved establishing design re-
rements which will be discussed w'-xt.

MILESTONES r 1981 1982 1983 1984 1996 1986

FLIGHT TEST TECHNOLOGIESA
REQUIREMENTS ISSUED

HARDWARE &SOFTWAREA
BUDGETS ESTIMATED

DESIGN TEAM FORMEDA

SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS
DOCUMENT ISSUED

PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW I

PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW It

DEMONSTRATION PROTOTYPEA

OPERATIONAL PROTOTYPE

NOCS OPERATIONALA

RS"20?3-0023

Fig. 2 HihsWsm of the NOCS Development SCisuthIs

tern Requirements

;nzmtnan recognized in the late 1970s that major ATS subsystems required upgrading and/or replacement to be viable into
198Ns. After careful technical analysis, nunageanent established the preprocessing subsystem as first priority. T'he

processor replacement was coinpleted when a new Advanced Tele-tetry Preprocessor (ATP), designed by Grumman Data -

term. went on-line in July of 1982. Although the preprocessing subsystem was replaced first, the display and central comn-.--
.r subystem were lks no messis ignored. Since the late 1970s. scores of meetings have been heldt at many organizational
-Is to establish the general broad requirements that the replacement/upgrade had to address.......................

ispite of the numerous software and hardw~are modifications nudei to the ATS ove the years. the F~ight Test Department
eved that the -real time/on line" test productivity had materially degrrded since the period o& peak F-1t4 developmental ac-
ty andl the use of the ATS for systems flight testing had not manaeuialized. The fundlamental problim was that, while we were
rovang the flow of digits throagh the processing loop, w'e, were not mazerias~y enhancing fth quantity or quality of fthe
maers presented to the flight test enginers Among the miom significant causes for this wert

T'he basic display system design (i.e.. only one Dats, Analysis Station (DAS) per streams)
Complexity of applications software vis-i-via availble coasputaitionall capability
Inability of the syste to respond rapidly to even minoir chanMe in the applicihioism software
Limited (to non-existent) data base display capability .

Unsatisfactory hardcopy facilities
Crowded physical arrangement
Signal breakupsand nois reqsaiin4X processing from A/C tapie.

hese factors forcedite test engineers to rely more on post flight processaing for their answers, md to depend on strip chart
e displays for the real time (safety of flight oriented) testing.

dditionally, the existing systen still had two single popits of failure thpat could stop Al real sme test operstions - the cen-
comnputer and the 3393 Display Controller. Whale the ATP, per se. would nOi Significantly alter the above deficiencies, its

titectuire would, when combined with a more capable Disrlay and Control System replacement. allow an opportunity to
:rse this unacceptablie rend.

o remedy'this problem the Flight Test Deparmient issued, in April 1982, a set of requiremsents for a NDCS which was in-
led to improve real time/on-linie test productivity by allowing the test engion'ar to complet thecir answe aoqutoe~i Wtass9
Ag the flight. The highights of these-requirements are:

The display subsystenm consists (initially) of two independent streams each consisting of two DASs and one Test Conshator
Station with either or both DASs from one stream capable. of being itiependendy assiged to the other stream. Fourt strip
chart recorders availale for the display of 32 raw paramesers, may be individually assigned to eill aea
The initial system rnust be expandabl to three streamit with three Tmst Conductor Stations and upa to 12 DASs (nominally
four per stream), with any eight assignable to one stream
The DASs must be capable of performing comnputationsa and display fun~ctioa.s and have sufficien local storage capability to
stom aircraft. envelopes, pievious flight data fairings. and selected #dasa from previous flights and/or baselineenierg
analysis data as well as local recall and system/user files



Each of the DASs must be independent, and capable of operating on the same data (as any other DAS suppofmrng the same
real time input) with different programs, or different data (in the same real time srarnam) with different programs •
The computational capability and storage requirements for each DAS will be independent of othier processors.
The capabilii to allow presentation of plots comprised of data from current files and from previously stored flights or 7
baseline engineering analysis data
The DAS must provide the capability to create, debug, and validate specialized applications software •.
Each DAS will consist of: .
- A black and white CRT with the capability to:

o Display up to. 16 raw or calculated scrolling time histories on eight annotated grids
o Display 10 raw or calculated parameters plus time in half screen tabulated format
o Display 'A screen cross plots
o Reverse or freeze the scrolling time histories
o Select start/stop times from the scrolling time history display for further data processing
A color CRT to display data from complex computational programs run from a data file created i;i real time. This
display will have the capability for two and three dimensional graphics requirements and simplified subsystem
schematic line diagrams with numeric displays at points representing key areas of interest

- A strip chart recorder with the following capabilities
o Display at least eight. raw or calculated parameter- plus time on edge pen on a continuous basis unless stopped at

the record"r
o Computer controlled parameter selection and scaling
o re-utiahazd setups selected via keyboard controls .

- A hardcopy device capable of output from either the time history or analysis CRT display
- A repeater scope showing tie Test Conductor's out of limits/discrete CRT display
Each Test Conductor Station co,-.sts of:
- A color CRT with the abihoy to display

o Up•to 24 out of limit conditions from a maximum of 100 items being limit check
o Up to 150 discrete measurements by title in a grid "ype pattern
o Current flight condition information including time, Mach number, altitude, gross weight, etc - -

- A back and white CRT capable of:
o Producing its own displays
o Repeating any DAS time history display

- A strip chart recorder with the same capabilities as the DAS recorder.

ce these requirements were released, a start up team was organized with representatives from Grumman Data Systems and
Iman's Flight Test Department. This led to the forniaton of a NDCS design team in September 1982. The design team
Wl the original requirements, added additional requirements, and issued, in the beginning of December 1982, a System Re-
meuts Document for the NDCS. This document formed the basis for the design work to follow.

•EM DESIGN 0

ce the requirements weoe stablished, the program moved into the preliminary design phase. At the beginning, the design
established the following high level design goals:

p4eet flight test re-i.rements trough ?he 1990s
Dsign tot ease of future upg ide/expee ion.
Limit primary hardware cost to $1.5 mri.or' U.S. etlars
KMep manpower costs under S3.5 millon U.:L. dollars
lave a demonsration prototye iy tin fourth quarter of 1984
lave an operational protweype by tme ,., quarter of 1985

3e filly operational by the end of ,ie ..,ond quarter of 1986
itation-wide ATS onmpobility.

:h these goals and the system reirements in mind, the team produced the baseline configuration shown in Fig. 3 by the
3ftliminary Detign Review date in March of 1983.

baseline configuration is a distributed proceseing architecture system centered around a local area network. This design -1
ients a considerable departure. from the original centralized system shown in Fig. I, but was the logicAi choice to meet the
and requirements discussed above. ThM possible vertical movement in the DAS host comuier lends itself toward expand-
1. Without changing the system software one can progress upwards through Digital Equipment Corporttion's extensive
nroduct line. Horizontal growth can be -accommodated by simply adding DASs to the network. Additional growth dimen- 0
are possible by adding communications trunks, addiional preprocessor, Other array processors, additional mass memo- - .-7-=
n'd other special devices to ihe network. Single-points of failure are minimized and even with the sudden loss of an asset.

,stem i-%V be rapidly reconfigured with :ittle nsk: Each asset will be independently and rapidly rc-assigned from one data
3 to -. 'othei.

s system allows low'-ris;. -ziultaneomu real time/non-real time actiities (post test analysis, hardware and software
reunce, and application pfogrb.-n development). In addition, concurrent secure/non-secure opertionm are now possible by

'are and software isolation. . ,. . •
:' ' - ' %- . . .°.

, " . , " * . - . . '
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STREAM STREAM

U U
P ip

G ATP-1 IAT P-2 SIMPROC

A A%D 
D

E SEL 32/77 ESEL 3/87
SSEL27

VIXED

SS

I1 I
DAST DS-I TAS. 2 BASE

170

"2.003-0036 Fi1. 3 NDCS Baseine Configurdtion

he local area network, u~sing Network Systerms' HYPERchannelTM qommunication line. permaits the integration of several
erent computers (CDC, SEE. VAX) into one system. The network and its interface hardware allow the selection of the right
:hine for the right job. By carefully planning the network, the traumas associated with a mufti-vendor system are eliminated.
shown in Fig. 3. the network alic'ws the integration of two -ATS assets not directly associated with NDCS (Flight Test Fixed
e Simulator and Floating Point Systems 164 Arrxsy Processor) into the system. The SEL 32/87 minicomputer ustd by the
ulator can become a third prenrocessor, if needol in the future, and will be used to supply data to the DASs during NUCS
elopment. This frees the ATPs to support the current real time system. The array -processor provides high .peew& computa-
al power required for such tasks as advanced flutter, analysis.

* ata flow Within the system starts at the ATS front-end with reception of the telemetry signal from fth test vehicle. The data
ien passed to the ATP for digital and engineering units conversion. Predefined groups of parameters are then selected f-,.n
towa data stream and passed to the respective DASs demanding data at that time over the HYPERchonvAaTM. A master
ill data file of the total stream is recorded at the ATP on a disk storage device. Data received at each DAS is processed in
time by its own minicomputer (VAX-I 1/750) for display on a "time history display", anid a strip chart reorder. Thesbr data

also -ocorded on a local recall data file for further processing by the main analysis programs.

he DAS will consist of two CRT displays (time history .nd analysis), one strip chart recorder. ame repeatz- scope of the
IConduc~or's out of limits/discrete display. one'hardcopy device, and provisions for individual conanunicatiotis control
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.iels. In addition to the hardware s~iown in Fig. 4, each DAS will have a VAX 11/750 minicomputer to perform the computa-
nal and overall control functions and two disks for storage of analysis software, data base files, raw data received from the
MP, and clculated output data files.

COLOR MONITOR
REPEAT OF
TCS OUT OF LIMITS/ 0
CISCRETE DIWPL AY

CLORGRAPHICS 0LOR GRAPI4ICS
TERMINAL TRIA

ANALYSIS TIME HISTORY

HARDCOPY•DEVICE -:....-

KEYBOARD FCN PANEL FCNPANEL / / 1 / / i / /

LOCAL. CALCULATED DACs

-0253008 Fi4 4 OAS Hmrdwitr

7he "time history display"' is intended primarliy for real time data analysis. It will be capable of displaying raw or calculated
a in the fokm of scrolling time histories, tabulations, cross plots, or any combinations of these. Besides data and test mancu-
validation, the analyst or this display will be able to select, start/stop times for further analysis on the "analysis display."
selection process will be made from the scrolling tim history displays via a vertical cursor. Selection can be made as the

a passes the cursor on the screen or tae screen can be frozen and the cursor moved to the appropriate position on the time
tory.

'he strip chart recorder will provide additional real time monitoring capabi lity for raw or cai culated data: A total of eight
ameters may be displayed at one time with the capability to switch-'to any one of sever-il other sets of Predefined parameters
a touch sensitive function panel. The strip chart will automatically be annot ated to identify which group of parameters is be-
displayed.

4ost answers will be displayed on the analysis screen. Test maneuvers time sliced at the time history display will be proc-
ed behind real time from data stored on the local recall disk file. This allows complex, time consuming calculations to be
fohned without the constraint of keeping up with the real time data stream. Data can be output in a flexible array of formats
luding tabu'ations, cross plots, multi-parameter plots, time histories, and annotated schematic dra vings. In addition, data
mn previousi flights, or estimated data, will be displayed togeiier with the current data. Extensive use of color will be made0
nihapce data readbliy Sic ahDSi needn fteohrs, data analysis can continue long after *`ie test inaneu-
s have been flown by accessing !he local recall data file or the master recall file at the ATP. if it, is not transferrng real time
3. This will not effect the rest of the flight operation., -

*he hardcopy device will provide permanent output copy of the data, from either the time history o-analysis display. Thie.-
3layg will not be ,ioticeably effected when hardcopy is requested. Copies will be available approximately 15 seconds after the
uest is made. Alth,)ugh the current plars call for black and white copies, color nay be' feasible before the prototype system
s on-line in 1985.
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The repeater scope with the Test Conductor Stations ont of limits/discrete display -provides cor.tnuous; reAl time flighit condi-
ion information. The out-of-limits data are displayed at the DAS to minimize the chance of a criticAl out-cf-limfits; condition
teing mtissed. With the inczreasing amnount of discrete information that needs to be displayed, the repeater scope eliminates the
equireinent Ifor other DAS displays to provide these data.

The configuration of the Test Conductor Station was not finalized atii . te 1983 wfien it was decided to makeý two of the,
)ASs into combination DAS/Test Conductor Stations. This decisior .as based on the strong desire of the, Flight Test Depart-0
nelit for ihe Station to have full capability, as specified in the rcqu~reinents document, and the &~sire to keep the hardware. -

ýosts within limits. In the Test Conductor Station configuration (Fig. 5), the analysis display will become the out of limits/
liscrete display and If time! history CRT will be used to monitor the time histoiy display from any DAS active on the same.
iata stream. The test .ductor will also be able to generate displays from his own software programs. The- other. equipment
vill be used in the same manner as a DAS. The Test Conductor Station will act as the overall controller fo~r the data stream. ..

-onfiguring the AT? via communications over the HYPEP~channelThl and assigning DASs as well as controlling the data flow ....

vithin the stream.0

OUT OFLIMITS

KEYBOARD FCN PANEL KEYBOARD F. N PANEL // / ,/,j

!5"2023-0058 Fig. 5 Test Conductor Station Hardware

After the first preliminary design review, the initial hardware wias ordered and the system sol w trctre dbmmcefined., By the '
econd preliminary design review, the implemnentation plan was established and was based on a c~s of prototypes (see the lat-
*r pqrtion of the 4evelopment schedule, Fig. 2) to provide early hands-on experience. The desil p ffirt continued through
983 and has resulted in szveral chuanges to the baseline configurAtion (See Fig. 6).

The current NDCS configuration utilizes the combination DAS/Test Conductor Station arrangiet discussed previously and
new VAX clusterTM System which centralizes the mass storage devices (disk/tape) and provie a high seed computeir inter-

onnect between them and the Test Conductor and DAS. These new features have 1uiowedl data ;and the maseir recallS
ide to be moved from the ATP to the DAS side of the local area network. This provides greate acsiliyto the mastqr
ocall file for. the -DASs; and Test Conductor Station and means extremely large files can be ace without isolated
edicated mass storage hardware at the ATP. The ATP can be left essentially unchanged. efi. The need for the hirdwire
ad software updates required with the baseline configuration.

Just as die, VAX clusterTM, System has provided additional advantages to the NDCS, future h haeand soiftware product
411l be used wvherever possible to improve the syst~em. The -early-hands-on, experiencý which'tdii proataype *prj.ach provides.,
uill allow refinements to be made before the NDCS becomes fully operational in 1986. All this will piroviide the. next generation
f real time testia with a4echholoviiAt lumn~in cimnabilitv, to mwpt dv'. pmands of dum. fiuuini
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"-Applications of a Laser True Airspeed System (LATAS) in flight are described with
lles from trials with an exceptionally reliable and rugged system developed by the RAE
iSRE and installed on the RAE HS 125 research aircraft. The LATAS system is briefly
-ibed. Its remote sensing capability makes it particularly useful for measuring
ow conditions before they are disturbed by the aircraft. This is demonstrated with
ts from flight tests of LATAS as a self-contained pressure error measurement system.
Scombined with total pressure and total temperature measurements), and also results
windshear measurements in a severe thunder!! torm downburst (mlcroburst). The posaible
sion of the system to r'easure turbu!e,,nce by using a conical scanning., beam is
ibed, and several other' possible uses 'such as an airspeed sensor tliat can
iminate instantaneously between small amplitude gusts and large disturbances for
ng an 'intelligent*autothrottle, or a combined 3-axis air data and 3-axis ground
ity sensor for helicopters.

INTRODUCTION

One of the perennial problems in flight testing has been measurement of the
turbed airflow conditions of static pressure, speed and flow direction, and
lence. All the usual sensors, such as pttot-static pressure tubes and wind vanes and,

more exotic variants (Ref 1) can only measure air flow conditions at their location
e aircraft. This local airflow h:s been disturbed from the free stream ^onditions by
resence of the aircraft and special calibration flights have to be made to find the
tiorship between the sensor measurements and the undisturbed free stream conditions
2). These calibrations are usually made in steady state conditions and 'require

polation to use in conditions where steady flight cannot be achieved, eg stall, llft
aries, zoom climb, flight In ground effect, etc. Also the frequency response of the
rbed airflow is unknown and causes uncertainties in the measurement of'turbulence.

All these problems could be overcome if it was possible to measure the air

tions ahead of the aircraft before they are disturbed by its presence. These"
tions' are -found about 10 fuselage diameters (or wing mean chords) ahead of thea ft at subsonic speeds. (At supersonic speeds a conventional short pose pro'be- is +". +'
ate as air disturbances cannot propagate forward of the main shock wave). Thus a
e that can measure airflow conditibns some 20-100 m ahead of an aircraft would remove
eed for the special 'calibrations, provide true dat'a in unsteady flight conditions,
;ive, uncontaminated data on turbulence, A focussed CW laser doppler system with
Il scanning will measure the. total air velocity vector at these sorts of ra-ges,. In
paper results from flight tests with a non-scanning laser dopplur system ar. used to
3trate the capabilities of these systems to measure undisturbed air velocities.

Since about 1970 the RAE have been pcllaborating with RSRE in the design and testing
CW laser doppler systems (sonetimpe known as laser radars or LIDARS) for airspeed

?ements. The main aim initially was to establish the feasibility of using these
.s to make remote measurements of the ,ind 7. that very large changes (wind shear)

be tdentifieq. The first system tested was ground based (Fig 1) and housed in a
with an accompanying caravan to hold the data processing equipment.. Thf. system Usf.-d

•opes with a primary reflector of 3Q cm diameter and worked out to ranges of about 1
However, 'in common with many similar systems, 'it required frequent attention to

tin the optical system aligned and the laser tuned to the P20 line without any -. -
"erence from nearby off-axis modes. Despite these problems tne system could be kept
!d and stable for a day or two without adjustment, and its effectiveness in detecting
shear was very good. This, led to the development of a compact end reliable system
.Ight- tests in the RAE HS125 aircraft.' This Laser True Airspeed System (LATAS) (Refs

and 5) has now been flying in the RAE HS125 for 3.5 years and this paper will
.be the system, w•ich had proved to. oe both 'rugged and' reliable. Th goal of a
eterodyne system that can be switched on like a light bulb and- requires no
;ments has at last oeen achieved.

Fligit. 'test results have shown that systerrs of this type could be used for many
,,ent tasks in aviition. This paper describes, the, use of the LATAS, system-for..
tining pressure errors (pe), in air'data systems and, measurinR tuhbulence .int.1udl ncna



SYSTEM DESCKTION

Th.e varlous cormtonent3 Of tta 1ATAS system are shown in Fig 2. All of these Items
a-~e of nK an-,facture ani, althnugh they. are fon &n ý'xperimental system, 'hey h-ave b~e~n

p hcg many of the vý ýaTlon and terrperature tests required for production
u"ents.- Most of the Items were very advanced when specified back in 19I but are now

eal''availab~e., The tremtImoaniesaete Otics Head, Surface Acoustic
.Wave 'SAW) Spectr-,.m Analyser and the Video integrator.

The Optics HIead was designed and built at RSPE. its general layout is shown In Fig--
3. Th m~ bamfomthn watt Ferranti Wave Guide Laser is transmitte-i throug a

Jer-an'lum Dlate 'set at the Brewster angle and then focussed at a given distance using a
remotely adlustable expanding lens.. The returning, signal is received through the same
lenses and after a change of' polarisation it is reflected iff the Germanium plate.. This
's~gnai Js then mixed with a small proportion of' the mftin beam and focussed onto the
YMullard CM'T cetector. Th.ne detector has a frequency response better, than 10& K~z and is
.cooled t.o -196' K using high pressure pure air or 'white spot! nitrogen.

Tecoaxiaj. monostatic syst6M, with the saLme, optics for transmitter and rc~ei
partIcularlj c~nvenient* and also tends to minimise effects of beam distortion when
propagating througt an inhonmogeneous atmosphere. Detailed studies have been made of the
optimum choice of system parameters, and also of theoretical and experimental stgnal to *
no-!3e ratio with calibratee '-t~.ndard targets (Re' 7). These show that within experimental
error the equipment perlor-rý it the ideal quantum lirrit~ed loývel with no unaccountable
losses. The beam waist, frý:'c which the strongest return signals are received can be set
at distances up to nearly.300 a ahead of the output lens, which is Only 15 cm in diameter.
The dc- current level -from -the detector is directly related to the power in the local
oscillator beam and provides a convenient measure of the main laser power. The de current
Is also used in an electronic locking loop to maintain the laser automaticilly on the
?(20) trans!ItýIcn by inserting a very narrow band optical filter, ichtransmits the P(20)
line, In the local os'cillator, path.

The Optics Head (Fig 4), is shown here InstalleJ in the nobe-of the HS125, where the
infra-red beam is transmitted through a 20 cm diameter Germanium window (Fig 5) with a
special diamond-like surface coating to iithstand abrasion and insect and raindrop-impact.
The Optics Head also Includes the 4-1 power supplies for the laser and the complete unit Is
only 68 x 32 x 29 cm. Coo'hng 13 frc.i a. simple radiator and fan assembly and Is used,
together with a 100 W heater mat, to maintain the laser between about 25* and 45* C. This
has proved adequace for ambient temperatures fro.a -60* to 15' C.

The ',utput from the detector -travels about 12 m back to the MEESL (Racal-Decca) SAW
3pectrum Analyser in the cabin of the HS 125. A sample of 25 mic- "saconds is taken by the
SAW and tranerormed within a -further- 35 microse-!onds into I v frequency plane and
tran~smitted to the Video Integrator. 71,e SAW has kk total banouidth oL". 25 ~Mz and with
four switchable offsets carý cover *he frequ-ency rang- up to 62.5 MMz. I MHZ Is equivalent
to just over 10 kt so this givet a true, airspeed ran-c of up to 635 kt. with an ample 50%
ov,!.rlap between each of the four bands.

In the Video Int-grator, which was made by Camoridge Consultants Ltd (CCL) . the
transformed signal from the SAW J2s c--"!,-erted into a frequency spectrum with 834 channels
that are each 30 kHz* wide. To 1m; - to- the signal to noise ratio for low signals the
integrator will then accumulate a qA:.i,_ssion of SAW samples. The numb--- of integrations
may be set between 1 mndi 16000 s- 'ie airborne' systems. oSth 1001 Integrations for a single
sample the overall sample 'rate !>a~ about'160 per second.

in the aircraft ,syst#em, the Ispect~rum f .rom .thie Integrator is then processed in%
&r,,other "CL unit to measure the main features of the veloct~y.,signature. This summary ofr.
the total spectrum and many other Itemss describing the confi(3uration of the laser system
are -then transfer'ed to displays and the recording 'system. The form% or the signal
obtained from 'the system~ at various 'strges is shown I .n Pig 6. The strongest signal comes
from the region *where the illumination Is vgreat~est and thus the veloni:y 'of" the pea~k of
the frequency spectrum Is usually that- of. the air at the beam waist. The maximum and
minimumi frequencies of the spectrum correspond to the highest and lowest velocities within
the range whe-re signals are detectable. In the LATAS system these are measured by -the
.spectrum width and average ('cent rold,') velocity at ain, adjustable lewel below the peak.
All these measurements together with the height of the spectrum are made in (*tal time on
tthe aircraft. Then., numbers and trhe complete specetrum are rdisplayed In the cabin and
rseco~ded on the Plessey PV 151.3 digital retording ayistem for furtter analysis. Pig 7
shows a typical velocity spectrum rec'nrled In calm al." at a height of 13310 ft. The
s1pectrum Is clear and unambiguous. Thi remrtins true evenfror small signal levells and
m'ako!e the identification of' the losis of signal very straightforward.

Doppli-ir signals from 'the LATAS systpm are unaffected by heavy~rain , r flense cloud
or fog unlons visibility drops to less than abolit 50 m (Ref 6). If the particles in the
.Iir are iub-mincron 41ze then the tnfra-red boam sufr iteatnainwhotn compared

w~h ~sb~ a1~io.'Tu ifardben'aeunaffected by smokes and hazes even.....
though'viIsbility a'. optical wavolen'gths~may oe reduced.



2.2 RELIABILITY

A principle aim of the RAE/RSRE resear.h has, been to demonstrat- that. the LATAS
system is both effective and reliable as a means for measuring air veloz'tttea Noormaally
one wculd anticipate that a 'one off' experimental s'ystem such as thisa wo e less
rellatle and require more frequent adjustment than an eventual productian 11rtzn. It was
therefore a very pleasant surprise to find that:

a. ' the system has only needed adjustment after removing the laser, wiltch has been
a rare event.

b. the 20 cm qermanium window in the nose of the aircraft, Pig 8, shows no sign of
any damage, to its dlamond-like coating after 3.5 years of flying, •,Icn Irzluded
flights through soft hall.

After a few months of Initial teething troubles the system has only, suffered four •
faliures in 3.5 years. Two of these involved the laser and two-were fatlures orf power
supplie- to the signal processing equipment. .ho present laser has been nperattng for "22
months with only one removal for adjustment after 18 months.

One sublective measure of the relisbility or the system is that it has been
demonstrated i-n fli&.t on 17 occasions to outside parties without a fail-are. T.e'authors
believe that a reliable production version 'of the LATAS system can be lode now using
current technology and available UK equipment.

2.3 SAFETY

The Infra-red ('10.6 micron wavelength) radition from the LATAS systew is not able
to enter the eye and thus cannot dAmage the retina. The radiation levels at the focus of
t-e beam are. high, but, because of th,ý sial! beam diameter, only a small croastng velocity
of about I ,'s is. needed to reduce the radiation level telow the minimum standard for
human exposure. Thus in flight the LATAS system is totally safe and there are no,
operating restrictions. When' both aircraft and target are stationery on the ground then
suitable safety precautions must be taken.

3. PRESSURE F.'ROR NEASUREwETS

The LATAS system measures airspeed ahead of the aircr&.ft, here it, is nat affected
by the airflow around the fuselage and wings. With the usual air pressu-re sensors (pitot
and static pressure) It is reasonably easy to measurl the freestream pttot (stagnation) S ..
pressure, but the static pressure measured at the aircraft is usually di'ferent from the
freestrest static pressure. Stat:: prelsure (Pig 15) for a given aircraft configuration
Is a function of freestream speel, pressure. temperature and dtrectlon. Ry very careful
choice the static pressure ports can be Incated where the difference from: freestream
pressure is s-Aall, particularly at normal cruise and landitng condIttqon. However, &I1
height stanoards for safe separation from the ground and other aircraft depen4 on static
pressure measurements, which are c-nvirted into a pressure height. To entzre that all
aircraft display the same height scale, they have to be calibrated to measure t"a pressure . S
error (pe) or each model of an aircraft throughout its full height and speed range.

The present methods of calibration (.ef 1) rely on comparison with a reference
pressure measured by a calibrated aircraft which uses photography to establish any, height
differerices (or similar fligh*s past ground, based tracking towers), or comparlson with
measurements from a towed static sensor (Trailing Static), which ti on a long enough tow
to be outside ,the Influence of the aircraft. This latter method requites a major
installation on the test aircraftt.

The Tower Ply-By at low altitude is satsf'actory and convenient. but can only'cover
a very limited part of the flight envelope. Plightts with a calibrated aitrra•t are costly
and'difricult (eg the rarnge of speeds Dr the two aircraft will rarely be the, same).

With. the LATAS measuring the undisturbed freestream speed and the abiltty to measure
the true stagnotion pressure at the aircraft, only a measure of freestreas teape-atare is
requlred to de~rive the freestrea& static pressure.. Like stagnattion pressure the
freestream st 'tgnatton tee oerature is also reasonably easy to measure on an aircraft.'

Relationships between the free stream airrlow parameter of %sco number Mr. 'Caltbrated
Airspeed, V . Static Temperature. T . and .1tatic Pressure. pq can be aerived directly from
the measur-?mnts or free stream Trje Airspeed, Vt hy LATAS and the measurements at the
aircraft of free stream stagnation (pitot) pressure p , and absolute stagnation (total)
temperature, Tt. At subsonic speeds the relattonshIps ei'e:

-'s [((Pl/p 1-.• 2 )m -5 0-5.• .•,"

"" .2 %2)

, • , 1,0



P 3.5

where 4,A ' speed of sound as ISA standard sea level

PI:A - amblent pressure at ISA standard sea level
P•43A

S - 'V .:osaV'a ISA t, 0.) A

a - angle betdeen laser line of' sight anti the flight path

ISA - absolute static temperature at :SA standard sea level

7t can be noted that

(1-0.2 -n 2N-1 -I ÷9,2 12

and thus eqns '?), (3) and (4) are easily recognisable as standard flow equations.

1
r-m these equations the sensitivity of the, derived free stream conditions to

meas.rement errors -an ,he alated, t ShoUld be noted that the '1* terms only apply to
a rixed laser. If a &onl~al scanning system Is ;ised then 'a' can be eliminated, but
errors In scanning angle miust be cons'llered.

Sensttivit'y of derived free stream static pressure to errors in all measured S
quant~ties Is, hIghest at high speeds at sea level. ani decreases. with increasing height.
With standard deviation In weas-remj-nts of

t

0.2 leg K

Pt 0.3mb m

).2 leg at a * 5 deg

!,en the standard devIation or derived quantities wil• be:

Standard Deviation

PO Vc q T ,

Sea level. 4 - 0.3 3.3(8) 0.1 0.0002 0.2

Sea level, M - 1.1 0'.5(13) 0.2 0.0003 C.2

36000 ft, I 0.B 1.2(21) 0.2 1.0004 0.2

!0

In determining pe It I usual to calculate a pressure coeffticient, C, of the
aircraft static pressure source , pa.. where In subsonic flight

C'S. " P'.'o : :" *

(NOTE: This compressihle form of coefticiant 2is i•sed in preference to the Incompressible '
coefficient, whose div sor Is 0.7 p0 M

In the terms or eqns ( 4) (s), eqn (7) may he re"rrangoed as

C -2 -(. 2 5
C0

To establish the capabI itiqps or a laser doppler system ro r mefaurtng tree s'tream
conditions and iiroct moastre, mnt of pe the LATAS system on the RAE H4S 125 Is being used
fir a series )f tests. The,s. Are..

a. Tower Ply-by. C mpartson of trre" atream static proslure conditions from
1.ATAS iu.svr1ments with those derived trom kinethendoItte height mwasurements and
ground rererence pressur,.

b. M1gh altitude flights- with UK pe standar- aircraft. An (a). but at high
altitude.



%easurements of 'he pe of the HS 129 over ~.*L variety of flIgnt, -onditiona to
check flight to flight. repeatability.

At the time of writing the first or *these has been successfully compLeted; the last
is ndt-rway and the mliddle Item is 'tue to start shortly. in addition the HS 1Z,; taS flown

'n :!lose for'aatlon with a recent E'uropean air-liner toa check is pe. arnd also wtth the RAE
9A- 1-11 civil avionics research a.1rcraft to check Its true airspeed calibration,, which is 4
Used fo3r its advarctd navigation $YstIM%.S

Results from the Tower Fly-by, Pig 10, show a random scatter or data with no
-elation to aircraft flight coidltit:lni. The mean d-ifference in pressure height derived

*-; the '.ATAS and that from t.1e'?r-;.heodollte measurements. Is -1.4 ft and tn-e standard

de'vlatlons of' this 'difference Is qo ft. Thus, as predicted the comabInation or LATAZ,I
total pressure and total temperature provides a good quality source of free .ttream stcttlc

Time histories of a steady . light condition, Pig 11,' show the measured and. derivel
conditions. Points to note are:

a. fluctuations In LATAS airspeed are also present In total. pressure ifter a lag *
due to the diotarnce of the- LATAS moasurfng point ahead of' the atreraft and the
pneumatic system lag in the aircraft pitot system.

derived free stream static pressure differs from. the static- pressure source
on the aircraft by a constant amount.

if turbulence Is present then the lags In the pitot system are more obvious, and,
the derived free stream static pres3sore has Increased scatter, Pig 12.

At firs'. sight one would expect to be able to reduce this scatter by correcting the
lo-tal Pressure for lag and the LATAS true airspeed for Its lead. However, in pratice, in
addition to the noise introduced by the differentiation required forl the correct-ion, there
will be some remaining scatter because the turbulence changes with time between being seen
ty the ILATAS and reaching the aircraft, Also the 'LATAS is not usually looking along the
-"lIgh anadwl o e xcl the same turbulence on the aircraft. Thus It is
desirable to avoid turbulence If possible as with all other methods of' measuring pe.

An example or the HS 125 pe at 20000 ft altitude derived directly from the on-board
LATAS system Is shown in Pig 13.. This shows data from several flights In pressure
coefficient form teqns (7) and (3') as a function of incidence angle. and also as height
error atratistý Incidence angle. A height change or. 15 ft at 2000a ft altitu-de is
equivAlent to a pressure differ-ýnce of ..A no and this is abotut the largest difference of
individual 'points from a maean line. T`he cc-:3istency is much better than the earlier data
of Ref 6 (Pig 161, al'.hough the distinctive hump at about 11 deg Incidence s.a present -in
all the data. The earlier data cf -!f 6 was' subsequently found to have been affected by a '

fizult withi tne stabilized supply to the temperature sensor,vwhich jumptd between t~v fixed
levels In an unpredictable manner. The very low level of' scatter is remarkably good for
pe measureatents by any method.

A system such as LATAS could be installed as. say, a temporary replacement for the
weather radarý and woull give complete freedom to establith pets throughou~t the full range
of configurations and nlight envelopes.'

The preliminary results with LATAS are very promising. One area where the. LATAS
system could be particularly useful 1s In determining true stall spereds and establishing

* the minimum safe approach speeds for nev aircraft. It is essential to maintain a safe
* speed margin on'.the approach. but It !a very disadvantageous to haver approach speeds

higher than necessavy because of. the Increased landing distance and tyre wear'.

4. WIND0 SHEAR AND TURPULENCE NEAStIREXENTS

Ja.1 THUNDEiA1'ORN WIND SHEAR

* Initial Interest 'i- the LATAS sylteme Was In its potential to meet the need' for a
sensor to. measure large 'changes of wind before an aircrs.ft emecounters 'them. Action can
then be taken to alleviate the dangers of these wind shears. At present wind, shear is
responsible fcr the loss of about 2 airliners eact. year. -"he most recent was, In

*' thunderstortas conditions In July 1982 at M4ew Orleans and killed -153 people (all 145 people
In the aircraft and 8 on the ground), and' seriously Injured 9 peoplef on the ground (Ref
R). rThe aircraft' had just taken off' and crashed Into 4 residential arezt' 3/4 nm' from the
airport. At thie tine of this tragic accident the RAE HS125 was near Denver, Colorado
investigating the nature of the severe -wind shears which are assoc' . ed with
thiindorstorms . The aircraft with Its LATAS system' was taking part In the Joint Airport
W'.ather Studies ,(JAWS) Project which was sponsored by 'the US National Centet' "-sr
At~mospheric Research (NCAR), the University of Chicago and the US Federal 'Aviatiou:
Aulmlnistrattlrn FAA.) . The project has amassed A wide range or data on thunderstorm and

* other severe weather evenrs from a ,omprehensliv. set of ground based sensors, Including
'laser and dopplor radars, and aircraft from the National Oceanic and, Atmospheric Agency
(NOAA), P4CAR,, theo National Aeronautics and Space AdsInInttraition (NASA!,' University of'
Wyoming 'end the'RAR. '' '

Among the TAiny-eventis renorded by the RAE H5125 were-several. severe downbursts such,
as that shown In Pig 14&. This Is the type of. wind shear. that is believed to have caused



.Among the many -ventsi recorded by the RAE HSI2S were several severe downbursts such
LS that shown I.n Fig 14. This Is the type of" iind shear that Is believed to have zauqs-d

heNew Drleans, ancI several earlier arwcldents. '-he main feats-res are the very large
nearly 40 ,c:' and rapid changes of healwtnd and the strong. d-.1ndraught of about 12,00
- .M In . T1he downlirught Is 'shown in Fig 1:4 ay the 3 deg Increase In. tne average pitch

Lttlt~ude usel t3 mnaintain height. if tne HSi?25 had been flying at the imuch lower speeds
ised for lar>-'Ing and taKe-off then this wind shear would have resulted In a large loss of
*elzht . wlg lr5 shows a model, of the flow in a microburst developed from a_ vortex ring

_oe ugested by 7aracena at a Wind Shear Wor~shop at the IniverslIty of' Tennessee.Space
.nstitute, 'ISA in Oct'ober 198?. This -node! Is able to explain several features that were
rbserveJ from the qSl?5 during the jAWS flit.-h ts, such as lust curtains rising to over,1000'
't arounl :ne pertme-ter of several microbursts. This couild not be explainied by the* more
isual ver-.Ical J~et model which wouild produce lust blowing radially from the centre of the
iI_ýrobur-.t sIth very little tendency to rise. The vortex ring node! also produces Intense
!cwnf:-ows near the ground and, by keeping the energy of' the flow contained, It requires
.ess total energy t~o produce large velocities than the jet model. It also explains the0
;ma'te,- peaks if- horiz.ontal velocity observed ýPig 14) at the beginning and end of the
~ilcrob-urst at 3,6 and 54 seconds. This sugg-ýsta that the RS125 penetrated the microburst
lust be.!3w the upper jortex ring. ,The aircraft was at a safe height of' about 1000 ft
Lbove the ground. Fig 16 shows the LATAS system measuring the same w~nd shfrar just over 2
see before it reaches the aircraft, which is equivalent to 250 m distance. The width of
.he spectrum peak Is also Interesting as It clearly I Iffe rentitates between small scale
ý,srbulehce and significant wind shear. This point is seen more clearly in Fig 17 which
shows a sequence of 'signal spectra from the sa:'e time history. By following the sequence
.t Is possible to see each changing wind entering and leaving the tube Illuminated by the
aser. This Vube reaches out to about 700-300 m ahead of the aircraft.

The LATAS sensor has two unique advantages over other airborne sensors:

a. tt c&n measuire wind at a known distance ahead-of the aircraft, and

b. it can measure the change of wind over distances up to nearly three times its
measuring distance.

The ranze to the beam waist of only 90mayseqitshr. it corresponds to
tbout 4 sec lead at typical jet transport landing speeds. However, the aim is to provide
.. iystem which will enable safe pentatratlon of wind shear. If the wind is. measured too
. r, ahead of the a~ircraft, then any wind shear can change with time or may move sideways
-elatlve 'to the al!'craft. Thus there will be only a limited band of distances which will-
;Ive adequate lead without giving a significant amount of false data. To help Identify a
.vl1table listance a laser sensor was simulated during studies of wind shear effects on
tlrcraft. The rutsshowed. Fig 18, that there was a significant advantage in
!ontrolling the aircraft using tne airspeed measured by a laser at 300 m ahead, but that
.ncreas.Ing'that 11stance, to 600 m prodt~ced no further improvements. On the basis of' these
.eats the maximum range to the bears waist was specified as 300, m for the LATAS system.

The ability of the laser to Identify the maximum difference In'-wind mpeed over a
itstanco of about 100 m gives It a unique ability to separate wind shear from turbulence S
)&rfore the d1sturbance reaches the aircraft. This is a -apability that autothrottle
lesigners have been seeking for some time. The main problem is that t';e only speed signal
iva~laboe on all aircraft Is airspeed and control of, this Is essential for large wind
'ariattions. Rut It is, not possioleo to differentiate between, large changes and small
!hanges until after they have, happened at the sensor. This means that. autothrottle
.ystoms may on the one hand be sonsitive' to all airspeed changes, res-ulting In the
lincomfort and wear and tear asso0ciated with the throttles chasi ng the smallest changes,
)r alternatlvely the system only' responds to large changes, making It sluggish. Some
muprovement can be obtained by using a(ccelerometers tomaintain a ground, speed until
LlrPpefed chanigos oexee e-.rtain limits. 4oweýver, these systems still require the airspeed
*f the iircraft Itself to change significantly before they respond. The LATAS system can
dontify a large shear well ahead of "Ie arcr~aft a nd oven hpefore it reaches the beam
Falit. This means that throttle rtctlvity can be restrictedt to the conditions where It Is
-eaily ieedel wIt'iout tntroducing aid!4,tonal lag. A laser system tivW provides the
Igna Is for -an I ntell1igent autothrottl1e, whi,ýh will11 ressoonaive wit,,cut tinneccepary
*n1rne activity.

The wind shear research progra~mme at RAE Redford Is now 'considering varitius ways. in
Phlc!h the signals from the LATAS land neveral more conventional sensors) can bew presented
o the pilo)t and automatic control .systems and allow safe? operations In the presence of
ever e wind shear.

As mentionedt In the introiduction, 'it Is difficult to correct for the disturbances
rom an aircratft when measuring airflow. This Ii particuilarly true' for turbulence a a all
orrections are derived from ntpaly flight co)nditions and, although It Is known that
,irflow 11isturban-Ps are also time dependent, there is no way of ajýplying correctionn for
rhis . A E.ATA3 typeof syte wit conoa !nnn wldsetovrome theseý problems
.nd provide a direct seansremontr of true airspeed. If the cone senvi-ingle is P. then the
ýIr velocity along Its axig, V5 and perpendicular to the axis, V, 'Are, obtained ais
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where 'g' is the cone rotation angle for which V 13 a maximun.

'hese values will be averages for -,he period of the conical traverse. With A matched cone
lameter and distance travelled in a-single cor.cal tra-'-"-e then a minimum wavelength is 0
efined. ?or example at 300 kt (150 n/s, true airspeed . minimum wavelength of 15 m could
e obtained with a 15 degree cone semi-angle at a rarge of 30 m wl.th a 0.Is conical
raverse time. 'There would be little diffIculty achieving these rates and angles with a
canning version of LATAS and indeed, with only a relatively short range requirement, the
lameter of the main lens coull be significantly reduced.

it is interesting to note that a LATAS system always shows air velocity components
elation to the optics head. Thus, if velocity and a.ttituid4 reference systems are close
o the optics head, there will be negligible effects frcm angular rates. In contrast, it
s rarely possible to get incidence (and sideslip) sensors close to the reference systems
ecause they are usually mounted on loig nose booms to reduce aircraft interference
ffects and good reference systems are usually too bulky to locate on the boom. 'The:'e
ystems need, significant corrections for angular rates and any structural flexing of the

The LATAS signals are not affected by heivy precipitation (Ref 6) and, with a..range 0
et at 30 m, it would not be affected by denie clouds until visibility rell below about
0-20 m. Some simple anti-icing on the aircraft windows would give -the system an
xcellent all weather capability.

FUTURE APPLICATIONS

The remarkable reliability and ruggedness of the experimental LATAS system has
emonstrated that commercial 'fit and' forget' CW Doppler Laser systems are a practical 0
roposition with the present stace of the art. As mentioned earlier, the LATAS has never
eeded any adjustment or special treatment during over 3 years of flight trials' (except
or tne rare occasions when the laser was changed).

Four pc3sible applications for such systems have already been discussed, viz:

a. pressure error measurement without any external influence on the airflow and
including measurements during manoeuvres such as the approach to the stall, _ S

b. wind shear detection at distances of several hundred meters ahead of an
aircraft to give time to counterbalance the response lags of the aircraft And Its
engines,

c. intelligent autothrottle speed sensor using the ability of the laser to
difrerentlate between turbulence and wind shear at the same time as it lraesures
airspeed, S

d. all weather turbulence measurements, at wavelengths of 15 m or greater, without
Interference from the trials aircraft.

Three other possible applications also spring to mind' and there 'will doubtless be
any others.

First the LATAS system can be used in the conical scan mode,' as used for turbulence "
easurement, to identify the the crosatlow air velocities in addition tn the axial flow -
3r normal air data purposes. The frequency response will be lower than a fixed laser
it still adequate for most applications.

Second the beam scanning could be arranged to scan the ground and the wheels during
anding (Pig 19) and the signals could be used to spin the #heels 6o give zero sllp at
2uchdown and thu.' considerably reduce tyre wear. The laser systm can give very precise
peed information with a *good frequency re'sponse and thus has the potential for matching 0
ire an! groundpeeds to a traction of a knot.

Third, a syste, could.be used to provide helicopters with a complete air data and
iree axis ground velocities (Pig 20). The air data is measured ahead of the rotor
)wnwash, whlch Is difilcult to take Into account using air data sensors on the fuselage.
ie horizontal ground velocities and climb rate can be measured using a vertical axis
)nical scan. These velocities can be used to establish a steady hover by maintaining
tro velocity. The usual problems of identifying zero velocity with a Doppler system can
w' overcome with a laser.

Further developments of freqiency modulated and pulstd Doppler CO2 lasers will lead
) systems which can measure range to solid objects as well as velocity components. Also

is reasonable to expect that the need for high pressure or liquid gas for cooling
ttectors will become a thing of the past with developments in thermo-electrie cooling.

In conclusion, it is relevanL to remember. that most of the more sophisticated
Lessots are common to the systems needed for all thetask's mentioned In this paper. Only



"e scanning system with its aemodulator and the final processing of the Doppler Spectra"e specific to individual applications.
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Fiq 3 Ihe layout of the Optics Head in the LATAS equipment.
?oý:arisation techniques and germanium and quarter wave plates promote
gjood efficienicy.

Fig. -4 The Optics Head'mounted in the nose of the HS125 trials
aircraft of Flight-Systems Department, RAE Redford..
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Pig. 6 Parameters of a focussed CV laser anemometer shoving
schematically the later beam, the illumination, and Doppler spectrum.;
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LATAS Doopper Spectrum.

CLear a~nd CaLm Air at 1331O~t pressure height
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Fig. 7 LATAS Doppler spectrum in clear and calm air at 13310 ft

pressure height. Note the narrow Doppler signal with peak
corresponding to a true airspeed of 246.8 knots.

Fi.8 The nose cons of
teHSl25 aircraft showing
tegermanium window and

diamond-like hard coating
ir (supplied by Barr and Stround),

ater two years of flying.
Tenose cone shows

considerable su~rface abrasion
after about 30 flights since0

- repainting.
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Po. VT- To

temperature Tt 0 -

pt Tt =f(p 0. VT. TO)

p 13p01 (P-Po) =f (Pu VT. To. flow direction, aircraft shape)

CALIBRATION OF (p-pa)

Present Method: Compare pressures after correcting for A~ h

Iih, and if A h is large, T t~ (h)

*Ref. p.T

'3.5
LATAS Methodý p. Pt 1i (VT/87.13) 2

/tt

'Fig. 9 Calibration of pressure error (p-p.); comparison
of present method and LATAS method.

20 C1bSm-e

-20-

-400

Fig. 10 CompArison'of LATAS and kinetheodolite pres-sure height.
"Tower f ly-;by" tests.*
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NAVSTAR GPS APPLICATIONS TO TEST AND TRAINING

Kingston A. George and John B. McConnell
Air Force Western Space and Missile Center (XRQ)

Vandenberg Air Force Base, California 93437

MSC AD-P004 117
'This paper summarizes a fitfeen-onth' study on the uses of the NAVSTAR Global

Positioning 7ystem (GPS) at the National Ranges operated by the United States Army, Navy,
and Air Force for weapon system development, test, and training.- It was conducted by a
special triservice committee chartered by the Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for
Research and Engineering. -The primary objectives were to evaluate GPS application areas, 7,
identify and analyze technical issues, and recommend cost- and mission-effective
appl ications.

The study found that .GPS technology will have a wide variety of use at the ranges
with significant cost advantages and that the technical issues, some of which are quite
.Thallenging, do not pose serious 'obstacles to widespread employment. It will be
necessary to design and develop a new family of GPS receiver hardware for. range uses
since the current generation of rereivers does not satisfy the accuracy, data rate and
continuity, and size demands of the typical range environment. The study provided the
famiiy definitions for GPS range equipment and the basis for a joint-service development
program,.under Air Force direction at Eglin AFB, Florida.

INTRODUCTION

The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) is a threer-dimensional navigation system
that will employ eighteen satellites in circular 20,200 kilometer (12 hour period) orhits
(Figure 1). By listening to four or more satellites, users of GPS can derive position,
velocity, and time with high precision and uniform accuracy on a global basis(l).
NAVSTAR GPS is being developed by a triservice Joint Program Office located at the Air
Force's Space, Division Headquarters in Los Angeles, California. The six satellites
presently in orbit provide a few hours each day for equipment development and testing.
The operational satellites will be placed in orbit beginning, in 1986 and full 24-hour
capability will be achieved by late 1988 or early 1989.

S,0 _

SPACE SEGMiENT

C:ONTRtOL S/EGMENT :,.::••"]..?.

RANGE APPLICATIONS

USER SEGME.NT .•

FIGURE 1 NAVSAR OPS OVERVIEW

The advent of GPS offers a major opFoctunity ' for fielding a standardized, cost
co.mpetitivc Time-Space-Position Information (TSp!) system on the national ranges., A
GPS-based TSP! system would provide precise and uniform tracking accuracy to unlimited.
numbers of test articles between the surface and low earth orbit. The individual ranges
would have to invest in telemetry data link upjrades and data'han4ling systems,'but might
be able to astoid the high capital investments of other types of TSPI equipment , -

(phaied-array radars, time-multiplexinq syntems, etc.) in future expanision and
improvement pograms.. On the other hand, there are several significant performance and
implementation issues that need to be resolved before the potential-benefits o3f GPS as. a
test range asset can bý realized.



The Department of Defense 'OUSDRE,'DDT4E) issued a memorandum to the three services in

y, 1981 requesting that the Air For-ce lead a triservice study of GPS appLications to

-st and evaluation ranges and the training ranges. The objectives were:

- Evaluate generic test and evaluation and training requirements for GPS
application.

- Identify and analyze the technical problems associated with GPS applications.

- Recommend interim and long-term applications of GPS.

The third objective was expanded during the course of the study to include

lentification of a' lead organization and development of a management approach to a

)ng-term equipment acquisition program.

The study committee was organized in September, 1981 with two members each from the

"-my, Navy and Air Force range organizations. A final report was delivered in January,

o83(2). The triservice study group has continued to function as an advisory committee

the organization selected as the developer of range equipment: the Instrumentation
.rectorate of the Air Force Armament Division (AD/YI) at Eglin AFB, Florida(3).

)NCEPTUAL TSP! EQUIPMENT

TSPI data can be obtained by using onboard GPS receivers or frequency translators.
receiver processes the satellite signals and outputs either raw or corrected TSPI data

iich can be recorded or transmitted to the ground through a telemetry data link. A

"anslator receives the GPS signals and retransmits them on a different frequency for

!tection and processing on the ground. Translators use up telemetry bandwidth rapidly

?cause at least two megahertz is needed for each simultaneously operating translator. A

.ceiver system uses less than 100 kilohertz of bandwidth, thus permitting large numbers
S users to be active at the Pame time. .

'Receivers are good candidates for aircraft and test articles with high recovery

ites so that the GPS equipment can be reused. Being simpler, smalleF, and less

ipensive than receiver., translators are well-suited for small test articles that are

tpendable or likely to exhibit a high attrition rate such as missiles and drones. In

.netal, the type of onboard equipment chosen for a particular application will be
ictated by performance requirements, form-fit factors, and costs relative to the test
7ticle itself.

A range system concept employing a digital translator is shown in Figure 2. The
irrier for the retransmitted signal is derived from the translator local cscillator and
;ed at the receiving site to aid'signal tracking and correct translator local oscillator

:ror(4). Vehicle position and velocity are then estimated using. special processing
Lgorithms(5). Both analog and digital translators have been built and tested, thus

.rifying the concepts(6,7).

w"D- .4 -0

FIGURE 2 TRANSLATOR. SYSTEM CONCEPT



In the course of the study, two types cf receivers for use on test vehicles were
!efined(Figure 3): A Low Dynamic Set and a High Dynamic Set. The Low Dynamic. unit would
)e used in applications where output data is required once or twice per second at most
iid wtien accelerations are less than 10 meters/sec2 (infantry, ground vehicles and
;hips). This Set would operate on the GPS LI frequency only with two letection channels
klternately switched among satellite signals to generate i-he basic range. and range rate
Jara.

NIGH" DYNAMCC SET LOW DYNAMIC SET

FIGURE~~saf 3MNSRUENATONCOCET

L L , , - =P- .

The High. Dynamic Set would be suitable for vehicles with accelerations up to a
'aaximum of 100 meters/sec2 (airc~raft, helicopters and drones). This unit would operate on
.oth Li and L.2 frequencies, simultaneously track at least four satellite signals and
3roduce new TSPI estimates at rates up to twenty per second corrected for ionospheric
lelays. In addition to producing absolute TSPI estimates, the High and Low Dynamic Sets.
:ould also operate in the differential mode described in the next section.

?ERFCRi4ANCE ISSUES

The principal categories of concern wi*..h regard to performance are data quality
:rate, accuracy, precision and dynamic lag) and data continuity (time-to-first-fix' and
lata dropouts). Many of the items in these categories are closely allied with the
'implementation issues* discussed in the next section.

The rsPI requirements for a wide variety of scenarios and test articles for more
:han forty service ranges were compiled and analyzed. Based on this compilation, eight.
.dealized (generic) ranges were defi~ned(Table 1) along with typical data requirements
:Table 2). Proposed GPS configurations were .inalyzed to estimate the capabilities of
)roper]Ly designed equipment in the range environment, and a box is drawn around those
items in Teble 2 that are either stressing for GPS or GPS cannot satisfy. 3verall, GPS
is effective, in meeting most of the requirements and will offer better performance than
:onventional (non-GPS) systems in many cases.

0#0

o 40
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ovl ON? no(AND) 0 0 1 01 0 ,450.

ate 9---06-- -------9 0

TABLE 1 GENERIC RANG19 RELATIONSHIPS TO DOD RANGES
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TRU1NING AND aT&I ____ T&S AND orbS
TEST-

PE ACE AIR LAND (IE) (OIG RANGE RANGE (AD WTR
PARAMETERS (IE)(OIG AG AG LN)ýR!GE

REALTIME ACCURACY
- POSITION WU 2j0 50 60 300 6 - 30 26 -30 ~ U
- VELOCITY (MISEC) 0.03-S 1 -3 36 0.2-2t 2 0.3-?7 0.3-

DATA RATE 0/39C) I-1 I--1i 51- 26 26 1 -E 1- 20

POST T19ST ACCURACYTE -10 6- js
- POSITION (M) so iTD6_oS_ i
- VELOCITY (K/EEC) 0.02 5 1 - 2 .ui2 2 - - -~ ~ , 0.03 - 3 0.03 -3

SCORING (U) isj9 [Fe - -3 - 5 ý *i 2fý
NUMBER OF
TEST ARTICLES I1- 3 2-20W so 760-1-25 3-16@ 1 12 -26 12 - 2

COVERAGE
- ALTITUDIEM(1) 1.3 - 30 - 6-3 .03- 15 0 -,26 0 0.0 -6 06- 30 0 - s
- DISTANCE (IM) X01 Ill 6 1401 X14065 OSX $3 2" 10360 190 X 1126 2"16 22639 X0

IISTRESSING FOR OPS []GPS CANNOT SATISFY

TABLE 2 TSP; REQUIREMENTS. SUMMARY

The GPS error budget is dominated by systematic errors in satellite location and
ýnal transmission delays through the ionosphere. These systemic errors can be readily
.ibrated using a GPS reference receiver at a surveyed site to compute differential
-rect ions (Figure 4). The corrections can then be used in real-time or recorded for
;t-flight data improvement. A test program is underway to determine the size of the
,ion around the reference receiver for which the corrections are valid, vith
-liminary findings that the minimum radius is probably greater than seoeral hundred -

ometers.

FIGURE 4 POD SYAND CO CEPTS..

R~rrau0
EachGPS atelltetranmit a nvigaionsignl cotaiing pr cls() oe n

aracL~sltinC/I od. xpcedTSI ccr~ls orauhoizdusrsofths

Echt determin~ rasmt anaiation butna notedineetilaoeiuin ng a P-oerefierenc rceiver)a

-i codes provide essentially equivalent velocity accuracies with the P-code being only
;htly better for position deterrsinatlon(8). Since P-code, is less susceptible to
pipath errors and since P-code receivrurs are only sLightly~more co mplex and costly, P-
Sis ktecoawmended for receiver applications. The C/A code is selected for translator

Lications because- significantly less bandwidth' is required (2, megahertz vs 20
3hertzi-
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TAB3LE 3 EXPECTED GPS rSPI ACCURACY

The performance of current receivers with respect to data 6ontinuitY is not
isfactory for applications on the ranges. The time-to-first-fix must be reduced from
flutes* to a few. seconds, an~d reacquisition after signal loss (for example, when an
craft banks and masks the GPS antenna) lowered to a fraction of a second.. Thiree
hnitiues have been proposed to improve data continuity. First, rapid, signal
uisitior~ methods have been defined and are being tested(9). Secondly, an in~ertial
erence uniL ititegrato-d with the GPS receiver could provide data through a ;-3sking
.iod and assist the receiver tracking loops to quickly reacquire. Lastly, fixed gro~und
ulated satellites, Opseudolites', at key locations could reduce or eliminate- ouragesý.
ever, pseudolites may preseent interference and signal capture p~roblems due to the
ge differences in signal strength vith the satellites.

LENeNTATIom XSSUis

The key implementation issues concern the cost-effectiveness of a GPS. approach
pared with existing instrumentation systems,* and the future integratibn of GPS
,ipment at the ranges. The generic ranges were analyzed from a cost-benefit standpoint
uming future evolution of both non-GPS and GPS equipment suites(lO). The *Mobile Sea'
ge was omitted because a fully developed system at sea did not exist and comparative
ta could not be obtained. Figure 5 shows the twenty year' life-cycle cost results for
remaining seven generic ranges, all normalized to a hypothetical present day

k-cost baseline. In other words, the cost comparison was done from the present time
ward assuming an existing suite of non-GPS instrumentation that must be main~tained,
'rated, modernized, and improved in future years.

Us - M~ANARCE,

TRAJU1NO AND W623 DaUS AND oTa

FIOURd S DIFFERENTIAL LIFE CYCLE COST SUMMARY



The analysis assumed "very extensive" use of GPS and "practically no" use oý GPS,
le neither extreme will actually occur. Fjrther, the generic ranges are idealized
,esentations, while the real-world ranges combine the functions of several generic
;es in one geographic location. A far more extensive investigation would be required-
sap these "generic" savings back into the 40-odd existing ranges to arrive at a total

savings. However, an estimate of the bounds of savings was derived by several
roximato methods. The results indicate the potential overall cost savings to the DOD,
tn that the appropriate equipment is developed in a timely fashion, are certairly in
ess of $300 million and may approach $1 billion over the twenty year life-cycle cost
jod.

As an aside, the "Land Training and OTME" range is the only generic range which does
favor GPS over non-GPS. This partially reflects the conservative nature of the

-ulations, since the higher values of GPS cost estimates and the lower values of
ientional systems were used. Further, the costs of GPS receivers are expected to fall
idly over the next few years as new integrated circuit chips are developed, hence this 0
.- cycle cost comparison may be overly conservative.

There are also technical issues associated with implementing GPS on the ranges. For
iple, TSPI systems with different telemetry bands, power levels, and modulation are
I on the various ranges; and appropriate provisions would have to be made to
modate these differences. The development of the family of range equipment could be
xmplished in a modular fashion so that different telemetry transmitters, for ihstance,
.d be interfaced with the receiver. Similarly, provisions could be made to add an •
:tial reference unit, use different preamplifiers with various antenna arrangements,

change the snape factor within certain limits to fit various test articles. The
lidates for development are shown in Table 4. The Advanced High Dynamic Set is a
ier developmert risk; however, recent data from manufacturers of GPS equipment suggest
: GPS receivers of 1600 cc in voliume or smaller are feasible in the next few years.
krly, a smaller receiver could be used in more applications in the range environment.

KET FAMILT mufsS VOIAl (CC) [-YES? A?..8- .

IN4FAlIMT' ' "-
LOW DYTAMIC UT s-41 OUND WZSlYC.

AISCRA•A

.130S DYNAMIC 5T aSIS-S640 OMt3S5U
TSwSOLr DIMES (PULL CALE)

TSAMILATOS MO-IL2S D0M MUsiS .Ias)Dm05M5 (SUDS CALEI)

GROWTH ADVANCDh
OSCTtin lIONM , DYNAMC SIT AKIYiO0S

TABLE 4 INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT CANDIDATES

Though not part of the family development, two other types of GPS receivers are
.rtaht to the. test range community. Timing receivers, which are commercially
lable today, are- competitive in price and. accuracy with atomic standards and are
.ady in use. Geodetic receivers capable of providing surveys to a precision of a few
imeters are presently being tested(ll).

ART

The potential benefits of GPS as a souece of Time-Space-Position Information (TSPI)
been established and the Department of Defense has initiated a development program

r Air Force auspices at Eglin Air Force Base in Florida. A family of GPS equipment,
•eing developed consistent with that proposed by the triservice study group and
fly described in this paper. There are several performance and implementation issues
to be resolved, 'but none appear to pose serious obstacles to widespread applications
PS on the ranges.

The present GPS user equipment is not suitable as-is for the majority of uses in the
em since it was not designed to satisfy range requirements for data quality and
inuity, and'is not compatible with existing range data systemts. However, appropriate
instrumentation for range use can be developed with available technology. The
all cost avoidance Is very difficult to estimate, but is blievet to be several
reds of millions of dollarn for the, combined range activitieb in the Department of
ns* over the next twenty years.
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AN EXTENDED REAL-TIME MICROWAVE AIRPLANE POSITION SYSTEM
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eal-time Microwave Airplane Position System (MAPS)-ls currently being used by The " '
:nO-lt~iAy-•or noise certification testing. The system measures ranges and range

-s from several ground transponders to an airplane, and computes the airplane .
:tion using a Kalman Filter algorithm. Airplane position relative to a fixed earth
•dinate system is available for recording and cockpit display;five times per second.-

iarisons of position data from MAPS with data from Boeing photo-theodolite systems -'

showrt-that MAPS accuracy is better than two meters when the airplane it within the
gn envelope of the ground transponder array. Unfortunately, the'minimum practical
tude of a design envelope is 50 meters, so MAPS cannot be used for takeoff and

ling tests.

bridge the gap from the ground to 50 meters altitude, an alternate source' of
tude information is required. The problems o-t",obtaining absolute altitude

irmation from other sources, have been well documented. ")Radlo altimeters. " depen-
on smooth, hard reflective surfaces, and ireasure only the local 'altitude above

md level. Pressure altimeters are dependent on the whims of Motber Nature.
•tlal Reference Unit (IRU) altitude is not accurate enoughfor performante data over

time periods, because of biasing from the double integration of accelerometer lop
ors. However, radio altimeters *.give excellent altitude Information when over a
iay, pressure altimeters give an excel.lent irdicatton of allocal change In al'tltude,
an IRU is an excellent source of vertical speed data.

report examines the inclusion of these alternate sourcesof altitude data in the
,an Filter used by MAPS. ' Filter initialization was modified to include the
ulation of bias errors fodvd in the other sources derived from the original
er's estimate of airplane location. The measurement matrix was expanded to include -
alternate sources in a manner that places emphasis on the. most reliable sources of
with respect to the airplane's location.

exterded filter was verified through computer simulations,> which provided a direct '.'.
ure of the' effects of the filter on the output data. Comparisons of "true*
tion, original filter output and enhanced filter output were made to determine -.
e effects. Actual flight data that had been recorded during previous testing was -

in'troduced to the filter for comparison with the original' filter and with photo-
dolite data.

ACE

e position data collected by Boeing Flight Test during airplane development and
ificatlon testing -has historica'lly depended upon photo-theodolite systems. How- -
* in 1981 Boeing acquired a microwave system that provides accurate position dat-a

an airplane is at least 50 meters above the ground. The Kalman Filter algorithm
by the system was extended to allow altitude and altitude rate input from an

pendent source. This extension broadened the flight regime of the system to also
ude the space'from ground level to 50 meters above ground level.

extended system was developed using simulated microwave and altitude input. It was
S anflyzed and verified using both simulation and actual flight data. Data from . 0

e flight tests including three approaches, five flybys,' and two takeoffs of Boeing
and 767 airplanes were used during the verification. Comparisons of airnlane
tion given in X, Y, Z coordinates were made from data collected from the microwave
em, the extended microwave system, and the photo-theodolite systems.

results from the comparisons show that the Extended MAPS pr'vldes ý)utput position
that is not restricted to a particular altitude regime, and is within one meter of

actual airplane position at least 90% of the time. S

GROUND

* of the space position data obtained at Boeing Flight Test involves gathered data
ltltudes from 0 to 1000 meters at surveyed test ranges from two .to 'ten. kilometers.

Prior to acquisition of the Microwave Airplane Positioning System ('MAPS), most _
, tion data was obtained using, one of two photo-theodolite systems. The Airplane

tion and Attitude Camera. System (APACS) uses-a, forward looking camera mounted near



front of an airplane to take time coordinated pictures of irport runway lights to S
rmine the airplane's position and attitude when the'runway lights are in the. field
iew of the camera. A down-looking camera system takes pictures of surveyed targets

testing requirements 'preclude the use of runway lights. APACS is the most
rate positioning system available, but the use of runway lights limits the range of

to 100 meters altitude while the lights are in view. The down-looking camera
em has a practical altitude range from 20 'to 1000 meters and requires extensive
e setup prior to testing. Both of these systems require a considerable amount of
-test processing before confirming that test requirements were accomplished. S

primary use of the down-looking camera system is noise certification testinq
use of the time and expense associated with noise testing, real time data and pilot
ance information became a priority item when test planning began for the 757 and
airplanes. The results of a study of real time space position possibilities
cated that a microwave ranging system would fulfill the accuracy requirements and
w a good measure of flexibility and portability. The MAPS was built for The Boeing
any by the Cubic Corporation in 1981.

is used to provide accurate real time and post test position data for noise certi-
tion testing. It determines ai-rplane position from ranges. and range rates measured

3 to 11 ground transponders placed at surveyed locations on a test range.

ire 1 illustrates the equipment included in MAPS. After an initialization period
system enters a 200 millisecond output cycle, which includes eight 25-millisecond-
it cycles. The operation of the system as the output cycle proceeds is out-ined S
1w.

Based on the latest position estimate, the computer selects eight trans-
ponders that will provide the best position solution at the end of the cycle..

Eight input cycles are performed; one for each of the selected transponders.
During each input, cycle the following operations take place: .

"• The computer Instructs the interrogator to obtain data from a specific
transponder.

"• The interrogator encodes the transponder identification and sends a signal
to the transponders.

"• The transponder with the proper code returns a signal t'o the interrogator.

"* The interrogator decodes the return signal and passes, range and range rate
values to the computer.

"• The computer applies calibration and atmospheric corrections to the data
and, through use of a Kalman filter, updates the estimated airplane
position and extrapolates an estimate for the next input cycle.

The' computer sends the extrapolated position to the pilot's display for air- S
plane guidance and the updated position to a 'tape recorder for post-test
analysis.

INTERROGATOR [IcoAVER PLOT'S DIPLAY

Figure I. Mirowave Airpne Positioning System Components
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arison data were generated. us ng -both APACS and the down-looking camera system
ng the MAPS acceptance test; an automatic approach test using a Boeing 737; and the
e certification test. of the 767. ' The results of these tests indicated that MAPS
Ut is within two meters of the true position at least 95 percent of the time at
tudes aboveO5 meters.* The 50 meter minimum altitude results from the combination
he geometric dilution of precision (GOOP) inherent in geometrical systems, and the
tical limit or. the number of ground transoonders deployed.

non as t0e usefulness and accuracy of the system was recognized, a study began tond its test reolme to the ground using data- that is generally available on te-t • -

raft. If possible, MAPS could then be used for takeoff and landing perform.hi~ce
s and multi-segment automatic approach tests.

NSION OF THE MICROWAVE AIRPLANE POSITION SYSTEM -

Alternate Sources of Altitude Data

alternate sources of. altitude data avii iable on test airplanes are press'ure alti-
radio 'altitude. and the inertial reference unit (IRU) altitude. Pressure

tude provides accurate, shop't-ter-, altitude change information. Because of local
ations. in the atmosp.her-s, there is usually a bias between the pressure altitude
e mean sea level 'and the actual mean sea level altitude, but for short distances,
bias ray be considered constant. The radio altimeter provides very accurate

tude above grotand level when measured over a hard surface, but the altitude data
mes erratic over grass and trees. Altitude data from the inertial reference unit
ot as satisfactory as 'either pressue altitude or radio altitude, but :RU vertical
d is better than-those derived from the other systems.

nature of each of the altitude systems determined how they would be included in
After MAPS has established %n accurate time history of altitude data, pressure

rude is used to predict the altitude changes as the system descends below its
ht regime. Radio altitude is Used to establish an accurate altitude when the
em is below its' flight regime and is over a runway. IRU vertical speed is used at 7_-::

times.

MAPS Kalman Filter

heart of MAPS is a linearized Kalman filter that provides position output with
!ct to a fixed coordinato system. The state of the filter consists of the
)nents of the position and velocity of the airplane. The current state is related

future state via a set of linear equat'ons called the System Mndel. The .--. .

irements of range and range rate are related to the state via a se. of linearized .*.-'.'.•-. .' .

:ions called the Measurement Model. These are expressed as follows: .'.

State of the System:

, Xpos
xvel'

,X1 ypcs'
yvel
zpos -
zvel. "

SystemModel: . .....

IX(k+l)I I [PHI]1'X(k)I , {W'- - -

where:
k and k+l indicate times k and k+ 1

F1 'dt .0 .0 0 0]
0 1< 0 0 0 0.-

[PHI] - 0 0 1 dt 0 01
0 0 0 1 0 01
0 0 0 01 1 dt

L0  0 0 0 0. 1J

dt - Time between computational cycles, and

WI. System modeling errors associated with the components of,
thestate

.,,',o,

•,° ,,°- °



Measurement Model: -~-

.on-linear relationshin between the range and range rate measurements from a ground

.ponder and the state of the system is:

=Zk~ 1h(.(k))l + V

1expands to:

rangel SQRT((xpos-xti)**2 + (yv 'ý..yti)**2 + (zpos-zti)**2) V1j

rratel ((xpos-xti)*xvel+(ypos-yti)*yvel+(zp~os-ztci)*zvel)/rangei !V2f
where:

xti , yti , zti are the coorJinates of the transponder being used, and
IVI are the expected errors in the measurements

expressions were linearized by expanding them in Taylor Series about the latest
I position output.

=Z ~ hXk1) + [H(k-l)]lx(k)-X(k-1)I + lVi

where:

(alman extrapolation and update equations that derive from the problem definition

is follows:

Extrapolation Equations:

lXe.(k)i =[PI~tjXu(k-1)i 400

Update Equations:

[K(k)] =[Pe(k)I-iH(k)ilf[H(k)][Pe(,k)][H(k)I +[R]] 1

lXu(k)l'!Xe(k8l+[K(kfllIZ(k) - h(*Xe(k))l

where:
The e and u suffixes indicate the extrapolated and updated values of
the attached parameter, respectively.

[K]is the Kalman Gain matrix

[Q]ls the tystem error co-variance matrix

r1 0 0 0 0 0]
J *'.0 0 0 01I0 0 .1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1. 0 0J

0 0 0 0 .1 01
0 0 0 0 0 1.]

R is the measurement crror co-variance matrix

[0.0625 10.0 8

Extended MAPS Kalman Filter

iding the definition ,of the Kalman filter to 'accept altitude and vertical speed
only requires changes to the Measurement Model. The output of the system remains
same, so the state of the system does not change, and since the state does not
16, the, System Model does not change.

leasurement Model becomes:

rangei jSQRT,((xpos-xtl)**2 + (ypos-ytl)**2 + (zpos-zti)**2) V
rratei ((Xpos-xtl)*xvel+(ypos~yti)-yvel.+(zpos-zti)*zvel)/ranget V
h .JZpos V
hd ) jZvel . 4

wher.! h is altltude,'a4nd lid is-vertical spid
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Initialization of Altitude Data

The measurements h and hd for altitudtŽ and vertical speed are not the raw values as
me3sured by one if the various instru.r'entS,, but they are those raw values with biases
removed using an initialization process.

For descending flights. the original MAPS algorithm is used until certain, conditions
call for tr'e extended algorithm. However, the initialization process begins when the
a-irplanpe passes through 150 me~ters. A running one-second average of the differences
betwveen pressure altitude and MAPS altlit..de is maintained uitil the extended algorithm

* is called. The average is then subtracted frofh the input pressure altitude to remove
the bias. An identical procedure is used for correction of vertical speed.

For ascending flights below 60 meters, or level flights that Jo, not' have adejuate alti-
tu.le for accurate altitude determination, the radi~o altimeter values are used along
witri a constane correction value that removes biases due to the differing reference
values. A variable correction factor that compensates for' the difference between the
K A cS coordinate system and runway elevation is used. Vrclsedba sInrdI
these instances. T he pressure altitude initialization process described above I s
started so that pressure data can be introduced when the erd of the runway is reached.

Extende4d MAPS Operation

nuring the discussion of MAPS it was pointed out that the altitude data was acceptable
at altitudes above 50 mete-s. However, this lin't is strongly dependent on the design
of the ground , trL&iSponder array. For this reason, during descending flights the
Extended MAPS algorithm was designed *to check the geometry of the *airplane-,round
tr~nsponder relatioaship. beginning at 101) meters. If the elevation angle from the
,:l.)sest ground transponder to the airplane Is less than I/ degrees, the extended
alg9orithm is used. In all cases, the extended algorithm is used below 60 meters.

Duriog ý-;cendl-g or low-level flyby,., the, extended algorithm is used at the beginning
of the flight. When the end of the runwa-y is reached, pressure altitude is substituted
for radlio altitude, and the original algorithm is used when the airplane is abe60
meters and th, -. vation angle from the closest transponder to the airplane is greater
than 20 degrees.

iERIFICATI0M

Verification uf the Extended MAPS was accompl~ished using a two-stage approach. First,
simulations of both '4APS and Extended MAPS were developed to provide a direct con-

a p- ',son of actual a~rplane positien and calculated position. Then, actual recorded
flight test data was ised a~s input to Extended M4APS for comparison w~th recorded M4APS
and photo-theodolite data.

This approach was ro quired because the down-looking, camora, system used for comparison
dur Ing the acceotanc ttesting of MAPS is not as accuratc as M4APS itself. Therefore,
while it 'was possib'e to establish the acceptability of MAPS, ittwjs not possihle to
assign aj.:flnitive ýccuracy. The results of that testing show th~t the e~rror In MAPS
data has a standard deviatlton of not more than four meters when the system's al'.itud*
is above th2 design minimum for the tra~nsponder array being used.

Flight Simulaticns

* A predeterml ne~d flI Ig ht p a th was used f or develIopment of the' inpvt. data for both !VAPS

a1nd Extended MAPS. Among the comparisonS made are those tlustrated in Fiqurr 2.
* These flight paths were level flyoys with the addition of a five-meter altitudo. *ine
* wave and a three-meter longitudinal sine wave superimposed. -The nominal altttudeý for'

the fligh't paths werý 100, 50 and ?S oceters. The addition of the sine wave motion% Is
intended to ensure that a 'non-linvar flIi ght path is used to stress. the fiWer's
ab ilI ty.. The transponder array us~ed for thi!s simulation Is Illustrated in Figure 3.
This array was choser as one thdt fulfills the requirements for a 50-seter flyby using
MAPS .
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1.. 4C , LuuJ ) noLe Ln aL Lne altitude comoarisons at 100
meters are qiite similar, and the deviation increases at the lower altitudes. The - ,
table below summarizes these data.

Standard Deviation of Output Errors (meters)

MAPS Extended MAPS
X Y z X Y z

100 Meter Flyby 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.3

50 Meter Flyby 0.3 0.4 0.9 0.4 0.4 0.3

25 Meter Flyby 0.3 0.4 1.6 0.3 0.4 0.3

Each of these results is from three separate 30-second simulation flights.

KMAP *Aom.ft MAPS Alon~i

S4. •r

S"

These particular conditions were executred several times with different error

selecti, ons, and takeoff and landing flight paths were also investigated. -The results
from these stadlations are summarized in the altitude error versus altitude graph shown

in Figure 5. These results show .the expected trend%. Without a direct altitude input;
the system output degrades at altitudes bel'ow 100 meters. The addition of this Iti,1
results In altitude output that Is approximately as good as the ,input.
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ta from three flight tests were investigated for comparison with the simulation data.
e purposes of this -hase of the verification were to show that Extended MAPS would
erate using actual data and to gather sufficient comparison data to validate the
aulation results. The difficulty in comparing MAPS data with photo-theodolite data

two-fold. The most accurate theodolite system, APACS, can onl'y gather data at
latively low altitudes, and the down-looking camera system gathers data.only at dis-
ete points in the test array. Therefore, gathering, a statistically significant
apling for comparison at 411 altitudes requires an inordinate amount of flight 'time.
other practical reason for relying on the simulator is that each flight test has
ique requ;rements that determine the transponder array to be used. The. array,
signed for the test may not be conducive to gathering the comparison data required
r a complete analysis.

e three tests used for this analysis were an Automatic Approach test of a Boeing 0
Jel 737, the acceptance test of MAPS, using.the same airplane, and the Noise Certi-
cation of the Boeing 767. Several flights from each test were analyzed, and
presentative flights are discussed below to 'illustrate the results.

Boeing 737 - Automatic Approach Test

e 737 automatic approach test was the first use of MAPS as a data gathering system.
fact, timing was such that the test came before MAPS had been officially accepted by

eing. In order to verify the low altitude part of the MAPS output data, portable
nway lights were placed prior to the approach end of the runway in order to extend
ACS altitude capability to 150 meters. The transponder array used durivig this test
illustrated in Figure 6. The variable spacing used for the centerline transponders

s intended to allow accurate altitude output from 1000 meters altitude at 16
lometers to 50 meters at 0.5 kilometer. The purpose of the test was to compare the
ight path of the airplane with instrument landing system measurements for the last 16
lometers of the approach. Comparison data from APACS was only available for the last l
o kilometers.
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* 'Fitur 6. 737 Approach T4Lst Transponder Arry'

ree approaches from this test were used, for comparison of MAPS and Extended MAPS
ta. Figure 7 shows the comparison of APACS, MAPS, and Extended MAPS altitude data
r the last kilometer of one of these &pproaches. Extended MAPS used corrected
assure altitude, and corrected altitude rate from different static pressure sources

input, together with the MAPS ranges and range rates recorded dur'tng. the test.
lie altitude rate from the inertial' reference system would have been a more desirable
irce for altitude rate data. it was not available. ' Note that the data was ended at
e runway threshold because the transponders were almost entirely blanked out at that
Int.

Ing AVP'CS as the *true" position, the standard deviation' of MAPS rosults can be
timatea as one-third of the maximum excursion from the APACS data. That means that
e standard deviation of the error is less than one meter at 70 meters "altitude"
proximately one meter at 50 meters, and over two meters at 20 meters. The rxtended
PS result shows that the standard deviation of the error is less than one lattr for
e entire approach.

. . ... "" 2""i:• L-" -
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Figure 7. 737 Approach Test

Boeing 737 -MAPS Acceptance Test

'he second test using MAPS was its acceptance test in Glasgow. Montana. Fourteen
*lights were used to evaluate MAPS as an acceptable system for Noise Certification

* esting. Five of the flights were used for this analysis, and data from one of these
*s discussed i~n detail.

'he array jsed during the 14 evaluation flights is illustrated in Fig .ure 8. It was
esigned for a minimum altituo.. of 100 meters over the entire range. Figure 9 presents 0 _

he comparison data for a 90-meter flyby over the runway. It was chosen because it
resents a classic example of the geometric dilution of precision (GOOP) that the
xtended system was designed to correct. Because the flight is lower than the design
imits of the array, the ranges from the transponders do not have enough resolution to
stablish an accurate altitude unless the airplane is very close to a transponder
tation. Note that the MAPS output is very good as the airplane passes over each.-
ransponder, but appears to degenerate until approaching another. During this test,
he down-looking target locations coincided with the centerline transponder locations.9
t these locations all three systems agree within one meter. By coreeparing the altitude
urves, one may conclude that the MAPS output is the one in error between the trans-
onders because it becomes so erratic. This data falls within the specifications
equired of MAPS, but there is a great deal of room for improvement.
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Boeing 767 -Noise Certiftcati~on Test

767 noise certification test in Palmdale, California. was the first production use
APS. The transponder array used was designed to provide accurate data at altitudes lo
10 meters and higher ;ier the east half of the runway, and 150 meters and higher 3
meters east of the runway. The array is illustrated In Figure 10. All test
Ihts were flown within these consttaints, so the addition of altitude data input
d not imp~rove those results. The initial takeoffs from two days of testing were
yzed to show the potential for the use 'of Extended MAPS in takeoff performance
Ing. The first of these is illustrated in Figure 11.
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servative estimate derived from. these resvlts is that the extended MAPS output
Jes output data that is within one meter cf the actual position at least 90
it of the time.

DEYE IOP MCNT

elative simplicity of the changes to MAPS thzt resulted in such a significant gain
-ages us to continue to extend the system. With the inclusion of more data from
lal reference systems and altitude sensors, the number of transponders required
J be reduced considerably. For tests that do not require a fixed reference, the
)onder requirement may be eliminated altogether. Development in this direction
*educe operational requirqmqnts of the system, and make It much more flexible.
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1ART

.n 1985 the new Advanced Technology Testing Aircraft System (ATTASj will be operable at
DFVLR in Braunschweig. Owing to the wide application spectrum of ATTAS ard the varied

le of users, a flight test instrumentation system having a very high degree of flexi-
.ty and testability was required. It was therefore decided that a versatile built-in
* and calibration system called GIMICS ,should form an integral part of the ATTAS r
1ht test instrumentation system. GIMICS is an intelligent, computer-controlled system
.ng dedicated access to the ATTAS subsystems. The system architecture and application
ibility of GIMICS will bepresented. .. •

'NTRODUCTION

'he VFVLR has been involved since 1971 in the design, utilization and operation of, the
320 In-Flight Simulator. . .

'sing special equipment and instrumentation of this In-Flight Simulator the dynamic
acteriscics of different transport aircrafta could be simulated in 5 degrees of free-
under realistic conditions. Based on more than ten years of experience with the HFB
in various national and internationai programs the DFVLR started in 1981 the develop-

of the Advanced Technology Testing Aircraft System ATTAS. MBB-VFW and the DFVLR
deveioping in close cooperation the ATTAS In-Flight Simulator based on a VFW 614

raft, which includes a dual fail passive redundancy concept thus also enabling compu- _

controlled take-off, landing and high-speed flights in the simulatipn mode.

VVLR -ADVANCED TECUNOWGY-TESTING AIRCRAFT SYSTEM AT-A,

ig. I shows the principal blockdiagram of the ATTAS-VFW 614 instrumentation. It in-
es the following:

sic controls and instruments for the safety pilot who operates the original
chanical links to the different motivators. The safety~pilot can switch off the Fly-
-Wire (FBW)-Control System in emergency cases.

y-bv-Wire-Controls and experimental instruments for the evaluation pilot who controls
e aircraft in the FBW simulation moles using various computers and electro-hydraulic
tuators.

nsors, signal conditioning and additional avionics to identify the actual aircraft
atus.

Central Communication Computer f•r intercommunication between the Fly-by-Wire
stem, the Experiment Contiol Compute- Systems and the operator using the operator
nel computer system-

leretry and analog taperecorder for data transmission and recording. S .

t is obvious that this complex test instrumentation for the In-Flight Simulator ATTAS
h will be used by a varied range of users over a wide applicati6n spectrum requires
atile check-out, test and calibration aids to minimize unpredictable downtimes and to
mize the benefit-to-cost ratio.

n the basis of over 10 years of user experience gained with the In-Flight Simulator
320, the DFVLR designed and -realized the so-called *General Integrated Multipurpose •
light Calibration System "GIMLCS" which forms an essential part of the ATTAS
urement. System. GIMICS is a flexible system used for

stem Checkout

e-Flight/In-Flight Test,

e-Flight/In-.FPight Calibration 7 49

stem Monitoring



the fnliowing section GIMICS is presented and discussed, showing its range of ap- ,
ion a:,d flexibility.

IC OBJECTIVES OF GIMICS

achieve a high quality level of In-Flight-Simulation, it is necessary to use high
y and high accuracy sensors, signal conditioning and actuators. The whole mesure-
-hain from sensor to actuator including the computer system has to be tested and
ated in given time intervals to guarantee the required static and dynamic accuracy.
uld thereby be stressed that essential aspects of the testing and calibration such,

dynamic calibration of control surface transfer functions can only be petformed
tically under flight conditions. GIMICS therefore contains as an integral part a
te test and calibration system wnich allows signal input- and response measurement
computer control at different points in the measurement chain.

ther essential aspects of GIMICS are:

ssibility to raw abalog transducer signals,

te controlled testability of signal conditioning,

uter-controlled adaption of signal conditioning parameters to different flight test
s, 0

grated Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) data-acquisition and monitoring (Quicklook),

isition ane monitoring of measurement system housekeeping data,

age of test and calibration results,

ty lockout of test ard calibration functions from flight test system during criti-
In-Flight simulation phases,

dle to use with menu oriented computer control.

s system is currently under development. A more detailed description is now given
following.

'AS EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 0

2 shows a further simplified block diagram of the ATTAS experimental flight con-
3ystem. We ,can discern three system levels of decreasing significance for 'flight

highest level shows the computer systems of the Fly-by-Wire system. It considts of
Fly-by-Wire computer, the Experimental Control Computer, as well as a Terminal -*

,uter at both the tailplane and cockpit regions of the. aircraft. At these points .
•eely safety critical aircraft flight functions are housed. The system is thus.only
!ssible to the experimenter via the Central Communication Computer.

second level is the Signal Conditioning and PCM System. Its primary task is to
lition the raw sensor data for the Fly-by-Wire system. It also contains an integra-
PCM system to transfer all data of the Experimental Flight Control, System! to magne-
tape and via telemetry to the ground.

.ng safety critical flight phases, the Signal Conditioning and PCX System can be 0
:ked by the Fly-by-Wire system so as not to disturb the -highly critical uppermost
;em level.

lower level is the ,Test and. Calibration System. It has no influence on the
!ty of the aircraft. It consists of a basic set of standard measuring instruments.

kSURENENT SYSTEM AND GIMICS -' 0 •

!neral

two lower levels of Fig. 2 are to be understood as the measuring system. This
)n is again represented in Fig. 3.

S measurement system consists of two subsystems, the Signal Conditioning and PCII
a in the upper 'half of the figure and the Test and Calibration System in the _
half.

? S~gnial Conditioning and PCH System consists' in the simplex case of two signal ''. -
:ioning units (SC Units) of the same type inan 1/1 ARINC ATR housiig. The boxes are
I where data is concentrated and further processed, i.e. in the cockpit and tail-
regions of the aircraft. Certain signals from the tailplane area initially pass

jh the special signal, conditioning unit (SSC Unit). 'In 'this unit, -the signals of "
sedsors are conditioned which cannot be dealt with by the standardized components _
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he SC boxes. These are the signals from the base aircraft itself, which have to be
anically decoupled and/or whose voltage level lies outside, the standard sicnal level
zonditioning). Apart from these signal conditioning components there are yet further
3nents installed in the SC Units. These form, in conjunction with the Test and
3ration System, GIMICS.

3ignel Conditioning and PCM System

I Signal Conditioning Unit (SC Unit)

ig. 4 shows the structure of the SC Unit. A unit can condition a maximum of 48 analog
3r signals. Groups of 4 analog channels together with power supply for attendant
3rs are housed on one card. The conditioned sensor signals proceed in analog form to
[/O units of the Fly-by-Wire system, as well as to the local subunits of the integra-
?CM system.

part of fhe SC unit eesential to GIMICS" is the built-in central calibration unit 4!" " 7
i is connected via the calibration bus (CAL BUS) with the Test and Calibration
tm. Within each SC box there is a local version of the CAL BUS which leads tu the
il conditioning channels af the SC Unit. Each SC box contains its own microprocessor
. has access via the local control bus to the signal channels and the calibration
:e.

L.1 Standard Signal Conditioning Channel

Lg. 5 describes in hchematic form the essential components and signal paths of a
il conditioning channel. Each of the 48 channels of a SC unit is characterized by the
)wing features:

.tware-controlled gain over a range from I to 1024 .

otv'are-controlled offset compensation from - 10 to + 10 VDC with 12 bit resolution

-off frequency selectable via plug-in module

trall error smeller than 0.5 % over the range - 25"C to 65"C

.tiple signal paths for test and calibration facilities (GIMICS)

ie sensor signal arrives at a programmable instrumentation amplifier via an adapta-
module. From there it proceeds via a three-pole .Butterworth-filter and a buffer to

3utput. Each channel has a DAC to compensate any static sensor signal voltages. The
:ation of the various primary sensor elements to the signal' conditioning channel is
)rmed via the plug-in adaptation module. A part of the signal conditioning channel
itial to GIMICS is formed by the three relays A, B and C. With their help, various
and calibration functions are possible: -

.alibration signal from the local CAL BUS proceeds via relay A to the input of the
iditioning channel. The corresponding reaction is passed via relay C to the receive
te of the LOCAL CAL BUS. In this way the transfer function of the conditioning chan-
*can be determined.

S calibration voltage is fed via relay B into the adaptation module. The response
*eived via relay C depends on both the function of the amplifier and the filter,,as
.1 as on the correct state of the sensor, including its input lines, as the sensor
iances the network of the adaptation module. *

the adaptation module is a. purely passive networkr the raw sensor signal can be
.racted via relay B. The transfer direction on the transmit line of the local CAL BUS %%.
then reversed.

.. 2 Calibration Centre _

t essential component of GIMICS is the calibration centre, one of which is present in
SC Unit. It has the following tasks:

vanic decoupling of the calibration signal from and to the test and calibration
,tem to avoid ground loops.

.enuation of high level calibration voltages to test high amplification signal chan-
5.

eration of signal voltages in the stand-alone mode of the SC Unit..

:sekeeping signal switching.

.g. 7 shows the block diagram of the single local calibration centre present in each
*x. A calibratibn signal from the Test'and Calibration System via the CAL BUS is
..d'via a buffer amplifier to the transmit line of the local CAL BUS. A precise, digi-

-adjustable attenuator is connected in this signal path. 'It is thus possible toS. ,. . - . - . - . - .



.e the necessarily small input voltages for high amplification signal conditioning
s and whilst also sending high level, relatively noise-immune excitation voltages

CAL BUS running throughout the whole aircraft. The response of the tested signal
oning channel passes via a relay G, a buffer amplifier and a relay H back to the

;. The signal paths can furthermore be so connected (relays D, F and G) that the
r function of the components lying in the calibration path are determined before
ual measurement signal paths are calibrated. With the aid of a housekeeping multi- - .

values of interest from the SC Units, such as temperatures, operating and refe- 0
7oltages and currents can be measured. The. local calibration centre possesses in
-n its own precise calibration primary sensor element. Using this, an SC Unit can
:ed and calibrated completely in the stand-alone mode. The sum of all errors lying
calibration path in the local calibration centre is smaller than 0.15 % FSD with a
ture range from -25"C to 65"C.

Local Processor (CPU) •

SC Unit contains its own microcomputer. Its tasks are:

nication with the SC master unit via the signal conditioning control bus for
nd input and status response

etrization of the SC, components and the calibration centre -

ction of the internal signal paths of the SC Unit

test

-alone operation of the unit

SC Unit has a further interface for a standard terminal, whereby the unit can be -
d in the laboratory in stand-alone mode. *

inqal Conditioning Master Unit (SCMU) Fi. 3"

Signal Conditioning Master Unit (SCMU) has the following tasks:

ol of the signal conditioning and calibration functions in the SC Units

"oi of the PCM subsystems in the SC Units and generation of the programmed PCM

ction of the program-selected data from the PCM-frame for "quick-look* " ' -"

ge of signal conditioning and PCM-system parameters in a non-volatile memory
g power off

.nication between the Signal Conditioning and PCM-System and the Test and
ration System

rder to fulfil these tasks, all SC Units are connected via two digital bus systems
e Signal Conditioning Master Unit:,

•ignal conditioning control bus (SCC BUS) and"

*CM BUS

SCC BUS is a modified RS-232-C interface, via which the parameters of the condi-
channels are set in the SC boxes and the diverse test and calibration functions

system arc controlled.

digitized measurement, values pass from the SC units via the PCM BUS tO the PCM.
in the Signal Conditioning Master Unit. The PCM BUS'operates in two cycles. 0

first phase the SCMU outputs a 16 bit address to select a signal channel. In the
* phase, the transfer direction is reversed and the selected, digitized measurement

rom an SC Unit is placed on the bus. - '

t bus systems are optically decoupled in each unit in order to avoid ground loops
r the spatially widely distributed system..

S Calibration Bus (CALBUS)

' t CAI BUS is one of the most important parts of GIMICS. It consists of an' analog
s.L t line and an analog receive line which lead to all SC Units of the system and

.V, s these with the Test and Calibration System. The calibration bus signals are,
, n tted via true differential signal lines and ate doubly shielded so as to prevent
J as possible falsification of t"e.' transmitted signals by external noise sources.

e aid of tt. s bus, actuatiom- signals' pass from the Test and Calibration System
to selected components of, the Signal Conditioning and PCM' System' and the
e 3ignals are returned'to TACS.
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;. 8 summarizes the possible calibration paths dealt with in the measurement system.
lire:

Uination of raw sensor data

- signal input to the adaptation module jIF"

.bration of the calibration centres in the SC units

- and calibration of signal conditioning channels

.2 Further Interfaces

*re are two further external interfaces to the Signal Conditioning and PC.
is: 0

1A channel from the Central Communication Computer and a

idard RS 232 connection to the Test and Calibration System

:a of interest are passed from the experimental flight control system via the DMA
.1 into the PCM system. The second interfiace forms the main connection, between the
* Conditioning and PCM Systems and the Test and Calibration System. .

!st and Calibration System (TACS)

* lower part of Fig. 3 shows the Test and Calibration System within the ATTAS
•ement system. Whereas the components of the Signal Conditionihg and PCM System
istributed throughout the whole aircraft, the Test and Calibration System is
Ltrated at an operating panel for the measurement system operator (Fig. 9). The .
and Calib..ation Syster consists basically of a precision digital multimeter, a
;ion voltage source and an analog relay scanner. The system is enhanced by a pro-
tble word selector for the analog representation of selected words from a PCM frame.

Iraphic display serves to provide a quick-look representation of the variety of test
ilibration functions. The equipment at this level is e-onnected via an IEEE 488 bus,
S-proven bus in the measurement tield, to the most important GIMICS computer. These

Calibration Control Computer
Calibration Control Computer controls all functions of the General Integra-

;ltipurpose In-Flight Calibration System GIMICS. These comprise:

ing up of the parameters of the SC channels and the PCM suosystem,

rol of the test and calibration tasks,

em.monitoring, ".

rol of all equipment in the Test- and Calibration System 3nd"

unication with the ATTAS Fly-by-Wire System via the Central Communication Computer.

Fluke 1720A was chosen as the Calibration Control' Computer for the following.:.
interfaces are standarizei,

ly programmable in various languages,

iciently flight-robust and installable in 190 racks and _ :

able without keyboard via a touch-sensitive display.

Basic Software

tware_ has currently been implemei.ted in the Calibration Control- Computer, which
as a basis f9r the yet to be implemented, varied and complex test and calibration - .

re, but which is already employed during the integration of GIMICS into the air-
This software relies on basic data records which are generated on' the ground with

d of interactive programs using' a keyboard. On 3witching-on, GIMICS is completely
lized using these data records. In.the aircraft itself, caly the. touch-sensitive
y of the Calibration Control Computer is used.

user is guided via menus. Input is achieved by simply touching the corresponding
*int (softkey). This'allows even' complicated operation sequences #o be performed - -
t recourse to a. manual. - -'.-- .-.



0A
[CATION OF GIMICS

flexibility and application potential of GIMICS can be illustrated by the dynamic .
it calibration procedure of the flight control system consisting of:

-er

:ohydraulic actuator

luzer and

conditioning

:omplete control loop is shown in Fig. 10.

-amming is done in the following steps:

"7uction of the tailplane terminal computer to accept additive analog control sig-
for the dedicated electrohydraulic actuator to be supetposed with the cucrent
"o1 signal.

-ction of the analog cal-in signal path in the signal cor~ditioning unit to the , V
.nal computer and the cal-out path frim the transducer to the relay scanner of the
and Calibration System. * .. z:

action of the cal-in -path to the noise source i.e., the X-output of a spectrum
'ser and connection of the Y-input of the analysis instrumentation to the zal-out

using the relay scanner.

.inally, transfer of the analyzer output data to the Calibration Control Computer
rom there to graphics generator for display if required. • --'

procedure the transfer functions or dynamic characteristics of the control loop
ieasured using zero mean value noise source and stochastic analysis methods with- All
ificant disturbance to the actual flight. -

USIQNS _

eral Integrated Multipurpose In-Flight Calibration System GIMICS presented
one answer to the ever increasing complexity of flight test instrumentation and
es in the fields of In-Flight Simulation. The modular and integrated concept

an optimum transparency in the complex hardware and software comprising the. . ..
ntrol system. For this reason GIMICS is one of the most important tools for -TTAS

developnent, O

* acceptance' testing,

check out and

operation

pe that the concept represented by GIMICS will widen the techniques for checkout, .
and calibration over a wide range of application of *he DFVLR ATTAS In-Flight
r.

- 7- ° *'° -
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MOOULEAMPLIFIER /FILTER - OUTPUT

ATTENUATOR

* 0

LOCAL CALIBRATION CENTM

CAL -BUS . -
TEST AND CALIBRATION SYSTEM (TACS)

TASK: SIGNALPATH:

Sensor Raw Data Examination Sensor, B, F, GO, H, TACS

Test Voltage Superposing TACS, E, D, B;- Al, C, GI, H, TACS'

Local Calibration Centre

Verification TACS, I D, F1, GO, H, TACS

Signal Conditioning Channel

*Test and Calibra~tion TACS, E, D. AO, C, G1, H, TACS

*G.A. SIGNAL PATHS FOR TEST AND CALIBRATIO TASKS) e! DFVLR 0
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN AIRBORNE INSTRUMEN"" e¶ON

COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT TES""

Glenn A. Bayer
NASA Ames Researn Center 0

Dryden Flight Research Facility
P.3. Box 273

Edwards, California 93523
U.S.A.

AD-P004 120
imentation interfacing frequently 'requires the linking of intelligent systems together, as well as
the link itself to be intelligent. The airborne instrumentation computer system (AICS) was devel-

Idress this requirement. Its small size, approximately 254 by 133 by 140-mm*(IO.-by 51/4 by 5T/2 in),
3us, and modular-boarO configuration give it the ability to solve instrumentation interfacing and
3a problems without fozcing a redesign of the entire unit. This system has been used on the F-15
ligital electronic engine control (DEEC) and its follow-on engine model derivative (END) project, .
OV-1C Mohawk aircraft stall-speed warning system. The AICS is presently undergoing configuration 0
ian F-104 pace aircraft and on the advanced fighter tqchnology integration (AFTI) F-11l aircraft.

mRE

advanced fighter technology inte- ISB. least significant byte
.gration

LSI large-scale integration
airborne instrumentation computer S

system MIL-STD-1553 military standard number

Aeronautical Radio, Inc. specifi- MSB most significant byte
cation number

PCM pulse code modulation
digital electronic engine control

PROM programmable read-only memory
direct memory access 0

RAM random access memory
electrically erasable program-

sable read-only memory RMDU remote multiplexer digitizer unit

engine model derivative RS-232C Electronics Industry Association

standard number
erasable programmable read-only

memory TTL' transistor-transistor logic

input/output USART universal synchronous/asynchro-
nous receiver transmitter

liquid crystpl display

UCTION

creasing digital nature of aircraft being tested at NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight
acility has increased the need for flexible digital instruLentation systems. Test aircraft typi-
digital systems of unique design on board and researchers need to derive data from'those systems.

raft often have 'minimal space for flight-test instrumentation. This paper addresses the need. for
,hat is capable of interfacing spbcial digital systems to pulse code modulation (PCX) systems and
nboard engineering calculations and display. The development of the system is discussed, and
amples are described.

OBLEMJ

ft instrumentation systems used at NASA Ames, Dryden are built either in-house or by a contractor..
ject is designed in-house, NAST, has the choice of selecting those systems that correspond well to ' "

q experience and data reduction methods. When an instrumentation system is contractor built (off-
is frequently of a unique design, or of a design that does not lend itself to merge gracefully

.. mes Dryden data systems.

e space onf an aircraft is limited, there is typically very little room to house an instrumenta-
a.

t requirements, regardless of where they originate, tend to be evolutionary. Because of unfore-
requirements, new ideas, or lack.of foresight, instrumentation systems may require modifications.
.rs to be .a minor modification can cause significant char'gosin the overall system.

im. data reduction is desired on a number of flight projects that are flown at As Dryden. The O
ion* for these requirements include: saving flight time by immediately determining if a data run
ad the required datal helping the pilot. identify a potential problem in his fligbt, systems, and.



a to'taie corrective action; dynamically changing the flight plan based on observed data; and -
* poatflight data 'eduction tasks. 4

h flights are becoming longer in duration and are increasing in frequency. This puts real-time
ion facilities it a premium. Postflight data reduction is a time-coonsuming process and require-. ,

se of this facility add significant delays in providing researchers with flight data. Methods " 4
the time requirements on these facilities are therefore desirable.

, manpower and budget constraints are increasingly becoming a problem.

t, a small, versatile, _,rogramnable, and inexpensive digital interface and calcilation syntem is

ION4

ns to problems are derived from experience, knowledge, and the use of available equipment. The
esented here is not necessarily in the order of that which was' followed, but all of the items
ial in the production of the final result. At all times, simplicity and flexibility of design
n mind, as was serviceability of the equipment. An effort was made to solve many instrumenta-
ms at once by developing multipurpose and standardized units.

ection

buses were considered. Design goals included simplicity of bus architecture, small size, and
y of low-cost commercial boards and prototype building cards. The STD bus (Ref. 1) met those
s. It was designed to work with 8-bit microprocessors and has an 8-bit data path. An B-bit
sor (as opposed to more complicated, newer 16-bit microprocessors) was deemed adequate for most
applications. The bus supplies circuit boa:-ds witA +5 V, +12 V, and -12 V. No onboard regula-

equired for transi3tor-transistor logic (TTL) circuitry, thus saving board space.

re

puter enclosure has to be as small as possible to fit in the limited space of most aircraft, -
e enough to accommodate three wire-wrapped prototype cards or six printed circuit cards. This
minimum of 15.875 mm (0.625 in) spacing between card slots. As prototype cards are debugged

ocated and fixed) and made into printed circuits, more space is available for additional proto- . .
this way, the same enclosure can be used by both prototype and final systems. A number of these
manufactured at Ames Dryden without detailing the mounting of power supplies and connectors. 7 -

each project the flexibility to determine what interface connectors to use on the AICS. Signals
:tionally §roup,,ud in different ,connectors. Inexpensive off-the-shelf connectors can then be used,
:es the problem of special connectors being out of stock.

mputer Board Selection

r of interface cards were commercially available for the STD bus, but the available microproc-
wera not functional in a very small system. Since as much room as poss;ble should remain in

,re :or projece-dependent interfaces, the basic general purpose computer and ctandard input-
S uitry should'ke contained on one card. Because some projects require the processing of signif-
1ts of real-time complex engineering equations, an arithmetic or floating-point processor was
:e the card nee ed to withstand rugged flight environments, and one was not available that satis-

the above rec irements, a decision was made for an in-house design of the microcomputer board.

X° SYSTE4 D.SC.IPTIOti

!S consists of an enclosure approximately 254 by 133 by 1.40 mm (10 by 51/4 by 51/2 in) and contains .
ard'microcomp ter that plugs into an industry-standard STD backplane. This backplane accom-
lier commercially available or specially designed interface board,. The enclnsure itself can be
to fit the ne ds of the individual project with respect to power supplies and external connec-

,ical project configurations yield an AICS power consumption of under 50 W. Having the power
,rmined by the project allows state-of-the-art power converters to be used as they become avail-

I is an internal view of the F-15 digital electronic engine control (DEEC) prototype AICS and
r. an enclosed AICS as used in the OV-1C aircraft.

irt of the AICS system is a microcomputer board that plugs into a wide-spaced STD bus backplane
.ns six card s ots. There ;are enough standard peripheral components on the processor board so
.ve remaining ETD bus slots can be devoted to special system requirements.

,mputer Board [scription

igle-board com uter uses six-layer printed circuit technology to accommodate a number of large-
iration (LSI) components on et single board measuring 14.3 by 165.1 by 1.6 mm (4.5 by 6.5 by
The board con ains:

8Ca5aAmicrop ocessor.

S 8231A floatirg-point arithmetic processor.

:ilobytes of 2,32 erasable programmable read-only meamry (EPRON).

.1, , .
- -I• • . . •• .•. - -
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kilobytes of either 2716 EPROM or 6116 random access memory (RAN) plus 256 bytes of RAN in an
55 RAM input-output (1/O) port.

o 8251 universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver transmitters (USART; that can be use. either
th TTL signals or RS-232C level signals provided by the 75188 line driver and the 75189 line
-eiver.

tee 16-bit programmable timers in an 8253 programmable timer (two 'used for USART bit rate .
ltrol)." '

bits cf parallel I/O using the 8155.

Iress decodit; using 82S131 programmable read-only' memory (PROM).

3 bus int,4rface.

Lght-qualified, low-profile sockets that every integrated circuit plugs into.
• ', . . .

krd configuration controlled by, jumpers on the user interface connector.

is a simplified block diagram of the single-board computer and Fig. 4 is a photograph of the
board. One reason the 8085A microprocessor (Ref. 2) wa6 chosen was because of its superior

Aircuitry. It allows direct inputs for one unmasked and three masked interrupts with various
is of level and edge triggering, is well as allowing one line for up to seven externally vec- i I,
:rupts. Because instrum-itation projects are intensely real-time oriented, interrupts ere used
,. Good priority interrrvt circuitry on the microprocessor chip can reduce the microcomputer-
)nent count.

ISA is clocked by a crystal operating at a frequent'" of 6.144 MHz. It yields a .icrocy,7Ie tile . .
A typical instruction completes in 2 to 3 us. Address, data, and control lines (such an

., Clock, I/O-Memory select, Address Latch Enable, and Reset) are bused to all of the peripheral

65 provides two 8-bit and one 6-bit parallel input/output ports, 256 bytes of static RAIN, and a
rrammable timer for the board (Ref. 2). Two 2732 EPROMs (Ref. 2) provide the board with 8 kilo-
"ogram memory, with the remaining 2 kilobytes' of memory being either a 2716 EPRO4 (Ref. 2) or a '
:e f . 3 ) . ..:.- .•. .

.1 integrated circuits (Ref. 2),provide USARTM to the board. Their bit rates are detprmined by ';

"ogrammable timer which allows ceparate control of the two 8251. bit rates. The USARTs can be
to operate in either a synchronous mode at 0 to: 6'4,000 bits per second or in an asynchronous
.o 19,200 bits per second. The 75189 and 75188 integrated circuits (Ref. 4) provide RS-232C I/O
1 interfacing.

.oard address decoding is provided by taree 82S,131 PRONs (512 by 4 bits each). Use of PROM"
lows maximum flexibilityin determining onboard addresses (there is no fragmentation of memory
eases - all addresses are contiguous an6 unique) as well as allowing offboard direct me-,ory
ces to access the computer board's memory. Use of discrete logic to accomplish these tasks
up too such room on the board.

y the most important factor in making this board universally applicable to many real-time instru-
ystems is the use of the 8231A arithmetic processor. The'8231A integrated circuit is a powerful
hit will perform. single- end double-precision fixed-point, as well as floating-point arithmetic
fic calculations '(Ref. 2). Thus all of the mathematical operations. can be offloaded t. the
processor which contains a 32-bit wide, internal data path. Benchmark testing has indicated that
wentyfold-savings in execution time can be realized by using the arithmetic processor (Ref. 5). S
imes of floating-point instructions in the arithmetic processor vary considerably; for example,
g-point multiply instruction takes approximately 50 us and a cosipe operation takes 1.34 -.

1A is interfaced to the 8085A through the 8-bit data bus, control lines for Read and Write,
select, and the least significant address line. This,address line, in co.1junction with Read

ignals, tells the 8231A what types of operations it will be doing; (for example, data entry or,
rhe 8085A passes data and commands to the 823.1A, and receives results back from the 8231A. Data.
nternally on a stack in the 8231A. The data stack is either 16 bits or 32 bits wide, depending
ation. The 8085A is typically programmed to wait for the completion of each comand -it sends to
This is the most straightforward way to program it. The 8085A could, hoDever, be programmed
the 8231A instruction, continue with 8085A instructions, and check the status of the 8231A only

sult is required by the 8085A. This would increase the information prcce.ssing rate (throughput)
-s,' but generally, the arithmetic operations are done contiguously. Therefore, the program
.rould not be enhanced by this alternate scheme. It would, however, require a larger code'space
the extra status checks required.. " ____

, y I xeriace •"''''."

ry system. at Ames Dryden use data words that are between 8 ani 12 bits long - typically,
ibdard computer systems that need to interface to the telemetry system frequently have word '- -
t are 16 bits long. Two asynchronous activities are taking place in the system: datiý coming .... -

.':S from the onboard computer or data system, and data being passea from the AICS tn'the' , . .



* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ýa ~ :~~rre ~ oits) at a t-me wJt1Cf tne tleiometry system -.a recu.~st-
whole tran~sfer out. This is accomplmad Ly latch:.r.g a!' 16 tits and transferrin~g them ail at te
time to a 16-oit inemc-1. Whýen the telemettry system requests data. all 16 bits are read 3ut ofme."ory

:e and stored in a register where the tel'.. try system can access then. Z
o ýn~erface the AICS with a renote mul!tiplexer J~ itZer ur.t R~) CM system, two boards we re
ne 1 Fig. 5 is a simplified block di.4 tat 2,f t-ne c4rcuitry on tnese board4a. One board ccntains the
f' a cess:.tle hy tne PCH system. and the otner ýorta~ns the direct memory access ýýfi) c-ntroller that
-M sy.stem ises to -.terroot t A Wx1"a o. Th-.e b~asiu; operation can be eummarized as foi-lows: TheA

ii processor pieaces data inthe twc-, 81-t latocns, then s-.aultanecusly writes. then into the PCN acces-
menory as a s--ngle 16-b~t value. The 11M input po~rt is oroýanized in 10-bt units. h'hen the PCM sys-

'?q-,ests a value through a PCM word resuest signal, the gqlitch' detector (a glitcht is a spurious &Ayn-
Dous s,.gnal that is to be igno.re-d' verifies the validity of the request. A divide by two latch acti-
tne DKA 7ontrol ler every second P:'.4 word reguest. The 3KPA -cz'-tro' ler prese n t the requested 16-nit

to the PCM input po-rt within 4 'is.' The most aigrificant 110 to'.s ire taken by the KM1 on that request.
txt pZN we-,rd equest multiplexes the lower ord!er 6 bits *w-_ncot requiring another memory rrid. -he

of cycle signal resets the .Ii~v_,i by two latch to ensure synchronization of the DM activity with
?Ieaetr-y system. it also ter7.anati-s the -.̂  aotiv~ty for that 2-y0'e.. Tstsgnal is requirrd only
to synchron.,ze the telemetry lata -mar. with the interface, Wyt ct:-_7,intoo~s use of t.1.,_ signal ensures
transient improper operatio7:: will, no't caulse the interface to lose svnchronizat~on for very long.

:,ice Outpu t

lis board wtas 1-s'gned to interface the processo>r with a speech synthesizer through t~he STD bus.
5 is a s~implfied block diagram of tlhis bo.:,d. it uses a Votrax SC-01 phono*'! speech synthesizer

6) that has 64 different phonemes. Circuitry has been added to allow extended pitch control. JUn
ýnteqrated clrc-uit (Ref. 21 is used to con~trol various onboard fu;nctlors.. as well as prov~de 2 kilo-
of onboard EPRO04 for word tanles or additional prog~raasinq space. Use of a phornewe-baseeu spe-ch
!size-r allows customaized vocabularies to be pr,-grammed and tested inexpensive~ly. (Phoneme synthe-
isound mechanical, yet are intelligible.)

;ftware ýsign

,ogramming the AICS for a specific pro~ect is a mA,,or part of the applicati~on effort. To effectively
-,sh that, software development Tools are reqt., red. One 'of the too's avial tAses Dryden * a
~ul r~locatinq cross assemb ler on a rin:coepo~ter. instead of filling up the AICS memory with'an exist-

-.atinrg systew and sper-iný a loit of tire wrrtx nq around it (and locatinq the pr,-blems, or -bugs'),
'stem %sftware was completely designed and ta.Iore.d to the particular needs of flight test instru-

:ko. Ts coptiaized the code size, as well as providing in-house knowledge of the inner software
Igs.

we instrumentation requirements that dictate the software design Include: lunctionally optiwizeod code.
iveorhead); t-he ability to stand alone (rnonvnlatile program memory); optimal utilization of hardware:
.splicity. In order to achieve functionally optxiized4 code, aLl codst was written i~n asseahly anguage.
evP1 computer language coop-lers thiat opt.,mxe code were not available for this syete*. Exctensive
user-definable operation codes (macro) L.The macro &ass-mbler raised the -level of proqrawwanq- to
that of a high-level language, but r-taineI ct:AmLzinq characteristics by assoahlinq only w*hat was 0

1. The new of a librarian allowed lirkaqe of only those routines required by the progxramming. Tlie
a microprocessor hardware emulator a'llowed -program devolopment to proceed witho',jt requpiring the pro-

loveloFi~ent code 'to be part of the microprocessor software. The* aise )f the roal-,timw hardware- ammia-
an indispensable tool in develo*ping microprocs~scr system* in a time-effective manner.

-aeons for programming in a high-level language (such as POPI"Ajo or PASCAL), in, ludo the need forT
Ted input/output; f~loating-point formula r-aliculotione; end ease of programming and a.t-tgqatnq (find-
rtore). UsIng macro coding, formatted Input/output and floating-point formula calcuLations were
dlished. Ease of programming usual~ly iopli~e *oearation from hardware. Which, by the nature of thisa

iis undesirable. A reasonable compromsie h4e twen achieved by the us* of libraries of vacroai arid
itinos.

-PPO1 DATA SIrpArZ TWHUIQtJ

data acquisition system requiring sm"Il amounts of data, e~lectrically erasable proqrawmble reed-
*mory (EM1PP0i)as useaful In providing n~onvolatkle storage. At allowsm flight-dependent 4oc-imentation
aid calibration coefficiente to he entered without requiring removal of components for programming.
4 not require battery backup. it is inexpensive, and because it Is solid sta4te it *1am no moving,

The Techniqu, of using, TP"~o for data storage wee used on the OV-1C aircraft @tall warning *yet*&
ro flight parameters at moments Aetermined by the pilot. After engine aehutdrown,datia could be off-
(in both uncralibrated and calibrated foramt) directly frow the ARCS t-e pri ntwr to'pr'ovide hardeony
flight data.

V11KOgtWWAL C~~¶9AIw

heustive environmental tests have not yet boen '-o4nurted on the ARS. Noovevr. one, configuiration
ted in s.-tino 4.2 has been vibrated to NARIA pr)oess spoeification 21-2, curve A (t~q from 1. to

I. Vorced sit ventilatilon of at least 0.410 *)/*Ini ( 10 ftl/sin) he* heen used on all flying systemm.
mponents used onr th, microprocessor board are oval lahie 'in military-specified (MIL-St'F, harmh envi-

ti ora. Tle temperature rwgimws of current applliction. have allowed the use, of,commrciai grade.
onts. thus saving development coat.
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The AICS is presently being used on the P-15 aircraft DEW2 and its follcow-on engine moeal. derllvat-ive

)pro-ect. 'his aircraft is fitted with two DEEC computers. F'ig. 9 is a simplified block diagra's of

v-¶ S zrg instrumentation system. The AICS is acting as the interface between the two ZRW computers

the PC34 system. Each of the DEEC computers send* 16-bit date asynchronously to the AICS iii R-t7.t

tuns at 9600 bits/sec. Each data frame consists of !00 16-bit words, including I I16-bit synchrtonize-

word. The USARTs. on the AICS microS~rocessor board recei ve this dat-k and interrupt the microprocessor,

.,n turn deconawtates the deta and places it in the memory on the PCX memory card. The telemetry sys-
retrieves this data as described in section 4.2. Status woords are formed by the AICS ta determinem the

th of the system, including program status, data-stream status, and synchronization status. Th.La at&-

information is passed to the telemetry system for real-time evaluation.

rhe number of words per frame of asynchronous data, as well as the number of DEW engines (one, or two)0

Le. has varied. Since the AICS is a mi croprocessor -based design, only software modifications have been

ired to reconfigure it !or the different configurations.

1V14-C Aircraft stall warning

rhe AICS is xlso being used to test a stall warning concept aboard a United Statwe Army OV-IC Mohawk

raft iRef. 7k in a 2oint NASA/Army project. Fig. 8 is an overall block diagrlsm of the OV-tC stall

Lng system. This system represents the soot complex use of the 141CS to date, and serves to -illustrate0

3otontial power of the AICS. It provides nearlY all of the functions associated with real-time, data
tctio4I and display including-,

1. data acquisition via two IQ-bit digital inputs;

Z. data acquis.tiofl via nine analog inputs;

3.sensor calibration eassistance;

1. real-time engineering unit calculations;

i. real-time control of synchro-driven cockpit indicator needles displaying airspeed and stall

,.a voice synthesized aural warning of approaching stall to the pilot;

audible sensor linit warning to the flighit teot engineer;

1. ->evolttilo data storages

*. real-time data display of uncalibratad lnst.,amentatioa counts, as well am engineeringq unit data:
and

p. oetflight dump of the raw data or engineering unit data for isditat* antalysis.

af hand--held liquid crystal display (L4tM) keyboard data entry and display unit (fig. 9 asI to the
kt toot engineer to access flight data and enter selected coefficients.

idvenced fighter Technology Integration (APTI') F-1l1 Aircraft

'he AFT! program is stujdying the concept of a variable camber yinq on an F-111 airplane. It has & cow-

control system that is conitrolled by two airborne computers. This system was designed by a contractor0
a another *xample of tlhe roquirement of a unique interface to NASA'*, "C system. The hlCS hardware
for this interfaco task is nearly identical to the set used on the F-15 aircraft* It wee cnly necee-
to add one line receiver card. eocauste of the flexibility inherent in the microprocessor-based design
.5 ICS, the remaining modifications required by the Oroject wetes completed in the software.

$.AIKI APPLICATIONS

.- 104 Pance Aircraft

ovelopsiont to underway to uee the AICS as a reel-time colcu~ation and display syota.i for aircraft
,9 wor*. !'t would, besed adk pitot/etatin. pressure sensor input, provide altitude, airspeed. *ad

ion-orror corre~cted Kach. numbr display to the pilot or fliltht teot engineer, so well me optionally
t this information, into the "CI @yet*& for comparlson with ;round data, calculations. Pig. 10 In a
)tied block diagram of this instrumentation system.

ntegratod Serene System Front Panel Controller

-?e microcomputer board developed for AIWN is olso teing used In a ground-based project as a cortrol-
or data entry and display via an A5ZWZ-42? data but (got. 4). The APINC-429 buas is used as the, cami-
at &on Wes for *tate-of-the-ert otrspdow,3 inertial navigation syiteom being use& at Awes Orydent. ?he

software develo~pment tools that were used for the airborne AICS Oro also **ad for this project..



"mned enhancements to the sybtem include, the ability to* interf-ýe wtth different types of PCM sys-
iaddition to the RWJ);i :-nterface with the MIL-STD-1553 data bus i~ef. 9); arnd decommutate data

:,oard PCX systems so that the AICS can take advantage of telemptered data rather than requiring the
interface to the sensors directly.

s-integrated parameto-rs, such as current aircraft weight, could be calculated in real time on an .z~

t using the AICS. These parameters could be passed on to the flight recorder or ground stations.
ild sqimlifv postf light data reduction by allowing time-integrated flignt parameters to be observed
requiring that a flight tape be replayed for integration.

&ncrease the system information processing rate, multiprocessing could be use in the AICS.
ithe STD bus, by virtue of its simplicity, is not designed for multiprocessing, it could be
I by elec-:rically splitting the STD backplane into two or more individuei STD) buses. The micro-
s on each bus could then be responsible for different processes and communicate with each other
their parallel or serial 1,'0 lines on t~he 'user. interface connector. Thus a division of labor
tachieved without altering the bus architecture or requiring substantial rewriting of system

:her approach for increasing the system's information processing rate is to use peripheral proc-
mn boards that are interfaced to the host microcomputer board through the STO bus. The host micro-
rwould -act as overall system controller, but the peripheral proceasors d±ould handle special purp6se

hirements.

,SI manufacturing techniques improve, more powe~rful .sicrocompiter components are being built in
packages that use less power than previously possiHle. This offers the possibility of using the*^-
'erful microcomputers in a system the size of the AICS. IA brder to~maintain the current STD *bus
-e for compatibility. an 8-bit data path woull need to be maintained off the microcomputer board,
i-bit (or larger) data path could be used on the microcomputer board itself to increase bandwidth.

ICLUSIONS0

:ible aircraft instrumentation interfaces such as the airborne instrumentation computer system
,re obtained by using a microprocessor-based system design. Large-scale integration ILSI) tech-
illows these computer systems to be small enough to fit in most test aircraft. Be*cause of soft-
-1si project modifications can frequently be made without requiring hardware redesigns. A common
lardware can be used for several projectv, thus decreasing the overall coat of engineering each
The use of a floating-point arithmetic processor allows real-time engineering equation calcula-
take place onboard the aircraft f *or display in the cockpit or for telemetering to the ground.

,rtens the time requirements for a ground-based real-time data reduction facility. Onboasrl calcu-
.ftime-integrated paramet-er (such as gross weight) simplifies postflight data reduction by allow-
-integrated fligqht parametetrs to be observed without having to rpeplay an entire flight tape to
5them. This save* in postf light data reduction time. Significant savings in data analysis and

ntation modification times are realized using~this design.

0 1
Bus Technical Manual and Product Catalog. 1982, Pro-Loq Corporation, Mo0nterey. Cplif..
1-1 to 2-5.

nonnt 1-iatis Catalog, 1982, Intel Corporation, Santa Clara. Calif.

!Lforlies. 19800, Hitachi. San Jose, Calif., pp. 11-73.

Linear and Interface 'Circuits Data Book for Design engineers. 1973, Texss Instru-jeets0
rporsted. Ftrat Ed., pp. 8-914 to 8-102.

1 Speech 3ynthesizer Data Sheet. '1980. Yotrax, Proi,,, Mich.___

or, Douglass 0. and Bewer., Glenn A., An Autommtepd Stall-Speeid Warning System, 1984,
TM-849 17.

I1A/Aa9SI2 Floating-point Processor Manual, 1981, Advanced Micro Devices, Sunnyvale, Calif.,
4) to 49.

*33 Digital tivformetion Transfer. System (DITS) AAIWC Specification 429-6, 1982. Aeronautical
o, Inc., Annapolis, Md.

STO-1553 hultiplex Applications Handbook. 1962, SCI System., Inc., * untsville. Ala.
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Figu~re 1. AICS box (DESC prototype. configurat ion).

r~gUre 2. -AfCS boZ (OV-lC config urae ion).
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